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Foreword

by Ernest R. Hilgard and Albert H. Hastorf

During the last three decadesofhis life, prior to his death on May 22, 1989, Dr.

Robert R. Sears had been deeply involved in the follow-up studies of the group

of children of superior intelligence initially studied by Dr. Lewis M. Terman in

1921. Dr. Terman hada long history of interest in the characteristics of intel-

lectually gifted individuals. In 1921 he organized a study of a groupofintellec-

tually gifted youngsters, all of whom resided in California. His original interest

focused on the psychological, behavioral, and physical characteristics of this

group who were in the top | percent of measured intelligence. Dr. ‘Terman

benefited from the capable colleagueship of Dr. Melita Oden, who wasassoci-

ated with the study for over 30 years and with whom he authoredseveral of the

earlier volumesin the series of works on the Terman subjects.

Before his death in 1956, Dr. Terman designated those to be responsible for

carrying on the work, including his son, Dr. Frederick E. Terman, Provost of

Stanford University, and Dr. Quinn McNemar of the Department of Psychology,

as custodians. Dr. Sears was to have the responsibility for planning and carrying

out the continuing research operations. Faithful to the charge, Dr. Sears was

responsible for five surveys of these cooperative subjects carried out between

1960 and 1986. Thelatter four of these surveys — carried out in 1972, 1976,

1982, and 1986 —are reported in this volume, the sixth in the series. The pre-

vious volume,published in 1959, was based on data gathered while Dr. Terman

wasstill alive, but was published after his death. The 1960 survey was reported

in a monograph by Dr. Oden.

In the course of these studies, Dr. Sears also had the advice and assistance of
a number of professional psychologists at Stanford, including his wife, Dr.

Pauline S. Sears, and Dr. Lee J. Cronbach of the School of Education, and
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Dr. Albert H. Hastorf of the Department of Psychology. After 1972 the study’s
focus wasaltered from the characteristics and achievementsof the gifted to how
this group of individuals dealt with occupational retirement, the health issues of
later maturity, and psychological adaptation to theselater years.

Dr. Sears was particularly fortunate to have had the collaboration of Dr.
Carole K. Holahan of the University of Texas at Austin. For a numberof years
she was

a

visiting scholar at Stanford — at the Institute for the Study of Women
and Gender during 1978-80, and regularly in the Psychology Departmentin
later years. During this time, she worked with Dr. Sears in conducting the later
surveys and published several papers based on the data. Dr. Sears invited her
collaboration on this volume in 1987.

The present volume wasjointly planned and muchofthe data analysis carried
out before Dr. Sears’s death. He had written initial drafts of chapters on the
study’s background,attrition, the men’s occupational history, marital patterns,
and social networks. With one exception, Dr. Holahan wrote the other chapters
and revised the entire manuscript. Dr. Cronbach analyzed and wrote mostofthe
chapteron life satisfactions, and also updatedthe attrition analyses.

The second authorof this foreword had been a colleague of Dr. Sears since
1961, and has now taken over responsibility for the Terman archive and the
continuation of the study. Thefirst author of this foreword was never directly
involved with the study but was closely associated with Dr. Terman as a member
of the Psychology Department from 1933 until the time of Dr. Terman’s death.
He can attest to Dr. Terman’s deep interest in the participants in this study as
individuals — thoughtof as “his children.” The present volumeis important not
only becauseit reports a longitudinal study — we have in essencescientific biog-
raphies ofthis large sample — but because throughit we learn a great deal about
the life satisfactions, goals, and disappointments of gifted individuals in the
later years of life. With the presentinterest in the status of women, much of
the evidence bears on the ways in which the opportunities of gifted women
were constrained in their generation. Were he alive today, Dr. Terman would be
pleased with this volume that has so well carried out his plan for a lifetime
study — and he would hope for more to come.



Preface

This volumetraces the progress of the men and womenin the Terman Study of

the Gifted through the yearsof later maturity, when on average they werein their

60’s and early 70’s. The study was begun in 1921 by Dr. Lewis M. Terman, when

the subjects averaged eleven years of age. It has continued for over 70 years and

has becomethe longestlife-cycle study in the history of the social sciences. This

is the sixth in a series of books and monographsthat documentthe lives of these

gifted individuals at various points in the life cycle. The last comprehensive

summary presented the results of the 1960 survey (Oden, 1968), when the sub-

jects were well into mid-life, and averaged 50 yearsof age.

Begunat a time whenlittle was known aboutthe associated characteristics

and long-term outcomesofintellectual giftedness, the Terman Study amassed a

vast store of data on these individuals. Seeing the intellectual gifts of these

subjects as a precious resource for our society, Dr. Terman wasinterested in

knowing whethertheir intellectual superiority would be matched by superiorities

in other domains or whether, as was commonlybelieved, they would be lacking

in other positive characteristics, such as physical and mental health, social ad-

justment, and breadth ofinterests. He also wanted to knowifthe intellectual gifts

the subjects demonstratedin childhood would be maintainedinto their adulthood

years, or would be hopelessly lost, as was widely assumed.

The earlier work by Dr. Terman andhis colleagues, tracing these lives from

childhood to mid-life, has laid to rest these negative stereotypes aboutthe lives

of gifted individuals in childhood and adulthood. Now the Terman subjects have

reached the years oflater maturity, years that carry special challenges — physi-

cally, psychologically, and socially — after the highly productive years of mid-

life. Thus it is appropriate now to see if the pattern of positive findings Dr.
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Terman reported for these individuals in earlier years persisted into their later
years.

The Terman subjects cameto later maturity at a fortunate timefor the fields of
life-span developmentand gerontology. In recentyears,life-span developmental
researchers have looked beyond childhood and adolescence,to study the entire
life cycle. At the sametime, earlier assumptions of broad declinein the process
of agingare being replacedin the gerontologicalfield by a more optimistic vision
that searches for the determinants of successful aging. The study of the Terman
subjects — a groupthat is advantaged in many respects — can provide invaluable
insights into the prospects for successful aging, suggesting a benchmark against
whichto judge the process of aging more generally.

We have approachedthe book with several objectives. First, we have pursued
one of the goals of Dr. Terman andhis colleagues — that of providing rich and
complete descriptive data onthe subjects’ lives — by extendingthe description of
their lives into the years of later maturity. In so doing, we have maintained
thematic continuity with earlier reports by including topics such as educational
and career history, avocational pursuits, and physical and mental health. At the
same time, however, we have supplemented theseearlier themes with topics that
are unique to later maturity, such as retirement and retrospectivelife satisfac-
tions. Moreover, with the vast store of data in the Terman archives, we can begin
to answer questions concerning the precursors of successful aging. We therefore
also include analyses of antecedentsof later-life outcomes in our presentation.
We comparethese subjects with the general population, and the subjects of other
available life-cycle studies, wheneverpossible.

Thebookis intended for scholars and professionals in diverse disciplines who
are interested in intellectual giftedness, the study ofthe life cycle, and geron-
tological studies. However, we have also endeavored to present the study’s
findings in a form thatis accessible to the general reader. For example, to capture
the uniqueness andrich variety in these subjects’ life patterns, we have included
a numberofcase studies along the way.

When Lewis Termanbeganthis study in 1921, he was in his mid-40’s. He died
in 1956, and at his request Dr. Robert R. Sears assumedthe research directorship
of the study. Dr. Melita Oden continued as de facto managerand chief investiga-
tor through the analysis and publication of the 1960 data. In 1972 Dr. PaulineS.
Sears and Dr. Lee J. Cronbach joined Dr. Sears in preparing the follow-up
questionnaire. They, with the collaboration of Dr. Carole K. Holahan in 1982 and
1986, and Dr. Albert H. Hastorf in 1986, were responsible for the follow-ups
which coverthe years of later maturity, 1972-86.

Dr. Sears, joined by Dr. Cronbach, undertook the ambitious project of con-
structing a computerized data bank coveringthe 65yearsof data collection, with
over 4,000 variables. The coding and transfer to computerof the data from the
many questionnaires took more than 10 years. In addition to the coding of the
basic questionnaires, comprehensive specialized files were created, including a
file on marital history and parental deaths and divorces constructed by Dr. Sears,
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and file on educational history created by Dr. Cronbach. Completion of the data

bank has received financial support from the National Institute of Aging, the

Spencer Foundation, and the Ford Foundation. These data will be available to

generations of scholars, and will provide the basis for continuing research into

the nature of the humanlife cycle.
My own involvement with the study began when I wasa visiting scholar at

Stanford University from 1978 to 1980. I had the opportunity to join Dr. Sears in

the work on the completion of the computerized data base, and to begin studies

of my ownwith the gifted sample. In 1987 Dr. Sears invited metojoin him in the

workon this volume. Sadly, he did notlive to see the volume completed. With his

death in 1989, I have felt the deep loss of a colleague and a friend. I have been
inspired through the sometimeslonely process of the completion of the book by

his deep enthusiasm for and commitmentto the project.

The book has received the support of many individuals. Lee J. Cronbach

deserves special thanks. He graciously agreed to draft the major portion of the

chapter on life satisfactions, and completed the updating of the analyses of

attrition. In addition, he has served as a readerandstatistical consultant for the

manuscript. I would also like to thank Albert H. Hastorf, who has assumed the

directorship of the Study, for his continuing support of the project, for his hospi-

tality as I worked on the bookat Stanford, and for making funds from the Terman

Fundavailable to facilitate the book’s completion. Historians Carl Degler and

Hamilton Cravens also read chapters. John Loehlin and Bill Koch provided

statistical advice.

The study could not have been completed without the able assistance of

Eleanor Walker, research assistant for the Terman Study. Her cheerfulness and

willingness to help were important at every point. At Stanford Press Muriel Bell

offered continuing encouragementand constructive suggestions while the manu-

script was being completed; Ellen F. Smith carried the project throughthe edit-

ing and production process. I would also like to thank Marilyn Yalom and the

Institute for the Study ofWomen and Genderat Stanford for providing me with a

homeduring myfirst two-year visit to Stanford.

Manyothers also contributed to the completion of the project. The Spencer

Foundation provided research funds for the book, financing much of the data

analysis, and enabling meto visit Stanford to consult the study files. The Hogg

Foundation for Mental Health provided funds for the analysis of the women’s

data. Several graduate students were involved in the data analysis: Sul-Ri Bai,

Hugh Crean, Deborah Duncan, Kate Mackie, Gloria Ramalho, and David Valen-

tiner. A number of undergraduatesalso helped with the study: Margaret Bezma-

linovic, Elizabeth Bruch, Erin Everett, Tracey Fowler, Dietland Hernandez,

Xochil Montez, and Jennifer Svoboda. Jo Schneider provided helpful editorial

advice, as well as typing parts of the first draft. Keri Trudeau, Kathleen Keeley,

and Dean Garrett providedclerical assistance. I also greatly appreciate the con-

tinuing support of H. Paul Kelley, director of the Measurement and Evaluation

Center at the University of Texas at Austin.
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Finally, I am grateful to my family, whose encouragement and support helped
make this book possible. I was heartened by my daughter, Alisa Holahan, who
gave me continuing joy during my work onthe manuscript, a time which co-
incided almost exactly with herfirst six years of development. My husband,
Charles J. Holahan, was alwaysavailable to offer Support, both personal and
professional, as the book progressed. His contributions and thoughtful advice are
reflected throughout.

C.K.H.
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Introduction

In this volume we examinethe later-life experience of the men and womenin Dr.

Lewis M. Terman’s landmark study of gifted children. The individuals originally

includedin this (longitudinal) study now havereachedthe yearsof later maturity.

After having participated for over 60 years in psychology’s longest life-cycle

study, by 1986 the subjects were on average in their mid-70’s, and manyre-

mained active participants in the study.

This study of gifted children began in 1921, just three years after the close of

World War I. The timing was auspicious. The war hadrevealed a rather surpris-

ing amountofilliteracy among young American men,andit had called attention

to the need for articulate and intellectual leadership wherever groupsof individ-

uals worked together. With the more sophisticated military equipment andtac-

tics of the early twentieth century, illiteracy and lack of intelligence were lia-

bilities. Quickness of apprehension, capacious and accurate memory, and the

ability to read and understand orders as well as instructions for the use of equip-

ment were assets — provided they were associated with courage, leadership, and

other qualities required for effective group productivity.

Identical qualities were needed in the rapidly growing industrial empires of

the following decades. The massive organizations that were growing up in the

steel, automobile, drug, and retail industries could no longer be managed by

individual entrepreneurs; they needed manybright and sophisticated leaders.

The development of group intelligence tests during the war had provided an

efficient means of selecting candidates for officer training and for other military

tasks requiring intellectual ability, and industrial psychologists immediately be-
gan applying similar tests to personnelselection. But there remained the nagging

question whether there was some lurking weakness of character or physique in

1
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people who wereschool-bright, and whetherthe brightness of youth might burn
out later, reducing their long-term productivity in civilian occupations.

Some humanists, and not a few philosophers,were skeptical ofpsychologists’
ability to measure such an intangible mental quality as intelligence. The notion
of mental measurementapparently challenged some unspokendualistic assump-
tion about the relation of mind and body. However, practical educators and
industrial personnel officers wanted solid answers to the above questions. Hence,
Terman’s plan to study the developmentof a group of gifted children was wel-
comedby those who were moreinterested in solving problems than in maintain-
ing outworn philosophical assumptions.

Terman hadpublished the Stanford-Binet intelligence test (his adaptation of
the test devised in France by Binet and Simon) in 1916. The Stanford-Binet and
the group tests developed by the U.S. Armyhad provided reliable measuring
instruments for selecting a group of children with high intellectual potential. Two
questions were on Terman’s mind. First, were these school-bright children supe-
rior in other ways, too? Or were they, as commonlorehadit, physically weak and
socially incompetent? Second, wastheir intellectual superiority a stable quality,
permitting them to provide continuing leadership into adult life in business and
the professions, or would they burn out, becomedeviant and perhaps even mad?
The public at the time took comfort in the saying, “Early ripe, early rot.”

‘Terman suspected that these negative assumptions about gifted individuals
not only were false but also had for too long guided educational practice, to the
clear detrimentof society’s potentially greatest humanassets. Thushe began his
study of gifted children to discover, first, whether they had other associated
superiorities — motivational and other qualities needed forlifetime productivity,
leadership, and success — and second, whether they would retain their intellec-

tual superiority over the years.

Provisional answers to Terman’s first question were not long in coming.
Comparison of the study’s gifted children with groups of unselected children
showed clearly that these bright children were, on the average, superior in a
numberof other ways. They had more social as well as intellectual accomplish-
ments in school; they were healthier, bigger, and stronger; and their conduct was
more acceptable by the standards of the times. They were high achievers, not
only in schoolwork but in many extracurricular activities as well. Terman’s
second question, whether the gifted would retain their superiority, could be
answered only by following their progress through their later lives. This was
why Terman’sstudy of gifted children becamea longitudinal one — thefirst and
longest in humanhistory.

Lest this recitation of the first findings from the 1920’s suggest that this book
is an antiquarian report from dusty archives, let us say at once that the archives
are far from dusty, the research is contemporary and ongoing, and the main
findings reported here are based on data collected between 1972 and 1986. We
will be reporting some of the early data as antecedents to contemporary out-
comes, however, and therefore some history will be in order in Chapter 2. There
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has been no majorreport of the study’s results for nearly twenty years, and the

details of the study — its origins, methods, and findings at intervening points in

time — have somewhatdropped from the common knowledgeof scholars.

Toward Understanding Successful Aging

The Terman Study could not have developed an emphasis on aging at a more

opportune time for the field of gerontology. With the steady and dramatic in-

crease of the elderly as a proportion of the general population, the attention of

scholars and policymakers has turned to understanding successful aging and to

optimizing the later years. Both individuals and society are searching for knowl-

edge that will contribute to better physical, psychological, and social well-being

during the years of later maturity.

In recent years, the tone of gerontological studies has become morepositive

and optimistic (e.g., Baltes & Baltes, 1990b; Perlmutter, 1990). In the early years

of gerontology, a belief in unavoidable biological decline dominated approaches

to the field. More recently, researchers have begunto questionthe inevitability of

someof the losses commonly observed in aging (Rowe & Kahn, 1987). Thereis

enormousvariability amongolderindividuals, and whatis usual during the aging

years is not necessarily linked to biological processes of aging. Many controlla-

ble risk factors can contribute to losses commonlyattributed to aging. For exam-

ple, the etiologies of cardiovascular disease and osteoporosis are dramatically

affected by external risk factors. Moreover, psychosocial factors, such as social

support and feelings of autonomyandcontrol, interact with physical factors and

can mitigate some of the undesirable outcomes of aging (Rowe & Kahn, 1987).

Thus although recent approaches to gerontology do not denythe physical real-

ities of aging, they encouragecareful study to differentiate among normal, patho-

logical, and optimal aging (Baltes & Baltes, 1990a).

Contemporary gerontology, while recognizing the realities of age-associated

declines, is therefore increasingly the study of the possible. Successful aging was

a theme of only a few earlier theorists, notably Jung (1933) and Erikson (1959;

recently extendedin Erikson, Erikson, & Kivnick, 1986), but today the possibili-

ties for continued developmentand fulfillment through the aging years are em-

phasized throughoutthe field of gerontological studies (Baltes & Baltes, 1990b;

Perlmutter, 1990). Inherent in this emphasis on successful aging is an awareness

that human beings have muchlatent reserve. The tapping of that reserve and the

delineation of its limits are important agendas for contemporary research on

aging and offer potential for positive interventions.

For example, biological and medical researchers havenotedthe variability of

physical aging and the benefits of preventative factors such as exercise and

nutrition in minimizing disabilities (e.g., Ericsson, 1990; Fries, 1990; Kozma &

Stones, 1990). Cognitive researchers, while documenting declines related to

aging, are also investigating individual and environmental conditions that miti-

gate declines or minimize their impact on everydaylife (Salthouse, 1991; Schaie,
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1990; Willis, 1990). There is also an emerginginterest in the untapped cognitive

potential of aging people, as evidenced in studies of wisdom and creativity

(Baltes, Smith, Staudinger, & Sowarka, 1990; Labouvie-Vief, 1985; Simonton,

1990). Investigators have exploredthe active efforts of aging individuals to shape

their well-being and to maintain a sense of control and selfhood by manipulating

goals and aspirations andinterpreting their life experiences (Brandtstadter &

Baltes-Gotz, 1990; George & Clipp, 1991). Finally, studies have shown the

potential for social relationships to contribute to well-being in aging (Antonucci

& Akiyama, 1990; Antonucci & Jackson, 1987).

Thuscurrent research on aging emphasizes the maintenanceofpositive func-

tioning through an understanding of the overall needs of older persons. This

maintenance often involves providing needed supports for the older person,

while at the same time building on individual capabilities. For example, Baltes

and Baltes (1990a) advocate the fostering of healthy lifestyles that may prevent

pathology and build physical and psychological reserves. At the same time,

however, they recognize that aging typically involves more losses than gains,

and they suggest a strategy of selection, optimization, and compensationto deal

with increasing losses during the later years. In their view, both the individual

and society must recognize and deal with the limitations of aging in a manner

that maximizesthe individual’s functioning in areas of priority and that involves

“a convergence of environmental demands, and individual motivations, skills,

and biological capacity” (Baltes & Baltes, 1990a: 21).

Pian of This Book

Thesereflections bring us to our purposes in the study of the Terman subjectsin

later maturity. First, of course, this study provides information on the outcomes

and correlatesof intellectual giftedness in the later years, completing the knowl-

edge base created by Terman andhis colleagues. Do the subjects on average

continue to exhibit the same high levels of adaptive skills they demonstrated

earlier? Havetheir attitudes and behaviors in central realmsof life changed from

those exhibited earlier in the life cycle?

The data presented here are invaluable in answering such questions aboutthe

nature oflater life for gifted individuals. We describe howthis group of individ-

uals has aged, how they have handled the inevitable changesin frequently excit-

ing andfruitful lives, what they did with themselvesas they relinquished some of

the exacting tasks of middle age, and how they have felt about their past and

presentlives. Terman andhis colleagues provideda rich andfull record of these

subjects’ lives through middle age. No other data base of this size presently

exists that can tell us how intellectually gifted individuals approach the aging

years. Moreover, we will implicitly and explicitly be asking what an understand-

ing of these individuals’ lives contributes to the understanding of successful

aging. We will pay particular attention to what the Terman subjects may be able

to teach us about the potential for optimizing the later years. On average, their
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earlier personal and external life circumstances augured favorable outcomes.

Havethese individuals set an exceptional standard for the later years, as so many
of them have done with respect to earlier achievement? How do they compare

with individuals unselected for high intelligence in their approachto aging and in
the favorability of outcomes? Because gender is a powerful shaper oflives,

especially for this cohort, we will pay particular attention to the different ways

that women and men mayapproachthe challengeof aging well.

Finally, taking advantage of the vast store of data in the Terman archives, we

will ask what early experiences shaped our subjects’ responses to these later

years and what factors differentiate between those with more and less favor-
able outcomes. We will search for antecedentsof certain life outcomes,trying to
find precursors of satisfaction or regret, of stability or instability, of different

styles of working and mating. Becausestatistical summaries cannotfully capture

the richness and variety of individual lives, or the interactions between personal

characteristics and idiosyncratic events and circumstances, we will provide

manycase vignettes along the wayto bringthis studytolife.
* * *

Part I provides basic background information about the study and the sample.

Chapter 2 describes the contents and major conclusions of previous surveys.It

gives the age-distribution and sex-composition of the later maturity group and

the kinds of information available on the group. Chapter 3 outlines the some-

times dramatic historical context that surely influenced our subjects’ lives and
analyzesthe attrition that occurred overthe yearsin the original Terman sample.
(A more detailed analysis of this attrition is presented in Appendix B).

In Part II, Chapters 4 and 5 review the occupational histories of the men and

womenin the later-maturity group. This history is explored in depth because of

its central role. The experiences of the men and the womenare dealt with in

separate chapters because their occupational histories differed so greatly. These
chapters conclude with descriptions of the retirement process.

Part III provides a comprehensive view of interpersonal relationships in the

subjects’ lives. Chapter 6 examinesthe variety of marital outcomesin the study,

along with predictors of divorced and always-single status. The effectiveness of

Terman’s Marriage Questionnaire in predicting marital outcomesis also consid-

ered. Chapter 7 emphasizesthe role of relationships in the subjects’ livesin later

maturity.

Part IV focuses on our subjects’ personal involvements. Chapter 8 presents

their interests and activities in later maturity, and Chapter 9 examinestheir

orientations toward self and others, as reflected in their contemporary goals and

values. These chapters delineate major areas of meaning for the subjects in the
process of aging and examinethe waysin whichthe subjects have changed over

the years in these areas.

Part V presents different perspectives on overall adjustment. Chapter 10 first

examines mortality patterns in the sample. It next considers health and well-

being in 1986 and searches for antecedents of favorable outcomes. Chapter 11
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assesses the subjects’ retrospective viewsof their lives. In this importantpart of
the aging process,individuals look back overtheir lives to integrate and evaluate
them.

Chapter 12 brings the major findings from earlier chapters together to make a
coherent picture. The chapteralso reflects on what the findings from thelives of
these gifted individuals cantell us about successful aging.



* PART I

Background





Nature of the Study

Lewis M. Terman was born in 1877 on an Indiana farm. After the customary

country schooling, at which he excelled, he began teaching at a school in a

nearby town,interspersing teaching with attendance at a normal school in order

to prepare himself for graduate work in psychology. He went to Indiana Univer-

sity in 1902, and transferred to Clark University the following year to work with
G. Stanley Hall. At Clark he began a serious exploration of the literature on

education of gifted students, and completed his doctoral work in 1905 with a

dissertation project in which he comparedseven bright and seven dull boys on a

48-hour battery of individual tests. He found wide individual differences among

the boys, and some differences between the two groups, but the research left him

with no solid conclusions aboutthe nature of intellectual giftedness or how to
measureit reliably.

Neversturdy, and suffering from tuberculosis, Terman took a teaching job in

Los Angelesin orderto have a favorable environmentfor his health. He hadlittle

time or opportunity to pursue hisinterest in the gifted, but the 1908 publication

of Binet and Simon’s intelligence test in France rearoused his interest. He re-

solved at once to construct an American version of the test, an opportunity

ensured him when hereceived an appointmentin Stanford University’s Depart-

ment of Education in 1910.

During the next six years, while he was constructing and standardizing the

intelligence test that became known asthe Stanford-Binet, he kept a persistent

lookout for children of unusually high intelligence quotient (IQ). By 1916 he had
located well over 100 with [Qs of 140 or higher. His studies of them, and his
interviews with their parents and teachers, suggested that they by no meansfit

the commonstereotype of one-sidedness, physical weakness, and social incom-
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petence — quite the contrary. It was then that he began planning for the large

scale systematic investigation that has come to be knownas the Terman Gifted

Children Study.

World War I delayed its start, as it did another famous child research enter-

prise at the State University of Iowa. In 1917 both Terman and Bird Baldwin,

who had just been appointed director of the new state-supported Iowa Child

Welfare Research Station, joined the Army task force assigned to construct the

grouptests to be used for officer selection and personnel placementin the armed

forces. This experience wasvaluable, for it enabled Terman quickly to construct
the Terman GroupTest after his return to Stanford, and this instrument provedto

be of majorassistancein selecting high school students for the gifted group. (The

Stanford-Binet was useful only with younger children, for older children with

high IQs bumpedup againstthe ceiling of thetest.)

The Study’s Beginning, 1921-28

Early in 1921, the Commonwealth Fund awarded Terman a $20,300 grant to

begin his study, and by September he had constructed a massive questionnaire

for parents, a briefer one for teachers, and an interest blank for the children. He

had secured andtrained four very able young womento serveas field-workersto

conduct the search for subjects, and he was ready to go. His aim wasto locate

1,000 children with IQs of 140 and over, to make a detailed study of their

physical, social, and psychological qualities, and to compare them with samples

of children unselected for intellectual brilliance.

Selection

Field-workers visited grades three to eight in all the elementary schools of

San Francisco, Oakland, and Los Angeles, and in some of those in a dozen

smaller cities and towns. They secured teachers’ nominations of the brightest
and youngest children in each class.* These nominees were given the National

Intelligence Test B, and those who secured high scores were then tested with an

abbreviated form of the Stanford-Binet. After this second seeding, the highest-

scoring children were tested with the full Stanford-Binet test. Those achieving

IQs of 135 or over were selected for the research group (see Burks, Jensen, &

Terman, 1930; Termanetal., 1925).

A similar procedure was used for selecting high school students, from the

same communities, but in this case Terman relied on a single testing with the

Terman Group Test. About two-thirds of the high school students selected were

located in a cooperative effort by a numberofCalifornian high school principals,

* In California schools of the 1920s, skipping or repeating half-grades was common.It was a

standard procedure for equalizing the abilities of the children in a class. The youngestchildren in a

class would often be the brightest. In recent years “tracking” has been substituted to help in the

education of both retarded andgifted children, with “enrichment” sometimes addedforthe latter.
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a process only loosely supervised by Terman. Altogether, 309 high school stu-

dents were addedto the research group.

These search procedures were nottotally haphazard,but they certainly did not

yield a randomselection of Californian children with high IQs.In the three large

cities, the field-workers madea conscientiouseffort to locate every child whofit

the IQ criterion, but a careful test of their effectiveness in two large elementary

schools suggested that perhaps 20 percent of the suitable subjects were missed.

The search in the other communities wasless intensive and much less system-

atic, and in only one southern Californian county was there any attempt to

examinerural schools. No private, parochial, or Chinese schools were included

in the search.In the final selection, 67 percentofthe children were from the large

cities, 26 percent were from townsof less than 20,000 population, and 7 percent

were from rural areas. Terman had originally wishedto get all the children with

IQs that placed them in the upper | percent of the population of the three
metropolitan areas. He gave upthis effort when it became evident that the cost

would far exceed his resources. Since he wanted a large numberof cases, he

settled for the less expensive alternative of collecting those who could be found

easily rather than the smaller number who wouldconstitute a total of all possible

cases from a specifiable population sample. Publicity about the study made it

easy to discover additional cases during the years just after 1922. Some school

systems undertook searches on their own initiative, and school psychologists
throughout the state, and even a few from otherstates, occasionally brought

bright children to Terman’s attention. A substantial numberof siblings of the

originally selected children were tested too, and this addedto the size of the

group. Forty of these were added in 1923 and 58 more in 1928. When Terman

stopped adding new casesin 1928, he had established a research groupof 1,528

children who constituted a nonrandom sample of mainly Californian children,

chiefly from urban schools, with [Qs of 135 or over. The median IQ was147.

Demographic Characteristics

The unsystematic selection of this group of children makes impossibleits

comparison with other samples for any purpose that would lead to inferences

aboutthe relative frequency of secondary qualities in the gifted and comparison

groups. In order to make an inference aboutthe relative frequency of males and

females in a high IQ sample, for instance, that sample would haveto be either a

total population which could be compared with someothertotal population, such

as all the children in a particular city or state, or it would haveto be a genuinely

random sample of them. We do knowthe relative frequency of males and fe-

males in California in 1920, and we knowthat each sex had an average IQ of 100.

Our gifted group, however,is neither the total population of gifted Californian

children nor a random sample of them. Therefore, the relative frequency of the

two sexesor of any of the other demographic qualities discussed belowtells us

nothing aboutthe correlation of these qualities with giftedness. They are related
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to many other characteristics of children, however, and it is important to be

aware of the group’s characteristics in these respects.

Gender. When additions to the group were discontinued in 1928, it con-

tained 856 boys and 672 girls. Terman wasunableto give a satisfactory explana-

tion for this disparity in number. There was ample evidencethat the selection

tests were nondiscriminatory. There were at that time slightly more boys than

girls in elementary school, but the difference wasnot large enoughto accountfor

the relative number of cases located. The gender difference among the high

school students was even greater than among the elementary school children, but

no data were reported for total high school enrollment by sex. Terman rejected

the notion that teachers would nominate more boys than girls; most of the

elementary school teachers were women,and therefore he assumedthat if they

had anybias it would favor girls. We now knowthat this assumption wasfalse,

and that there very likely may havebeenabias toward boysin teachers’ nomina-

tions, but we have nodirect evidence for this. Terman hazarded a suggestion that

perhaps males are more variable in intelligence than females and that had he

made a search for the lowest | percent of IQs, he would have found more males

also. Our own conclusion is that the method of search and selection was too

unsystematic to warrant trust in the sex difference figures as a stable finding

worthy of explanation.

Age. The mean birthdate for boys was January 1910; for the girls it was Oc-

tober 1910. The respective Standard Deviations (S.D.’s) were 3 years, 9 months,

and 3 years, 7 months. Thetotal range of birthdates for boys was 1900 to 1925;

for girls it was 1903 to 1924.

This wide range makesfor a little awkwardness in some kinds of data anal-

ysis, but the difficulty is minor. There were very few extreme cases, and the

effective range was about 18 years rather than 25. In any case, two-thirds of the

children were within a range of seven and a half years (one S.D. on either side of

the mean). With few exceptions they all belong to the generation that experi-

enced World War I while they were children, that had reached later adolescence
or young adulthood at the onset of the Great Depression, that was reasonably

mature at the onset of World War II, and that was in young middle ageat the

beginning of the postwar economic lushness. Mostofthem werea little too old to

participate as parents in the postwar Baby Boom,and none of them was young

enoughto belongto the rebellious youth movementof the 1960’s.

Parents’ national and racial origin. Eighty percent of the fathers and 83

percent of the mothers were born in the United States. The preponderance of

these were from California (17 and 23 percent, respectively), the middle western

farming states (36 and 35 percent), and the North Atlantic seaboard (12 and 11

percent). Only Texas contributed as much as 1 percent of the remainder. The

foreign-born parents were from many countries, but three areas or nationalities

contributed most of them: Great Britain and the Commonwealth (6 percent and 6

percentrespectively), Northern Europe (4 percent and 4 percent), and Russia and

Eastern Europe (6 percent and 4 percent).
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The family culture in which a child develops is determined by more genera-

tions than just the parental. Terman et al. (1925, ch. 3) calculated the percentage

of contribution by nationality of the two preceding generations also — grand-

parents and great-grandparents — and foundthat Britain and the Commonwealth,

Northern and Eastern Europecontributed 54 percent, 30 percent, and 6.5 percent

respectively. The predominant immigration during the preceding century had

been from Britain and Northern Europe, and this is clearly reflected in these

figures. The Russian and East European immigration was just beginning in the

parental generation that spawned the sample of gifted children. Those immigrant

parents were almost all of Jewish religion and descent. America’s intellectual

wealth continued to increase by Jewish immigration through two more genera-

tions after that one, though it was alwaysa bitter wind that blew them westward.

Since World War II the wind has shifted to the south, and Israel has been the

beneficiary of the flight from Eastern Europe. In the meantime,that first wave of

Jewish immigrants, together with several American, French, and German fam-

ilies of Jewish heritage, provided 10.5 percent of the children in the gifted group.

Racially, the group was almost entirely white, about 90 percent of various

North European stocks, with only a tiny representation of the Mediterranean
or its Latin American derivative. Asia was represented by a few Japanese-

American children, and there was only oneblackchild.

Thechief significance of national origin is in respect of language. English had

been the family language of about 86 percent of the children for three or more

generations, and only a tiny fraction— perhaps 3 or 4 percent— grew up in

bilingual homes. In connection with the problem of bias in selection of the
children, these figures suggest one further factor that deserves mention. The

selection tests dependedheavily on the skillful use of language, and bilingualism

or even recent family adoption of English may have handicapped somechildren

in their test performance. Language mayalso have had an unconsciousinfluence

on teachers’ nominations.

Parents’ education. Both the fathers and mothers of the gifted group were
better educated than the average of their generation. The median grade com-

pleted wastenth for the fathers and eleventh for the mothers, a gender-difference

characteristic of that generation. At the upper end of the educational ladder, 29

percent of the fathers and 20 percent of the mothers had a bachelor’s degree, or

higher, from a four-year college or university. Their professional training was
also relatively extensive. Among the fathers there were 23 Ph.D.’s, 47 M.D.’s,
and 52 law degrees. Among the mothers, there were 4 Ph.D.’s, 3 M.D.’s, and 1

law degree. Doubtless this heavy weighting of graduate degrees was partly a

product of Terman’s occasional recruiting from his colleagues’ families. None of

the parents wasstill a student at the time of the children’s selection, so these

figures probably representa final statement about parental education.

Parents’ occupations. At the time of the children’s selection, 17 percent of
the mothers were employed, and almost half of these were in occupationslisted

by the U.S. Census as professional, semiprofessional, and higher level of busi-
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ness (Classes I and II). The remainderclassified themselves as housewives. In
1900 less than 5 percent of married women in the general population were
employed, and even in 1940 thefigure was15 percent. All the living fathers were
employed, 50 percentin the first two Census classes. With respect to the re-
maining occupational categories, almost 9 percent were in some aspect of ranch-
ing or farming, mainly in owner or managementpositions. Only 10 percent were
judgedto bein skilled trades, minor business, and semi-skilled or sales occupa-
tions. The fathers averaged 45 and the mothers 40 at the time these data were
obtained, so probably the percentage of Classes I and II did not change much
thereafter.

Family composition. The family of origin for these children was commonly
intact— that is, with a father, a mother, and their child or children living in the
same household. The single-parent household was by no meansrare, but in
contrast with today, single parenting was much moreoften caused by death than
divorce. Almost 8 percent of the children lost their fathers before they reached
age twelve, and as many moredid so during adolescence. About4 percent lost
their mothers during these same two periods. Divorce broke up the families of
about6 percentofthe boys and 5 percentofthe girls. Notall these losses resulted
in single-parenting; if the remaining parent wasthe father, he usually remarried.
But 11.5 percent of the boys and 7.6 percentof the girls grew up with a single
parent; this was the motherin all but two cases of boys who werealready in mid-
adolescenceat the time of their mothers’ deaths.

Mostofthe children had siblings, but about 17 percent had none. Another 32
percent were the oldest in a multichild family, and 21 percent were the middle
children in a family of three or more. Youngest children comprised 30 percent of
the sample. There were no sex differencesin these ordinal position frequencies.

Early Measurement

The great bulk of the data collected in the first wave of the study focused on
contemporary matters and mayberelied upon to whateverextent any reports and
judgments of current events can be considered accurate. However, because the
children ranged in age from 2 to 22 yearsat the time they were selected, informa-
tion about the early childhood of manyof them hadto beretrospective. Reports
on the younger children were probably fairly accurate, for most of what the par-
ents and teachers reported was based on contemporary observation. For the older
children, thosein high school, the retrospective reports are suspect. By the time a
youngster has reached the teenage years, the mother’s recollection of the age
whenheorshe had measlesis likely to be a bit cloudy.

Thefield-workers were responsible forfinal selection of nearly all the youn-
ger children (except siblings added by Terman himself between 1923 and 1928)
and many of the high school students. A field-worker would interview a child,
give a Stanford-Binet, and interview the mother(only occasionally the father)
and the teacher. She would leave a questionnaire with the mother and teacher and
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ask that it be mailed to Terman.Shealsofilled out a brief questionnaire herself,

the Whittier Environmental Data blank, which was an objective appraisal of the

homeand the neighborhood,providing the basis for a useful estimate of socio-

economic status.
Parent questionnaire. This 16-page questionnaire wasusually filled out by

the mother, though manyfathers evidently assisted. The areas covered most in-

tensively were health history and currenthealth status, the child’s intellectualin-

terests, amount and kind of preschoolagetutorial assistance, school experience,

extracurricular interests, and family background. Terman’sinterest in achieve-

ment and talent was nowhere moreevidentthan in the sections asking about pa-

rental and grandparental accomplishments and honors. The children’s character

and personality were examinedbya setofrating scales of 25 traits and a number

of questions concerningpeerrelationships and minorpersonality deviance.

Teacher questionnaire. Questions to the teachers were appropriate to their

vantage point. Queries about the health of the children were limited to those

aspects a teacher might notice, and emphasis wasplaced onintellectual qualities

and interests, school achievements, social adjustment, and peer relations. The

teachers rated the same 25 dimensionsof personality and social behavioras the

parents.

Medical and anthropometric examinations. About half the subjects were

given a careful medical examination and were measured anthropometrically by

two assistants from Baldwin’s laboratory at the Iowa Child Welfare Research

Station. The medical reports seem to have had questionable value for the de-

velopmental study of individual children; there were too few negativefindings to

offer assistance in understanding any one child. The anthropometric measures

were — and remain— state-of-the-art, but since the children varied so widely in

age around the crucial pivot of puberty, the use of the measures is laborious

because they must be referred constantly to different age norms.

Children’s questionnaire andtests. The children’s first data contributions,

other than their intelligence tests, were obtained from an interesttest distributed

by the field-worker at the time of her homevisit. The questions were mainly

about intellectual interests — reading and school subject preferences — career

anticipations, and extracurricular interests — collections, recreation, and things

made,invented, or constructed(e.g., artistic or mechanical creations).

In the late spring of 1922, the children of elementary school age and a few of

those in high school were brought together in groups of 20 to 50 to take a large

battery of school achievementtests and several personality tests which measured

gender role, over- and under- self-estimation, sociability, and knowledge and

preferences about games. Some of the personality tests were situational tests

with surprisingly high reliability and validity coefficients, a few high enoughto

provide meaningful measures for individual children, and all high enough to

permit significant comparisons between the gifted group means and the means

for control groups.
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Initial Findings

The hundreds of questionnaire items,listings, and ratings, together with the
children’s test scores, permitted an enormous numberof such comparisons.
Termandirected his initial efforts toward the question of how the gifted group
differed from unselected groups. They differed substantially in some respects
and very little in others. Some generalizations from the dozens of findings can
help to provide a kind of “psychological demography” of the group. This is
comparable to the list of demographic characteristics we gave above in one
sense: it characterizes this group of subjects with respectto certain qualities that
are importantin understanding what kind of people they were.It is quite different
in another respect, however. The demographic characteristics described earlier
were highly dependenton the selection process, while the psychological demo-
graphics are based on comparisonswith fully appropriate control groups,usually
either normative samples or else the other children in the same schoolclasses.
Thus wecan say not only that these qualities characterize our present group of
gifted children but that, in general, they differentiate gifted from unselected
children. Three such generalizations, with some examples to pinpointtheir limits
and flesh out their behavioral substance, can serve to summarize the findings of
the first waveof this longitudinal study.

Precocity. The gifted children were precocious in many ways, the most ex-
treme being with respectto the use of language. They talked in sentencesearlier
than most children, and they learned to read muchearlier, the majority by four
years of age, most of them self-taught. They were also precociousin arithmetic
and music, though less spectacularly so, but not at all in painting or common
motor skills. Leisure and play interests paralleled their skills. Reading wasthe
favorite occupation for spare time, and at preschool age manyofthe children
were already fascinated byatlases and encyclopedias.It is to be remembered,of
course, that the group wasselected by the Stanford-Binet and the Terman Group
Test, both of which are highly dependent on language and muchless so on
mathematical reasoning. This group of children can be labeled most accurately
as language-gifted, or Stanford-Binetgifted.

Mental age as behavior determinant. Through the school years and into
adolescence, these children’s interests, attitudes, and knowledge developed in
correspondence with their mental age rather than with their chronological age.
Their academic achievement as measuredbytests, their interest and liking for
variousfuture occupational careers, their knowledge aboutandinterest in games,
their choice of recreational reading materials, and their moral judgments about
hypothetical conduct were all characteristic of older non-gifted children whose
mental age range was approximated by this much younger andbrighter group.
Even the intellectual level of their collections was more maturethan that of their
chronological age-mates.

Variability. Both the initial and continuing precocity were qualities of the
gifted group. The mean maturity level of the children’s interests, knowledge, and
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behavior was significantly greater in many ways than that of unselected control

children measured with the same instruments in the same schools at the same

time. The variability within the gifted group was substantially less on all mea-

sures involving knowledge or other intellectual matters such as maturity of

occupational expectations. Nevertheless, there was substantial variability within

the gifted group, even on achievementtests. On such non-intellectual matters as

activity level of preferred games and social interaction, the variability among

individuals was as great as it was in the comparison groups. To putit another

way, the Terman group was most homogeneousin thoseaspects of intellect and

behavior that were most nearly related to the qualities of mind measured by the

selection tests. The farther removed a behavior aspect or an interest was from

that domain, the more heterogeneousthe group was.

The significance of this generalization is somewhat hiddenin the early mea-

surements of these children because Terman emphasized matters of intellect

so strongly in his choice of things to measure. It will become evident as we

glance quickly at the later years — young adulthood and middle age, when mat-

ters of intellect are crowded into their proper corner by friendships, marriage,

careers, children, economics, community service,politics, religion, and the un-

ending fight to keep life on an even keel — that the Termangifted group provided

quite sufficient variability and heterogeneity of developmental patternsto per-

mit a useful search for causes and consequences in the psychological and

social aspects of the human life course, whether the subjects be Binet-gifted

or not.

Follow-up Surveys Through Mid-life: 1928-60

By 1928, three-fourths of the subjects were in high school, college, or graduate

school, or had finished their education altogether; 39 percent of the men and 43

percent of the women had completed all the formal education they would ever

get. That year marked the beginning of the wave of follow-ups that have con-

tinued at approximately five-year intervals through 1986. Terman secured infor-

mation by several means: questionnaires and rating scales were answered by

parents, teachers, and the subjects themselves, and, later, by spouses. At three

follow-up dates — 1928, 1940, and 1950 — field-workers who wentto the sub-

jects’ homesreported their interviews with not only the subjects but also their

parents, when available, and often their spouses. In both 1940 and 1950, hun-

dreds of the subjects, with their spouses, were broughttogether in small groups

for the administration of a high-level intelligence test, the Concept Mastery ‘Test,

and extensive questionnaires about their family lives, marriages, and the pres-

ence or absenceof children. Since Terman’s death in 1956, there have beenfive

follow-ups, all by mail questionnaires. A brief review of the methods used and

the kinds of information obtained by each of these follow-ups since 1928 will be

useful as background for an understandingofthe life-history variables to which

wewill refer in later chapters.
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1928 Follow-up

In 1928 the field-workers interviewed about three-fourths of the subjects and
submitted reports on their then current educational status, changes in family
situation, health, salient personality qualities, and significant events that might
be expected to influence future development. A parent (usually the mother)
answered a 4-page questionnaire covering these sameareas, and rated the subject
on twelve dimensionsofbehavior. Teachers’ responses to a questionnaire similar
to that of 1922 provided information on educational status and several person-
ality variables. An interest and information blank from the subject emphasized
both academic and extracurricular interests as well as career and educational
intentions and preferences.

1936 Follow-up

There were two mail questionnaires in 1936, one an 8-page “Information
Blank”sentto the subjects, and the other a 4-page questionnaire sent to the par-
ents. The former established a format and pattern of inquiries that was repeated,
in substance, in each follow-up questionnaire through 1986. The domains cov-
ered were education, occupation, avocation and interests, health, emotional sta-
tus and adjustment, social affiliations, marital status, family development and
children, bereavements, disappointments, good fortune, and achievements. This
list need not be repeated for each subsequent follow-up, though in the years of
later maturity there has been somevariation in the detail with which some
domains have been explored. We will comment on these matters as well as
describe the additional domains examined in the appropriate paragraphs.

The parents’ questionnaire of 1936 was devoted to a quite detailed explora-
tion of the subject’s personality, motivation, and social behavior, especially in
the domains of achievement, sociability, leadership, and sexual orientation. It
also updated the basic demographic information about parents and siblings,
especially their health, marital, and occupational status.

1940 Follow-up

The 1940 survey was the mostintensive ofall the follow-ups. It included a
parents’ questionnaire, modeled after the one used in 1936 but containing in
addition thirteen graphic rating scalesrelating to dimensions of personality and
social behaviorthat had been rated by parents in 1922 and 1928.

The subjects’ information blank was twice as long asthat of 1936, covering
all the same domains but in more detail, and with what seems in retrospect a
more searching demandfor information and self-judgments. There were ques-
tions also on political and public service activities and, for the first time, on the
use of alcohol.

This wasthefirst year of the marriage study ofthe gifted group. By 1940, 68
percent of the men and 70 percent of the women were married, and 37 percent
and 39 percent, respectively, had children. The subjects came together in small
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groups, with spouses if they had them,to fill out an elaborate questionnaire

called “Personality and Temperament” anda briefer one designed to discoverthe

favorable and unfavorable aspects of their marriages. As mentioned above,they

also took Form A of the Concept Mastery Test.
In this same year the field-workers visited many of the subjects’ homes

and reported independently on most of the same domainsthat had been included

in the subjects’ and parents’ questionnaires. They also rated both subject and

spouse on a dozen behavioral dimensions as these were displayed during the

visit.

1945 Follow-up

The 1945 addition to the usual domainsin this questionnaire wasthe record of

military service or war-related work. The mailing was poorly timed, for many of

the men (and spousesof the women) werestill in military service, and they were
unable to report on their completed war experiences because they had not, in

fact, completed them.

1950—55 Follow-up

The regular information blank administered in 1950 washalf as long as the

1940 one,but it coveredall the same domains; in 1955 an even briefer general in-

formation blank was administered. Again most of the scales were ones that had

been used in previous years. In addition, the subjects answered a “Supplemen-

tary Biographical Data” questionnaire in 1950, an eight-page set of queries and

self-rating scales that went exhaustively into feelings aboutparents, spouse, chil-

dren, and many external events having to do with career and peerrelationships.

This was the other intensive period for the marriage study. As part of the

continuing detailed attention to marital matters, Terman included a questionnaire

on “Rate of Reproduction” in 1950 which investigated contraceptive practices,

feelings about child-bearing, continence,fertility, and other aspects of the biol-

ogy and social psychology of marriage.

In the decade since 1940, Terman had constructed Form B of the Concept

Mastery Test, and in small-group meetings many hundredsofthe subjects tookit.

Four field-workers performed the same kinds of visits and interviews in 1950—

52, and made the samekindsof reports, that they had performed in 1940.

By 1950, 75 percent of the men and 74 percent of the womenhad children.

The subjects answered a 4-page questionnaire about each of their offspring,

providing (more briefly) much the same kind of information that their parents

had provided about them in 1922. A very brief questionnaire covered the usual

domainsin moreorless skeletal fashion.

1960 Follow-up
An information blank very similar to that of 1950 wassentto the subjects in

1960. No other data were secured, but as these from the 1960 questionnaire were

tabulated, it becameclear that sufficient information had been collected to an-
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swer Terman’s question aboutthe staying powerandtherelative effectiveness of
these gifted “children.” They were now 50 years old, on the average, and even
the youngest ones had demonstrated beyond doubtthat their careers, on average,
were already highly successful. What further research was called for? A costly
pro forma extension of the evidence with this vigorous (and busy) middle-aged
group seemed unnecessary, and they were notold enough to begin a more geron-
tologically oriented study. It was decided to wait until they were old enough and
then begin investigating the ways in whicha gifted group grew into later matu-
rity. This decision created a 12-year gap in the stream of follow-up studies.

Findings Through Micd-life

By 1972 an unequivocal answerhad been obtained to Terman’s second ques-
tion, namely, whetherthese originally school-bright children would retain their
academic and intellectual superiority in adulthood, and whether they would
show comparable competence in other domains, such as the occupational, eco-
nomic, marital, moral, and whether they would show social leadership. The
general results can be summarized underbut two headings.

Maintenance. In those aspects of living and behaviorthat rely heavily on
language, abstract thinking, andother intellectual skills, the gifted children re-
tained or even enhancedtheir superiority. On the Concept Mastery Test, for
example,they were clearly in the top 1 percent of the population when they took
the two formsofthe test at average ages of 30 and 40years, respectively (see
Bayley & Oden, 1955). Their academic performance wasalmost (but not quite)
equally superior. In high school and college their grades were consistently high,
and approximately eight times as many continued for doctoral degrees as was
commonat that time amongcollege graduates. |

Educationis so closely linked with occupationthat, not surprisingly, 70 per-
cent of the men entered occupations in the top two classifications of the U.S.
Census (professional and high-level business) and 95 percent endedtheir careers
at that level. The proportion was less for the income-working women,but the
circumstancesof their entering employment were often so different from those
of the men that comparisonis not very meaningful. This matter will be discussed
further in Chapter 5. Income,in turn, is so linked with occupation that, as would
be expected, the average income of the men subjects by 1972 was aboutfour
times that of the general population. The women lagged behind somewhat,
because fewer of the income workers wereat the professional level. The home-
makers’ husbands, however, had average incomesatleast as high as those of the
men subjects. Membership in organizations and volunteer work were both high
on the average, butit is difficult to find data for comparison with an unselected
sample; in any case, these activities are related rather closely to occupation and
income.

Variability. In childhood, nearly all of the subjects had parents or guardians
to cope with exigencies oflife in the outer world. These caretakers were them-
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selves competent people and most of them provided the children with a stable,

supportive environment. Hencein childhoodthe children’s homogeneity of in-

telligenceled to a relative homogeneity in the other main performance domains:
schoolwork andleisuretimeactivities, in which intellectual level plays an impor-
tant role. As the children grew into adolescence, young adulthood, and middle

age, and as new developmental tasks faced them without the support of parents,

other aspects of their personality and the nature of the events of the outer world

began to weigh more heavily in determining the kinds of lives they wouldlive

and the success with which they themselves would cope with exigencies.

For example, the incidence of divorce, alcoholism, and suicideillustrate the

existence within the group of wide variability in areas apparently unconnected

with the intellectual capacity for which the subjects were selected. Their rate of

divorce through mid-life was identical with that for the nation as a whole. The

frequency of suicide did not differ, nor did the apparent frequency of homosex-

uality; for neither of these items, however, can great confidence be placed in the

complete accuracy of the data of the study or those of other investigators. Com-

parative figures on alcoholism at late middle age suggestedthat the gifted had no

specialfacility for avoiding that fate. In sum,it must be concluded that, whatever

the averages may show,and howeverthe group as a whole eveninlater life may

cluster toward the favorable end of any distribution related to intelligence, there

is still variability in the outcomesof their lives in their occupational and marital

success, their health, their effectiveness as people relating to other people, and in

their personal happiness.

The Present Focus on Later Maturity, 1972—86

The present study reports on 569 men and 494 women,referred to here as “the

later-maturity group.” These personsfilled out a follow-up questionnaire in any

of the years 1972, 1977, 1982, or 1986. Becausenotall respondents answered all

questions, the N’s in tables may be less than 569 and 494, for the men and women
respectively. The data on the later-maturity group are drawn from all the infor-
mation gathered about them since they entered the original sample (referredto in

this book as “the Terman group” or “the Terman sample”). Following are de-

scriptions of the age-distributions of the men and womenin the later-maturity

group, the follow-ups from 1972 to 1986, and the kinds ofdata in the data bank.

Age-distributions of Later-maturity Group

The averagebirth year ofthe total original Terman group was 1910. The aver-

ages in the later-maturity group were July 1910 (men) and June 1911 (women).

The standard deviations were 3.8 and 3.5 years respectively, essentially the same

as in the original sample. To show the age-distribution of the later-maturity

group, we have divided the total group into three subgroups by age. Tables 2.1
and 2.2 present the age-breakdownsfor the men and womenrespectively. The
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TABLE2.1
Age-Groups ofMen in Later-Maturity Group by Follow-up Year andfor Total Group
 

Age-group of respondents
Be eroup of tesp Total 

 

 

 

Youngest Middle Oldest —
Pct. of original

Follow-up year N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Terman group

1972 127 25.7% 246 49.7% 122 24.6% 495 57.8%
1977 106 24.9 213 50.0 107 25.1 426 49.8
1982 116 27.8 205 49.0 97 23.2 418 48.8
1986 108 28.3 194 50.9 79 20.7 3814 44.5
Total later-

maturity group 149 26.2 289 50.8 131 23.0 569 65.0
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires from indicated years.
NOTE: The “total late-maturity group” consists of all the men in the original Terman group who answered a

questionnaire in any of the four follow-up years. As a result, numbers in the bottom row exceed the number
answering the questionnaire in any particular year.

“This figure includes ten men whosequestionnaires werefilled out by relatives after the subjects’ death.

divisions were made on the basis of birth dates for the entire Terman group of
856 men and 672 women. The subgroups are composedofthe youngest quarter
of the group, the middle 50 percent, and the oldest quarter.

The average agesof the men in these three groups in 1972 were 57, 62, and 67
years respectively. We find no differential effects of attrition on the three age-
groups in 1972 and 1977 for the men. As can be seen in Table 2.1, however, by
1982 the percentagein the oldest group had shrunk

a

little in favorofthe youngest
group, and by 1986 the percentage in the youngest group was 7 percent higher
than that in the oldest. The middle group retained the 50 percent with which it
started at birth. The numberofavailable casesin the later-maturity group, given
in the last column, dropped from 58 percentofthe original group in 1972 to 44.5
percent in 1986. The numbers of returned questionnaires for each follow-up year
and for the later maturity group as a whole are also shown in Table 2.1. The
bottom line shows the numbersandpercentagesofthe three age-subgroupsin the
total later-maturity group.It is to be rememberedthatthis latter is composed of
subjects who returned any oneor moreofthe four questionnaires. Thatis whythe
bottom-line numbersare larger than those ofany single follow-up year.

For the women,the average age ofthe youngest group in 1972 was almost 57,
and the average ages of the middle and oldest groups were 61 and 65 respec-
tively. The participation rates in 1972, 1977, and 1982 were remarkably similar,
with differential attrition in the oldest group beginning to occur in 1986. The
available proportion ofthe original Terman study group dropped from 66 percent
in 1972 to 50 percent in 1986. In general, the women have maintained a slightly
higherrate of participation in the study than the menthroughtheir aging years,
but have shownthe samereductionin the size of the sample overthe years from
1972 to 1986. Thelast line of Table 2.2 includes the number and percentage of
the womeninthetotal later-maturity group who were in each age-group. As with
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the men, the later-maturity group of womenhasa slightly greater proportion of

younger subjects in comparison to older subjects.

1972 Follow-up

By 1972 the subjects werein their early sixties, on average, andfor nearly all
of them education had becomea less important domain for current report. Mar-
riage, family, and career had replaced it. Furthermore, the differentiation be-

tween men’s and women’s lives — the responsibilities and opportunities of fam-

ily life, career, and service to society — had become more and moresalient in the

thinking and research planning of social scientists. For the first time, separate

questionnaires were prepared for the men and women. They both covered the

same ground but there were additional questions for the women and these were

also asked of the men respecting their spouses. Added areas of inquiry were

retirement and plans or expectancy about future activities. The questionnaire
wasonly four pages but was comparableto that of 1940in detail andself-ratings.

This questionnaire, as well as the three succeeding ones, are reproduced in

Appendix A. Whenthere is occasion to refer in the text to a specific question

from one of them, the year and question numberwill often be given rather than

the full question.

1977 Follow-up

The emphasis on aging wasincreased substantially in the 1977 8-page ques-

tionnaire, which was again slightly different for the men and women. Formal

education disappeared altogether and was replaced by such matters as living

arrangements, social networks, retrospective reports on workstyle andintensity,

retirement preferences and experiences, avocational and daily activities, and

measuresoflife satisfaction.

TABLE 2.2

Age-Groups of Womenin Later-Maturity Group by Follow-up Year andfor Total Group
 

Age- f respondentge-group of respondents Total
 

 

  

 

Youngest Middle Oldest _
Pct. of original

Follow-up year N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Terman group

1972 113 25.7% 222 50.5% 105 23.9% 440 65.5%

1977 94 24.4 200 51.8 92 23.8 386 57.4

1982 102 25.6 202 50.6 94 23.6 398 59.4

1986 93 27.4 172 50.7 74 21.8 3399 50.4

Total later-

maturity group 125 ~=—-25.3 254 514 15 23.3 494 73.5
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires from indicated years.
NOTE: The “total later-maturity group” consistsof all the womenin the original Terman group who answered a

questionnaire in any of the four follow-up years. As a result, the numbers in the bottom row exceed the number
answering the questionnaire in any particular year.

“This figure includes seven women whose questionnaires werefilled out by relatives after the subjects’ death.
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1982 Follow-up

By 1982 with the subjectsin their late sixties and early seventies, careers and
occupation lost some of their importance, and took a back seat, along with
education. There was no further need for separate questionnaires for men and
women. The increasing importance of health and adjustment to reduced capaci-
ties brought questions on these matters to the fore, along with goals for the
immediate future. Measures of depression and anxiety supplementedthe usual
motivational, personality, and satisfaction measures.

1986 Follow-up

In 1986 an eight-page questionnaire quite similar to the preceding one con-
tained additional questions on religion, activities in retirement, and problems
associated with aging. In an attempt to make up for the bad timing of the 1945
questionnaire, two full pages were devotedto the effects of World War II on the
subjects’ life course through the subsequent four decades.

The Data Bank

For our examination of how these gifted people have developed into their
later maturity we have two general kindsofinformation. Primary is the body of
codable answersto the questionnaires collected between 1972 and 1986,along
with antecedent data from the earlier questionnaires. In addition, there is the
idiosyncratic and uncodable material contained in subjects’ personal files. This
includes correspondence, informal reports, newspaperclippings, curriculavitae,
photographs, book notices, magazine articles by or about subjects, and other
ephemera. For some subjectsthefile is thick with these things; for othersitis not.
The thick ones are very useful for illustrative case material, but they cannot
contribute to the data provided by the standardized format of the tests and
questionnaires.

The data obtained from these are of four kinds. First, there are scores from
intelligence, achievement, and personality tests. Second, there are graphic or
other kindsof rating scales in the questionnaires andin field-workers’ reports.
Third, there are listings, such as collections made(e.g. stamps, rocks) or occupa-
tions held during a sequence of years. Fourth, there are open-ended questions;
for example, “Have any disappointments or failures over the last few years
exerted a prolonged influence on you? Describe.”

Ofthe four types of information, only the last presents any significant prob-
lems in coding for computer storage and analysis. From the beginning, the
investigators used simple scales or multiple-choice answers whenever possible;
about 50 percentof the codesare of this kind. Thethird type,listings, are tedious
to code and to work with on the computer, but they present no problemsofcoder
reliability or ambiguity. The open-ended questions do — and they also arouse the
always-to-be-resisted challenge to code according to schemes that will have
value to contemporary theoretical formulations. So far as the basic data bank is
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concerned,this challenge has been resisted, however,andall of the data from the

many instruments have been codedto reflect as accurately as possible the actual

responses written on the questionnaires. The details of this process, all of which

has been performed during the last ten years, have been reported elsewhere

(Sears, 1984). Suffice it to say that a careful verification process has revealed
fewer than half of 1 percent errors in any of the 68 computerfiles into which the

data have been placed.

There are approximately 3,900 nonredundantvariables in this data bank. Of

these, about 900 are obtained from the questionnaires usedin the four follow-ups

from 1972 through 1986, which is the period comprising our view of the sub-

jects’ later maturity.

Summary

The Terman subjects as children were precocious in many ways, the most ex-

treme being with respect to the use of language. They talked in sentences before
most children do and they learned to read muchearlier. The mean maturity level

of their interests, knowledge, and behavior was significantly greater in many

ways than that of unselected control children. Moreover, both initial and con-

tinuing precocity were qualities of the gifted group.In those aspects of living and

behaviorthat rely heavily on language, abstract thinking, and otherintellectual

skills, the gifted children retained or even enhanced their superiority. Their

academic performance wassuperior in high school and college, and eight times

as many continued on for doctoral degrees as was commonat that time among
college graduates. Occupational attainments for the men were also superior. In
matters less related to intellect, however, greater variability was present in the

sample. Four follow-up surveys conducted from 1972 to 1986 explored the

course of the subjects’ lives in later maturity and are the principal focus of

the present volume.
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Historical Context and Attrition

To understand our subjects’ lives in later maturity, two kinds of contextual
informationare necessary. Thefirst is the historical context in which the subjects
lived. If we are to understand their reactions and behavior in aging, we must
know something about the times that helped shape their earlier lives. Such
historical forces, in combination with age, help distinguish one generation from
the next, and often have profound influence on the hopes and dreams, Oppor-
tunities and obstacles, that characterize individual lives. Second,in a longitudi-
nal study of over 60 years’ duration,it is inevitable that some subjects should no
longer remain in the sample. In orderto interpret the findings concerning our
subjects in later maturity, the reader must know something about the kinds of
individuals who remainedto be studiedin their later years. Accordingly, after a
discussionofthe historical context of our subjects’ lives,this chapter proceedsto
summarize the amountand kindofattrition in the sample.

The Historical Context

Obviously, many aspects of personality and intellectual ability are responsible
for behavioral outcomes. Quite a few of these qualities can be traced and mea-
sured in the data at hand— evaluations by self, parents, teachers, and Spouses.
But another major class of determinants is equally important—the external
events that provide the structure of the world in which a person grows up. This
world not only limits and enhances the opportunities for behavioral outcomes
but also provides a matrix within which learning occurs, and new facets to the
personality develop. Our data provide manyindications of these events as well
as of the personalities that encountered them.
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Manyofthe local events that occurred in the immediate family or neighbor-

hood environmentof each of these children were idiosyncratic to that particular

child. Family illness or death, a real estate development, a father’s lost job, or
inheritance of property could have monumental effects on the child’s develop-
ment, providing opportunities or creating burdens, but such events can be con-

sidered only in the context of that child’s ownlife.

There are, however, other, broader, aspects of history, that influenced all of

the subjects. Developments such as wars, economic depressions, periods of

boom,and social tensions over human rights affected everyone — not necessarily

in the same way, but they were universals that every child heard discussed, every

adult thought about, and everyone, whether child or adult, adapted to in one way

or another. In our research analyses we cannoteasily examinethe effects of these
universals because we have no comparison group that escaped their influence

entirely. We can compare children who were faced with certain events at dif-

ferent ages — economic depression striking before or after college, for exam-

ple — but we haveno oneto look at who never experienced an economic depres-

sion (see Elder, Pavalko, & Hastings, 1991, for a discussion of cohort influences

in the study). As we examine the ways in which these people have developedinto

the years of later maturity, it is well to keep in mind whatevents they have lived

through, what opportunities they have had and whatonesthey have lacked, what

adversities they have suffered and what ones they have escaped, whatfeelings
have been aroused moreor less continuously throughtheir lifetimes, what values
have been highly regarded and what ones have been derogated. These need

summary here because,like the idiosyncratic events, they are poorly represented

by any direct measuresin our data bank.

Roughly speaking, the time frame of reference for the lives of these individ-

uals has been the twentieth century. Two-thirds of them were born between 1906

and 1914, but family memories andthe time framesofchildren usually go back a

little further than their date of birth. They were Californian children, and the

things that happened nearest homeorthat characterized the immediate environ-

ment were the things that counted.

First there was the community and the neighborhood. Although San Fran-

cisco, Oakland, and Los Angeles wereall called cities, only San Francisco had

the kind of population density that is associated with the label along the Atlantic

seaboard or in Europe. Evenit, in the early part of the century, was divided

clearly into neighborhoods, and the neighborhoods of both Oakland and Los

Angeles were morelike clusters of small towns than “real” cities. California was

sparsely settled, with a population less than a tenth the size it has becomein the

century since. Vacant lots and dusty — or muddy-rutted— unpavedstreets were

commonin all the Californian population centers except San Francisco.

Second in importance to a young child were the schools, a very pervasive part

of a child’s environment. In the 1910’s there were two kinds of public schools,
elementary and high. They divided after the eighth grade. In the mid-1920’s
junior high schools began to appear. Most town and city children lived a few
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blocks from their elementary school, and walkedor rode bicycles to them. High

schools were beginning to be consolidated into larger districts; hence some

children took street cars to school, and there were a few school busesin rural

areas. There was, however,no legal requirementatthat time to bus children from

one school or district to another in the interests of desegregation. The school

population was quite homogeneous, white in the main; in 1910 blacks were 2
percent ofthe population of California, and there wasonly scattering of Asians.

There were more Hispanics than other minorities, located largely in Southern

California. In the urban centers, the clustering of races or nationalities in neigh-

borhoods provided little heterogeneity in the schools from which the gifted

group wasselected.

In the political sphere, the first three decades of the century were a time of
turmoil, mainly about the role of governmentin business, public morality, and

America’s place in the world. The latter issue had been exacerbated by the
Spanish-American War, and the questions of governmentand political morality

had been focused by President Theodore Roosevelt. In California the early years

of the century were spiced with Senator Hiram Johnson’s battles against the

conservative domination of the railroads and public utilities. His attacks were
successful and he himself achieved poweras he reconstructed the Republican
Party toward a newliberalism.

By 1914 the war in Europe had becomea dominanttheme, even in faraway

California. President Woodrow Wilson had already demonstrated his interna-

tionalist and interventionist impulses by sending General Pershing to chase Pan-

cho Villa in Mexico. However, in two years’ time, the agrarian middle west

would help to reelect him on a keep-out-of-the-war platform. In California sym-

pathy for the Allies was widespread and outspoken. Nevertheless, opinion was

divided. Johnson, for example, vigorously opposedintervention.

Then camethefirst in a series of incidents raising the specter of political

radicalism. There was a bombing of the Los Angeles Times, and during a 1916

Preparedness Day parade in San Francisco, someone also exploded a bomb. The

namesofradicals such as Mooneyand Billings were repeatedly in the headlines

and they became somehow symbolicofa left-wing radicalism that many Ameri-

cans feared as muchas the monarchical right-wing power of Germany’s Kaiser

Wilhelm.

Less than a year after Wilson’s reelection, the United States declared war. A

vocal minority expressedresistance atfirst, but prowar propaganda wasevery-
where. Schools developed nearby vacant lots into Victory Gardens; they re-
cruited children to go from house to house selling war savings stamps, and

collecting tin foil for recycling into something useful for the war. Posters hung

on school walls, store fronts, railway stations, everywhere they could be ef-

fective in rousing the people to a patriotic fervor toward the war that would

“make the world safe for democracy.” A strong elementin this propaganda was

the highly publicized cruelty of the “Huns” andtheir alleged killing of Belgian

children. Hatred of Germany and everything German was pervasive and some-
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times violent in its outcomes. People of identifiable German origin were os-
tracized and harassed. One prominent architect changed his name; a young

assistant professor of German committed suicide; and almost universally Ger-

man language coursesin high school were discontinued, most of them not reap-

pearing until several years after the war. World War I marked the United States’

first experience with a genuine universal draft of young men for military service.

The war ended in late 1918. It had been strongly supported but now it was a

bad dream. A few epidemicstook half a million lives. The U.S. Senate revolted

against Wilson’s internationalist policies and rejected his plans for the future.
Two do-nothing presidents, Harding and Coolidge, were elected, one after the
other, and an able Californian conservative, Herbert Hoover, followed them.

Early in the decade, radicalism again became a foe. U.S. Attorney General
Palmer and a numberofstate officials attacked the Industrial Workers of the

World (IWW)with the syndicalist laws. Then, only a decade after Mooney and

Billings had dominated the headlines, two new names replaced them— Sacco

and Vanzetti— who were likewise accusedofterrorist activities although in fact

they were only self-styled anarchists and were convicted of killing a guard
during a payroll robbery.

Mostof the Terman group entered the 1920’sat the transition to adolescence.

Still quite young, they experienced a period of severe inflation in the first couple

of years, and then several years of economic advance.They lived throughthe era

of mah-jongg,flappers, and sheiks, the popularization of intercollegiate football,

Prohibition, bootlegging, the coming of Time, The New Yorker, Readers Digest,

and College Humor, the omnipresent Model T Ford, and finally the fantastic

runaway stock marketat the end of the decade.

More important in the long run, of course, was the radical modernization in

the 1920’s of many serious aspects of life. Communication expanded enor-

mously with the development of commercial radio. Entertainment was revolu-

tionized by the technical improvements in motion picture production. The auto-
mobile was responsible not only for huge increments in mobility of the people in
general but for the widespread financial effects of great new manufacturing
empires and the essential expansion of paved road systems — together with ex-

plosive growth of bond issues to pay for them. Suburbs changed quickly from

convenient loci of summer cottages (which could be reached once a year by

horse and buggy) to the normal residence centers for many middle-class business

and professional families. The automobile also added a huge new market for

petroleum products, and hence increasedstill more the size and complexity of

the business world and the bankingindustry. The airplane wasjust beginning to

play a role in communication by the end of the 1920’s; air mail — like the radio

and long distance telephone — speeded the interchange for both individuals and

businesses. And along cameelectrical engineering with its discovery of an eco-
nomical way to transport great quantities of high-voltage electricity without
substantial loss, thus broadening the opportunity for dispersion of heavy indus-

try. The decade of the 1920’s was not the beginning of the explosion by science
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and technology; that had occurred in the second half of the nineteenth century.

But it was the time whenthe earlier developments were maximized by a species

of fine tuning that changed the impact of these new things from experimental
oddities to deeply ingrained physical, social, and economic forces.

The bubble burst in October 1929, just as the younger membersofthe gifted

group werefinishing high schoolor entering college, and the older ones were

getting their first start on a career. The economic depression worsenedrapidly.

Businesses closed, jobs disappeared, stocks and bonds droppedto a fraction of
their former value, real estate was unsalable. Hitherto comfortably off families

found themselves without resourcesto send their children to college or to gradu-

ate school. By 1932, a political revolution was brewing. Franklin D. Roosevelt

replaced Hoover. The New Deal optimism replaced the conservative gloom. A

governmentrelief program replaced private charity breadlines. The times cer-

tainly felt better, but true jobs andtruly profitable businesses remained in short

supply until the end of the 1930’s and the entry of the United States into World

War II in 1941,

Politics, both national and international, were as much a focusfor the 1930’s

as they had been during the two preceding decades. The rise of Nazism in

Germanycoincidedin time with the New Deal reformsin the United States, but

had a very different flavor. While a vigorous but ineffectual minority of Ameri-

can conservatives were grimacing as they spoke of “that man in the White

House,” German conservatives were successfully supporting the anti-unionism,

suppression of free speech, violence, and anti-semitism of the Nazis. In America,

just the opposite was occurring; unions were supported, and freedom of speech

and press werenotonly tolerated but encouraged. Left-wing politics, including

communism, was looked upon with some tolerance and even favor, especially
among the young intellectuals and artists, while in Germany it was bitterly

suppressed. The battle between isolationists and interventionists lined up in the
same way.

In certain psychological aspects, World War II was similar to World War I.

There were two years of sympathetic build-up of feelings for the Allies and then

an incident— this time the bombing of Pearl Harbor— to cause a declaration of

war. On the West Coast the Japanese replaced the Germansas the treacherous
enemy, and the internment of 112,000 Japanese-Americans followed. The Yel-

low Peril had been a staple of Californian journalism from the beginning of the

century, and at least for the duration of actual hostilities, the fear of the Japanese

was very real. (This racist hysteria was felt with a special strength by the half-

dozen membersof our research group of Japanese ancestry, who suffered intern-

ment.) The period following World War II resembled that following World War I.
Again there wasa brief inflation and a prolongedperiod of antiradicalism, this
time underthe aegis of then Representative Richard Nixon and Senator Joseph
McCarthy.

In the quarter-century since the end of World War I, levels of education had

risen generally. By 1950 a high school education was taken for granted, and
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college was a normalexpectation for almost all middle-class children and many

lower-class as well. A prominentfeature oflife after World War II wasthe return

to college of those whohadservedin the military forces. About half the men in

our group had been in uniform and some benefited from the government educa-

tional support. The colleges and universities were jammed with students, re-

search funding waslavish, business prospered, and there were jobs galoreforall

professionals. The wartime interruption of marriage and child-bearing led to a

“baby boom”in the postwar period, a boom accompanied bya briefly developed

ideology supporting large families. Most of the research group werea little

too old to join in this movement, but they were ofthe right age to benefit from

the business and professional opportunities induced by the favorable economic

scene during the 1950’s.

The next decade brought some different and less comfortable influences to

bear on them, however. The 1960’s were a timeof revolt, a revolt by women and

ethnic minorities who found readyallies in the generation of children some of

whose parents were our “children.” The war had improved the economicstatus

of many black Americans and there was ferment for better political status for

blacks. The human and civil rights struggle began in the southern states, butit

quickly spread to the north and west. Tension among the young wasbuilding up

from their hatred of the new war in Vietnam, and someof this hostility was

channeledfirst into the “free speech” and then the human rights movements. By

the mid-1960’s, however,this hostility turned more directly against the govern-

ment andotherauthority figures such as universities, banks, and big business.

Simultaneously, women were demanding better treatment in the workplace,

equal opportunities for employment, and pay scales equivalent to men’s. Femi-

nism had largely disappeared after the 1920 passage of the women’s suffrage

amendmentto the Constitution, both from exhaustionafter the long fight and the

assumption that full equality would follow the right to vote. The depression of

the 1930’s brought so much male unemployment and consequentfamily distress

that women’s right to work was severely challenged. Iowa, for example, adopted

a law preventing two membersof the same family from holding positions on the

state payroll. Many girls were denied money for college expenses so that a

brother might go to college. It was a time of social regressionto traditional men’s
and women’s roles (see Chapter 5). World War II madea radical changein that

situation. The millions of women who replaced the men drawninto military
service provided a necessary increase in workers for war-essential industry.

Many women beyondthe childrearing years remained in the workforce after the

war. When the younger womenhadraised families, they turned to paid employ-

ment andthe search for careers.

College-aged youth revolted against the highly unpopular Vietnam war, but

their revolt did not stop there. It becamea revolt against the authoritarianism, or

at least the authority, of the parental generation. The convenient development of
reliable contraception permitted a new sexual freedom,and along with this came

the exploration of “mind-freeing” drugs. Came, too, the uncloseting of homo-
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sexuality, and a highly increased divorce rate. By the end of the 1960’s the
Terman group was50 years old, on average, and they experienced these events
not only from an older generation’s position but through the eyes of their own
children and,for quite a few, through those of their grandchildren.

The 1970’s brought somerespite from the expression of the revolt, but eco-
nomic changes that did not rival the Depression in their impact nevertheless
led to various adjustments in both living and earning. The recessionof the early
and mid-1970’s was followed by severe inflation —just as some of the group
were reaching retirement. For those who hadliquid capital, the accompanying
high interest rates gave them an opportunity to resolve financial problems, but
others were faced with genuine difficulty. It was a period of “stagflation” in
whichpricesrose radically but the economy did not improve. Job opportunities
became fewer and fewer; age becamea handicap, and older people wholosttheir

jobs found it difficult to obtain another. In the late 1970’s jobs in the manufac-

turing sector began to erode, the foreign trade balance deteriorated, and by
1986 the United States, after 70 years as a creditor nation, had become a debtor
nation.

Some of these historical events hadlittle influence on some of the group.
Some unquestionably left their mark. Sadly, notall subjects lived through the
complete cycle; increasingly there have been deaths along the way. Increasingly,
too, subjects have been lost or have withdrawn from the study. What we can
report is the experienceofthe still-participating members. In the next section we
will summarizethe attrition that has taken place overtheyears, and try to define
what kinds of people have left the sample and what kind have remained to
provide the data for the later chapters. The interested reader will find a fuller
treatmentofattrition in Appendix B, where the analyses which form thebasis of
the conclusionsto follow are presentedin detail.

Attrition

The managersofall longitudinal studies have to wagean incessantbattle against
the loss of subjects. No matter how hard theytry, their samples grow smaller and
smaller as the years pass. Thecausesofthis attrition are many, some inescapable,
somepartially controllable. No life-cycle study can be continuous. Data collec-
tion must comein waves, monthsor even years apart.

Categoriesof Attrition

The causesofattrition can be summarized in three categories. First, and most
obviously, people die, and others, incapacitated by illness or age, become unable
to respond and for our purposes are equivalent to those who died. The second
category includes those who, disenchanted with the research or irritated by
questions posed to them, ask to be dropped from the study. Here wealso place
those who simply ignore requests for information or who, givingpriority to other
concerns, set questionnaires aside for later attention —a time that never comes.
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The third category consists of persons who move,leave no forwarding address,

and cannot be traced. (We have spent much energy in tracing subjects, some-

times throughthe record of a driver’s license, and not infrequently we were able

to locate them orto learn abouttheir deaths.)

Accompaniedas this research wasin the early years by muchattention to the

subjects (and by some acclaim), manyparticipants had the study sufficiently in

mindto notify us of their moves or marriages. As the years passed, and with

follow-ups five years or more apart, these notifications gradually became less

frequent. In recent years, too, the fabled automation of the postal service has led

to an almost total failure of the forwarding processfor first class mail. Even
recent changes of address — in one of our cases, to next door— can derail deliv-

ery of questionnaires.

Attrition by choice is another matter altogether. We have found in our study

that non-cooperation can be accompanied by manykinds offeelings, ranging

from markedirritation and exasperation (which subjects tell us about) to mere

boredom (which they usually do not). Some of our subjects, as they aged and

perhaps becameless interested in the academic type of competence for which
they had beenselected, said they wished notto be bothered further. Some depre-
cated their own talents, and thought they should withdraw.In recent years, a few
became resentful of the change in emphasis from achievement to aging. One

unmarried woman refused further cooperation in 1972 because she perceived the

questionnaires to be too much concerned with marital experience. For the great

majority of cases classed asattrition by choice, however, we know only that,

despite repeated urgings and mailings, the subjects withdrew from the research.

Neither they northe post office returned our questionnaires.

The damagefrom attrition is not so much the reduced numberof subjects as

the possible change in the makeup of the sample.If attrition is selective — if the

attriters differ in any significant way from those who remainin the study — thefi-
nal sample no longer correspondsto the group recruited. The group becomesless
variable — and variability is the lifeblood of antecedent-consequent research.
Furthermore, reducing the range of some personality or motivation measures

would change correlations from the values to be expected if death, the post

office, and withdrawal by choice had notintervened.It is important, therefore, to

check whetherthe subjects who did not contribute data in the later years differed

from those who remainedin the study.
Attrition does not occurall at once. It is a gradual erosion of the samplethatis

most definitely noted by the total cessation of a subject’s response to the ques-

tionnaires. One person after another fails to respond to a next and then succeed-

ing questionnaires. In our analysis of this process, we use the year of the final

responseasthe criterion of both the fact and the approximate date ofattrition.

Thus, if a subject responded to some (not necessarily all) of the questionnaires
between 1921 and 1955, and did not respond in 1960 or thereafter, he or she is

counted in the 1955—60 decrease. Before looking at data, we say more about the

categories for the analysis.
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Attriters are placed in the three categories introduced earlier, to which we

assign brief and not entirely descriptive labels: death, choice, andloss.

Death. If a subject died after he or she last returned a questionnaire and before

we mailed the next one,theattrition is charged to death. If a questionnaire went

unansweredprior to death — the subject answered in 1955, missed in 1960, died

in 1964 — this is counted as choice. Subjects who became incapacitated were
also placed in the death group. Because the incapacitated were so few, we shall
speak of the group simply as the “death” group.

Choice. During the 65 years of the study, 15 men and 21 womenaskedthat

their names be removed from the mailing list. The request was fully respected —

after our best persuasive efforts failed to reverse the decision. (Somelatterday

follow-up to check on date of death or survival did approach the subjects.)

Nonresponders makeuptherest of the “choice” category.

Loss. The “loss” groupis distinguished from the “choice” group because we

doubt that these subjects received our mailings. Some of them probably were

silent withdrawals like most cases labeled attrition by choice. No doubt, how-

ever, many in the “loss” group were lost merely because of moves or name

changes.

Cases ofattrition by death are generally well documented, but some of the

loss cases may have been lost because of death or disability. Some we have

labeled asattrition by choice also may have died before response to a question-

naire was completed and wefailed to trace the death.

The numbers of subjects who dropped out and who remainedactive partici-

pants at the various stages of the study between its inception in 1921 and the

follow-up in 1986 are reported in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Each dated row reports the

numberof subjects still participating at each point and the numberofattriters in
the preceding interval.* The number of participants stated for a year prior to

1986 is greater than the number of respondents for that year, because some

subjects camebackinto the fold after missing one or more surveys.

The first row of Tables 3.1 and 3.2 counts all children, identified as suitable

for the study, whose parents were asked to cooperate. Early data are available on

some of the children counted asinitial attrition, but the children themselves
never sent in responses. Some did take the Stanford-Binet and some took the

group-administered achievementtests in 1922. For about half these cases, the

parents returned the 1922 Home Information Blank, but they did not return

the child’s interest blank. There were several causesof this initial attrition, in-

cluding the death of several children, withdrawal of children from the study by

parents, and early changesin residence. One 1986 “participant” madehisfirst

return in that year, although his parents had sent in some 1922 information.

* For four women and nine men,the factual questions in the 1986 information blank were filled

out by a spouseorsibling, the subject having died or becomeincapacitated. These cases are counted

in the death group in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 (and in Table B.1 if the subject was unable to respondin

1982). The “1986 responses” in the data file include the surrogate returns.
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TABLE 3.1

Classification ofMen Leaving Terman Sample in Each Time Interval
 

Classification
 

 

Number
Year participating? Decrease Death? Choice’ Loss?

Invited 856 — — — —

Initial attrition 848 8 3 5 0

1928 834 14 6 2 6

1936 815 19 11 4 4

1940 805 10 8 l 1

1945 794 11 7 3 1

1950 7716 18 il 5 2

1955 749 27 7 16 4

1960 673 76 22 45 9

1972 567 106 68 27 11

1977 501 66 37 24 5

1982 449 52 39 11 2

1986 371 78 46 26 6
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires and information gathered by researchstaff.
“Responded to a survey in this or a later year; thus numbers in this column may exceed

number of respondents in any given year. Persons treated as initial attrition did not fill out the
1922 interest blank or, if recruited after 1922, did not respondto any later instrument.

’Includes persons not responding because they becameincapacitated.
‘Subject (or parent) asked to be removed from mailing list or responded to none of the

questionnaires presumably delivered after the last year of response.
4Presumably failed to receive questionnairesafter the last year of response.

Underthe groundrules for the analysis, he is counted as a nonattriter in Table 3.1

and heis includedin the later-maturity sample.

Oncethe study wasin full swing,attrition wasslight until after World War IL.

Figure 3.1 displays the cumulative percentage attrition by choice and by death.

Percentagesfor “loss” are too small to merit plotting, remaining below 7 percent

in 1986. Through 1945 (when the average age of the subjects was 35 years), there

wasaboutas muchattrition from death as from choice and loss combined. Death

wasthe causeofattrition for a greater proportion of men at almost every period.

From 1945 to 1986, death continued its preponderant role among men. For

women, from 1960 through 1982, cumulative loss by choice ran slightly ahead of

attrition by death. “Loss” cases werea little more numerous among the women.

This is understandable; a substantial number of women change their names by

marriage or divorce, and someof them becomevirtually untraceable after a few

years.

After 1955 the curves for choice rise much moresteeply than they did earlier.

What happened? Nothingin the historical setting suggests an obvious cause, but

two matters connected with the study itself may have been relevant. First, Ter-

man died in 1956. This was widely knownto the subjects through newsreports, a

special mailing from Oden, the coverletter for the 1960 questionnaire, and the

foreword to volume 5 of Genetic Studies of Genius (Terman & Oden, 1959).

Terman had been personally close to the research subjects, and highly support-

ive; in the years after his death many have written of their warm memories and
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TABLE 3.2

Classification ofWomen Leaving Terman Sample in Each Time Interval
 

 

 

Classification
Number

Year participating? Decrease Death? Choice’ Loss?

Invited 672 — — — _

Initial attrition 664 8 2 4 2

1928 652 12 1 4 7

1936 635 17 11 1 5

1940 628 7 6 1 0

1945 621 7 4 2 ]

1950 609 12 3 5 4

1955 596 13 6 7 0
1960 558 38 5 23 10
1972 493 65 32 26 7
1977 459 34 14 16 4
1982 421 38 19 18 1
1986 332 89 44 33 12
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires and information gathered by researchstaff.

“Responded to a survey in this or a later year; thus numbers in this column may exceed
number of respondents in any given year. Personstreatedas initial attrition did not fill out the
1922 interest blank or, if recruited after 1922, did not respondto anylater instrument.

’Includes persons not responding because they becameincapacitated.
‘Subject (or parent) asked to be removed from mailing list or responded to none of the

questionnaires presumably delivered after the last year of response.
4Presumably failed to receive questionnairesafter the last year of response.

appreciation for his help in one matter or another. It is likely that for some

participants the research wasessentially an interaction with a respected mentor;

when he was gone, motivation to respond was reduced. Second, there was a 12-

year gap between the 1960 survey and the next follow-up. That long interval

could have caused someloss ofinterest, though the choice curves, reflecting

change per-year, are not especially steep in that interval.
The comparatively largeattrition in the long 1960-72 interval (Tables 3.1 and

3.2) is easy to understand. Therisein attrition was also great between 1955 and
1960, which matchesthe choice curves and mayberelated to Terman’s death.

Steepness of the choice curvesat the right endis artifactual, since persons

whofailed to respond to the 1986 blank are countedasattriters. Judging by past

experience, in the next survey, a numberofthese “attriters” will respond.

Correlates of Attrition

The emphasis in our discussionis on attrition in the sampleat the time of the

1982 survey. Nearly all our analyses on attrition were carried out before 1986

questionnaires were coded. Attrition is defined by the information in thefile at

the time of analysis; persons who had not responded to the 1982 survey were

counted as attriters, along with those who had dropped outearlier. In fact,

attrition is never-ending; it is a continuous process. Our 1982 date, however,

marks 61 years of the study and such a span provides data on attrition quite

sufficient to answerthe questionsofinterest to us.
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Ourinitial expectation was that subjects who had suffered some developmen-

tal handicaps and who reacted somewhatineffectually would be the ones most

likely to drop out. Most of the evidence supports this view. Poor health and

education, mental disturbance orillness, and (among men) lack of occupational

success and lack of self-esteem show up moreoften in the history ofattriters by
choice than among the 1982 participants. Such differences tendedto be greater in
the period close to withdrawal than in earlier periods.

This temporal trend has a corollary. None of the early childhood measures we

examined predicted attrition by choice. This was true for ratings by parents or

teachersof self-confidence, inferiority feelings, and conscientiousness, for child-

hood socioeconomic status, and even for death or divorce of the parents. Indeed,

the earliest life event found to predict eventual attrition was nearnessof age at
first marriage to age of puberty — andthis relation appears only among men.It
seems that withdrawal in adult life stemmed from events that occurred or feel-

ings that developed in adulthood. Dropping out wasnot a behavioral product of

some limitation that existed from childhood, but was a responseto events nearer

the time of withdrawal.

The subjects’ marital histories were a little more in line with the norms of

their times as compared with the marital histories of the full sample; intact
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Fig. 3.1. Cumulative percentage attrition by death or choice in Terman Group. Data from

questionnaires in various years and information gathered by researchstaff.
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marriages and widowsand widowers were a bit overrepresented among them,
whereasdivorced and always-single persons were underrepresented.Perhaps the
across-sex similarity of effects of marital history onattrition reveals an important
point. For most womenin this generation, occupation was a sometimething.
Marriage and family were morecentral in young adulthood. The single woman,
like the single man, was atypical, and possibly in somecases waslesssatisfied
than her married counterparts. Divorce wasas disruptive for womenas for men.
Widowhoodleft the sexes with similar need for continuity of meaningful experi-
ences, and participation in research may have been oneofthese.

Except for poor physical health and nonnormative marital history, correlates
of attrition tended to be substantially more predictive ofattrition of men than of

women.Part of the reason is the greater salience of occupation in the men’slives
than the women’s. Weseethis especially in connection with the measuresofself-
esteem, which did not predict women’s withdrawal butdid predict withdrawal by
men.

Finally, we must consider whatattrition has done to the subject sample. Since
the subjects were never a representative sample of any larger population, not
even of the gifted Californian children of a certain cohort, the fact that the
remaining participants do not matchtheoriginal research group perfectly is of no
great moment.It is worth briefly summarizing how theydiffer, however, because
this may help the reader decide just how widely or in what directions generaliza-
tions to other populations can bepressed.

First and most obviously, the 1982 remainder consists of those whose genes,
life experiences, andlife styles kept them alive. In adulthood they remained in
somewhatbetter health than the attriters. They were initially no brighter nor
scholastically more efficient than others of the gifted group, but they became
somewhatbetter educated. The men achieved greater occupational success. The
men by andlarge reported higher self-esteem and self-confidence than did the
entire mid-life sample. The attriters over the years did not differ from the sur-
vivors with respect to several indicators or reports of achievement motivation.
The subjects remaining in the study tended to have more normative marital
histories. Attriters did not have an unusual incidence ofalcoholism, nor did they
express unusual lack of feelings of achievement motivation. The persons we
follow into the vicissitudes of later maturity, then, have been somewhat more
successful in several aspects of life than those who no longer remain in the
group.

Sources of Data on Later Maturity

The present report is based chiefly on data obtained from the questionnaires
of 1972, 1977, 1982, and 1986. The subjects for whom we have some data— at
least one of the four questionnaires — include not only those whom we have
called the remainder groupbut also persons whoselastparticipation was in 1972
or 1977. The sample also includes somepersons counted as choice withdrawals
in this chapter who “returned” in 1986.
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The average birth year of the total original group was 1910. The averagesin

the later maturity sample were July 1910 (men) and June 1911 (women). The

standard deviations were 3.8 and 3.5 years respectively, essentially the sameas in
the original sample.

The following tabulation shows the number (among 569 men and 494 women

in the later-maturity sample) for whom we have questionnaires in the years

indicated:

 

Year Men Women | Year Men Women

1972 497 440 1982 417 398

1977 426 386 1986 381 339

This counts 1986 returns for a few personsclassified in the “death” attrition

group for analysis, whose questionnaire wasfilled out by a spouse,sibling, or

offspring after the subject’s death or disability. Because many questions wereleft

unanswered, these cases contributelittle to the data.

Including thelate attriters as part of the later-maturity sample has two benefi-

cial side-effects: It decreases moderately the difference distinguishing thelater-

maturity sample from the original group, and it increases the numberof cases

supplying 1972 and 1977 data. Surprisingly, after nearly 66 years, in spite of

defection, death, and inadvertent loss, we are able to use 67 percent of the men

and 73 percent of the womenfrom theoriginal groupto study later maturity.

Summary

It is impossible to understand the course of our subjects’ lives fully without an

appreciation for the remarkable historical developments they experienced. Their

youth and young adulthood were influenced by World War I, radical moderniza-

tion, and the Great Depression. They experienced World War II and then bene-

fited from postwar prosperity. At mid-life they experiencedthe social revolutions

of the 1960s.

Despite attrition, it is remarkable that over the 66-year-span ofthe study, over
two-thirds of the sample provideddata in at least one of the four surveysin later

maturity. The individuals remaining to be studied showed several trends. On

average the 1982 participants remained in somewhat better health than those
whohad chosento leave the study. They wereinitially no brighter than theattri-
ters, but they became somewhatbetter educated. The continuing men achieved

greater occupational success, and had greater self-confidence and self-esteem.In

addition, the remaining subjects’ marital histories were more in line with the

normsoftheir times; those with intact marriages and widows and widowers were

somewhat overrepresented, whereas divorced and always-single persons were

underrepresented.
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Although men will be considered here and women in the next chapter, the

differential influences on the two groupswill help to introduce the occupational

themes. For our subjects’ generation, occupational choice and performance were

much simpler for men than for women. Most of these Californian boys were

heritors of a centuries-old traditional male role of which gainful employment

was a major feature. In temporal sequence, seeking, finding, securing, and sup-

porting a mate were secondary goals, and their accomplishment waited on the

successful choice and entry into an income-producing vocation.In contrast, the
womenofthis generation were reared in a worldthatstill had a traditional female

role to which girls were exposed from birth. This role was, however, beginning

to evoke conflict in increasing numbers of young women.Onthe one hand there

was the vocation of childbearing, childrearing, and homemaking; but on the

other there was the possible choice of work for money, a professional, or busi-

ness career. The two roles were not totally incompatible, but the latter suffi-

ciently threatened the formerto create a classic conflict — instigation toward two

positive goals, the relinquishing of either of which would be dissatisfying.
For women, work outside the family was not a thing prescribed by centuries

of tradition as it was for men. In western Europe and America,it had come with

the industrial revolution. Then the last half of the nineteenth century had seen

such work glorified as a means of permitting women independence, an oppor-

tunity for them to actualize their ownintellectual potential, to have freedom of

choice in many respects that they had not had through centuries as wives and

mothers. During the first two decades of the twentieth century womenpressed
increasingly for occupational freedom as well as for many others. This conflict

between the new andthetraditional had only a pale comparison in the world to
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which the men came. They experiencedthe conflict as spectators of the changing

lives of their mothers, sisters, wives, and daughters. But this was a change

outside themselves, and simply something to be coped with. It did not involve
conflict within, as it did for women.

That these differential pressures existed pervasively in the lives and experi-

ences of childrenis illustrated in a minor waybythefirst questionnaire Terman

submitted to the gifted children, in 1922. One of the four pages contained a

checklist of 125 occupations with the instruction “Put an X before each occupa-
tion you maypossibly decide to follow.” Ofthis list, 89 occupations were tradi-
tionally male (such as section hand, soldier) and twelve were traditionally female

(such as nurse, secretary). The remaining 24 were conceivably available for

either sex (teacher, physician, waiter, or waitress). Most of the world’s income

work— in California, at least— appears to have been masculine, an undoubted

fact of life accepted even in psychological research.

Moretelling however, was a question placed at the bottom of the page: “If

you are a girl, do you prefer the duties of housewife to any other occupation?” Of

the 534 girls who answered the questionnaire, 16.1 percent said “yes,” 48.3

percentsaid “no,” 4.3 percent were “uncertain,” and 31.3 percent simply did not

answer.It seems not unlikely that this numerical split within the group wasa fair

reflection of the ambivalence in manyofthe girls’ minds.

That 1922 questionnaire did not revealthe single-mindednessofthe boys. But

in 1936, when mostofthe subjects were in their twenties, there was evidencethat
is quite unambiguous. After a question orienting the respondent to occupational

matters, an open-ended question was asked: “Describe your ultimate goals as

fully as you can at this time.” Of the 689 men who answered, 94.9 percent

mentioneda goal related to occupation. Of the 516 women whoanswered, only
62.4 percent mentioned occupation, while 40.3 percent mentioned family roles
(wife, mother). Among the men,only 1.3 percent mentionedthe latter (husband,
father) (see also Holahan, 1984-85).

The early single-mindedness of men in this generation and the conflictual

status of women had consequencesin later life that makeit difficult to prepare a
single report on the occupational domain. Hence we have devoted a chapterto
each sex, and gender differences will be discussed wherever they seem most
appropriate to an understanding of the experiences of both sexes in later matu-
rity, mainly in Chapter5.

Educational Preparation

While a high level of education — college or even graduate school — may prove
valuable for many occupations,it is truly essential only for those professions for
which much specialized knowledge is required. For occupations such as law,
medicine, pharmacy, engineering, scientific research, and teachingatall levels
from grade schoolto university, advanced educationis a necessary,if not suffi-
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cient, prerequisite. Increasingly in recent decadesvarious types of businessprac-

tice have begun to depend ontraining in law, accounting, engineering, or psy-

chology,but this is a relatively recent development. At the time our subjects were
starting their careers formal educational preparation had not yet begun to exert

rigid control over entry into even the highest levels of business or banking.

Hence some whodid not graduate from college were able to reach substantial

heights of accomplishment in these areas by practical experience, in-service

training, and independent study. This was even more the case with literary,

artistic, musical, and cinematic career development. Although the most success-

ful practitioners of these creative activities did have specialized training, espe-

cially in art and music,others relied on self-education.

The formal education of the subjects had been pretty well completed before

later maturity began; the last degree earned by a man wasa Ph.D.received in

1960 at 49 years of age. The latest bachelor’s degree was obtained by a man of 54
in 1958. Sufficient details about the educational history of the group have been

presented in previous volumes (Terman and Oden, 1959; Oden, 1968) so that

only a summary is needed here.

All but two of the 569 menin the later-maturity groupfinished high school; 39

ended their education with high school; 98 had some college work but did not

obtain a college degree. The 430 other men (76 percent of the later-maturity

group) finished college; 113 (20 percent) secured terminal master’s degrees,

mainly in engineering and education, and 151 (26 percent) obtained doctoral or

major professional degrees, Ph.D., M.D., and LL.B. Thus 46 percentofthe group

were prepared educationally for a professional occupation. This generally high

level of education contrasts dramatically with the educational preparation of the
general populationfor this cohort, only 8 percent ofwhom obtained as muchas a

bachelor’s degree (Terman & Oden, 1947).

Doubtless more would have taken advanceddegrees, especially doctorates,if

the Depression and World War II had not supervened. Table 4.1 showsthe effects

of these historical events. Among those boys who graduated from high schoolin

1929 orearlier, 30 percent secured doctorates, while among those who graduated

between 1930 and 1939, only 15 percent did. A similar diminishing effect is
found whenpre-Depression college graduates are compared with graduates of

the Depression years: 43 percent of those who graduated before the Depression

secured doctorates, while only 32 percent of those graduating during the Depres-

sion obtained them. The war reduced the proportion of advanced degrees even

more than the Depression. All but one of the boys had completed high school

before the war. Only 22 graduated from college between 1940 and 1945, and

only 23 percent of them secured doctorates. The percentage who obtained mas-

ter’s degrees was only two-thirds as great as the percentage among the Depres-

sion graduates.

Age of completing education was not, however, much influenced by these
events. The men who graduated from high school before the Depression started
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TABLE 4.1
Effect ofthe Depression and World WarII on Educational Level ofMen
 

 

  

 

High school graduates College graduates

1916-29 1930-39 1920-29 1930-39 1940-45Educational
level achieved N Pct. N Pet. N Pct. N Pet. N Pct.

High school, somecollege 98 22.5% 36 28.1%

=

— — — _ — —
A.B. or B.S. degree 94 21.6 35. 27.3 23 22.5% 86 30.3% 12. 54.5%
M.A. degree or some

graduate work 1]l 25.5 38

=

29.7 3534.3 108 38.0 5 22.7
Doctoral or major profes-

sional degree 132 30.3 19 14.8 44 43.1 90 31.7 5 22.7
Total 435 128 102 284 22

Significance (p) by chi
square .O5 .O5
 

SOURCE: Cumulative education data.
NOTE: Two men whodid notfinish high school are omitted from the table, as are those who completed college after 1945.

did not get their bachelor’s degrees any younger than those who graduated
during the Depression. There wasa slight tendency (p < .10) for those who
received their bachelor’s degrees before the Depression to obtain the doctorate
earlier, but the difference was only 2.3 years. The war was moreinfluentialin this
respect. Men who were caught up in military service were delayed in getting
their bachelor’s degrees on the average by 5.6 years compared with their older
comrades whofinished their bachelor’s degrees during the Depression, and 6.0
years as compared with the comparable pre-Depression cohort.

This first report ofstatistical analyses is a suitable place for a commentthat
applies throughout the book. When dozens of analyses are made in a research
project, one can make some judgment from p values of the extent to which
equally strong relations would asa set be likely to arise from sampling variation
alone. But one cannotinfer that a relation reaching (say) the .01 level is stronger
in the population than one reaching the .05 level, or even that in a replication the
samerelations would be nominally significant. The p values we present are not,
then, a properstatistical inference. To avoid overdramatizing, we reportp values
at only two levels, even though,in our large sample, some calculations do yield
p < .001. The importanceof a difference should be judged primarily by the size
of that difference, unless it comes from a small subgroup.

It is worth noting that the federal governmentdid not provide muchassistance
to young people seeking graduate training during the Depression, andtheresult
wasa one-third reduction in the number of advanced research and professional
degrees obtained by the population as a whole. The GI Bill of Rights after World
War II did provide good support, but even so, only a quarter of the college
graduates went on to higher degrees. After three or morelost years in military
service, most graduates were anxious for economic independence and family
life. Manyfelt that time was running out, andthat they hadto get to work, even
thougha possibly moreattractive career had to be forgone.
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Occupational Levels

About a quarter of the men began full-time work in late teenage, when they

graduated from high school. The remainder began someyearslater, after com-
pletion of the bachelor’s degree or of graduate or professional training. For many

of our subjects, regular part-time employment was a seemingly natural accom-

panimentof adolescence— paper routes, pumping gasoline, gardening,clerking,

janitoring, etc. Quite a few of those who graduated from high schoolor college

during the Depression hadto take brief part-time employmentfor a while, some-

times two jobs at once, until their schooling could be resumed or they could

locate work that promised continued employmentand career development.

Occupational Choices

The kinds of work the men ultimately chose were listed by Oden (1968). She

found that in 1960, 88 percent were employedin positionsin the top two catego-

ries of the U.S. Census occupationalclassification. This compares with 20 per-

cent of men atthese levels in the general population (Hauser, 1964). By 1972/77,

nearly half the group hadretired or died, but 95 percent of the 399 still occupied
in paid work, at least part-time, were in these top categories. The percentage of

men in these categories had risen from 71 in 1940. Among those at these top

levels, the distribution between professional and business occupations had not

changed since 1940 (Terman and Oden, 1947).

Table 4.2 showsthe occupational status of employed menin the later-maturity

group in termsofthe categories of the U.S. Bureau of the Censusin 1940, 1960,

and 1972 or 1977. For 1972 and 1977, occupational categories were based on the

most recent questionnaire on which relevant employment data were reported.

Only one subject was in the unskilled category in 1940, and none thereafter.

From 1940 to 1960 there wasa substantial shift from Class III to Class II, and by

1972 or 1977 a few moreof the Class III workers had movedinto higher catego-

ries. The decrease in the percentage in lower-level occupations after 1940 was,

however, mainly caused by death or otherselectiveattrition.

Satisfactions and Goals

As they approachedthe end of their careers, we asked the men to look back

and describe the aspects of their work that had given them the greatest satisfac-

tion (1972, Question A6; 1977, Question 18). The 1972 question was open-

ended; the 1977 one was multiple-choice, but the judgments of 1977 exactly rep-

licated those of 1972. The men with business and professional careers differed

considerably in what they reported. The professionals mostly gave answers such

as “a helping and teaching relationship with associates” and “the opportunity

for creativity and growth.” The businessmen mentioned “financial gain,” “ad-

ministrative or organizational pleasure,” and “securing recognition.” In 1977,

the difference between the two groups on each of these choices wassignificant
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TABLE 4.2

Occupational Categories ofEmployed Menin Later-Maturity Group
in 1940, 1960, and 1972 or 1977
 

 

1940 1960 1972/1977

Occupational category N Pct. N Pet. N Pet.

I Professional 230 47.8% 243 47.8% 204 51.1%
II Business 149 31.0 207 40.7 174 43.6

III Clerical, sales 88 18.3 49 9.6 14 3.5
IV Agriculture 1 0 4 0.8 1 0.2
V Semi-skilled 12 2.5 5 1.0 6 1.5
VI Unskilled l 0 — — — —

Total 481 508 399
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires from indicated years.
NOTE: Percentages are based onthe total numbers of men in the group who were employed,notthe total later-

maturity group. For 1972 and 1977, occupational categories were based on the mostrecent questionnaire on which
relevant employmentdata were reported.

(p < .01), as was a chi-square determination of the difference between the
distributions for the two groupsforall five codings in 1972 (p < .01).

In 1982 (Question 26) and 1986 (Question 29), we asked the men to specify
which of many goals they had for their lives, and to indicate the three most
important. In 1982 the professionals chose the goal of “continue to work” more
frequently than the businessmen. Aswill be seen in a later section, this verbal
attitudinal difference reflected a very real difference in actual occupational be-
havior. By 1986, two of the earlier sources of satisfaction in work became
reflected in more general goals for the future. The businessmen more frequently
mentioned “financial security” (p < .01) and the professional men mentioned
“continue work” (p < .01) and “grow andbecreative”(p < .01). (Chapter 9
will cover later maturity goals in greaterdetail.)

It appears that the professional men got moreintrinsic satisfaction from their
work than the businessmen— and enjoyed it more — and this samedistinction
wasreflected in their broadergoals for the future.

Changeof Career

The apparent stability of career levels, as measured by the gross Census
categories, hides a great deal of occupational change in the men’s earlier work
histories. As mentionedearlier in connection with education, the Depression was
responsible for much of the turmoil. For some of the younger men the war
continued this instability, but most of them had finally settled on an occupation
by the 1950’s, and the data for 1960 represent a reasonable estimate of the
group’slife-time occupational achievements.

Overall, the group’s careerlines werefairly stable once established. Nonethe-
less, in 1977, about 40 percent of the 390 men whoanswered a question about
this matter (Question 21) still recalled changes they had had to makeat one time
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or another. Such changesare thought to be commoninthe early stages of careers

but also appear later, even in the professions (Evans & Lauman, 1983; Treiman,

1985). Of the 41 percent of the group mentioning changes, 5 percent made them

in the earlier period of seeking and choosing, and 14 percent had maderelatively

minor changes (minor from ourstandpoint, at least; e.g., from writing and direct-

ing motion picturesto directing and producing TV shows). However, a residue of

cases are of special interest in connection with later maturity: 16 percent because

the new occupation was adoptedin later mid-life and involved entirely different

fields of activity — with different aims, organizational setting, and type of re-

quired training; and 3 percent because they occurred after normal retirement

from the man’s original occupation. Several of the latter group of men wentinto
real estate brokerage or college teaching after lifetime careers in teaching and

business management, respectively.

The great variety of occupations of these men, both before and after such

changes, makes any kind of summary impossible. A few brief examples will be

more revealing than artificial categorizations.

Bernard started as a newspaperreporter but did not enjoy the work, and after

a three-year tour of army duty during World War II he wentinto farming forten

years. Feeling dissatisfied again, he quit at age 47, wentto law school, andin due

course was admitted to the bar. At age 50 he began practice, developed a small

firm, and was highly successful until his retirement in his late 60’s.

Carl secured a doctorate and taught economicsat a large state college. He was

invited to become chairman ofthe board of a local bank. He hadrelatively heavy

financial needs, and at age 58 he took early retirement from his college position

and becamea full-time banker, a career that provided a very satisfactory income

for anotherfifteen years.
Eric grew up in the Depression,hada little college training, and then got a

non-technical job in a chemical plant. He wentinto farming during the war and

then became a lumberjack. After a few years he bought and operated the sawmill,

and began playing contract bridge as a serious hobby. Within five years he

became a professionalbridge player, andfinished his occupationallife with a 22-

year stint as a highly successful duplicate bridge player, teacher, andofficial.

Fred began hisfirst career as a low-level railroad employee, worked his way

up to a good managementposition, and at 54 retired out of sheer boredom. For

three years he wasessentially unemployed, and in considerable financial want,

but then found a job in a bookstore and wasstill working there, with pleasure,in

his middle 60’s.

Irwin was the son of a very successful sports writer. In 1929 after college,

where he had majored in psychology, he becamea sports cartoonist, working as a

partner with his father. He served for four years in World War II, and after

discharge returned to the university for a Ph.D. in his old department. This

provided a channelto a college teaching position from which he was mandatorily
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retired at age 65. He then extended his hobbyofoil painting into a serious
endeavor, and during the remainingten years of his life “sold enoughpaintings
to warrantthe effort.”

John was a small-scale Renaissance man. After college he was a candy man-
ufacturer for a year, an employed actorfor the next, and a professional photogra-
pher for the next. He returnedto college for two years of graduate workin art
and music. He worked at several technical jobs in Hollywoodfor three years,
and finally went into college teaching in music, publishing a numberof well-
regarded compositions during the next few years. At age 40 he becamean art
teacher in a high school, a position he retained until his retirement at 60. He
began devotingnearly full time to water-colorpainting, selling nearly 250 works
during the next dozen years. He had published two books of poetry along the
way, had beena life-long prospector in the southern Sierras, and had discovered a
hitherto unknown gemstone and several important lower Cambrian fossils, one
of which was namedfor him.

Kenneth wastrained in economics and becamea highly successful investment
analyst. His life-long hobby was the history of science, a field in which he
published widely. At age 61 heretired to becomea full professorin the History of
Science departmentofa prestigious university, where he wasstill continuing his
technical publications at age 70.

The manycase histories of men who changedcareers at some time give the
impression that failure and success in the first career were about equally com-
mon. Those who werefired before they were ready to quit usually sought new
work,but the level at which they soughtit varied considerably. Some continued a
vigorous competitive role in businessor a profession,but notall. Several looked
for and found work that provided nothing more than a minimally adequate
income. Some of these were quite happy, satisfied to be out of the rat race and
away from ajob they had neverliked anyway. The others were depressed andfelt
themselvesfailures.

The men who changedcareers after a marked and satisfying successdiffered
considerably from those whosefirst careers were more troubled. In most in-
stances their change cameintheir late 40’s and early 50’s rather than in their late
50’s and 60’s. They were almost all well-to-do, some quite wealthy, and they
were seeking a new experienceor an opportunity to maximize someinterestthat
had been submergedby a primary occupation.

The Lower Occupational Level

It is evident that the intellectual level of the group permitted the vast majority
of the mento achieve positionsat the top rungsof the occupationalladder. All of
them hadthe intellectual ability to do so, given the Opportunity. Since success
and achievement were such widespread goals for this generation of American
men, we may question why some of the menfailed to end their careers at the
same high level as their peers. We will examine differences between men em-
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ployed in lower-level occupations in 1972 or 1977, and those who were working

in higher-level jobs at these times. The three variables of family background,

ability and opportunity, and motivation seem appropriate for examination as

possible correlates and antecedents of continuing employmentin lower-level

occupations suchassales, service, and trade.

Family background. Thelife-style, accomplishments, and values of a

child’s family of origin provide models and standards for him to pursue. They

also set limits on his expectations for his own life and for the horizons he can see

for his possible accomplishments (Alexander, Eckland, & Griffin, 1975; Dun-

can, Featherman, & Duncan, 1972; Farmer, 1985; Featherman, 1980; Gottfred-

son, 1981; Sewell & Hauser, 1975). We have someof these elements, but they

were obtained at various times and from different sources. Notall are available

for all cases. For example, only 7 of the 21 families of the men in lower-level

occupations were evaluated on the Whittier Environmental Scale by the field-

workers in 1922. Hence our information about neighborhood, housing, and fam-

ily attitudes at that early time is too limited to provide a satisfactory statistical

measure of differences between the lower- and the higher-level groups. What

comparisons can be made show uniformly that the boys who wentinto lower-

level occupations had mostly grown up in poor neighborhoods, in badly cared-

for or slovenly homes, in families where language usage waspoor, whereatti-

tudes toward the child were negligent and the fact of his inclusion in a gifted

group was a matter of indifference. We do have adequate information forall the

boys on the size of community in which they grew up. The youngsters wholater

wentinto lower-level occupations came mainly from small townsorrural areas.

Also, in 1928 another six boys were seen by the field-workers, and we have

evaluations of their neighborhoodsat that time; four of the six neighborhoods

were rated “below average,” while only 35 percent of the professional and

managerial boys’ neighborhoods weresorated.

Adequate data are available on the parents’ occupations and education in

1922, but there was no difference in the level of occupations of fathers or moth-

ers of the higher- and the lower-level sons, although the educational achieve-

ments of both parents of the higher-level subjects tended to be better (but not

significantly).
Parent-child interactions play a crucial role in the developmentofthe skills

and attitudes requisite for later achievement (Albert & Runco, 1986; Block,

1971; Crandall & Battle, 1970; Henderson, 1981; Janos & Robinson, 1985;

Spaeth, 1976; Williams, 1976). With respect to parent-child interactions, how-

ever, our variables did not discriminate between the two groups of boys. The

1922 Home Information Blank reported a number of measures of parental

achievement-related activities with the child that might be considered as both

reinforcement and modeling: numberof hours devoted to teaching the child to

read or to work with numbers or nature study, at various preschool and early

school ages; amountof outside tutorial help provided in music, drawing, and

dancing, again at various ages; amount of encouragementin schoolwork. None
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of these many measures distinguished between the boys who would go on to
professionalor high-level business careers and those who would be content with
more modest work.

These reports from field-workers and parents tell us nothing of how the
children perceived their family background. Only later, when they had grown to
adulthood, can weget a retrospective view of two aspects of these perceptions. In
1950, the subjects were asked to estimate their families’ financial position on a
4-pointscale, and their families’ social position on a 5-pointscale, in both cases
when they themselves were children. The men in lower-level occupationsre-
called financially poorer andless stable family circumstances and poorerparen-
tal social position than did the higher-level men. On both scalesthese differences
weresignificant (p < .05 by chi-square).

Since parental attitudes, occupations, and education did notdiffer, it is not
surprising that twice as large a proportion of the men in lower-level occupations
admitted, in 1950, that they had not followed parental advice in selecting an
occupation, and more of them acknowledged, also, that this had led to some
conflict with their parents.

Ability and opportunity. Obviously there are manyindividual and idiosyn-
cratic circumstancesthat can facilitate or interfere with vocational choice, but
initial intelligence (and aptitude for schooling) are important determinants of
where a person will end up vocationally (Sewell & Hauser, 1975; Featherman,
1980).

Although the whole Terman group washighoninitial intelligence, it did have
a range of more than four standard deviations on the IQ scale. The boys who
were later to be in lower-level occupations were slightly less bright as measured
by IQ. Their mean IQ was 142, compared with a mean of 152 for the boys who
went into higher-level occupations; the difference was significantat the .05 level.
Not surprisingly, the mean scores of the two groups onthe Concept Mastery Test
(CM) in 1940 and 1950 also differed significantly on both occasions (p < .01).
Careers and personal variablesare interactive (Kohn & Schooler, 1973, 1978), so
it is logical to ask whether the professional and managerial men were getting
brighter or the men in lower-level occupations were losing someoftheir bright-
ness — or if perhaps both these developments were occurring.

Thereis no clear answerto this question. For the entire sample of men who
took the Concept Mastery Test at average ages of 30 and 40 years, the Pearson
correlations betweenintra-group rankedpositions on thesetests and oninitial IQ
were .27 and .35 respectively; the two measures of Concept Mastery obtained a
decadeapart correlated .85. Perhaps the mostdirect way of determining whether
the higher and lower occupational groupsdiffered in the way they changed from
childhood to young adulthood andthen to middle ageis to compare the average
rank order of the membersof the higher and lower groups within thetotal group
at these three stages oflife (Sears and Sears, 1978). There was no difference in
the amountof changein intellectual performance from childhood (IQ) to young
or middle adulthood (CM 1940, CM 1950), or in Concept Mastery score overthe
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decade from early to later middle age. We must conclude that while there was

somedifference in intellectual ability both in childhood and adulthood, favoring

the men whose careers were to end at the higher levels, there was no greater

tendency for the lower-level occupation group to slip downward during their

careers.

Education has been consistently found to be a determinant of occupational

achievement (Featherman, 1980; Featherman & Hauser, 1978; Sewell & Hauser,

1975). In the present comparison, there was no doubt of its influence. The

difference between the two occupational-level groups was enormous.A third of

the men in lower-level occupations did not go beyond high school, and only a

quarter of them completed an A.B. or a B.S. Only one obtained an M.A., and
none earned a doctorate. In contrast, 54 percent of the men in higher-level
occupations obtained advanced degrees. On our 8-point scale of amount of

education completed, ranging from “did not finish 8th grade” to “doctorate or

advanced professional degree,” the difference between the distributions of the

two groupswassignificant by chi-square (p < .01).

The question to be answered is why the men in lower-level occupations did

not progressfurther in their education. Early marriage, with its attendant respon-

sibilities, was a probable cause in two cases of men who married before they

were 21. Physical health may have playeda part in two other cases, one being a

man wholost his hand in an accident and seems never to have recovered his

vocational directedness thereafter, and the other a man whosedeteriorated vision

following an illness led him to select a vocation requiring manual dexterity
rather than reading. A moretelling set of circumstances wasrevealed in the 1940

questionnaire in response to a question asking for “reason for leaving school.”

This retrospective report indicated that eight of the men in lower-level occupa-

tions (42 percent of the nineteen who answered) hadlost interest, been ill, had

marital responsibilities (or other dependents), had “had to go to work,” or had

failed in college. This contrasted with only 15 percent of the menin higher-level

occupations who gavethese samereasons, a difference significant by chi-square

(p < .01).

Since only a third of the men in lower-level occupations completedcollege,it

is difficult to get any measureofthe effect of either the Depression or World War

Il; of those whofinished high school in the Depression slightly morefell into the

lower-level group than into the higher-level, but the difference is not significant.

It appears that lack of education waspartly a direct cause and partly an indirect

effect of other circumstances that may have been equally responsible fora life-

style that led to modest occupational accomplishments.

Motivation. Achievement motivation is an important intervening variable to

examine in differentiating between our occupational groups (Atkinson, 1978;
Clausen, 1981; Elder, 1969, 1974; Helmreich, Spence, Beane, Lucker, & Mat-
thews, 1980; McClelland, 1971; Sewell & Hauser, 1975). It is represented by a
multitude of measuresin the data that on both theoretical and empirical (factor-

analytic) grounds hang together and provide indexes ofits strength. These in-
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clude a variety of reports on both feelings and behavior that seem to be alterna-
tive reflectors of the operation of achievement motivation: (1) ratings ontraits
of perseverance, desire to excel, and the apparent possession of good integra-
tion toward goals (by parents, teachers, field-workers, spouses, and the subjects
themselves); (2) parental reports on the subjects’ liking for school in childhood,
self-reports on liking of occupation in young adulthood,and desire to change the
latter; and (3) behavioral indexes of accomplishment, school achievementtest
scores, such as high-school and college grades, amount of extracurricular ac-
tivity, including reading, collecting, construction, andother activities that might
be alternatives to scholastic dedication, and honorsin suchactivities.

Thefirst two groups of variables provided better prediction than the last one.
In both 1922 and 1928 the parents were askedto rate their children on a 4-point
scale of “how well they liked school.” In both years, the professional and man-
agerial boys were rated somewhat(thoughnotsignificantly) higher than those at
the lower occupational level (p = .14, .08 respectively, by chi-square). Parental
ratings of “perseverance” on a 13-point scale were in the samedirection. The
difference was not significant in 1922, but wasdistinctly higher for the profes-
sional and managerial boys in 1928 (p < .01 by t-test). A similar rating on
“desire to excel” provided a somewhat weaker finding (p = .11 by ¢-test). By
1940 the parental rating of perseverance was highly predictive: the difference
between the two groups wassignificant (p < .01) and the comparison for a
similar scale for “integration toward goals” was also significant(p < .05).

Perhaps more objective than parental ratings were those ofthe field-workers.
Although in 1922 they saw and evaluated only seven of the lower-level boys,
their judgments of “amount of achievement motivation” on a 3-point scale
provided a difference between the groups, favoring the professional and man-
agerial boys (p < .01 by chi-square).

The subjects’ self-ratings on several related variables showed significant dif-
ferences between the menin higher- and lower-level occupations.In 1940,self-
confidence was measured by summing twoscales tapping self-confidence and
lack of inferiority feelings. Instrumentality was similarly measured by self-
ratings of perseverance and definite purpose in life. Both of these measures
discriminated between the two groups (p < .01 byt-test). In 1960 a retrospective
measure of ambition in four aspects of work from age 30 to 40 showed signifi-
cant differences between the two groups, with the men in lower-level occupa-
tions scoring lower (p < .01 byt-test).

The subjects’ feelings about their occupationalstatus in 1940 were expressed
in responseto three questions. The first asked whetherthe subject had “definitely
chosen”or “just drifted into” his current occupation. Of the men in lower-level
occupations, 55 percent replied “drifted into,” while only 22 percent of the
professional and managerial men gavethat answer (p < .01 by chi-square). The
second question asked whether the subject would prefer other work. The per-
centages of affirmative answers were 59 and 22 percent for the lower-level and
higher-level groups, respectively (p < .01 by chi-square). Moreover, a question
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TABLE 4.3
Results ofa DiscriminantAnalysis Predicting Level

ofFinal Occupation ofMen in Later-Maturity Group

(Professional or Higher-Level Business versus Lower-Level)
 

 

Standardized
discriminant function

Year reported Variable coefficient

1922 IQ 33
Cumulative? Educational level 38

1940 Definitely chosen life’s work .33

1940 Self-confidence 16
1940 Instrumentality —.01
1940 Ambition from age 30 to 40 42
1950 Parents’ financial and social position 5

Wilks’s lambda = .73; df = 1,245; p < 01
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires and test scores from indicated years.

#Cumulative educational level indicates highest educational level attained.

asking whether the subject had by now definitely chosen his life’s work was

answered either negatively or ambiguously by 67 percent of the lower-level

group but by only 30 percentofthe higher-level group (p < .01 by chi-square).
The various possible measures of the behavioral outcomes of high achieve-

ment motivation did not provide any predictive power whateverfor this ultimate

occupational-level variable. Early measures of school achievement on the Stan-
ford AchievementTest and on a parallel series of information tests revealed no

group differences in 1922. High-school gradesand college grades, as reported in

1928, 1936, and 1940, were equally non-discriminative, and the number of

extra-curricular activities and the honors obtained in them in both high school

and college were also valueless as predictors.
Integrative analysis. Because the variables we have discussed combinein

the overall prediction of occupational outcome, we performed an integrative

descriptive discriminant analysis to determinethe relative predictive power of

each type of variable, while controlling for the other variables. We used repre-

sentative variables from each set to avoid possible statistical problemsarising

from multicollinearity of similar variables. The variables chosen were: parents’

financial and social position as measured retrospectively in 1950, IQ, educa-
tional level, 1940 self-ratings of self-confidence, instrumentality (perseverance

and purposein life), having definitely chosen life’s work, and 1960 self-ratings

on ambition from age 30 to 40.

Table 4.3 presents the results of the discriminant analysis.* The analysis

showsthe importanceofall three types of variables: family background,ability

* Because of the small size of the lower-level occupational group, missing data from a few

subjects on each variable resulted in an extremely small numberof subjects. To make the multivariate
analysis possible, we substituted the subgroup mean for missing data in this subgroup. This strategy

will also be followed in Chapters 5 and 6 where the same circumstance is encountered.
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and opportunity, and motivation. The most heavily weighted variables were

educational level, parents’ financial andsocial position, and ambition from age
30 to 40. IQ and having definitely chosenlife’s work at an average age of 30 were
the next most heavily weighted variables. Self-confidence made a smaller inde-

pendentcontribution to the prediction, and instrumentality was nonpredictive in

the context of the other variables.

Summary. The factors determining occupational choice are obviously com-

plex, especially so in men whoseintellectual potential is so high that they could
succeed at almost any type of work. It is doubtful that any one variable or even

any small group of variables could completely account for such men’s adoption

of low-prestige occupations. The variables that seem to have contributed to such

choice in the small group of men whose occupational level remained very mod-

est throughoutlife are listed here for such contribution as they may maketo our

understanding.

1. A limited and non-demanding family background. This includes rural and

small town origins, relatively poor neighborhood and housing, lack of parental

interest in child’s activities, and the subjects’ retrospective memoriesoffinancial

and social status in childhoodas beingrather onthe lowside.

2. Less education. The reasons for this appear to have varied considerably
from one subject to another, including early marriage, too many financial re-
sponsibilities, poor health, and lack of financial support. Within the narrowly

limited intellectual level of the group, the men in lower-level occupations had

slightly lowerinitial IQ and lower Concept Mastery scores in young middle age,

but the difference in IQ, at least, seemsirrelevant in the light of equal school

achievementin the early years.

3. Poor motivation, little directedness of effort, and low occupationalinitia-
tive. Parents rated the boys who were to remain in lower-level occupations as
less persevering, with less desire to excel, and as liking school less, both at

elementary and high-school age. The field-workers’ early estimates of lower

achievement motivation were clearly predictive, as were the parents’ ratings of

lower perseverance in the subjects’ early middle age. The subjects’ lowerself-

ratings of self-confidence, instrumentality, and ambition were also suggestive.
The subjects in lower-level occupations reported less initiative in selecting an

occupation and werelesssatisfied with what they got. They werealsolesslikely,

in young adulthood,to feel that they had found a permanentoccupation.

Case summaries of the occupational histories of three of the low-achieving
men whose records were most complete illustrate the difficulty of untangling

causative factors in their early lives that may have contributed to the modesty of

their occupational achievement.

Albert was born in a small mining townin the Northern Sierra duringthefirst

decadeofthe century. His father had been a carpenter, a miner, andat the time of

Albert’s birth had become a farmer. His mother had been a mother’s helper
before marriage and was a housewife thereafter. The father’s health gave out as
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Albert finished high school, and Albert took on responsibility for the farm.

Shortly thereafter he had a severe attack of influenza whichleft his eyes too weak

for college work. Relinquishing plans for college did not appear to distress him.

He got a job as a miller, married at age 27, and hada first child four yearslater.

During the remainderof the Depression, he had a numberofbrief low-level jobs

until he reached his mid-forties, when he becamea professional carpenter. This

work appealed to him strongly, partly because of its nature and partly because he

liked working on his own. Onthe Strong Vocational Interest Test, filled out at age

37, Albert received A’s on several individual professional occupations (physi-
cian, architect, chemist, mathematician) and C’s on several that involved social

interaction (personnel work, YMCAsecretary, social science teacher, sales man-

ager). By age 50 he owned a small farm and was building housesonit for sale. At

that time, too, he began providing carpentry service to his church as a community

service. As he turned 60, he climbed a challenging mountain peak with oneofhis

sons and repeatedthis feat annually through 1986, gaining national attention for

his vigor and skill. This activity was essentially a hobby that replaced his oc-

cupation in retirement.

Charles was born in a small midwestern town where his father was vice-

presidentof a regional bottling companythat prepared chocolate drinks for dairy

distribution. Charles loved astronomyas a child, reading and star-gazing exten-

sively. His other reading preferences were adventure and detective stories. In

high school he wasactive in dramatics and writing. He attended a small liberal

arts college, joined a fraternity (with salutary effects on his social development),

and seemedto be both intellectually and socially well-adjusted. In the 1922 and

1936 trait ratings, both parents and teachers rated him as very eagerto excel.

After college graduation Charles workedbriefly in his father’s company but

was not comfortable there. His father suggested that he start another company

in competition. His older brother joined him in the venture, as president, and

Charles served as vice-president in charge of sales. Four years later, in 1940,

Charles said, surprisingly, that he had “drifted” into this job and possibly would

prefer some other, perhaps machinedesign. He characterized his ultimate goal as

“moderate business success, peace and quiet.” An early interest in science and

mechanics wasreflected in his invention of a refrigerated vending machine.In

1950 (at age 38) he commented: “I remain quite tranquil, and don’t seem to have

any good orbadfortune. I suspect I have some vegetable blood in me.”

Charles’s father died in 1950, and during the next decade Charles suffered

from recurrent depression. In 1953 he sold his companyand secureda position as

a design engineer. His first year was quite successful but thereafter he lagged in
productivity and eventually lost the position. His wife found work that provided
meager support for the family (four children) for the next several years. Toward

the end of the 1950’s, Charles wentinto a partnership in a ranching venture, but

just as the enterprise was beginning to succeed, his partner defected with their

capital. His earlier depression became very deep, and he was diagnosed as
seriously hypothyroid. His wife had stopped work whenhis partnership seemed
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to be successful, but she resumed permanently in 1960 and divorced Charles
shortly thereafter, reporting to us independently that he had become “an adoles-
cent,” quarreling with their 16-year-old daughter and manifesting other regres-
sive behavior. He found a position as caretaker of a residence club and lived
there for a dozen yearsuntil he died of cancer in 1976.

Elton wasborn in 1913 and grew up in smallcollege town. His early school-
ing was uneventful, and he completed high school with satisfactory grades. His
parents had a poor marriage, however, divorcing when Elton was 14, andthis
was severely distressing to him. He lived with his mother until he finished high
school. He started college with pre-medical intentions, but began failing in his
work almost at once and dropped out after a few monthsto join the Navy.
A brief marriage at age 19 was followedby six others in rapid succession. The

last, at age 36, proved permanentand quite satisfactory. Both parents had been in
the printing business, his motheras a typesetter and his father as a proofreader.
After leaving the Navy, Elton drifted into both these kinds of work, the former
for several years until he re-entered the Navy in World War II, where he was
assigned to design and manage a weekly ship-board newspaper.

Onreturning to civilian life, he took a job as proofreader on a large metro-
politan daily and soon became departmental supervisor. Shortly thereafter, labor
troubles led to his election as the union representative, a job he enjoyed thor-
oughly for two years. After the strike was settled, he dropped backinto the ranks,
feeling somewhatrejectedin spite of the success of his leadership. He continued
in his supervisory position until his retirement at age 63. Twenty yearsearlier,
however, he had secured a real estate broker’s license, and for the remaining
years he supplemented his income with brokerage andreal estate investments.
Five years after his retirement from his regular full-time work, he described
himself as quite content, fairly cheerful and fairly relaxed, but only “pretty
happy,” not “very.”

The Most Successful

To contrast with these subjects, we present examples of the most successful
men in the later-maturity group. After the 1940 follow-up, Terman and Oden
(1947) selected 150 “most” and 150 “least successful” men in the Terman
sample — the “A” and “C” groups; a “B”rating wasassignedtoall others. The
criteria for selection were: “(a) nature of work, importance of position, and
professional output; (b) qualities of leadership, influence, andinitiative; (c) rec-
ognition and honors(scientific, civic, professional), awards, biographicallist-
ings, election to learned societies, etc.; and (d) earned income. For most occupa-
tions, except business, incomereceived the least weight” (Oden, 1968, p. 53).

In 1940 perhaps a quarter of the group was too youngfor their degree of
successto be well evaluated. But decadeslater their ages werefully suitable, and
Oden and Dr. Helen Marshall repeated the evaluation. In 1960 they selected only
100 A cases and 100 C cases. (There were not 150 who could be called C’s.)
There was considerable overlap of the two ratings. The three case vignettes to
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follow describe menin the later-maturity group who,although in differentfields,

wererated as “A” in both the 1940 and 1960 ratings of occupational success.

Harold wasthe son of a merchantand a housewife. He was an exceptionally
talented musician in his youth. In fact, during his first two years at a local
teachers college his grades suffered owing to a professional job he held as a
violinist in a state orchestra. The income he earned during those years enabled

him to transfer to a private university for his junior year. His early career aspira-

tions focused on music and show business. But the advent of talking pictures
caused him to considerothercareers, and hesettled on medicine.

He went east for his medical degree, and followed it with an internship,

residencies, and a research fellowship. He studied internal medicine. In 1950, at

the age of 40, he checked “deep satisfaction and interest” as most descriptive of

his feelings toward his present vocation. He married in 1941, when he was30.

His wife was a housewife, and they had three children. He entered military

service in 1942, advancing from lieutenant to major in the medical corps before

leaving the service in 1946. His military service was uneventful, though it pro-

vided him with useful experience. Whenheleft the army, he returned to Califor-

nia to open a private medical practice. He becameaffiliated with a medical

school, eventually becominga clinical professor of medicine.

He maintained a half-time private practice with half-time involvement in

teaching and research throughout most of his career. He published numerous

scientific articles in his specialty and wasa leaderin his field. Music continuedto

be his chief avocational interest. He gave musical performances from the age of

40, and continued chamber music performancesinto his seventies. In 1986, most

of his time was taken up with paid or unpaid work and music. In his mid-70’s he

wasstill active in his profession. He continued university administration, was

frequently asked to give lectures, continued to publish, and was appointed to

important boards and committeesin his later years.

William was always interested in mathematics. His father was a bondsales-

man and investment analyst, and his mother was a housewife, who had left

college in her last year. He was an excellent student. He majored in economics

and chose financial career, which he seemsto have enjoyed thoroughly.In 1930

he earned an MBA andentered the business world as an investment analyst. He

expressed ambivalence about his choice at times, feeling that he could have

madea greater contribution in the academic world. He spokeearly of his desire

to advance knowledge of sound economic policy in addition to performing well

in his business career. This secondary interest in academic matters was ful-

filled through the opportunities he found in his job to write economic policy

papers andinterpretations. Moreover, he wrote a college textbook on invest-

ments, coauthored bya professor at his business school. He married in 1934 at

the age of 25. His wife was a housewife. They had two adopted children, and a

child of their own after almost twenty years of marriage.

William movedupin the laddereasily at his firm as an investmentanalyst.In
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1941, he listed as factors contributing to his happiness, “pleasant work, a happy

married life, and a comfortable income. Also, the thought that I have been

steadily learning and ‘advancing’ myself.” During World War II, he resigned

from the vice-presidency of two investmenttrusts to take a wartime appointment
in Washington and acquired valuable experience in finance during the war,

setting the foundation for his subsequent banking career. While stationed in

Washington,he attended night school and obtainedhis Ph.D.

After the war, he movedhis family to the midwest, where he becamethevice-

president of a large bank. He later becamepresident of the bank, and then vice-

chairman. Hetraveled extensively in his banking career, established contacts in
many countries, and gained international recognition. When heretired from

banking at age 65, he assumedthe directorship of the U.S. subsidiary of a large

international agribusinessfirm, an activity he pursued part-time. His main preoc-
cupation after formal retirement wastravel. He and his wife traveledall over the

world, including Europe, China, Hong Kong, and South America. His health

remainedexcellent, and in 1977 he mentionedthat his only medical condition of

note had been a slight muscle problem resulting from a strenuous mountain

climb!

Walter wasthe son of a lawyer and a housewife. Both his undergraduate and

graduate majors were biology. He became director and professor of a national

biological institute, leading it to great prominence in the field. During his tenure

there he undertook several large research programs. He wrote several books and

numerousarticles. He becamenationally and internationally recognized as an ex-

pert on the preservation andutilization of natural resources, and highly regarded
in the broaderscientific community. In the 1960’s he wasa science advisorto the
federal government, and led a panel studying land and waterusein a developing

country, which resulted in a new direction in his career. Later he became a

university dean of research and wasinstrumental in establishing a branchofhis

State university system. He subsequently took an opportunity to moveeast to

head an institute on world population problemsat a prestigious university.

He wasscheduledto retire in 1976, stating in 1972 that he did not expect to

enjoy retirement. In 1977, he wasstill working full-timeat the age of 68, having

been appointed professor of science and public policy at the university he helped

found. In 1986 he wasstill spending 75 percentof his time in occupational work

for pay.

Goals for Work and Family

In this chapter so far we have focused on the men’s career development and

success in isolation from other areas. An obvious question to ask about a group

with such a preponderance of successful menis the role of family goals and

satisfactions in their lives. Were these men preoccupied with their worklife to

the exclusion of family life? Were there variations among the menin the sample?

Obviously, not all individuals place the same emphasis on these two important
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life domains. Upwardly mobile and occupationally high-status men studied at

Berkeley favored their work life over their family life more than men who were

not as successful, when asked to indicate their hierarchies of preference for

activities (Elder, 1969). Bailyn and Schein (1976) reported that the relative

importance of work and family involvementvaried significantly among three

career groupings: scientists and professors; managers; and engineers. The scien-
tists and professors were more involved in work than in family; the two areas

were equal for the managers; and the engineers reported higher involvementin

family than in work. These authorsattributed the differences between the scien-

tists/professors and managersto the greater psychological overload andinternal-
ization ofjob-related role conflict for the former.

Aswereported earlier in this chapter, in 1936 the men were asked abouttheir

goals for the future in the context of occupational matters. They were in their

mid-twenties, on average, at the time. Almost all the men gave an occupational

goal, but in response to the same question 40.3 percent of the women mentioned

marriage or family, either alone or along with an occupation. The men’s 1936

responses suggest that occupations were extremely important for identity de-

velopment in this cohort of men. Other authors have pointed to the primacy of

occupation in men’sself-definition. For example, Vaillant reported a significant

emphasis on occupation in his sample of Harvard graduates in the Grant Study

(1977). Moreover, Levinson and his colleagues (Levinson,et al., 1978) showed

the central role of occupational goals for the men in their samplein their discus-

sion of what they called the “Dream” — a man’s senseofself in the adult world.

Our 1936 results for the men are also consistent with Erikson’s (1959) ideas

concerning the establishmentof identity before intimacy. This pattern seemsto

fit contemporary college-aged men better than contemporary womenofthe same

age (Schiedel & Marcia, 1985).

Our study also includesa later, retrospective measure of goal orientation that

asked about young adulthood goals in a morestructured way. Specifically, in

1972, when the subjects averaged 62 years, they were askedto rate the impor-

tance of several goals in the plans they had made for themselvesin early adult-

hood, including occupational success and family life (Question B6). The re-

sponse options were: “(1) Less important to me than to most people; (2) Looked

forward to a normal amountof successin this respect; (3) Expected a good deal

of myself in this respect; (4) Of prime importance to me; was prepared to

sacrifice other things for this.” The mean responsesof our subjects are tabulated

below for menin professional or higher-level business occupations, and men in

lower-level occupations; occupational group wasdetermined from their current

occupation in 1972/77, or their former occupationif retired.

Professional Higher-level business Lower-level

N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D.

   

 

Occupational success 237 3.03 81 187 2.83 89 46 2.67 87
Family life 224 3.05 89 185 3.08 84 46 2.87 89
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The men varied in the importance they gave to occupational goals; the profes-

sionals rated them the highest and the men in lower-level occupations rated them

the lowest. The means for both the professional and higher-level businessmen

differed significantly from that of men in lower-level occupations (p < .01).

Ratings of the importance of family goals differed less. In intragroup com-

parisons, the professionals gave equal emphasis to work and family goals, while

higher-level businessmen rated family goals higher than work. This is perhaps

related to the somewhatlowerlevelof intrinsic motivation of men in business,as

compared with the professions, which we will report shortly.

These retrospective findings are surprising in the light of the goal responsesin

1936. As weshall see in the chapter on women’s occupations, there is a better

correspondence between goal responses in 1936 and 1972 for women. We do not
know howaccurate the men’s retrospective ratings are. However, some authors

have suggested that the fact that men may need occupational definition for
achievementofidentity, and that they spend vast amountsoftimefulfilling their

occupational role, does not rule out psychological involvementin the family, or

the importance of the family for men’s well-being (Pleck, 1985; Veroff, Douvan,

& Kulka, 1981). In fact, we will see later (in Chapter 11) that the Terman men’s

retrospective rating of their satisfaction in marriage and family is quite high.

Moreover, we must keep in mind the historical circumstances in which these

men reached adulthood. This was a time when genderroles in marriage were
sharply differentiated. (This will be verified in Chapter 6, which examines hus-

bands’ and wives’ performanceof various tasks in marriage.) A major compo-

nent of the husband’srole wasthat of the “good provider” (Bernard, 1981). This

definition of men’s family role meshed well with their societal and personal task
of achieving and developing an occupationalidentity.

incomein Later Maturity

Own Income

We requested incomefigures in dollars in 1972 (Question B2) and 1977

(Question 27). In 1972 these figures were for the subject’s own earned income,

the wife’s earned incomeandthe total family incomefor 1970 and 1971, and an

estimate of the annual average of each of these for the decade 1960-69. In 1977,

the same figures were requested for 1976 only.

In their later years, most of the men had incomesproportional to the status
levels of their occupations. Since income frequently increases with age, espe-

cially in institutional settings, we might expect the older men near the ends of

their careers to have had higher incomethan the younger. This expectation that

income would increase with age was, however, incorrect. Table 4.4 gives the

mean incomesofthe three age-groups described in Chapter 2,at the timeslisted

in the left-hand column. As one would expect, the incomes of the youngest

increased from 1970 to 1971 —they werestill in their fifties and nowhere near
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TABLE 4.4

Income ofMenin Later-Maturity Group in Three Age-Groups
(in thousands ofdollars)

Age groups

Sourre Youngest Middle Oldest
0

Year income N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D.

1960-69 Self 99 22.7 15.9 183 23.2 17.1 82 21.3 16.2
1970 Self 116 26.8 18.0 199 27.5 19.0 77 23.3 18.4
1971 Self 116 28.6 20.9 194 27.5 19.5 71 23.4 19.1

1971 Family 127 35.7 22.0 227 33.9 21.0 112 29.5 21.9

1976 Self 85 37.9 8423 139 275 27.0 47 20.9 25.3
1976 Family 98 524 570 201 41.8 34.7 98 369 31.1
 

SOURCE: 1972 and 1977 questionnaires.
NOTE: This table shows subjects’ mean earned income and family income in 1970, 1971, and 1976, and

retrospective estimate of annual earned incomein 1960-69. “Family” incomeis incomeofself, wife, and other
family members from all sources, including investments, Social Security, etc. The numbers in this table add to
smaller totals than in Table 2.1 because some respondents did not report income.

retirement or work reduction. The middle and oldest groups did not increase; a

few of them had already started work reduction. By 1976, many more had

started, and the earned incomeof the oldest group actually decreased between

1971 and 1976; the middle group’s income remained constant and the youngest

group’s incomeincreased by $9,300. Theselatter had not started work reduction,

while the older men had. For all three groups, there are consistent positive

correlations of .16 to .40 at both ages between earned income and a measure of

work persistence (i.e., the opposite of work reduction). This measure will be

fully described, and some ofits correlates examined, in a later section of this

chapter.

Family Income

The difference between earned incomeand family income wasvery substan-

tial for all three groups in 1976. A few of the wives werestill working andthis

accounts forat least part of the difference among the age-groups. The following

tabulation shows the percentage of wives who had earned incomein 1976 and

the average amount.

Wives Youngest Middle Oldest

Percent working 16.8% 13.2% 8.3%

Average earned income $8,116 $10,071 $4,164

 

Both the middle and youngest men had a larger percentage of wives who were

still working, and at a substantially higher salary, than did the oldest group of
men. Obviously these differences are not large enough to accountfor the differ-
ences in family income. In the opposite direction, for the men over 65, Social

Security payments were added to earned income, which wouldtend to nullify the

effect of wife’s income. The major part of the difference between earned and

family incomewasproduced by investmentincome.
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TABLE 4.5
AdequacyofFinancial Resources ofMen in Each Age-Group

and Total Later-Maturity Group (1986)
 

 

 

Youngest Middle Oldest Total

Adequacy N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

More than enough 32 §=29.6% 79 441.1% 29 36.3% 140 37.2%
Quite adequate 69 63.9 96 50.0 41 51.3 206 54.8
Barely adequate with care 7 6.5 13 6.8 9 11.3 29 77
Really insufficient 0 0 1 i) 0 0 1 0.3

Total 108 189 79 376
 

SOURCE: 1986 questionnaire.

By 1982 and 1986 there were so many men whohadreducedtheir work that the

dollar amounts were no longer of much significance. What was important in
these later years was not the dollars but the men’s perception of the adequacy of
their financial resources. Therefore, in 1986 we asked (Question 24):

Everyone has his/her own level of financial need —how much moneyit takes to be

quite comfortable. How are yourfinancial resources? (Check one.) More than enough,

quite adequate, barely adequate with care,really insufficient.

The responses of each age-group are shownin Table 4.5. For each,the left-hand

column showsthe numberof cases for whom data are available. The right shows

the percentage of the age-group that that figure represents. Comparable figures

for the total group are in the right-hand columns. Only one of the men checked

the fourth choice — “financesnotreally sufficient” — and 29 checkedthe third —

“barely adequate.” There are no noteworthy differences amongthe three age-

groups. For each of them andfor the later-maturity group as a wholeit is evident

that financial needs did not bear heavily on these men. Regardless of their
lifestyles — what they had accustomed themselves to—the great majority of

them considered their income fully adequate or better. This contrasts with the

results of a Harris survey conducted for the National Council on Aging in 1981.

In that survey 7 percent of men aged 65 or older in the general population said

that they could not make ends meet on their incomes, and 38 percent said that

they just about managedto getby.

Retirement

The youthful steps mentioned earlier as prelude to full-time employmentare

matchedin later maturity by various steps toward work reduction andretirement.

In the general population, the methods of doing this have been found to vary

(Quinn, 1981; Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990; Robinson, Coberly, & Paul, 1985).

The subjects in our study also showedsuch variation. Professionals — doctors,

lawyers, accountants, and others who were self-employed— could reducetheir

work in steps if they wished. Men employed by universities and large corpora-
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tions were more commonly brought to a full halt by retirementrules at 65 or 70

years of age. Someofthis latter group sought substitute occupations,usually at a

lower level; others became consultants; many others took up volunteer work

with community agencies or simply went right on doing what they had been

doing, but without pay. This last option was chosen by a numberof researchers

and writers. For still others, the care of family financial resources became a

sufficiently demanding task to be considered “work.”

Fortunately for our study, substantial representative data on retirement have

recently been collected about the general population, allowing some compari-

sons with our subjects. The representative data come principally from two ma-

jor government-sponsored longitudinal studies. The first, the Retirement His-

tory Study (RHS), was conducted by the Social Security Administration (Irelan,

1972). In this study over 11,000 men and women between the ages of 58 and 63

were interviewedin 1969 and followed through 1979 (Quinn, 1981). The second

study, the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS), conducted between 1966 and

1981, was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Labor, and was based on a

sample of over 5,000 men who were between the ages of 45 and 59 in 1966
(Parnes & Less, 1985). Both of these studies include cohorts which overlap

considerably in age with our subjects; in 1977 53 percent of our male respon-

dents fell within the age limits of the Retirement History Study and 81 percent

fell within the age limits of the National Longitudinal Study.

Regrettably, we did not directly ask the reasons for reducing work load, and

they were not always decipherable from the comments that were sometimes

added to questions about retirement. For several men, boredom with past oc-

cupation hadset in during later middle age, and they wanted either a new and

totally different kind of job or they just wanted to “play golf and do nuthin’!”

However, the largest single cause appeared to be mandatory retirement. Of the

professional men in the top occupational category, and among the businessmen

of equivalent status, 58 percent were subject to this rule. This figure is higher

than the approximately 30 percentof all male workers and 40 percentof all male

wage earners in the RHS and NLS whowere subject to mandatory retirement.

(The figure for all workers includes self-employed men who usually are not

subject to mandatory retirement.) Retirement was compulsory for 57 percent of

professional and technical wage earners (excluding noncollege teachers) and 43

percent of managers and administrators interviewed in the RHS (Barker & Clark,

1980).

Amountof Workin Later Maturity

The age and rate at which work reduction occurred varied greatly. For the

group as a whole, the decrement was steady. It began when the subjects were
aged 50. Of the 415 men for whom wehaddata, 401 werestill fully employed at

this age, but eleven had reduced their work to 20 to 80 percent, and three had

retired completely. The decrement continued without substantial leaps to age 82,

whenthere werestill two men who reported working 20 percentof their time.
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To obtain measures of “amount of work performed” might seem an easy task
but it has its complications. In early and mid-life “work for income” was the
norm, and the response to the question, “how much time do you work?” was
invariably “100 percent” except in the case of prolongedillness or disability.
This 100 percent was workfor income. With the coming of formal moves toward
retirement, however, men’s marginal notes on our questionnaires expressed pro-
test at limiting “work”to activity that produced income. They pointed outthat
their volunteer work was scheduled, they felt responsible for doing good and
regular work, and it was of a kind that might be paid for. Likewise, care of
personal finances was mentioned as work— sometimes“hard work.” In order to
circumventthese difficulties of interpretation, we asked the following question
in the 1977 questionnaire (Question 26):

Belowis a time line in years since you were age 50. At what age did you drop downto
less than full-time work (100%)? Enter an approximate percent under that year of age
to show about how much time you worked. Continue giving percents for each subse-

quent year to your present age. Work may have been income-producing (i.e., law
practice, business), or a continuation of previous work but withoutpay (e.g., research,
writing), or volunteer service(e.g., politics, community organization work). You have
to be the judge of whatfull-time meantto you,and also what work means!If in doubt,
add a comment.

The question was repeated in 1982 (Question 12), but with the years 1975 to
1981 given to identify the percentages; these data were then converted to age
individually for each subject in order to have continuity with the 1977 data.

While this question avoids the complications involvedin the interpretation of
“work,” it does make a break with all previous queries about “income work.”It
nevertheless provides a consistent basis for report from mid-life through 1981,
whenthefive youngestofthe later-maturity group of men were all 61; three were
still working full time, one had reduced to 50 percent the previous year, and one
had been at zero for two years. Although the group as a whole had not com-
pletely ceased work in 1981, it was sufficiently close to it that further reporting
did not seem profitable in the 1986 survey. Instead, we presented a checklist of
eight items, asking for percent of time devoted to each (Question 26). These
items included (among others) “occupational work with pay,” occupational
work “without pay,” and “community volunteer work.” At that time, only two
men were working full time for income. One was a 76-year-old lawyer who
specified that he workedat his job “eight hours a day, 5 days a week”and did the
other things mentioned abovein the evening and on the weekend. The other was
a 74-year-old engineer who claimed he worked “8 A.M. to midnite every day,”
and both his productive work and incomesupported this claim in full. No one
else reached more than 90 percent of time by combining (1) “occupation with
pay” with (2) “without pay,” and (3) “volunteer community work.” The 380
men reporting this combination of three types of “work” estimated that they
spent an average of 26.8 percent of their time on them.
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Fig. 4.1. Average percent of time worked and percent of menin later-maturity group in

full-time work, by age (N = 436). Data from questionnaires in variousyears.

Using the annual percentage data obtained in 1977 and 1982, we can get

measuresof the group’s diminishing work level in two ways,one bythe average

percent of time workedat each age andthe other by the percent ofmen who were

still working full time. Both indices are displayed in Figure 4.1. The upper line
shows the mean amount of work and the lower line the percent of menstill

workingfull time. The numberofcases decreases quite rapidly after age 70, due

to attrition and the age of the surviving sample, the average being 74 years. The

decrease in average amountof time workedis small and steady until 68, after

whichit varies up and down, the small numberof cases making the values less

stable. The sharpest decline is between ages 75 and 76,butit is interesting to note

that those few hangers-onat the latest ages werestill working a third or more of

their time.

The second measure, percent of men of each age who were workingfull time,

gives much the same sequential picture of the group’s declining activity level,

but the valuesat first seem little surprising. By age 60 only 78 percent of the

men were workingfull time, and by age 65, just under half were doing so. From

the first measure, we saw that the group’s average percent of time worked was

pretty substantial; at age 60 it was 85 percent, and at 65 they werestill spending a

little more than two-thirdsof their time working. Obviously a large proportion of
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the men were taking retirement in small steps. By age 70 this principle is very

clear —only 19 percent of the men were working full time, but on average the
whole group of 279 men aged 70 or more was working 59 percentoftheir time.

These retirement patterns, showing clear reduction in full-time work before

age 65 by some men,are consistent with the national trend toward earlier retire-

ment for men. From 1964 to 1989,the labor force participation rate of men aged

60—64 dropped from 80 to 55 percent (Quinn, Burkhauser, & Myers, 1990).

However, our subjects showed substantial continued participation in the labor
force in later maturity, muchof it part time. To take one year as an example, in

1977 about 30 percent of men aged 65-69 in the general population were em-

ployed (Quinn, Burkhauser, & Myers, 1990), while 66 percent of our subjects in

the same age-group reported being employed; almost half of these were em-

ployedfull time and the others part time. (These data were obtained by a ques-

tion in the 1977 questionnaire [Question 19] asking specifically about income-
producing work.)

These findings are of interest to sociologists and economists; they provide

some notion of how muchthis gifted group was providing society with “work”

(as defined by the groupitself). Psychologists, however, will find the individual

records of the retirement process more interesting. Several hundred individual

curves, which would vary enormously, would be interesting but hard to assimi-

late. Something in between the averages of Figure 4.1 and individual curves may

be morehelpful.

Figure 4.2 showsthe percentages of time worked by four cohorts of subjects

whobegan retirementat different ages. Theline at the left represents, for a 5-year

period, the average percent of time workedby all those men who workedfull

time through age 64 and began to reduce work at age 65. There were 36 such

cases. Note the sharp drop from 100 percentat age 64 to 47 percentat age 65, a
very different picture from the slow, steady decrease in the means shown in

Figure 4.1. The next curve to the right in Figure 4.2 shows comparable data for

the 47 men who began retirement at age 66. The average percent of time they

worked also dropped substantially in their first year of retirement (from 100

percent to 41 percent). These two adjacent age-cohorts provide an indication of

the reliability of the finding that, on the average, retirement in the mid-sixties in

our group led to work reduction by half-time or more. The substantial amount of

part-time work in our group contrasts dramatically with exit patterns from career

jobs observedin the Retirement History Study. In that study, 73 percent of male
wage andsalary earners and 49 percentof self-employed menleft the labor force

entirely upon retirement (Quinn, Burkhauser, & Myers, 1990).

The two curvesat the right of Figure 4.2 are similar to the two ontheleft but

show the two small cohorts (Ns of seven and eight respectively) who began their

retirements when they werefive years older. The decreased numberof casesis

causedeither by death or by the relative youth of the remaining group; some men

had not reached 70 in 1977 or 1982, when the data were reported. Comparison of

the curves for age 65 and age 70 suggeststhat the older group reduced their work
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Fig. 4.2. Average percent of time worked by menin later-maturity group whostarted

retirementat age 65, 66, 70, and 71 (N = 36, 47, 7, and 8 respectively). Numberofcases in

each group decreased by one-third to one-half by the end ofthe five-year period.

less than the groupretiring earlier. These differences in patterns of work reduc-

tion between earlier and later retirees are in the samedirection as age differ-

ences of exit patterns reported for national data by Quinn, Burkhauser, & Myers

(1990). These authors suggested that perhaps the same conditions that contrib-

uted to later retirement, such as health and opportunities for later work, also

contributed to the lesser reduction of work by the olderretirees.

Within each of these four groups there were substantial individual differ-

ences. By no meansall menhad a declining monotonic series of work percent-

ages overthe five years after the start of work reduction. Individuals’ plans for
retirement are subject to change by unanticipated events (Anderson, Burkhauser,

& Quinn, 1986). Illness, travel opportunities, or family care problems caused

some men to stop work for a year or two and then possibly to resume.

Mandatory Retirement

Ofall the external — or at least involuntary — causes of retirement, the terms

of employmentwere the mostsignificant. More than half the men were subjectto
mandatory retirement. Table 4.6 lists the ages at which retirement wasrequired,

as reported in 1977 by 415 of the 569 menin the later-maturity sample. In nearly
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TABLE 4.6

Retirement Rulesfor Men in Later-Maturity Group
 

 

Percent

of total

N respondents

Mandatory retirement without exceptions 192 46.3

Retirement mandatory but exceptions made 41 9.9

Not officially mandatory but customary 7 1.7

Ageof retirement of respondents

subject to above rules

55 1 0.2

60 2 0.5

62 2 0.5

65 166 40.0

66 3 0.7
67 16 3.8
68 4 1.0
69 1 0.2

70 42 10.1

72 3 0.7

No mandatory rule 175 42.2
Total respondents 415
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.

10 percent of cases, exceptions were sometimes made,andin about2 percent the

requirement was only customary, not a part of the employment agreement. In

almostall the cases where exceptions were allowed,the rule required retirement

at 65, unless exception was granted for some further limited period. These cases

have been includedin the agelistings with those subject to mandatory retire-

ment. Clearly 65 was the predominant age for mandatory retirement, with 70 a

distant second.

These data were collected before federal legislation began to influenceretire-

mentpractices. Since forced retirement below the age of 70 is now prohibited, it

is of interest to see how these menfelt about retirement, as well as what they did

aboutit.

Retirement Preferences

In 1977 weasked, just after the question on mandatory retirement, which of

several arrangements for retirement would be preferable (Question 25). Table 4.7

shows the percentages of the group who would chooseeach of the four alterna-

tives the question offered, and at what age. The figures for the “regular” or

mandated age were obtained from a preceding question about age of mandatory

retirement. We have combined the ages into five-year classes, but almostall

preferences werestated at the top of eachclassinterval.

Earlier retirement would have been preferred by 19 percent of the men, none

above 65. The lowest two retirement ages suggested were 20 and 30, both by

younger men— presumably a bit of black humor. The second column showsthat

13 percent of the men weresatisfied with what they had (regular, mandatedage).
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Mostof these retired at age 65. In the third column are shownthe choicesof the

men (26 percent) who apparently wanted to continue workingfull time to a given

age and then retire completely. Slightly more than a third of these men specified
some criterion other than age for retirement; the numbers making each of the

four types of commentslisted in the table’s footnote were almost identical. All

the answers representing some form of “I’ll never retire” were by members of

the middle age-group— no older and no younger menfelt this way.

The most common answer to our question was the fourth choice — to start

decreasing workat the indicated age and fully retire some years later. This is
consistent with the widespread preference in the general population (Jondrow,
Bruckling, & Marcus, 1987), which is not often realized in practice. These fourth

choices are not shown in the table; they are clustered (43 percent at age 69 or

below, mostly at 65, and 57 percent at 70 or above). The highest age chosen, by

two middle age-group men, was 90, probably a way of saying “Never!”andstill

keeping within the format of the questionnaire by giving a figure. A comparison

of the third and fourth columns suggests that those men who wantedto quit

completely, in one fell swoop, were prepared to wait longer than those who

wantedto start decreasing in steps.
The last column on the right of Table 4.7 showsthe percentages of men who

would prefer the various age brackets. Clearly age 65 is the favorite counting

complete retirement and beginning of work reduction together. Age 70 is sec-

ond, however, and legislation to prevent mandatory retirement before 70 is

clearly goingto fill the needs of a substantial proportion of these highly moti-

vated and competent workers.

We have notreported these data separately for the three age-groups because

TABLE 4.7

PreferredAge ofRetirement ofFour Groups ofMen in

Later-Maturity Group (1977)
 

 

 

Group preferences(pct.)
Preferred age Pct.

of retirement Earlier Regular Continue Decrease N oftotal

50 or earlier 9% — 2% 5% 15 4%

51-55 20 _— 1 8 26 7

56-60 39 2 2 23 63 18

61-65 27 79 12 39 124 35

66-70 — 19 33 23 74 21

Over 70 _ — 12 2 14 4

Other? 5 — 38 1 40 11

N 66 48 94 148 356

Pct. oftotal 19 13 26 42
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.
NOTE: “Earlier” were men who would have preferred to retire earlier than the mandatory

age; “Regular” were men whopreferred the mandatory age; “Continue” were men who wanted
to continue beyond the mandatory age and then retire completely; “Decrease” were men who

wanted to start decreasing work at the ages givenin the table and fully retire someyears later.

“Other includes “personal selection,” “when health requires,” “sufficient income,” “never!”
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thereis little difference among them. The younger men hada general disposition

to select an earlier age for retirement than did the other two groups. We have

already seen that they had bigger family incomes. Also more of them werein the

business rather than the professional sector, and later we will note that the busi-

nessmen seem to have gotten less satisfaction from their work than the profes-
sional men.

In general, then, we can conclude that in our groupthereis a lot of idiosyn-

cratic choice involved in selecting both an age and style for retirement. It

appears that the federal legislation setting the lower limit for mandatory retire-
mentat age 70 is in line with the expressed needsofall but a very few of the men

in Our group.

Effects of mandatory retirement. In the general population, mandatory
retirement increases the likelihood of work cessation (Barker & Clark, 1980;

Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990). However, the effect of mandatory retirement on

amount of work reported by our group is ambiguous. We comparedthe percent

of time worked during thefirst five years after retirement by men subject to

mandatory retirement with the percent worked by men whoretired voluntarily. In

one cohort, which began work reductionat age 65, the mandatory group worked
a little more. In another cohort, which began at age 66, they workeda little less.

Neither difference wassignificant.

Another measureofworkactivity also leads to the conclusion that the manda-

tory/voluntary distinction makeslittle if any difference. We averaged the amount

of work reported for ages 51 to 70 and compared the meansbyt-test. The

difference favored the voluntary group by a small margin— they had worked a
little more on average (p < .10).

Opportunities for continued work. Of clear and muchgreater significance
was a man’s perception of future work opportunities. The 1977 questionnaire

asked (Question 24): “In general are there opportunities to continue the same

occupation after mandatory retirement?” The options for answer by check marks

are shownin Table 4.8. The numbers and percentages add to more than 261 and

100 percent respectively because some men checked two or more of the “yes”

alternatives. (Thirteen of the men whoreported no mandatory retirement in the
previous question nevertheless checked an option in this query, maybe finding
the question irresistible or wantingto tell what they had actually done.) For the
younger men who had notyet retired these judgments were anticipatory; for

those who hadalready retired, they were based on experience.

For more than a quarter of the group, retirement evidently meant the abrupt

end of the work which had occupied them all their adult lives, but for the

remainder there were other options. This contrasts with the general population,

for whom the modalpattern is to cease workentirely after retirement (Quinn &

Burkhauser, 1990). The options of our subjects are included in the “percentage

of time worked at each age” shownin Figure 4.1, along with whateverdifferent

occupational areas the retired men choseto label as “work.” Onecase in pointis

the carpenter who gave up carpentering and became a mountain guideto raise
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TABLE 4.8

Work Opportunities in Same Occupation Available After Retirement

for Menin Later-Maturity Group (1977)
 

 

Work opportunities No. Pct.

No opportunities 73 28.0%
Yes, in other companiesorinstitutions, with pay 41 15.7
Yes, under less advantageous employmentcircumstances 45 17.2
Yes, as a consultant, free lance,etc. 130 49.8

Yes, same work, withoutinstitutional affiliation 20 7.6

Yes, same work on a voluntary basis with sameinstitution 24 9.1
Total respondents 261
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.
NOTE: 188 men gave “Yes” responses, but because some gave two or more, the numberof

“Yes” responses exceeds 188 and the total percentage exceeds 100%.

money for environmental agencies. Another man,chief financial officer of a

large corporation, took early retirement and becamea professor of linguistics,

thus putting a life-long hobby to satisfying use. Still a third, a mathematics
professor, served as a a free-lance consultant for several years, received a couple

of professional honors, and lived very comfortably on his earnings and his

pension.

Unlike mandatory retirementitself, the perception of opportunities for post-

retirement work in the same occupation wasquite clearly related to the amount

of work done duringthefirst five years after retirement. In Figure 4.3 the men of

the two early cohorts who were subject to mandatory retirement are divided into

two subgroups: those who did not see opportunities for postretirement work in

their usual occupation and those who did. The latter sub-group worked signifi-

cantly morein both cohorts.

In these figures relating to amount of work at various ages, there is an un-

avoidable reduction in the size of groups from oneperiodto another, particularly

for the older cohorts. For example, in Figure 4.3, the first curve showed a

constant numberof cases (5) from beginning to end of the five-year sequence,

the second curve dropped from 15 to 10 cases after the fourth year, the third

group dropped from 9 to 7 after the second year, and the group farthest to the
right dropped from 29 to 28 after the third year, and further to 22in thefinal year.
The reduction is less severe in Figure 4.2, which is based on morecases. These

reductions result from the fact that, at the older ages especially, some of the men

had not yet reachedthe age they were being asked to report on.

In sum, in contrast to the general population, it does not appear that manda-

tory retirement rules had much,if any, effect on the workactivity of this group of

men. There is no sharp drop in workat either 65 or 70, the two most frequent

ages for compulsory retirement, and thereis little difference in the amountof

time worked during the years following 65 and 70 by those whowererequired to

retire and those who werenot. It must be kept in mindthat this group of highly

skilled professional and businessmen is far from being a sample of the general
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Fig. 4.3. Comparison of average percent of time worked by men in later-maturity group

with and without opportunities for their kind of work after retirement. Two cohorts, ages

64-69 and 65-70 (N = 5, 15, 9, and 9 respectively). Data from 1977 questionnaire.

population. We have no comparative data on the perception that an unselected
sample of men would have of opportunities for continuing work in the same

occupation after retirement, but three-fourths of those in our present group did

see opportunities, and obviously many of them took advantage of what options

were available.

A Work-Persistence Index

Attitudes toward the continuation of work ranged from an almost violent

statement of “I'll never quit!” to a rather indelicate suggestion as to where

“work” could go. The men’s actual behavior paralleled their feelings. Some quit

working as soon as they had enough moneytolive on, even frugally. Others went

along placidly workingat one task or another for a few years but droppedoff to a

professed zero sometime in their late sixties or early seventies. Quite a few,

however, worked vigorously and with seeming satisfaction well into their seven-

ties or, in one instanceat least, to 80. It is of some interest to search for antece-

dents, or at least correlates, of these individual differences, because from a

societal standpoint the varied amounts of work activity indicate how much con-

tribution the individuals were able to make to the economy.Also to be consid-
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ered are the benefits resulting from early retirement. Whatever the question, an

index is needed to test hypotheses about what may have caused or accompanied

those individual variations.

To simplify the index, we have averaged the work-percentages for successive

five-year periods beginning with age 51, and then reduced the wide range of

resulting percentage valuesto a five-point scale, with 5 = 0 to 10 percent, 4 = 11

to 39 percent, 3 = 40 to 60 percent, 2 = 61 to 89 percent, and 1 = 90 to 100

percent. Thus, each man could be characterized by a single numberdescribing

the percent of time he worked during the successive half-decades of his life

beginning at age 51 and continuinguntil he had reached the age at whichthe data

were collected. An index number wasgivenonlyifthere wereat least three years

of possible work in a five-year period.

For graphic convenience, the men were divided into three categories of work

persistence in each half-decade, thosestill at full-time work (index value of 1),

those in partial retirement (2—4), and those completely retired (5). Figure 4.4

showsthe percentagesofthese three categories at successive half decades. Atall

ages more men hadpartially retired than had completely quit work. Even though
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Fig. 4.4. Percent of men in later-maturity group engaged in full-time work (90-100

percent of time), partially engaged (11-89 percent), and fully retired (O—10 percent) in
successive half-decadesoftheir lives from 51 to 75 years (N = 528). Data from 1977 and

1982 questionnaires.
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about half the group werenot subject to mandatory retirement, only 12 percentof
them werestill fully engagedin the years 71 to 75. The numberofcases available
at that age is small but a similar graph basedsolely on the work history of the 72
men whohadreached age 75is indistinguishable from this one. Anotherindica-
tion of the stability of these findings is that, although nearly 100 morecasesare
available since a similar report was given on the basis of data from the 1972
questionnaires (Sears, 1977), there is no difference in the shapes of the curves
then and now.

A final overall index adds the values from the first four half-decades and
provides a measure of work persistence to age 70 for 406 of the 569 menin the
later-maturity sample. This figure is called “Index70.” Its values can range from
4 (rating of 1, which equals full-time work,in all four of the half-decades) to 20
(rating of 5, meaning complete retirement, in all four half-decades). It is to be
rememberedthat the final determination of amount of work ateach year of age
was obtained in 1982. Hence, we havedata available to age 70 — and can use the
Index70— for all the 406 men whowere born in 1914 or earlier. We will use this
index as a dependentvariable to determine what were the antecedents and corre-
lates of a work-persisting career. We have reversed the scale of Index70 in the
computations reported below, because our emphasis will be on workpersistence,
rather than on retirement. Higher values of Index70 will indicate greater work
persistence.

Variables Correlated with Work Persistence

A number of variables have been found to be predictive of retirement or
cessation of work after retirement (and therefore of work persistence). These
include, amongothers, health, occupational membership,attitudes toward work
and retirement, economic meansand sourcesof income, opportunities for work,
and job type (Palmoreet al., 1985; Parnes et al., 1985; Quinn, Burkhauser, &
Myers, 1990). We were able to examinethe extent to which a numberofthese or

related variables predicted work persistence.
Health andvitality. A self-report on health status was obtained with a

5-point scale (very poor to very good) in every follow-up from 1936 to 1986.
Health during the retirement years has often been found to be associated with
earlier retirement (Sammartino, 1987). In our group, the correlations between
health ratings and Index70are zero for the years before 1972. From then on, they
are small but consistently positive. The self-report on vitality was obtained with
a 4-point scale (1972, Question A3). This measure has been used only in the four
later-maturity follow-ups. The correlations between the health and Vitality scales
and between each and Index70 are given in Table 4.9. Both health and vitality
correlated significantly with work persistence, but the coefficients are rather
small. Further, they are so highly related to one anotherthat at the level of zero
order correlation one can question just how much weare dealing with two
variables or only one.

Mental health. Oden’s cumulative rating of mental health is available for
379 of the menin the later-maturity group.Its correlation with work persistence
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TABLE 4.9

Correlations ofHealth, Vitality, and Work Persistence

(Index70) ofMen in Later-Maturity Group
(1972-86)

With Index70
a Health

Year N Health Vitality with vitality

 

 

1972 376 17 32 .66
1977 378 16 18 38
1982 327 19 .20 .68
1986 298 21 A7 14
 

SOURCE: Questionnairesin indicated years.

is —.07 in the group as a whole, and only in the youngest groupis there a separate

correlation at all different from zero: r = .18. Our conclusionis that this measure

of mental health is irrelevant to work persistence.

Two measures —the 1960 and 1986 self-reports on use of alcohol (1986,

Question 21) — are equally unrevealing of any connection. Neither for the whole

group nor for any oneof the three subgroupsis there a correlation significantly

different from zeroin either year.
Marital history. There wasa slight tendency for the “always single” men to

retire earlier than the others and to work less between ages 51 and 70 (Index70).

Otherwise, there was no relation between marital history and work persistence in

the group as a wholeorin any of the three age-groups.

Education. The achieved level of education offers a quite different picture.

All three of the age-groups are within a couple of points of the correlation (.30)
between education and Index70 for the whole group (N = 406). The consistency

of these correlations indicates that the better-educated men tended to work more

during the years from 51 to 70 than the less well-educated.

Occupation. Whenthe workpersistence of menin professional, higher-level

business, and lower-level business occupations is compared, the difference be-

tween the professional and business groupsis very clear. The former devoted a
higher proportion of time to work during the years 51 to 70 than did the two

business groups (p < .01). We haveseen earlier that these groups were equally

subject to mandatory retirement, and hence it seems probable that the difference

in work persistence may arise from a combination of perceived opportunities for

work andpersonal feelings about workitself.
Occupational success. Objective occupational success appears to have had

less influence on work persistence than did type of occupation, but although its

influence was weak it was consistent. The correlations for the group as a whole

between Index70 and the A/C occupational successratings of 1940, 1960, and a

combination of the two are .15, .19, and .19 respectively.

Income.It is not surprising that the men who had been working more per-
sistently during their last two decades reported more incomein 1972 and 1977

than those who worked less. The correlations between income in the various

years and Index70are as follows:
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Self Self Self Self Family Self Family

1959 1960-69 1970 197] 1970 1976 1976

r 13 .20 17 21 .16 27 23
N 374 290 302 291 360 235 357

Except for the self-ratings of health and vitality, variables discussed so far
refer to fairly objective events. All of them except use of alcohol and early

mental health (1960 and before) provide small positive predictive measures of

the amountof time the men would devote to work between ages 51 and 70.
Nowweturn to somevariablesthat are less objective. Three from 1940 must

be considered; all showed somepredictive power,but withoutstatistical signifi-
cance. Men whoreportedthat they had just “drifted into” rather than “chosen”
their occupation tended to workless in the later two decades (p = .11). Those
who said they would prefer some other work werealso less likely to work
persistently (p = .06). A question on whetherthey haddefinitely chosentheirlife

work at that time did not, however, discriminate at all between high and low
workpersistence.

Twodecadeslater, in 1960,there were stronger predictors. A question on how
well the man thoughthe hadlived upto his early promise yielded highly signifi-
cant answers; on a five-point scale from “my life has been failure” to “fully,”
the more persistent workerssaid they felt they had lived upto their promise more

fully than did the men who wouldlater beless persistent (r = .20).

A series of 5-point retrospective self-rating scales from 1960 on ambition

between ages 30 and 40 were also revealing. They asked for comparison with
other men of the same age in ambition for “(1) being excellent at workitself,
(2) recognition of accomplishments, (3) vocational advancement, and (4)fina-
ncial gain.” Only the first and third scale showed any relation to work per-
sistence, and those were weak predictors (r = .14 and .13, respectively).

In 1960 another question added both confirmation of the importance of in-

terest in work for work persistence and an interesting sidelight: “From whatas-

pects of yourlife do you derive the greatest satisfaction? (Check once those you

regard as important; double check those most important.)” The alternatives were
“(1) work itself, (2) recognition for accomplishments, (3) income, (4) avoca-
tions, (5) marriage, (6) children, (7) religion, (8) social contacts, (9) community
service.” Satisfaction with work,children, and marriage showed somerelation to
work persistence (r = .24, .20, and .12, respectively). None of the other alterna-

tives had any discriminative power whatsoever. We are not preparedto speculate

on whyhigh family satisfaction should have been associated with more intensive

pursuit of work. Perhaps a happy marriage and homelife provided the emotional
security and encouragementthat allowed the man to work as muchas he wished,
or perhaps the same vigor and enthusiasm that produced a longer worklife also
led to a stronger effort to have a happy and successful marriage. The data on
marital history did not support this latter suggestion, however; divorce was no

more common amongtheearly retirees than amongthelater.

To provide an overall prediction of work persistence, we entered ten of the
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TABLE 4.10

Results ofMultiple Regression Analysis

Predicting Work Persistence (Index70)

ofMenin Later-Maturity Group
 

 

Variable r B Pp

Health andvitality (1972) .28 21 Ol
Education level 30 22 .O1
Lived up to promise (1960) .20 10 OS

Worksatisfaction (1960) 24 12 05

Family satisfaction (1960) 19 12 05

Ever-married 17 14 Ol

R = 48; F = 16.89; df = 6,339
 

SOURCE: 1960 and 1972 questionnaires and cumulative education
and marriage data.

most promising variables into a multiple regression equation. To avoid possible

statistical problems due to multicollinearity of similar variables, we chose a

representative variable from each set of variables. Those chosen included: a

combinedindexofhealth andvitality from 1972; level of education; 1960 cumu-

lative A/C occupational success rating; 1960 self-rating of having lived up to
promise; average ambition between ages 30 and 40 with regard to excellence in
work and vocational advancement; 1972 family income; business vs. profes-

sional occupation; work satisfaction in 1960; family satisfaction in 1960 (the

average of satisfaction with marriage and children); and having ever been mar-

ried. Six producedsignificant beta weights. The equation was then recomputed

with only these six predictors, and the results are presented in Table 4.10, along

with their simple correlations with Index70. The multiple R for these six predic-

tors is .48. The most powerful predictors, controlling for the other variables in

the equation, were the measures of health and vitality, and highest education

level. These were followed by ever-marriedhistory, 1960 satisfaction with work,

1960 satisfaction with family, and feeling of having lived up to intellectual

promise.

Summary

The Terman men were highly educated fortheir time. Ofthe 569 menin the later-

maturity group, three-fourths completed college, one-fifth obtained a master’s

degree or had somegraduate work, and one-fourth obtained a doctorate or a

major professional degree. The Great Depression and World War II had little

effect on the number who obtained undergraduate degrees, but both events ap-

proximately halved the proportion of men whoobtained doctoral degrees. The

Depression had little effect on the pace at which the men obtained their educa-

tion, but the war clearly retarded both undergraduate and graduate education.

By 1940, over 70 percentof the original group had attained an occupational

level equivalent to Classes I (professional) and II (high-level business) of the
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U.S. Bureau of the Censusclassification. This figure rose to almost 90 percent in
1960, and was 95 percent in the later-maturity group. Men in professional oc-
cupations expressed a greater desire to continue work and gained moreintrinsic
satisfaction from their careers than did the businessmen.In 1986, 37 percent of
the mensaid their financial resources were “more than enough”for their needs
and another 55 percent rated them “quite adequate.” These evaluationsof their
financial situations were much more favorable than those of older men in the
general population.

Examination of the case histories of the 21 men working at occupations in
the lower levels of the U.S. Censusclassification (Classes III-V) in 1972/77
Suggested that several characteristics were associated with their more modest
achievements. Theseincluded relatively poorer andless demanding homeback-
groundsin childhood,slightly lowerIQ, significantly lowerintellectual skill in
middle age, muchless education resulting in part from pressure to earn a living at
an earlier age, very much lower level of achievement motivation atall points
from early childhood to middle age, and a less directed and integrated effort
toward occupational mobility as reflected injob-seeking.

In retrospective ratings in 1972 of the importance of work and family goals
in young adulthood,professionals rated occupationalsuccess the highest, men in
lower-level occupationsrated it the lowest, and businessmen’s ratings were in
between. The three groups of men did notdiffer significantly in levels of family
goals. In intragroup comparisons, the professionals rated goals for work and
family equally, while higher-level businessmen rated family goals higher than
work goals.

The later-maturity men persisted in work longer than men in the general
population. Their retirement from career work did not usually result in a com-
plete cessation of work. Instead, they tended to continueto engage in the same
line of work part time or to pursue someotherinterest. Their continued work and
creative endeavors are consistent with other findings showing that precocious
individuals tend to be productive longer than others (Simonton, 1990). Contem-
poraneousfactors, such as health and energy, affect work persistence. In addi-
tion, the previous high levels of achievementin our sample are clearly operative.
It seems that our subjects’ continued working is a productof enabling influences
that operate at both the individual and societal level to make continued work
possible. The previously high educational and achievementlevels of many of
these men are related to the availability of work Opportunities, and to their
personal competencies to create such opportunities.

Beyond the contributions of these variables, however, self-assessments of
having lived up to promise, and having hadpositive feelings about work and
family at midlife, facilitated longer work. These affective variables suggest that
feelingsof self-esteem andsatisfactions in personal, as well as occupational,life
contribute to the enduring interest in meaningful work in the years of later
maturity. In stark contrast to the stereotype that gifted children burn out, these
men continue to be productive far into their later years.
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As we consider the findings concerning the occupational life of the men

within the context of successful aging, we conclude that continuing activity in

the occupational realm is possible well into later maturity. The continuing work

involvement of many of the menis surely a contributing factorto their quality of

life in the later years. Moreover, it has been possible for many of these men to

experience a gradual reduction in work,rather than an abrupt cessation, the more

usual pattern in the general population. A gradual, rather than abrupt, transition

to retirement is probably more congruent with the process of aging as experi-

enced by most individuals and requires a less demanding adjustmentto the loss

of the work role. Thus, with regard to successful aging, the Terman men have

been able to enjoy the benefits of productive work well into the later years, while

at the same time matching their activity level and involvementin such work with

their health and interests in these years.
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Nearly all the womenin the later-maturity group were born during thefirst two
decades of the twentieth century. They were heirs to a social climate, stemming
from the middle of the previous century,that distinguished appropriate employ-
ment for men from appropriate employment for women. Althoughthe code was
not entirely rigid, women most often found employmentas teachers, nurses,
clerical workers, stenographers, sales persons, houseworkers, dressmakers, hair-
dressers, cleaners, and millworkers. The great majority of the mothers of our
subjects had held suchjobs in their premarital years, but fewer than an eighth of
them continued work beyondthe birth of a child. Amongthose whodid, two-
thirds were in upper professional occupations.

Womenofthe nineteenth century did not often become professionals or make
lifetime careers outside the home. The ones who did were chiefly physicians,
college teachers, authors, or performing artists. Women were almost unknown at
managerial levels of business.

The tide of immigration late in the nineteenth century brought many young
unmarried womento the United States. They sought employmentfrom necessity.
The mills ofNew England,the businessesof the big cities, and the households of
the well-to-do all welcomed them— at low wages, but the increasing desire of
womento workat a professional level was not so welcomein a male-dominated
work force. The difficulties and prejudices they metin their efforts to develop
independentcareers were well reflected in The GildedAge, anovelwrittenjointly
by Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner in 1873. Their heroine, a young,
obviously capable, politely strong-minded daughter ofa successful Philadelphia
lawyer, wantedto marry. She also wanted a medicalcareer. Her otherwise estima-
ble family was unsympathetic and persuasively discouraging — aboutthe career.
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Herfiancé stood irresolutely betweenherdesires and the proprieties expressed by

her father. Her conflict, produced by gentle but smothering tradition and her own

yearningfor self-actualization, was painfully familiar in the 1920’sto girls of her

putative granddaughters’ generation — our womensubjects.

Our women subjects represent the transitional generation between those

women whohadto struggle for entry into the upper echelonsof the work force

and those who,at the end of this century, can easily enter any field they choose

but maystill encounter obstacles to the full acceptance of their achievementsat

the top levels of the occupational ladder, especially in the business world. During

the 70 years since our study started, this change in occupational opportunity has

not been smooth norhasit always been in one direction. Indeed, the extraordi-

nary changes in genderroles were not fully apparent, especially at the higher

levels of occupations, until the subjects were well into mid-life.
Modest gains were made in women’s employmentin the professions in the

1920’s. Many people saw the combination of marriage with a career as a severe

problem, however,especially after the birth of children. Moreover, mostprofes-

sional and semiprofessional women were employed in female-dominatedfields,

and even there did not receive the same remuneration and advancement as men

(Chafe, 1972).

As with manyother social movements,initial gains in the expansion of wom-

en’s occupational opportunities were slowed or lost as new social forces came

into play. For example, the proportion of women as membersof college facul-

ties reached its height in the early 1930’s, declining thereafter, and not in-

creasing until the late 1950’s (Bernard, 1964). This was due in part to the De-

pression, a difficult time for women’s entry into careers. The decade of the

1930’s heard many arguments against female workers. With unemployment

widespread, women who worked were seen as taking jobs away from men

supporting families. In some states laws were passedrestricting the employment

of married women.In fact, and contrary to wide belief, most women who worked

during the 1920’s and 1930’s did so from economic necessity — not for “pin

money” (Chafe, 1972). At a more fundamental level, economicinstability during

the Depression threatened the structure of the family, and resulted in a renewed

emphasis on traditional family roles (Banner, 1974).

During World War II, women were recruited to fill jobs vacated by men,

particularly clerical and factory jobs. A sizable number of women remained in

the labor force after the war, and from 1947 on, the proportion continuedto rise.

However, womenstill held the lowest-paying jobs, and their participation in the

professions continuedto be slight for a number of years. At the same time, the

experience of war revived an emphasis on domesticity, and on women’stradi-

tional role (Banner, 1974). The late 1940’s and the 1950’s were accompanied by

an increasing birth rate (Bernard, 1964).

Othersocietal realities, however, led to a steadily increasing participation of
womenin the work force, especially married women. The expanding economy

readily accepted women workers, and in addition, the fact that women lived
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longer than earlier in the century meant that they faced many child-free years,
enabling them to accept employment.

Although disparities still exist between the earnings of American men and
women,as well as in their levels ofprofessional status, the occupational world of
the 1990's is far different from that faced by our women subjects in the 1930s
and 1940’s as they reached early adulthood. A majority of women with young
children now work, and women have gained admittance to a large numberof
male-dominated occupations. The issue of the entry of married womento the
professionshas been largely replaced by a consideration ofthe problemsfaced
by couplesin balancing two professional careers while attempting to maintain a
satisfying family life (Holahan & Gilbert, 1979: Rapoport & Rapoport, 1980).
Neither women themselves, nor society in general, now question the right of
womento challengingcareers.

Because these dramatic changesin the role of women in society occurred over
the half-century of our group’s adult lives, the context is crucial for an under-
standing of the way in which occupation entered into thoselives. In exploring
their work histories, we examine their educational preparation and occupational
choices, their own characterizations of their work history, the interaction of
marital status and parenthood with work history, and the variety of their work
patterns. We will also examine howthelife goals these women expressed in their
youth relate to later career patterns. We also look at other psychological factors
which differentiated those women who pursuedcareers from others in the sam-
ple. Finally, we report on the process ofretirement and the way in whichit related
to workhistory.

Educational Preparation

With a single exception, the womenin the later-maturity sample had endedtheir
formal education before they entered later maturity. The last bachelor’s degree
wasin the field of education; it was received in 1961 when the recipient was 49
years old. Another womanobtaineda doctoral degree in counseling psychology
in 1980— at the age of 73. Three yearslater she wasstill in practice part-time and
in 1986 went on a year-long lecture tour around the world.

There waslittle difference in the amount of education obtained by the men
and the women except at the highest level. Two men and one woman did not
finish high school, but 70 percent of the womensecured a bachelor’s degree (or
higher), which nearly matches the men’s 76 percent. For the women,this figureis
in sharp contrastto the 8 percentrate overall for Californian men and women of
their generation (Terman and Oden, 1947), and the 8 percent rate Campbell,
Converse, and Rogers (1976) found for a representative national sample of
womenoverthirty.

Again at the beginning graduate level the women and men showedsimilar
patterns: 43 percent of the women and 46 percent of the men had some graduate
work, with or without advanced degrees. However, only 4 percent of the women
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TABLE 5.1

Effect ofthe Depression and World WarII on the Educational Level ofWomen
 

 

  
 

 

High school graduates College graduates

. 1916-29 1930-39 1920-29 1930-39 1940-45
Educational

level achieved N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

High school, some college 105 29.1% 41 318% — — — — — —
A.B. or B.S. degree 87 24.1 44 34.1 15 214% 100 405% 10 52.6%

M.A.degree or some
graduate work 148 41.0 42 32.6 51. 72.9 131 53.0 8 42.1

Doctoral or major profes-
sional degree 21 5.8 2 1.6 4 5.7 16 6.5 1 5.3
Total 361 129 70 247 19

Significance (p) by chi
square 05 05
 

SOURCE: Cumulative education data.
NOTE: One woman whodid notfinish high school is omitted from thetable, as are those who completed college after 1945.

obtained doctoral degrees while 27 percent of the men did. The women had

relatively more master’s degrees and other nondoctoral training than the men.
The women’s nondoctoral training often consisted of a teaching certificate.

It can be seen from Table 5.1 that the effects of both the Depression and World

War II on the higher educational attainment of the womenwere the sameasfor

the men. Womengraduating from high school before the Depression achieved

significantly higher levels of education, with 47 percent of pre-Depression high

school graduates going beyond the bachelor’s degree, while only 34 percent
of Depression-period graduates did so. When the groups are separated by date

of graduation from college, a similar effect is found, with 79 percent of pre-

Depression graduates obtaining some graduate education, in contrast to 60 per-

cent of Depression graduates and 47 percent of those graduating during orafter

the war.

Theeffect of the Depression and the war wasto curtail the education of both

men and women;moreofboth stopped their education with a bachelor’s degree.
Among the men, more stopped with an M.A. The difference between men and

women even in the pre-Depression period, however, was very substantial in

respect to the numberobtaining doctoral degrees.

Occupational Levels and Goals for Work and Family

Understanding the men’s occupational history was a simple task compared to

understanding the women’s. The complexities produced by the conflict between

marital and family roles and the desire for gainful employment— thelatter being

increasingly induced by the changing values of the early twentieth century —

makeit impossible to rely on a single index such as the Index70 usedin describ-
ing the men’s histories. The women’s occupationswill be listed below, but for

deeperanalysis, three additional measures have been obtained— in 1972, Ques-
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tion B3 asking subjects for an overall summary of their work patterns, Question
18 in 1977 concerning women’sparticipation in several work-related activities
by half-decadesof their lives, and the time-line questions of 1977 (Question 26)
and 1982 (Question 12) asking about percentage of time worked at each age from
50 on. These provide multiple outcome measures, both of type of occupation and
amountof time devotedtoit.

Occupational Choices

The occupations of the women in the later-maturity sample who reported
occupational data in 1940, 1960, and 1972 or 1977are listed in Table 5.2. Those
women whowereretired in 1972 or 1977 were classified by their most recent
previous occupation, if they had supplied it on the 1972 questionnaire. The
occupations were distributed over three major groups: professional and semi-
professional, business occupations, and homemaking. Both the professional and
business-related occupations varied considerably in responsibility and prestige.
At the top of the professions were medicine, law, and college teaching; lower, in
both incomeandprestige, were nursing and teaching below college level. In the
business world, work ranged from executive and managerial to clerical, sales,
and service occupations. The professions can be lumped together with the man-
agerial level in business as representative of the top two classeslisted by the U.S.
Census. The clerical and sales positions belong mainly to Class III. This is
similar to the men’s classification reported in Chapter4, thoughnotidentical.

The breakdownis dramatically different from the men’s. In addition to the
fact that women were homemakers, more of the women professionals were
concentrated in semiprofessionaljobs,rather than in the professions Carrying the
highest prestige, in contrast to the men.It should also be noted, however,that the
women’s occupational distribution was very different from that of the general
population of women for this cohort. For example, in 1960, 37 percent of the
Terman women werein professional, semiprofessional, or managerial jobs, as
compared with 17 percent of womenin the general population (Hauser, 1964).

Overthe twenty years between 1940 and 1960, there was surprisingly little
changein the percentages of women employed in each ofthe three main catego-
ries. About 37 percent of them were in professional, semiprofessional, or man-
agerial occupations; 20 percent were in lower-level clerical or sales jobs, farm-
ing, or miscellaneous business occupations; and 43 percent were homemakers.
From 1962 to 1972/77 there was an increase in the percentage of professional
and semiprofessional occupations, caused in part by

a

rise in the percentage of
womenin managementpositions. These positions, however, did nottendto beat
the highest levels of management.

Education and Occupation

Whereas higherlevels of education are required for professional occupations,
in this generation they werenotessential for managerial work in business. Sears
and Barbee (1977, pp. 50-51) analyzed the kinds of occupation attained, by
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TABLE 5.2

Occupational Categories of Women in Later-Maturity Group

in 1940, 1960, and 1972 or 1977
 

 

 

1940 1960 1972/77

Occupational category N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

Professional and semiprofessional

occupations

Memberofcollege or university faculty 5 1.2% 17 3.9% 23 6.1%

Memberofjunior college faculty ] 0.2 2 0.5 — —

Teaching below collegelevel 56 13.4 53 12.1 30 7.9
Librarian 10 2.4 11 2.5 11 2.9

Social worker or welfare personnel 18 4.3 11 2.5 6 1.6

Vocational or educational counselor — — — — 5 1.3

Authororjournalist 14 3.3 16 3.7 18 4.8

Physician 1 0.2 2 0.5 2 0.5

Economist, political scientist, or related

occupation ] 0.2 4 0.9 3 0.8
Physical scientist 2 0.5 — — 2 0.5
Lawyer — — 2 0.5 1 0.3
Psychologist 3 0.7 4 0.9 4 1.1
Nurse or pharmacist 4 1.0 3 0.7 3 0.8
Theaterarts 3 0.7 2 0.5 2 0.5

Musicteacher 8 1.9 6 1.4 — =

Fine arts 2 0.5 1 0.2 7 1.9

Appliedarts 3 0.7 3 0.7 1 0.3
Other professions 17 4.1 10 2.3 7 1.9

Business occupations

Executive or managerial positions in
businessor industry 6 1.4 13 3.0 43 11.4

Secretary, bookkeeper, accountant, or

related office work 63 15.0 67 15.3 47 12.4

Sales workers 6 1.4 15 3.4 9 2.4

Miscellaneous 10 2.4 9 2.1 1 0.3
Farmers 3 0.7 — — 1 0.3

Homemakers 183 43.7 187 42.7 152. =40.2

Total in professional, semi-professional,

and managerial occupations 154. 36.7 160 36.5 168 444

Total in lower-level clerical, sales, farm-

ing, and miscellaneous business 82 19.5 91 20.8 58 15.3
Total 419 438 378
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires from indicatedyears.

NOTE: In 1972/77, 85 subjects were retired and did not indicate their most recent previous occupation.

1972, by the Terman womenin the work force with three different levels of

education: college graduation, some college, and high school graduation, and

compared these data with those from Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers’s (1976)

national sample. They foundlittle difference in the proportions of women with

college degrees who held professional or managerial positions. There were very

large differences, however, among the women with some college but no degree

who held such positions, and among the high school graduates. The authors

suggested (p. 50) the possibility that “women of high IQ are able to prove
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themselves capable on the job, perhaps have higher vocational goals and aspira-

tions because of their family background, and hence succeedin higher-level jobs

and in more employmentoverall in the labor force than do the women in Camp-

bell’s representative sample.”

The Women’s OwnClassification:

Career, Income Work, Homemaking

Although a listing of occupational categories provides some clues to under-

standing the women’s worklife, such an analysis does not capture the meaning

of activities to the women engagedin them.Neither doesit distinguish the many

different work patterns the individuals experience. Because women had more

limited access to formal workroles than did men,it is as important to understand

the psychological meaningoftheir work to them asit is to understand the content

of it. A woman sometimes engagedin a professional level activity part-time and

this could well have the same meaning for her as a career as a man’s full-time

work in the same type of job. And so far as level of occupation is concerned,

talented womensuchas these could enrich a lower-level occupationalposition to

an extent not possible for less able individuals.

To understand the women’s worklives throughtheir eyes, they were asked in
1972 to describe their work history in terms of four categories (Question B3): “I

have been primarily a homemaker”; “I have pursued a career through most of

my adult life”; “I have pursued a career except when raising a family”; and “I

have done considerable work for needed income, but would notcall it a career.”

For the purposes of our analysis, this item was used to construct three groups:

homemakers (N = 165), career workers (N = 172), and income workers (N =

77). These figures add to 414 women; 80 membersofthe later-maturity group

either did not return the 1972 questionnaire or did not respondtothis item.

There is considerable correspondence betweenthese categories and the actual

occupations that the women pursued intheir later life. In the same 1972 ques-

tionnaire, the women wereaskedto list current occupation or former occupation
if retired; 77 percent of the homemaker group listed homemaking, and 88 per-
cent of career workers listed a professional, technical, or higher-level business

occupation. Almosthalf of the income workerslisted a sales, clerical, or service

occupation. Moreover, almosta fifth of the income workerslisted their present or

former occupation as homemaking, suggesting a morelimited participation in

workoutside the home.

Interaction of Marital Status and Parenthood with WorkHistory

The marital status of these womenis helpful in understanding careerpatterns.

Maritalstatus in a given year can be misleading, however. Seventy-eight of the

414 womenin the later-maturity sample who returned the 1972 questionnaire

had divorced, separated, been widowed, or remarried during the twelve years
between 1960 and 1972. In order to get a more stable measure ofthe relation

between marital status and work history, we have eliminated those 78 cases in

making a comparison.Thereis a significant relation between the two variables
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Fig. 5.1. Employment of womenin later-maturity group by age, marital status, and age at

birth of youngest child (N = 38, 66, 79, and 196 for single, married childless, married with

youngest child by age 30, and married with youngest child after 30, respectively). Data

from questionnaires in various years.

(p < .01). Of the single women, 86.5 percent were career workers, while only

31.4 percent of the married womencharacterized themselves in that way. This
finding that a lower proportion of married women had careers is consistent
with findings of other studies, including a younger sample studied at Berkeley
(Stroud, 1981). Moreover, 50 percent of the separated or divorced women and 74

percent of those who had been widowedconsidered their lifetime work to be a

career. This latter finding suggests that the Terman women metthe challengesof

widowhood or divorce with considerable resourcefulness, a fact noted in the

earlier study by Sears and Barbee (1977).
Having children appears to have inhibited the married women’s pursuit of

careers. There wasa significant relationship betweenlifetime career pattern and
the raising of children (p < .01), with 60 percent of childless married women

having careers as compared with 33 percent of women with children. The con-

verse holds true as well; women without children were much morelikely to have

had a career than were womenwith children.
The age of the mother whenshefinished childbearing wasalso very important

in determining herlifetime work pattern (P. S. Sears, 1977). Figure 5.1 showsthe

percentages of womenin steady employmentin four subgroups in each of the
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half-decadesoftheir lives between ages 21 and 65. Of the always-single women
close to 100 percent were in steady employment until 65 years, paralleling
the experience of most men. There were two kinds of differences between the
women whoboretheir last child by age 30 and those whoselast child was born
after they were 30 years old. The percentage ofthe first group in employment
dropped more andearlier, but also rose again earlier and more sharply. Ul-
timately the employmentpercentages in the two groups cametogether again —
and both were substantially more likely to be working by age 61-65 than the
childless married women,a muchgreater percentage of whom had been steadily
employed between ages 21 and 45,the childbearing years.

Fulfilling several roles requires a great deal of time and energy and can place
constraints on the direction of one’s efforts. Those women who could give
themselves moreorless single-mindedly to the occupational role — single, di-
vorced, widowed,or childless married women— were morelikely to develop a
career than were those women with conflicting responsibilities — those with
children and resident husbands. The principle works in the same way in the
opposite direction. Noncareer women hadgreater responsibilities for children
and family than career women.Thisis verified by the variations in the percentin
steady employmentduring the childbearing years.

Work Patterns

To further unravel the complexity of these work patterns, in 1977 we asked
the womento characterize their work life for five-year periods beginning with
age 21-25 and ending with age 66-70 (1977, Question 18). This question dif-
fered somewhat from the similar 1972 question (A4); it divided work differ-
ently — according to fulltime or part-time employment— and added homemak-
ing and volunteer work as explicit categories. This permits us to examine the
homemakers, career workers, and income workers separately with respect to the
proportion of each group engagedin eachoffour kindsofactivity: homemaking,
steady full-time or steady part-time work for income, and volunteer work.

Homemakers. As can be seen in Figure 5.2, most of the 141 homemakers
whoclassified themselves as homemakers in 1972 and who responded in 1977
had engaged in homemaking throughout most oftheir adult lives. A fair number
had worked either full time or part-time for income before 30 — mainly before
marriage, or at least before the birth of children. It is interesting to note that as
work for income decreased, volunteer work replaced it. By age 45, nearly half
the homemakers were engagedin such activity, mostly on a basis of one or two
days a week.

Aggregating the workpatterns of 141 homemakersin

a

single graph obscures
the great variations among individual women. There was a group of 41 (29
percent) who engaged mainly in homemaking,withslight participationin paid or
volunteer work, and 51 women (36 percent) who engagedin full-time or part-
time volunteer work during three or more five-year periods. The remaining
homemakers, however, pursued a variety of patternsof participation in full-time
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Fig. 5.2. Percent of women homemakers indicating primary activity as homemaking,

steady full-time employment, steady part-time employment, and volunteer work during

half-decade intervals from age 21 to age 70 (N = 141). Data from 1977 questionnaires.

Students and retired women wereincludedin total N, but not graphed. Some percentages

add to over 100 because some women were engaged in morethan oneactivity.

or part-time employment, or volunteer work. A few examples will help to por-

tray the variety of life-styles of the homemakers.

Gertrude had beeninterested in going to college when she was young,but she

graduated from high schoolat the depth of the Depression, and was discouraged

from going on to college by teachers because of her financial need. In mid-life

she regretted that her teachers had not helped her find a way to further her

education. Her father wasa retail clerk, as was her mother. She seemsnot to have

been fully aware of her academicpotential, saying in young adulthood, “I have

been an averagegirl, and hopeto be a better than average wife and mother.” She

married in her early 20’s and had two children. Her husband wasa service

supervisor for home appliances at a major department store. She had long had

homemaking as a goal and pursuedit enthusiastically, combining her respon-

sibilities at home with part-time employment and volunteer work. Shepartici-

pated in a numberofactivities related to her children’s lives, such as PTA and

scouts. Her employmenthas consisted principally of sales and office work, but
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later she became expert at taxes, earning part-time income preparing income tax

returns, and teaching other preparers. She has had a busyandsatisfying life, and

felt that she did not have timefor all that she wantedto do. In her older years, she

has participated in square dancing, studied geology and natural history, and

traveled— all this along with tax work.

Katherine has had an enduring interest in writing, and earned both a bach-

elor’s and a master’s degree in English. Her father was a bank officer, and her

mother a housewife. She had early plans for a career in journalism, stating at age

25 that she wantedto be “the best editor of the best magazinein the country.” She

married twoyearslater, and worked as a journalist for a few years. Her husband

wasa free-lance song writer and taught creative writing, both privately and in a

community college. She stayed home with her two children when they were
young because she felt this necessary and desirable and later did so at her

husband’s request. She did not enjoy homemaking,but found deepsatisfaction in

her writing. She published numerousarticles and short stories, including one in a

collection of the “best short stories of the year,” and in her late 60’s a university

press published a book she had written. Between her mid-40’s and age 60, she

completed several walking tours of foreign countries, totaling almost 3,000

miles, with various membersof her family. After her husband’s death she under-
took two solo walking tours of Europe. She used these experiences to develop
public speaking programsthat she presented for the benefit of her favorite char-

ity. She has been active in her church, andpresidentofits boardoftrustees. In her

late 60’s she successfully competed in a swim meet for swimmersover 30 years

of age, and in her early 70’s she acted in several plays for the first time, including

two starring roles, thoroughly enjoying the experience.

Louise has enjoyed being a wife and mother. Her father was a music and

drama critic and publicist, and her mother was a music teacher and then a
housewife. It had always been taken for granted that Louise would go to college.

She majored in English, and graduated with honors, ranking first among the

womenin her class. After graduating from college she obtainedsecretarial train-
ing in a business school. Shortly thereafter she married, and combined marriage

with secretarial work for a numberof years. After the birth of herfirst child, she

spent about fifteen years as a full-time homemaker. She had no professional

ambitions, and enjoyed herquiet life in a small community with her husband(a

botany professor) and her two children. In her late 40’s, she workedfull time as a

secretary for a few years. Then,as a result of the interest she had shownin the
libraries of her children’s schools, she was asked to bethe librarian for several
elementary schools in a small New England community. She took courses in

librarianship over the years, and enjoyed this work until retirement. She has had

an abidinginterest in literature and music throughoutherlife.

Career workers. In Figure 5.3, which summarizes the work patterns of the

136 career workers responding in 1977, we canseethe effect of raising children

on work participation. As homemaking decreased at midlife as a primary em-
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Fig. 5.3. Percent of women career workers indicating primary activity as homemaking,

steady full-time employment, steady part-time employment, and volunteer work during

half-decade intervals from age 21 to age 70 (N = 136). Data from 1977 questionnaires.

Students and retired women were included in total N, but not graphed. Somepercentages

add to over 100 because some women were engagedin morethan oneactivity.

phasis,full-time work increased. This figure does not separate women who had a

last child before or after age 30, as did Figure 5.1, so the period of decreased

work is cumulated over a 15-year period. As retirement reduced steady work

after age 65, these womenincreased volunteer work.

Whenthe career workers’ patterns were examinedindividually, there were 68
(50 percent) who showed quite steady full-time employment, with no more than

one five-year period without full-time work once it was begun. Thirty-seven (27

percent) pursued homemakingforat least ten years, with most engagingin full-

time employment after homemaking. The remaining womeninthis group fol-

lowed a variety of patterns, including taking time out from their careers to raise

families, as well as participation in part-time and volunteer work. Here are some
examples.

Annegraduated from college with highest honors and went on to graduate

study of child psychology. Her father was an attorney and her mother a home-

maker. Her parents, who had encouraged achievementin their children, sup-
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ported her pursuit of a higher degree. She wasdelightedto be hired on the faculty

of a small elite women’s college in the late 1930’s, when jobs were scarce. She

became Chair of her department and was eventually appointed Dean of the

faculty and Provost of the college. She also served for one year as acting Presi-

dent. A professorship was established in her nameat her retirement. Her father

went bankrupt in the Depression, and never fully recovered financially. Her

motherhad a prolonged illness and eventually her father becameseriouslyill. As

the oldest child, Anne assumed major personal and financial responsibility in

providing care for them. She also became a substitute mother for a younger

sister, a role she enjoyed. Some of her busiest times professionally coincided

with these major family stresses, and she felt satisfaction in being able to cope

with the many demandson her time and energy. Although she had hoped to
marry, she remained single and was fully involved in her professional respon-

sibilities and in caring for her family. She felt fulfilled, and expressed noregrets.

In her retirement years she has beenactive in volunteer work.

Ruth grew up in the country, and becameinterested in nature studies as a

youngster. Her father was an attorney and her mother a housewife who had

taught piano. She and her parents decided early that she would be well-suited to

teaching, and she wenton to a doctorate in zoology. She feels that the Depression
and prejudice against women in the professions delayed her professional ad-

vancement; but nine years after obtaining her Ph.D., she was hired as an assistant

professor at an excellent university, and continued there until her retirement,

having becomea full professor. She washired in this position immediately after

World War I, when the large enrollments of veterans increased the demand for

college teachers. She marriedinherlate 30’s, but divorced four years later. The

divorce was followed several years later by a marriage to a faculty memberin
another department at the same university. She did not have children. After

retirement she drastically reduced her research activity but then returnedto it.

She thoroughly enjoyed several recent field trips to faraway places, including

Antarctica, to continueher nature studies.

Helen, alwaysinterested in children, followed in her mother’s footsteps, and

became a kindergarten teacher. Her father was a banker. After marrying in her

mid-20’s, she left teaching for about ten years to raise three children, not intend-
ing to return. However, her husband, a businessman (and alcoholic), suffered

financial reversals, and she resumed work. Divorced in her 50’s, she continued

teaching, finding great satisfaction in it. She retired reluctantly at 65, looking

back with pride at having helped more than 1,000 kindergarten children in 29

years of teaching. She hasfilled retirement with varied activities, including

travel, time with her family, and public service.

Elizabeth was the daughter of a businessman and a housewife. She earned a

bachelor’s degree in English, and workedas a journalist in several settings,

including a position asassistant story editor and publicist in motion pictures. She
took a trip around the world by herself in the late 1930’s, and workedbriefly as a
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war correspondent for a major wire service during the outbreak of the Sino-

Japanese War. Immediately prior to World War II, she worked for an aircraft

public relations firm on publicity concerning the role of aircraft manufacturers

in aiding the Allies. After the United States entered World War II she workedas

a government analyst of enemy propaganda. She wanted to be transferred to
China, but she mether future husband and gaveupthatpossibility. She had had a

brief unsuccessful marriage in her early 20’s. Now that she wasin her mid-30’s,

she decided that if she was to have a family it was time to marry. Her second

husband wasanindustrial research chemist. She became a stepmotherto a four-

year-old son, and had a child of her own four years later, at age 40. Since her

marriage she has pursuedpart-time public relations workin a variety of contexts.
She has not wanted to workfull time, but has found few part-time jobsthat offer
her the kind of challenge and feeling of accomplishment that she wouldlike.

Income workers. The work sequence for the 60 income workers responding

in 1977 is summarized in Figure 5.4. Again the effect of childbearing is very

evident; the curve for steady full-time work drops precipitously after age 25 and

does not regainits original height until the women werepast their mid-40’s. In

comparison with the career workers, these women had less education and they

started work earlier and married earlier. Again we see, too, the replacement of

steady paid work with homemaking and volunteer workafter age 65.
The individual variationsare as great in this group as among homemakers and

career workers. Nine (15 percent) of the income workers were steadily em-

ployed, working full time for seven or more five-year periods. Overhalf of the

income workers (32) worked full-time during four to six periods, with most of

these women (24) resumingorinitiating full-time employmentafter age 40. The

remaining income workers worked sporadically or part-time. Below are two

examples.

Barbara had preparedto teach English. Her father was a businessman and her

mother was a housewife who had been a bookkeeper. She was unable to find a

job in the midst of the Depression, and turnedto office work, eventually taking
courses in accounting. She worked with enjoyment at several firms as a book-

keeper and accountant. Her motherwasill for manyyears, and she cared for both

her mother andher auntuntil their deaths. She never married. She has been very

active in her church, enjoying her churchactivities. She has spenther spare time

helping friends and neighbors who needpersonalcareorassistance.

Susan wasraised by an older sister who stressed the need to earn a living

rather than obtain advanced education, and stopped Susan’s education at high

school. Her mother, a housewife who had taught music, had died when Susan

was 13. Herfather was a businessman. Susan workedas a stenographeruntil her
marriage to a carpenter in her early 20’s. She had six children. Her last two

(twins) were born whenshe was 39. After working intermittently on a part-time

basis, she took a half-time position at the age of 45 and a full-time supervisory
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Fig. 5.4. Percent of women income workers indicating primary activity as homemaking,

steady full-time employment, steady part-time employment, and volunteer work during

half-decade intervals from age 21 to age 70 (N = 50). Data from 1977 questionnaires.

Students and retired women wereincluded in total N, but not graphed. Some percentages

add to over 100 because some women were engagedin morethan oneactivity.

stenographyposition several yearslater. In this latter position she discovered she

had leadership capabilities she had not been aware of. She workedat this job

until her early retirementin her late 50’s.

Career changes. In addition to the variety of patterns of homemaking, paid

and volunteer work, entry and reentry, the women’s workhistories were further

complicated by career changes. Career women,in particular, made significant

changes after the age of 35. Consider these examples of women who changed

fields.

Edith majored in mathematics and minored in German in both her under-

graduate and graduate education. Her father was a businessman and her mother a

housewife; they had encouragedher to prepare to teach. After receiving a mas-

ter’s degree, she began a career as a high school mathematics teacher. She

eventually became disenchanted with the work, and in herlate 30’s answered an

advertisement for a woman college graduate who had majored in mathematicsto

fill a job with an aircraft manufacturer. She was hired as a mathematician in the
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aerodynamics group.She studied engineering on the side, and was promoted to

work on problemsin theoretical aerodynamics. She wasthe first womanaero-

dynamicist in the company.In this position she did some technical writing, and

translated technical materials from German;she continued these activities part-

time after retirement. She remained single. She regularly recorded technical

materials for the blind. A leisure activity which she particularly enjoyed was

working to stem the deterioration of the English language. She corresponded

about correct English usage with several newspaperjournalists, as well as col-

umnists and broadcasters who sometimes quotedher.

Marilyn had always wantedto be a teacher. Her father was a patent attorney

and her mother a housewife. They soughtout the best teachers for their daughter.
She decided from the beginning to combine work with marriage and mother-

hood, and continued teaching elementary school after her marriage and while

raising two children. She has been happily married to a bankerfor over 50 years.

In her early 50’s she completed workon a doctorate in education, and becamean

assistant professor of early childhood education at a state university. She was

eventually promoted to full professor. She said that the years since she earned

her doctorate were the most fulfilling of her life. She had a special interest in

gifted children, playing an active role in societies concerning them as well as

publishing scholarly articles in that field. She was interested in ecology, and

served as a docentfor several nature conservanciesand parks.
Judith’s varied career drew on herinterest in the theater and in writing. After

graduating from college she spent several years acting in New York. She then

workedvariously as a literary editor, literary assistant doing research and writ-

ing, and in public relations. She did free-lance writing, published a novel, and

taught acting and directing. She hadherfirst child after 40, and after her divorce

several years later, decided to seek a new career. At the age of 51 she earned a

master’s degree in public health education,a field to which she had been exposed

in an earlier public relations job. She was successful in community health plan-

ning, and found her writing and speaking ability helpful. After ten years, she

decided to reduce her formal activity in this field and return to herinterest in the

arts. She worked as the dramaandliterary director of an educational FM radio

station while maintaining a consulting practice in community health planning.
She is very proud of her success in raising her daughter, who becamea physi-

cian. In her late 70’s she took a position managing a community theater, finding

the skills she had acquired in community health planning to be a majorasset for

this post.

Volunteer workers. Volunteer work was often pursued as seriously as a
career. Each activity provided a welcomeoutlet for the considerable energies

and talents of these women. Their roles as volunteers often included respon-

sibility and influence comparable to those of many paid occupations. As pre-

viously noted, many of the homemakers engaged in volunteer work throughout

their adult lives. Although most such work was done by the homemakers,it was
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by no meansrestricted to them. Career workers and incomeworkersalsopartici-

pated but to a lesser degree; they were most active in volunteer work as a

replacementfor their paid employment whentheyretired. Some examples show

the significance of this unpaid work.

Dorothy becameinterested in international relations through a high school
teacher. She obtained a bachelor’s degreein political science, and did three years
of graduate work. She was hoping to enter the foreign service, but found no

opportunities there. Several years after leaving school she married a language

professor, had two children, and recently she and her husband celebrated their

50th wedding anniversary. Throughout the years she was involved in numerous

volunteeractivities, holding positions of leadership in many of them. She was
particularly active in the League of Women Voters and in state committee work
on libraries. Other activities included PTA, Girl Scouts, United Way, Community

Chest, and mayoral committees. She received numerous awards for her civic
contributions.

Linda earned a bachelor’s degree in English and zoology, and a master’s

degree in zoology. Her father was a forester and her mother a housewife. She

married shortly after receiving her master’s degree and adopted two children.

Her husband was an oceanographer. She was a devoted wife and mother, but
participated in manyoutside activities. She evidently had superb organizational

skills and used them in numerouscausesrelated to the preservation ofthe natural

environment; she was honored for the major role she played in establishing

several parks in her community. She developed a growing interest in politics

over the years, coupled with a concern for humanrights, and wasactive in the

League of WomenVoters, serving as president of her community chapter. She

was not unaware, however,of her abilities, and the choices she had made in not

pursuing a paid professional career. In her later years she decreased her volun-

teer work somewhat, and concentrated on writing. She published four auto-

biographical books.

Hope taught high school mathematics until her marriage in her late 20’s. She

had four children, all of whom haveprofessional careers. She returned to teach-

ing when her youngest child was three, and included steady volunteer work in

her busy life. She worked in manyactivities related to her children’s lives,

including the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and PTA.In addition, she participated in a

variety of community activities, such as the Red Cross, Community Chest, and

volunteer church work. Mostrecently she joined a program in whichshevisited
homeboundand convalescent elderly persons.

Early Life Goals

These life historiesillustrate the influence on occupational outcomesofa host of

idiosyncratic variables — marriage, children, financial opportunities, and family

responsibilities — as well as the major societal events of economic depression
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and war. Thehistories do not tell much about the goals and dreams these women

hadin their childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood. These were determin-

ing variables, too, for they served sometimesto direct the educational and mari-

tal plans that influencedlife-style. In contemporary terms, we can think of them

as “life scripts” (Abelson, 1981; Helson, Mitchell, & Moane, 1984). They dic-

tated methods of coping with responsibilities and other exigenciesoflife. To the
extent that we find congruence betweenearly plans and outcomesin later matu-
rity we can infer the effectiveness of these guiding themes.In searching for such

congruence we will examine the women’s early and later feelings about three

types of occupational outcome which maybe labeled as “homemakers,” “career

workers,” and “income workers,” based on the women’s self-classification in

1972.

Childhood

In 1922, when the girls’ age averaged eleven, but ranged from about eight to

adolescence, they marked a checklist of 125 occupations they might be inter-

ested in. Many of the youngergirls chose teaching and musical performance,

while the older ones more commonlyselected other professions. Age was such a

strong correlate of choice that we can getlittle of value from a detailed analysis

in relation to future career. The one question which reveals an early slight

indication of differences among the three groups is the one mentioned at the

beginning of Chapter 3 — “If you are a girl, do you prefer the duties of a house-

wife to any other occupation?” Affirmative answers were given by 30 percentof

the girls who became homemakers, by 22 percent of those who becamecareer

workers, and by 14 percent of the future income workers. The differences sug-

gest a slight congruence betweenearly plans andlater outcomes, but do not reach

statistical significance.

Young Adulthood

A moretelling test of the influence of plans can be made with information

obtained in 1936, when the womenwerein their 20’s. After being askedto state

their current occupations, the subjects were asked “Have you definitely chosen

yourlife work?” and asked to “Describe yourultimate goals as fully as you can

at this time.” Nearly all the men answered the goals question with the name of

one occupation, but the women’s responses were more varied. Most mentioned

at least two things, a substantial proportion referring to marriage or motherhood.

The extent to which the women’s plans werefulfilled is indicated in Table 5.3.

The womenare divided into the three classes of homemaker, career worker, and

income worker. The categories into whichall but a very few of the 1936 answers

could be coded are shownin the left-hand columns. The 295 casesin the table

were women whoreturnedboth the 1936 and 1972 questionnaires, and answered

the relevant questions. The column N’s add to more than the total N for that
column and the column percentages add to more than 100 percent because

mentions were counted separately; for example, a woman can be represented in
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TABLE 5.3

Life Plans Reported in 1936 by Womenin Later-Maturity Group

Self-Classified in 1972 as Homemakers,

Career Workers, and Income Workers
 

“As it was”

Retrospective self-description (1972)
 

 

Homemakers Career workers Income workers

Life plans (1936) N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

Marriage or motherhood 82 67.2% 37 30.0% 28 56.0%
Occupation 62 50.8 103 83.7 37 74.0
Financial success — — 1 0.8 — —
Joy in living 7 5.7 5 4.1 3 6.0

Service to society 2 1.6 4 3.3 — —

Friendships 1 0.8 — — — —

Cultural satisfaction 5 4.1 3 2.4 — —

Total respondents 122 123 50

Significance (p) by chi-square (top two lines only) .01
 

SOURCE: 1936 and 1972 questionnaires.
NOTE: Column N’s add to more than the total N for that column and column percentages add to more than 100

because some respondents reported morethan onelife plan.

both the “occupation” category (one mention) and the “marriage or mother-
hood” category (the other mention).

There is a clear congruence between the plans and the outcomes.It is by no

means perfect because, as suggested above, other events also played a role in

determining the lifetime outcome. There was, however, a substantial difference

between the early plans of the homemakers and of those women who worked

outside the home. A chi-square determination applied only to the top two catego-

ries, “marriage or motherhood” and “occupation,” was significant (p < .01),

indicating that the distribution of choices was quite different for the three groups

of women. The homemakers had more commonly plannedfor a family life and
the others had more frequently planned for an occupation. (There are too few

cases of other choices, distributed in such a way as to leave too many empty

cells, to permit a useful statistical analysis of them.)

Later Maturity: A Retrospective View

In 1972, when we asked the womento report on their occupational life

histories (Question B3), we asked them also to recall the plans they had had in

young adulthood (“As I planned it”). These were the data that P. S. Sears and

Barbee (1977) had to use for a comparison of plans and outcomes because the

1936 questionnaire had not been codedat the time they madetheir analysis. We

can now comparethe original young adulthood report with the women’sretro-

spective reports 36 years later. Whatis of chief interest, of course, is the accuracy

with whichthey recalled their earlier intentions.

In this comparison, the three classes of homemaking, career, and income
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working are defined in termsof recalled plans, not actual outcomes. The mea-

sures obtained in 1936 and 1972 are quite different from one another, and no

simple comparison can measure accuracy of recall. Respondents in 1936 were
permitted two mentions, and many womenactually reported marriage or moth-

erhood and an occupation as parts of their life plan. The 1972 careerself-

classification included a steady career or one interrupted for childrearing. Also,

women could specify in 1972 that they had planned to work, but for needed

income only. Nevertheless, as can be seen in Table 5.4, the distribution of early

choices displays a clear congruence with later ones. Four out of five of the
women whorecalled having planneda career actually had mentioned an occupa-

tion as part of their life plan, and seven out of ten of those who recalled a plan for

homemaking had mentioned marriage or motherhoodin 1936. These differences

in the distributions were significant, by chi-square, atp < .01.

To round out the story we must showtherelation of the two 1972 measures of

“As it was” and “AsI plannedit.” Table 5.5 shows a very substantial degree of

congruence between the two statements, but it is no more perfect than that

between the real outcome and the “real” plans just described. The great majority

of the homemakers and the career workers reported that they had planned for

whatactually eventuated. The income workerswere anotherstory, however. Few

of them acknowledged an early plan for such a life work, and half of them
recalled a plan to be a homemaker.In the previous comparison of 1936 and 1972
responses, about half of them had said so at the time. It appears that a life of

income working was morelikely to have been largely determined byextrinsic

events than either homemakingor workingata career.

Predictors of Career Pursuit

The occupational data indicate that many of these active and articulate women

were ahead oftheir time in terms of occupational achievement. Nevertheless, 40

TABLE 5.4

Life Plans Reported in 1936 by Womenin Later-Maturity Group Compared

with Retrospectively Reported Young Adulthood Plans in 1972
 

“AsI planned it”
Retrospective young adulthood plans (1972)
 

 

Homemaking Havea career Work for income

Life plans (1936) N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

Marriage and/or motherhood 83 70.9% 47 35.6% 5 45.5%

Occupation 61 52.1 109 82.6 8 72.7

Total respondents (N) 117 132 11

Significance (p) by chi-square .01
 

SOURCE: 1936 and 1972 questionnaires.
NOTE: Column N’s add to more than total N for that column and column percentages add to more than 100

because some respondents reported more than onelife plan.
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TABLE 5.5

Relationship of Young Adult Career Plans ofWomen in Later-Maturity Group

to Actual Lifetime Career Patterns, as Reported in 1972
 

“Asit was” (1972)
 

 

Homemaker Career worker Income worker

“As I planned it” (1972) N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

Homemaking 104 73.2% 31 20.3% 30 50.0%

Havea career 37 26.1 119 77.8 19 31.7
Work for income 1 0.7 3 2.0 11 18.3

Total 142 153 60

Significance (p) by chi-square .01
 

SOURCE: 1972 questionnaire.

percent of them were homemakers with little or no work experience after mar-

riage. Another 19 percent were income workers, and only a small proportion had

plannedtheir lives to that end. We cannothelp but ask if there were discernible

psychological differences between the 41 percent who were career workers —a

very high proportionfor their time in history — andthe others in the sample.
Ourfirst comparison is betweenall career workers, regardless of interruptions

in their careers, and all noncareer women, who include both the homemakers and

the income workers. With the thought that the steady andthe interrupted career

workers represent two different styles of career pursuit, we have also compared

the uninterrupted and interrupted career workers with one another. These two

comparisonswill be considered separately, because there are somedifferencesin
the types of experience and personality qualities associated with the two kinds of
career women,just as there are between the career and noncareer women.

Career and Noncareer

Wehavesearchedforcorrelates of this difference in life experience amongthe

following variables: family background,intellectual and academic performance,
personality qualities related to achievement motivation and self-confidence or

self-esteem, and attitudes and activities involving marriage, family, and educa-

tion. These are areas that others have foundto be predictive of women’s career

choice and development (see Betz & Fitzgerald, 1987). The variables which

yielded significant results are listed in Table 5.6. The comparisons are between

the two groups of 172 career workers and 242 homemakers and income workers.

Whenever possible, we have combined variables into scales to increase re-

liability and to reduce the numberofvariables tested. We have usedeithera t-test

or chi-square to determine the p value, depending on whethera particular inde-

pendentvariable wasscalar or non-scalar. Not all of the variables tested in this

way showeddifferences between the groups, and in the paragraphs below we

shall comment on these variables, along with some of those that did show

differences.



TABLE 5.6

Variables Characterizing Later-Maturity Group Career Women Contrasted

with Noncareer Women (Homemakers plus Income Workers)
(N: Career = 172; Noncareer = 272; total = 414)
 

Year reported Variable
 

N Statistic Pp

Intellectual and early academic performance

1940 Concept Mastery Test: high score 281 t-test O01
1950 Concept Mastery Test: high score 319 t-test Ol

Family background
1950 Father encouraged independencein childhood 336 t-test 05
1950 Mother encouraged independence in childhood 363 t-test .O5

Achievement motivation and behavior

1922 Liked school(parents’ rating) 350 t-test 01

1922 Liked doing lessons 317 t-test .O5
1922 Liking for arithmetic 312 t-test .05
1922 Desire to excel (parentrating) 362 t-test OS

1928 Desire to excel (parentrating) 237 t-test 10
1928 Achievement motive (field worker’s rating) 180 t-test 01
1940 High gradesin college 318 t-test 10
Cumulative Highlevel of education 414 chi-square .O1
1960 Ambition, ages 30-40 266 t-test OS
1960 Ambition since age 40 287 t-test 05

Self-confidence andpurposiveness

1940 Self-confidence 363 t-test 05
1950 Self-confidence 364 t-test 10

1940 Instrumentality 358 t-test 10

1950 Instrumentality 362 t-test 05

1922 Perseverance(parents’ rating) 414 t-test 10

1928 Perseverance (parents’ rating) 235 t-test 10

1950 Feel lived up to intellectual abilities 360 t-test Ol
1960 Feel lived upto intellectual abilities 379 t-test Ol
1950 Factors in success: superior mental ability 345 t-test O1
1950 Factors in success: adequate education 345 t-test O1

1950 Factors in success: good mentalstability 345 t-test 05
1950 Factors in success: good habits of work 345 t-test O1
1950 Factors in success: chance 345 t-test Ol

Marriage, family occupation
Cumulative Alwayssingle status 414 chi-square O1
Cumulative Olderageatfirst marriage 369 t-test Ol
Cumulative Did not rear children 377 chi-square .O1
Cumulative Marriage disrupted by divorce or widowhood 378 chi-square .O1

1936 Life goals: more toward occupation than family 267 chi-square .O1
1972 “As I planned it” career emphasis 355 chi-square O1

1972 High importance of occupational goals in young adulthood 328 t-test 01
1972 Lesser importance of family goals in young adulthood 386 t-test O1
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires from indicated years; parents’, field-workers’, and teachers’ ratings; cumulative education data; test
scores.

NOTE: All variables are self-reported unless otherwise indicated. The numberof cases for most of these variables is fewer
than 414 because someofthe later-maturity group did not return one or more questionnaires.
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Family background. Family background has been shownto be importantin
women’s occupational achievement, although not always to the same degree as
for men; parents’ education has been a more consistentpredictor than father’s
occupation per se (Betz & Fitzgerald, 1987; Burlin, 1976; Featherman, 1980:
Gottfredson, 1981; Greenfield, Greiner, & Wood, 1980; Russo & O’Connell,
1980; Schiffler, 1975; Sewell, Hauser, & Wolf, 1980). Mother’s employment
also seemsto be an important factor (Almquist & Angrist, 1971; Burlin, 1976;
Lemkau, 1983; Stephan & Corder, 1985; Tangri, 1972). Moreover, more permis-

sive child-rearing practices on the part of parents appear to facilitate career
achievement for women(Kriger, 1972).

In 1950 the participants were asked to assess their family’s social and fi-
nancial positions in childhood. Neither rating differentiated the two groups of
women. There was no differenceeither in the rural/urban characterof their early
residences. Nordid the groupsdiffer in mother’s or father’s education,or in level
of father’s occupation. Because 85 percent of the mothers described themselves
as homemakers, the number of mothers who had careers was too small to show
whether having a career woman as a motheraffected the daughters’ careers. We
also examined whetherthe loss of father by death or divorce stimulated daugh-
ters to pursue a career, but there was no greater incidence of loss in one group
than in the other. A numberofretrospective measuresofthe girls’ relationships
to their fathers and mothers were recorded in 1950, and two differentiated be-
tween the two groups — father’s and mother’s encouragementof independence.

Intellectual and early academic performance. Variables relating to intel-
lectual ability were examined becauseoftheir relation to occupational aspira-
tions and performance (Featherman, 1980; Sewell & Hauser, 1975: Tinsley &
Faunce, 1980). There was no difference in childhood IQ or in scores on the
Stanford Achievement Test taken during elementary school years. These vari-
ables were not promising, in any case, because manyof the occupations pursued
by the career womenwerenotat the highest level; in all probability these women
were capable of higher levels of occupational performance than they actually
achieved. However, by 1940 and 1950

a

significant difference had developed
between the two groups. On the Concept Mastery Test, in both years, the career
workers obtained higher scores than the noncareer women.It appears that the
intellectual stimulation of career pursuit may have been conducive to maintain-
ing and/orincreasing the kind of verbal performance measuredbythistest.

Achievement motivation. Because of the link between achievement moti-
vation, education, and occupational attainment (Atkinson, Lens, & O’Malley,
1976; Atkinson, 1978; Betz & Fitzgerald, 1987; Farmer, 1985: Fassinger, 1985;
Featherman, 1980; Stewart, 1980; Wolfson, 1976), we examined early attitudes
to school. Academicself-confidence has been shownto be an importantvariable
in predicting women’s career choice (Eccles, Adler, & Meece, 1984; Shavelson,
Hubner, & Stanton, 1976). We expected that girls who liked school and for
whom achievement in school was important would be more likely to continue
their education and therefore have more opportunity for pursuing careers. In
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1922, the career women’s parents rated them higher on liking for school than did

the parents of the noncareer women; the future career women themselves rated

liking for lessons higher also. Retrospectively in 1950, they also indicated more

often that success in schoolwork had been important to them in adolescence.
This latter finding was supported by parentratings of desire to excel in 1922 and

1928, and by higher average ratings on achievement motivation by the 1928

field-workers. The career women went on to earn better gradesin college, and

more of them secured master’s and doctoral degrees (40 percent) as compared

with the noncareer women (20 percent).

An interest in mathematics is gender-typed as masculine in oursociety, caus-
ing many adolescentgirls, after having been just as successful at it as boys in

elementary school, to dislike and avoid mathematics in both high school and

college. Mathematics is necessary for many higher-level occupations, however,

especially the scientific and technical ones,and it therefore becomes a powerful

screen for career advancement in women (Pedro, Wolleat, Fennema, & Becker,

1981; Fennema & Sherman, 1977; Sherman, 1982). We expected that the career

workers would haverejected the traditional role-typing and would haveliked

mathematics more than did the noncareer women.This proved to be true for the

girls in both elementary and high school, if we may judge by how well they

said they liked arithmetic in 1922. Six years later, however, different findings

emerged for womenin high school and those in college. Among girls in high

school in 1928, the future career women did not express greater liking for

arithmetic and mathematics than their comparison group. The greater preference

reappears, however, in those future career women whowerein college in 1928;

72 percent of them reported this as a favorite study, while only 48 percent of the
noncareer womendid.

We also examined the subjects’ ambition in adult life, using self-ratings of

ambition in four aspects of work from age 30 to 40 andsince age 40,all obtained

in 1960. Both scales differentiated between the two groups. Of the four kinds of

ambition measured— excellence in work, recognition, vocational advancement,

and financial gain, only the last appeared to be unimportantin contributing to
differences between the two groups.

Self-confidence and purposiveness. We expected that personality traits re-

flecting self-confidence and purposiveness would be crucial to women’s career

choice and success (Baruch, 1976; Betz & Hackett, 1981; Helmreich, Spence,

Beane, Lucker, & Matthews, 1980; Helson, Mitchell, & Moane, 1984; Marshall

&Wijting, 1980; Orlofsky & Stake, 1981; Stake, 1979; Tangri, 1972). In our

sample, the career women’s parents rated them higher in perseverance in both

1922 and 1928.

As we saw in an earlier section, the career womenhadearly adult plans that

were congruent with their future working lives. A few years later, in 1940 and

1950, their self-ratings of relevant personality variables also distinguished them

from the noncareer women. To investigate these differences in personality, we

constructed two scales of instrumentality — the first for early adulthood. This
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included self-ratings of perseverance and definite purpose in life, obtained in

1940. The second tapped mid-life instrumentality, and consisted of tworatingsin

1950 similar to those on the 1940 scale. Ratings on self-confidence andfeelings

of inferiority in both 1940 and 1950 were combinedinto a self-confidence scale

for each year (reversing ratings of inferiority feelings). The career women were
higher on instrumentality and self-confidence at both times. Moreover, the career

womenalso felt they more fully lived upto their intellectual ability in both 1950
and 1960.

Ourresults are similar in some respects, but also different from those for two

younger cohorts of womenstudied at Berkeley (see Clausen & Gilens, 1990).

The samekindsofinstrumental personality characteristics are evident in mid-life

for career womenin our sample and those with high labor force participation in

the sample studied at Berkeley. However, greater directednessofeffort earlier in
life, especially with respect to school performance, was characteristic of the
career workersin our gifted sample.

It is no surprise to go back to 1950 and find a quite relevant precursor to

these later recollections. In 1950 the womenreported on factors they considered
to have been important in contributing to their life accomplishment. The ca-
reer women checked four items significantly more often than did the noncareer
women— all having obvious relevance to occupation: superior mentalability,

adequate education, good work habits, and chance. The last may not seem to

be immediately relevant to occupational success, but when one considers the

greater indeterminacy surrounding women’s employmentat that time, the im-

plication becomes obvious — and poignant.

Marriage and family. Attitudes and behaviors with respect to marriage and

family have been shownto be important factors in women’s career development

(Card, Steel, & Abeles, 1980; Falk & Cosby, 1978; Featherman, 1980; Matthews

& Tiedeman, 1964; Rosenfeld, 1979; Stewart, 1980; Treiman, 1985). In our

sample,all but five of the single women belongedto the career group. Aswill be

seen in Chapter 6, they had some exceptional personality qualities and their

inclusion in the career group influences markedly certain of the differences we

have reported above, especially self-confidence. In contrast, only 37 percent of

the married women had careers. However, the married career womenalsodif-

fered sharply from the noncareer womenin certain aspects of their experience.

The career workers married later; their average age at first marriage was 26.3

years whereas the noncareer women averaged 23.8 years. Fewer married career

women had children (73 percent versus 90 percent). Fewer of them had intact

marriages, as judged byfinal marital status in 1986 (33 percent versus 50 percent

of noncareer women who married), the difference being accounted for about

equally by divorce and widowhood. We examined spouse’s occupation, as re-

ported in 1940, but this variable did not differentiate between the two groups.
Attitudes as well as real-life experiences also differentiated the two groups.

Wehavealready noted the differences in 1936 planning and 1972recollection of

the plans. There were also differences in the women’s recall of the relative
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importance they placed on family and occupational goals in young adulthood. In

1972 (Question 8), the women were asked to indicate the importance of several

life goals in the plans they made for themselves in early adulthood, with four

response options: (1) “Less important to me than to most people”; (2) “Looked

forward to a normal amount of success in this respect”; (3) “Expected a good
deal of myself in this respect”; and (4) “Of prime importance to me; was pre-

paredto sacrifice other things for this.” The women’s responsesto these items by

the three career groups are presented below.

Homemakers Career workers Income workers

Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N

   

 

Occupational success 1.86 93 102 2.68 74 163 1.94 87 63
Family life 3.63 .69 158 2.94 .98 161 3.28 87 67

The career women placed greater emphasis on career and less emphasis on
family than the non-career women.It is important to note, however, that among
the career women themselves, family wasrated as relatively more important than

occupation. Wewill find variation among the career women, however, when we

compare the responses of the women who had steady careers with those of

women whosecareers were interrupted.

Integrative analysis. An integrative descriptive discriminant analysis was

run to illustrate the relative importance of each type of variable when combined

with the others to predict career group membership. Variables were chosen for

the analysis on the basis of their representativeness of each type of variable in

combination with the relative completenessofthe data. The variables chosen for

the analysis were a composite measuring parents’ encouragement of indepen-

dence, parents’ rating of the subject’s liking for school in 1922, educational

level, ambition from age 30 to age 40, self-confidence, having ever married, and

1972 retrospective ratings on the importance of goals for occupational and fam-

ily life.* The results of the analysis are presented in Table 5.7.

The results of the discriminant analysis show the importance of occupational

goals and attitudes and behavior with respect to family life for these women’s

career pursuit. The variable weighted highest in the analysis was importance of

occupational goals in young adulthood. Two otherrole variables, importance of

goals for family life and having ever married, also contributed highly to the

prediction. Level of education reached and parents’ encouragement of indepen-

dencewerealso relatively important variables.

Summary. The women whodeveloped careers did not differ much in child-

hood from those who followed moretraditional patterns. They were no brighter

by tested IQ nor did they do better work in school. Their parents did detect some

slightly greater ambition to excel and to persevere, however, and field-workers

* To provide a large enough sample for a multivariate analysis, mean subgroup substitutions

were made on the individual variables making up the composites of family encouraged indepen-

dence, ambition from age 30 to 40, and on the 1972 retrospective goal items.
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TABLE 5.7

Results ofa Discriminant Analysis Predicting Career Work Pattern

versus Noncareer Work Pattern as Reported by Women

in Later-Maturity Group in 1972
 

 

Standardized
Year discriminant function

reported Variable coefficient

1950 Parents encouraged independencein childhood .20
1922 Liked school(parents’rating) .O5

Cumulative High level of education 28

1960 Ambition, ages 30—40 10
1940 Self-confidence AS

Cumulative Always-single marital status 23

1972 High importance of occupational goals in young adulthood 65
1972 High importance of family goals in young adulthood —.27

Wilks’s lambda = .71; df = 1,305; p < .01
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires, parents’ ratings, and cumulative education data.

clearly detected greater achievement motivation in them. They themselvesre-

ported liking school and schoolwork more, and they got better gradesin college.

By young adulthood their greater interest in occupation and lesser interest in

family formation as compared with the other women becameevident. More of
them remained unmarried; the ones who married did so later than the noncareer

womenandafter they married fewerofthem had children. They spent additional

years on higher education. By mid-life they had recognized their own compe-

tence; they were self-confident and achievementoriented. The plans they had

had from young adulthood werebeing well fulfilled. In sum,it appears that these

womenhad different motivesearly in life, for reasons we have not detected, and

their own personalities interacting with events imposed ontheirlives resulted in

a level of career pursuit uncharacteristic of their generation.

Steady versusInterrupted Career Patterns

This next analysis deals with the career workers only.It divides them into two

groups, those who had steady and continuous employment (N = 68), with no

more than one five-year period without full-time work once it was begun (as

reported in 1977), and those whose work wassignificantly interrupted, usually

while raising families (N = 104). We examined all the variables mentioned in

connection with the previous analysis, and those which distinguished these two

groupsare listed in Table 5.8. All are phrased in such a wayas to characterize the

steady career workers, in contrast with the interrupted.

Noneof the differences is surprising if we start with the assumption that the

two groups represent women of two levels of commitment to their careers.

Seventy-seven percent of the single (never-married) women werein the steady

group, while only 31 percent of the married women were. The age atfirst
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marriage for the womenin the steady group who did marry was higher (28.5

years) than for the interrupted group (25.3 years). Fewer of the steadily em-

ployed married career workers had children than did the married interrupted

career workers (51 percent compared to 83 percent). More of the steadily em-

ployed had their marriages disrupted by divorce or widowhood (71 percent

versus 65 percent), but the difference was notstatistically significant. All these

differences are in the same direction as those between career and noncareer

women.

Finally, in 1972, although there was no overall difference between the recol-

lections of the steady-career and the interrupted-career womenasto the early

adulthood importance of occupation, the steadily employed womendid recall a

significantly lower importance of family goals in those years, as compared with
the other career women. The lesser emphasis on family for the steady-career

workers was due to the responsesof the single steady-career workers (N = 21),

the only group for whom occupational success was more important in young

adulthood plans than family life. Moreover, while not evidentin the overall com-

parison of steady-career and interrupted-career workers, occupational success
was more importantto the single steady-career workers than to the interrupted-
career workers. The recollections of the ever-married steady-career workers

TABLE 5.8

Variables Characterizing Steadily Employed Career Women

Contrasted with Women Whose Careers Were Interrupted

by Family Responsibility
(N: Steady = 68; Interrupted = 104; total = 172)
 

Year

reported Variable N Statistic Pp
 

Achievement motivation and behavior

1940 High gradesin college 140 t-test 05
Cumulative Highlevel of education 172 chi-square O01
1960 Ambition, age 30—40 136 t-test 10

Self-confidence andpurposiveness
1922 Perseverance (teachers’ rating) 147 t-test 05
1922 Conscientiousness(teachers’ rating) 145 t-test .O1

1950 Factors in success: good mental stability 149 t-test 05
1950 Factors in success: persistence in working

toward a goal 149 t-test 10
Marriage andfamily

Cumulative Never married 172 chi-square 01
Cumulative Olderageatfirst marriage 136 t-test 05
Cumulative Did not rear children 140 chi-square 01
Cumulative Marriage disrupted by divorce or widowing 141 chi-square n.s.

1972 Lesser importance of family goals in young
adulthood 161 t-test O01

1972 “AsI plannedit” career emphasis 153 chi-square Ol
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires from indicated years, teachers’ ratings, cumulative educational and personal data.
NOTE: The numberof cases for most of these variables is fewer than 172 because someofthe later maturity

group did not return one or more questionnaires.
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(N = 42) closely resembled thoseof the interrupted-career workers, with family
life reported as more important in young adulthood plans than occupational
success.

Other variables in Table 5.8 are self-explanatory. All the differences parallel
those reported in the previous comparison.

Income

As with the men, we must consider age in connection with income, because
retirement in later maturity leadsto its reduction. With the women, however,it is
necessary to take the three categories of work history into accountalso.

OwnEarned Income

In 1972 and 1977 the womenwere askedto report various incomefigures. In
1972 these included both the women’s ownearned incomeandhertotal family
incomefor 1970 and 1971, and an estimate of the average annual incomein both
categories in 1960-69. In 1977, they reported their own earned incomeandtotal
family income for 1976. Because they had such varied workhistories, Table 5.9
contains the incomefigures for each of the three work history patterns (home-
maker, career worker, and income worker) within each of the three age-groups.

The earned incomedata in Table 5.9 reflect the influences of both age-group
and career history. The youngest and middle age-groups generally had approx-
imately the same income in 1970 and 1971, and slight increases from 1971 to

1976. However, the mean incomeof the oldest group decreased from 1970 to
1971 in all three career groups, reflecting a reduction in paid employment. A
higher proportion of career workers reported earned income in comparison with
the other two groups. For example, incomefigures for 1970 were reported by 70
percent of the career workers, 20 percent of the homemakers, and 50 percent of
the income workers. As would be expected, the earned incomeof the career

workers was higherthan that of the homemakers and income workers. It should

be noted that the earned incomes of the women, even the career women, were

muchless than those of the men.

Family Income

In all the relevantcells of Table 5.9 the average earned incomefor the women

themselves wasusually less than half the average family income reported. The
average family incomes increased from 1971 to 1976 for all groups. Family
incomepatterns asrelated to work history group present a different picture from
those for the women’s own earned income. The homemakers, rather than the
career workers, had the highest mean family incomes,in the youngest and mid-
dle age-groups. This is due to the fact that a greater proportion of homemakers
than either career workers or income workers were married, and their husbands
had higher incomesthan the women who weresingle income workersor career
workers. In 1972, 82 percent of the homemakers were married compared with
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TABLE 5.9

Incomes of Womenin Later-Maturity Group by Age-Group

and Type of Work Historyfor 1960-69 Average,

1970, 1971, and 1976
(in thousands ofdollars)
 

Source

   

 

of Homemakers Career workers Income workers

Year income N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D.

Youngest age-group
1960-69 Self 4 2.5 3.0 29 8.1 4.8 13 4.5 2.6

1970 Self 11 3.6 2.9 34 11.6 6.0 13 7.2 2.3

1971 Self 12 45 3.4 33 12.9 5.8 12 75 2.2

1971 Family 40 39.8 25.4 34 28.5 18.2 18 18.9 11.5

1976 Self 5 74 6.4 20 15.3 8.0 8 11.6 2.3

1976 Family 32 49.7 47.7 31 29.9 29.7 15 27.9 20.9

Middle age-group
1960-69 Self 8 4.6 2.4 55 9.3 5.4 18 5.1 1.4

1970 Self 15 48 3.2 70 12.5 7.0 22 7.3 2.8

1971 Self 15 5.3 2.5 70 12.3 6.7 22 7.8 3.1

1971 Family 65 26.7 20.7 69 22.1 15.2 29 14.2 8.6

1976 Self il 12.0 19.9 35 12.6 10.5 12 6.7 5.1

1976 Family 55 27.8 26.5 69 25.2 16.9 24 19.0 15.1

Oldest age-group
1960-69 Self 5 4.2 1.9 22 10.0 4.3 5 6.6 5.9

1970 Self 6 4.8 4.2 18 16.7 18.9 5 7.8 6.4

1971 Self 4 2.3 1.5 17 12.2 5.7 5 6.2 4.7

197] Family 30 19.0 12.5 33 20.1 12.7 12 19.9 22.7

1976 Self 2 2.6 2.3 7 8.5 8.7 3 2.8 1.7

1976 Family 28 25.8 17.0 32 22.5 18.8 14 24.8 46.3
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires for indicated years.
NOTE: Average incomefor 1960-69 is a retrospective estimate from the 1972 questionnaire. Income in 1970

and 1971 asstated in response to 1972 questionnaire. Income in 1976as stated in response to 1977 questionnaire.
Income from “self” was earned income. Family income includes investment income and husband’s earnings.

50 percentof the career workers and 58 percent of the income workers.In 1976,

67 percent of homemakers were married, 35 percent of career workers, and 48

percent of income workers.

Income Adequacyin 1986

In the 1986 survey, questions about the actual dollar amount of income were

replaced by a question concerning the subjects’ perceptions of the adequacy of

their income (Question 24). The checklist permitted four answers: “More than

enough,” “quite adequate,” “barely adequate with care,” “really insufficient.”

There wasa relationship between lifetime work history and perceived income

adequacyas reported in 1986. This finding is based on the reports of the women
who responded to the career history item in 1972 as well as the financial ade-
quacy question in the 1986 questionnaire. Table 5.10 presents the numbers and

percentages of responses for each of the career history groups, and forthe total

later-maturity group. (Thetotal in the right-hand column is larger than the sum of
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TABLE 5.10
Adequacy ofFinancial Resources ofWomen in Later-Maturity Group

by Work History andfor Total Group (1986)
 

   

 

Income Later-maturity
Homemakers Career workers workers group

Adequacy N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

More than enough 52. 42.6% 41 35.3% 8 154% 116 34.2%
Quite adequate 61 50.0 67 57.8 39

=

75.0 195 57.5
Barely adequate with care 9 7.4 8 6.9 3 5.8 25 7.4
Really insufficient — — — — 2 3.8 3 0.9

Total 122 116 52 339

Significance (p) by chi-square .01
 

SOURCE: 1986 questionnaire.

NOTE: Numbersfor late-maturity groupare larger than the sum ofthe three work history groups because some
respondents did not answerthe question on careerstatus.

the three work history groups, since some subjects responding to the 1986 ques-
tionnaire did not respond to the work history question on the 1972 question-
naire). The two subjects for whom workhistory was available and whoindicated
that their income wasinsufficient were both income workers. Moreover, at the
upperendof the scale, income workers, as compared with the homemakers and
career workers, were relatively less likely to say that their income was “more
than adequate” and morelikely to fall into the “quite adequate” category. The
homemakerswere the mostlikely to indicate that their financial resources were
more than enough.

Whenthe responses of the 339 subjects answering this question were com-
pared across age-groups,no relationship was found between perceived income
adequacy and age-group. Three subjects indicated that their income was insuffi-
cient, one in each of the three age-groups. Overall, 58 percent of the sample
indicated that their income was quite adequate and 34 percentindicated thatit
was more than enough. These figures are almost identical with the men’s (see
Table 4.5). These evaluations by our subjects contrast with objective figures for
elderly womenin the general population (Grambs, 1989), which showthat many
are in poor financial situations in later-maturity. For example, in the Harris
survey conducted for the National Council on Aging in 1981, 11 percent of the
women aged 65 andolder said that they can’t make ends meet with the income
they have now, and 42 percentsaid that they just about manageto get by with
their present income.

Asfar as the subjects’ own evaluationoftheir financial situation is concerned,
the womenperceivedtheir incomein their aging yearsas either adequate or more
than adequate for their needs, andthis essentially parallels the men’s experience.
Amongthe women, however, the homemakers and career women werebetter off
than the income workers. Onefinal point about gender differences. Most of the
men were married at the time of the 1977 report on income. Therefore they are
best compared with the women homemakers so far as family income is con-
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cerned. Only the youngest group of women reported a family income approx-

imately the same as that of the men; the middle and oldest groups of women

reported substantially less (see Table 4.5).

Retirement

Amountof Workin Later Maturity

Research on women’s retirement is scarce (Palmore, Burchett, Fillenbaum,

George, & Wallman, 1985; Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990); even the two most com-

prehensive studies of retirement, the Retirement History Study (Irelan, 1972)
and the National Longitudinal Surveys (Parnes & Less, 1985) have severe lim-

itations in design for a comprehensive study of women (Gratton & Haug, 1983).

However, some recent research has found variations in women’s retirement

plans and behavior according to factors such as their occupation, work pattern,

and marital status (Gratton & Haug, 1983; Shaw, 1984; Szinovacz, 1982). In our

sample, the women, unlike the men, most of whom were working full timeat age

50, showed a great variety of working patterns, some with steady employment,

but many others with muchentry, exit, and reentry into the work force. Such

discontinuous work histories are common for womenin the general population
(Gratton & Haug, 1983). Measuring the extent to which the women worked in

later maturity, as well as their patterns of work cessation, was therefore not as

straightforward as it was for the men. We used data from the same questions as

for the men in 1977 (Question 26) and 1982 (Question 12) to determine the

percent of time worked at each year of age from 51 to 80, and then averaged

these percentages for half-decades overthatperiod. Theresults of this procedure

appear in Figure 5.5, which is comparable to Figure 4.4 for the men. A com-

parison of the two figures showsa clear similarity in form but somedifference in

the actual percentages. There wasa plateau for both sexesin the frequencyofall

three classes — full time, partially employed, and fully retired— between the

ages of 61 and 70. More of the men remained fully and partially employed

throughoutthe 25 years. These data are consistent with data from the Retirement
History Study comparing retirement patterns of men and unmarried working
women (Honig, 1985). The number of full retirements among the women in-
creased radically during the last half-decade, with as large a proportion fully

retired as were partially retired. As with the men, the numberofcases available

in the last half-decade is too small to give us confidence in the exact percentages

at the oldest age.

These findings come mainly from the career and income workers. Of the 202

women who werereporting for age 51, only 31 had described themselves as

homemakers in 1972. As the group grew older, a few more of the original

homemakers became employedfor a few years. By age 65, there were 44 ofthem

contributing to the figures presented in Figure 5.5. As P. S. Sears and Barbee

(1977) reported, some of the homemakers wishedin later life that they had had a
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Fig. 5.5. Percent of womenin later-maturity group engaged in full-time employment

(90-100 percent of time), partially engaged (11-89 percent), and fully retired (0-10

percent) in successive half-decades of their lives from 51 to 75 years (N = 202). Data
from 1977 and 1982 questionnaires.

career; at least a few of them were engaged in meaningful and challenging

employmentin their later years.

WorkHistory Related to Retirement Pattern

Unlike the men, the womenvaried greatly in the amountof time devoted to

work all through their lives. In the present section we will examine the career

workers and income workers separately by reference to whether they werefully

employedat age 50.

At age 50, 86 percent of the career workers reported working full time, and

the remaining individuals reported that they were retired, working between 10

percent and 90 percent time, or had become homemakers. Of the income work-

ers, 68 percent reported working full time at age 50. Most of the women who

characterized themselves as homemakers (64 percent) reported that they were

engaged in homemaking at age 50. They did not respondto the question on the

1977 questionnaire, since it was to be completed only by those who had had

some income-producing work since age 50.

The career and income worker women can be divided into two subgroups:
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full-time workers at age 50, and those not fully employed. The average percent-

age of time worked annually from age 50 onward was computed separately for

these two subgroups. Figure 5.6 presents the data for the full-time career and

income workers, and Figure 5.7 presentsthe graphsfor those not fully employed.
Figure 5.6 showsthatthe full-time workers began reducing work well before

the age of 65. The twofigures show opposite patterns in the rate of work reduc-

tion for the career workers and the income workers. The income workers who

worked full time at age 50 worked more than the career workers between the

ages of 60 and 70. For women not employed full-time at age 50, the opposite was

true, with career workers working more than income workers between 60 and 70.
These twofindings mayreflect the intrinsic motivation that usually accompanies
career work, in contrast to work pursued solely for income (Price-Bonham &

Johnson, 1982). In fact, as compared with career workers in this sample, the

income workers were morelikely to state in 1972 that financial rewards were

among the mostsatisfying aspects of their work (p < .07 by chi square). Thisis

understandable from the income data reported earlier, which showed income

workersto be less advantaged financially than career workers. Full-time income

workers found it more necessary for financial reasonsto persist longer in full-
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who were in full-time employment at age 50 (N = 113 and 39 for career workers and

income workersrespectively). Data from 1977 and 1982 questionnaires.
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Fig. 5.7. Percent of time worked from age 50 to age 75 by womeninlater-maturity group
who were not employedfull-time at age 50 (N = 28 and 19for career workers and income
workers respectively). Data from 1977 and 1982 questionnaires.

time workthan did full-time career workers. In contrast, career workersnotfully

employed at midlife were probably more interested intrinsically in their work

than income workers, and were therefore motivated to work a greater percentage
of time.

Mandatory Retirement

There waslittle difference between the career workers and income workers,

or between men and women,in the numberandagesofpeople subject to manda-

tory retirement. Over half the career workers and about half of the income

workers were subject to such termination of employmentor to one of the two

other situations that can be combined with it, retirement required with excep-
tions, or unofficial but customary retirement. Table 5.11 presents the numbers

and percentages of career workers and income workers subject to eachretire-

ment condition, together with the ages at which retirement was required. Since

these data were collected before changes in federal regulations prohibiting en-

forcement of retirement before age 70, age 65 was the most commonage of

mandatory retirement. However, 13 percent of the career workers reported ages

for retirement of 70 or above.

Retirement Preferences

Following the question concerning mandatory retirement (1977, Question 23)

the women were asked about their preferences for retirement (Question 25).
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Table 5.12 shows the numbersofcareer workers and income workers who would

have choseneachofthe four alternatives described in the note to the table. The

data for the subjects choosing the regular retirement option were obtained from
the previous question on age of mandatory retirement (Question 23). The table

also includes the ages at which subjects choosing each of the four options would

preferto retire.

There were no important differences between the career workers and income

workers nor between women and men. About half would choose 65 or 70 years

as optimal, and very few would preferto retire earlier than their mid-fifties. As

with the men, a statute to prevent mandatory retirement before age 70 seems

quite suitable for the vast majority of women.

Opportunities for Continued Work

The subjects were asked if there were opportunities for continued work after

mandatory retirement, with five opportunities specified (1977, Question 24), as

shownin the left-hand column of Table 5.13. Professional women,in particular,

tend to have more favorable attitudes toward retirement if they anticipate con-

tinuing workactivities beyond retirement (Price-Bonham & Johnson, 1982). The

table, containing the responses of 89 career workers and 28 income workers

subject to mandatory retirement, showstotals of more than the numberof sub-

jects and more than 100 percent because many subjects checked more than one

of the “yes” categories.

The career workers had more opportunities for continued workthan the in-

come workers, 42.9 percent of whom had no opportunities for continued work,

 

  

 

TABLE5.11
Retirement Rulesfor Women in Later-Maturity Group

Career workers Income workers

Pct. of total Pct. oftotal
N respondents N respondents

Mandatory retirement without exceptions 69 54.3% 19 39.6%
Retirement mandatory but exceptions made 12 9.4 4 8.3
Notofficially mandatory but customary 3 2.4 1 2.1

Ageofretirement of respondents

subject to aboverules

55 1 0.8 — —
60 1 0.8 2 4.2
62 1 0.8 — —
65 54 42.5 18 37.5
67 10 7.9 2 4.2
68 l 0.8 1 2.1
70 14 11.0 1 2.1
72 1 0.8 — —
75 1 0.8 — —

No mandatory rule 43 33.9 24 50.0
Total respondents 127 48
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.
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TABLE 5.12
PreferredAge ofRetirement ofFour Groups ofWomen in Later-Maturity Group

Who Were Career Workers or Income Workers (1977)
 

Group preferences
 

 

Preferred age Pct.
of retirement Earlier Regular Continue Decrease N oftotal

Career workers
50 or earlier 3 — — 1 4 3.8%
51-55 3 — — 2 5 4.8
56-60 7 — 2 11 20 19.2
61-65 7 16 2 5 30 28.8
66-70 1 4 10 8 23 22.1
Over 70 —_ — — — — —
Other 4 4 10 4 22 21.2

Total 25 24 24 31 104
Pct. of total 24.0 23.1 23.1 29.8

Income workers

50 orearlier 2 — —_— _— 2 5.3
51-55 — — — — — —
56—60 4 — — 4 8 21.1
61-65 1 4 2 5 12 31.6
66-70 — 3 ] — 4 10.5
Over 70 — _ 1 —~ 1 2.6
Other 1 5 4 1 11 28.9

Total 8 12 8 10 38
Pct. of total 21.0 31.6 21.1 26.3
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.

NOTE: “Earlier” were women who would have preferred to retire earlier than the mandatory age; “Regular”
were women whopreferred the mandatory age; “Continue” were women who wanted to continue beyond the
mandatory age and then retire completely; “Decrease” were women who wantedto start decreasing work at the
ages given in the table andfully retire some yearslater.

compared with 22.5 percent of the career workers. There waslittle difference in
the kinds of opportunities that did exist, except that more career workers had
opportunities as consultants or free-lancers. In respect to opportunities, then, the
career women reported much the same experience as the men(see Table 4.8).

Summary

The Terman women,like the men, were highly educated. Seventy percentof the
women in the later-maturity group obtained bachelor’s degrees, and over 40 per-
cent secured master’s degrees or had some graduate work. However, in contrast
to the men, only 4 percent obtained doctoral or major professional degrees. The
Depression of the 1930s and World War II decreased the level of the women’s
education,as it did with the men.

Between 1940 and 1977 there wasrelatively little change in the proportion of
the women who were engaged in the various types of occupations. About 40
percent were primarily homemakers; about 40 percent were in professional,
semi-professional, and managerial occupations; and about 19 percent were sales
and service workers. Between 1960 and 1977 the proportion of women in man-
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agerial occupations increased, with a corresponding decrease in sales/service

work. The gifted women with only high school or some college education were

employed significantly more often at higher-level occupations than were women

of equivalent educationin a representative national sample.

Bytheir own retrospective descriptions in 1972, 40 percent of the women had
been homemakers, 42 percent had had careers, and 18 percent had been income
workers. Career womentested significantly higher than noncareer women onthe

Concept Mastery Test in both 1940 and 1950. In addition, several measures of

achievement motivation favored the career workers. These includedparents’ and

field-workers’ ratings at elementary and high school age andself-ratings in

adulthood. Career workers’ educational attainments were also higher than non-

career workers’, both in numberand quality and in level of degrees obtained. A

greater liking for school, and especially for arithmetic, characterized the career

workers in both elementary school and college, as did parents’ ratings of per-

severance in childhood,andself-ratings of self-confidence and purposivenessin
young and middle adulthood. Moreover, career workers were more frequently

“always single,” married at an older age, were less likely to rear children, and

were more likely to have had their marriages disrupted by divorce or widow-

hood. In young adulthood, career workers also had planned an occupational

future rather than a family-oriented one, to a greater extent than had the non-

career workers.

The differences between continuously employed career workers and those

whose careers were interrupted by family responsibilities paralleled those be-

tween career workers and noncareer workers, those with interrupted careers

being more similar to the noncareer women. Variables measuring achievement

motivation and behavior, self-confidence and persistence, and planning for a

career in young adulthood, all favored the steadily employed career women.

TABLE §.13

Work Opportunities in Same Occupation Available After Retirement

for Womenin Later-Maturity Group (1977)
 

 

Career workers Income workers

Work opportunities N Pct. N Pct.

No opportunities 20 22.5% 12 42.9%
Yes, in other companiesorinstitutions, with pay 19 21.3 5 17.9

Yes, under less advantageous employmentcircumstances 9 10.1 4 14.3

Yes, as a consultant, free-lance,etc. 35 39.3 6 21.4

Yes, same work, without institutional affiliation 3 3.4 — —

Yes, same workon a voluntary basis with sameinstitution 18 20.2 5 17.9

Other 8 9.0 1 3.6

Total respondents 89 28
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.
NOTE: 69 career workers gave “Yes” responses, but because some gave two or more, the numberof “Yes”

responses exceeds 69; 16 income workers gave “Yes” responses, but the numberof “Yes” responses exceeds 16 for
the samereason. Percentages in both groups add to more than 100 for this reason.
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Similarly, the steady career workers were more frequently “always single,” or

married at an older age and werelesslikely to rear children.

In the decade before 1972 and in 1976 the women’s earned income was

substantially less than the men’s. By 1976 the career workers had the highest

earned income, while the homemakers hadthe highest family income. The ca-

reer workers and income workers had approximately equal family income. By
1986, 91 percent of the womenreported that their financial resources were either
“quite adequate” or “more than enough.” As with the men, this contrasts with

less favorable evaluations of financial adequacy in the general population of

older persons. The homemakers and career workers were better off than the

incomeworkers, judging by self-evaluations of financial adequacy.

The work patterns of the women were more complicated than those of the
men, and the data reveal someretirement patterns for the women.Partial retire-
ment appears to have been an important modeofretirement for the women,as for

the men. However, the rate of retirement from work appears to be somewhat

faster for the women. The career workers, like the men, reported that they had

opportunities for continued workafter retirement.

The Terman women,like the men, continued to be quite active in the years

of later maturity, aging successfully in this respect. Many of the women who
worked, especially the career women, were taking advantage of or creating
opportunities to continue occupation-related work well into the years of later
maturity. On the whole, however, the kinds of activities in which the women

engaged wereless oriented toward work for income. They were carrying volun-

teer work into their later years, some of them substituting volunteer work for

work for incomeas they retired. Many of the homemakers continued volunteer

activities begun much earlier. These involvements of the Terman womenal-

lowedthem,like the men, to pursue meaningful activities while at the same time

reducingtheir level of activity to meet their needs as they aged.



* PART III

Social Bonds



Marital History

The marital histories of the Terman gifted group seem to display almostall the

variety of human relationships that existed in the American population in this
period. We know of no homicides, but every other kind of experience appearsto

have occurred. We have records of single divorces, multiple divorces, intact

lifetime marriages, no marriageat all, homosexual partners, and widowing. (The

term “widowing” will be applied to the death of a spouse of either sex.) The

effects of these relationships (or nonrelationships) on the individual’s well-being

may range from highly positive to severely negative, the latter including by

inference suicide (cf. Shneidman, 1973; Tomlinson-Keasey, Warren, & Elliott,

1986).
Obviously, someofthis variation stemmed from life events — who mated with

whom,opportunities for forming relationships in a given milieu, favorable or un-

favorable occupational experiences, and continuing responsibilities with one’s

family of origin that seemed to demandother priorities. Not surprisingly, the

unique personalities of the individuals themselvesalso contributed to the varia-

tions in their marital histories. We must take these personality differences as

given, for we have no meansof determiningtheir origins from our presentdata.

Doubtless some differences were genetic, some were the products of early fam-

ily experiences, and still others were the products of complex adaptations —

coping — that the individuals developed to deal with the reality of the external

world.

Many ofthe events and personality qualities that lead to a particular marital

history andits final outcome were idiosyncratic. The best we can dois point to a

few paths in some brief case vignettes. It is to other, measurable, variables,

however, that this chapter will give most attention. We shall search among
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common demographic variables and several aspects of personality to discover

whetherthere are consistent predictors of marital outcomes. Weshall examine,

too, how effectively Terman’s Marital Aptitude Test, which was constructed and

administered to the subjects nearly half a century ago, predicted their marital

happinessandsuccess.

Family Formation and Dissolution

The early stages of family formation have been summarized for the Terman

group as a whole in previous volumes (Oden, 1968; Terman & Oden, 1947,

1959). With respect to age at first marriage, the later-maturity group does not

differ in any respect from the Terman group as a whole. The median inthe later-
maturity group was 24 years for both sexes, though the mean was 23 for the

womenand 25 for the men. Four percent of the men and 14 percent of the women

married before age 21, and 5 percent of both sexes delayed marriagesuntil after

age 36. The latest marriage was that of a man whosefirst marriage was at 69.

Disruption by death and divorce began very soon.In the early years, divorce was

the chief source of broken marriages, but in later maturity death played an
increasingrole.

It is not possible to give a final account of marital matters in this volume,
for —as with occupation— people have the potential to change their status as

long as they live. For the purposes of the present chapter we will use the marital

histories of the later-maturity group as they were whenlast reported. Only for the

131 men and 70 women whodied between 1972 and 1986 arethese final. Among

those responding in 1986 we can expect a few more remarriages, possibly a

divorce or two, and certainly many more widowings. But now that we have a

near-final report on marital histories we shall be able to trace antecedents of four

of the variety of experiences they had—single status, stable single marriage,
single divorce, and multiple divorces. The following chapter will turn to the
current marital statuses of the subjects in their later maturity, and finally to the

associated matters of living arrangements, children, and family networks.

Patterns of Marriage, Divorce, Remarriage

The parents of nearly all of our subjects were born during the last three decades

of the nineteenth century. Mostof their parents (the subjects’ grandparents) had

been born before the middle of that century, when America waslargely agrarian

except for the Boston-to-Philadelphia east coast. Until well after mid-century,

large families were customary; the subjects’ parents quite commonly hadsix or

more siblings. These parents, however, belonged to a generation that experi-

enced sharply increased urbanization,still particularly in the northeast but be-

comingnoticeable also in the midwest. Thus while manyofour subjects had not-

very-distant agrarian roots, they themselves were morelikely than their parents

to have been born into a middle-class business or professional family. This
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status, together with the increasing urbanization, was associated with smaller

families. In the families the later-maturity sample grew upin, the mean number

of children was 3.68 (including the subject).

Both the middle-class status and the recently agrarian background favored a

tradition of stability in marriage. Separation and divorce were by no means

unknownin the parental generation, but the cultural norm was for a marriage to

remain intact until one or the other partner died.

Subjects’ Parents

What a society’s culture prescribes is not necessarily whatall its members do.

Amongthe 962 couples who parented the later-maturity group of 569 men and
494 women,there were 124 divorces or permanentseparations (12.9 percent). A

few of the latter could properly be called desertions, most often by the husband.

Eighty-five percent of these marital disruptions occurred before the subjects had

left home. There wasnosignificant difference in this respect between the parents

of boys andthoseofgirls.

Divorce wasless destructive of marriages than death, however. One hundred

and fifty-nine fathers (16.5 percent) and 80 mothers (8.3 percent) died before

their children reached age 21. Here again there was no sex difference in the

children’s experience. Death and/or divorce left more than a third (35.8 percent)

of the youngsters to be reared outside the cultural norm of a stable marriage in

the family of origin.

The parents who becamethe children’s caretakers were mostly their mothers

(80.6 percent). There was no gender difference in this respect. (The children of

either sex who stayed with a surviving father tended to be older.) It is also not

surprising that the fathers who becamecaretakersafter loss of a wife were much

more likely to remarry than were the mothers who remainedascaretakersafter

the loss of a husband. Amongthe fathers 68.6 percent remarried, whereas only

19.9 percent of the mothers did so.

Though 80.6 percent of the caretakers were the mothers, this figure is mis-

leading as a guide to the customsof the times or to gender differences or sim-

ilarities in marital choices. If we consider only those cases in whichthe family of

origin was broken by divorce, and the remaining caretaker waseither father or
mother(disregarding the very few cases of child placementwith neither), we find

that the mother almost always became the caretaker; in 95.1 percent of the

marriages broken by divorce, the child was placed with the mother. In the

divorced group there was no difference in the proportions of fathers and mothers

who remarried. When the mother wascaretaker, 29.6 percent of the fathers and

28.8 percent of the mothers remarried. Onthe other hand,in the five cases where
the divorced fathers were the caretakers four remarried, while none oftheir ex-
wivesdid.

An additional alleviating circumstance after the breakup of the original fam-

ilies was that a few children weretransferred to the care of relatives or family

friends who provided two-parent households for their rearing. With these ar-
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rangements addedto the remarriages andtheintact original marriages, 416 boys

(73.1 percent) and 394 girls (79.8 percent) were reared in two-parent homes.

It is clear that no matter what the culture prescribed, divorce, in addition to

death, made a substantial contribution to departure from the normative ideal of a

stable marriage as the foundation for children’s rearing in the first two decades of

this century. This discrepancy between cultural prescriptions and behavior can-

not be cast aside as a perturbation produced by unsocialized deviants; these
parents were a part of the stable, productive, and intelligent segment of Ameri-

can society.

The fact that widowed mothers were much more likely than widowed fathers

to continue child rearing without a partner calls for explanation. Perhaps, in

keeping with tradition and as a result of role training, they were better able to
managethe child-rearing function,or at least feared it less. Perhaps they had less
choice, because of the imbalance in numberof available partners for men and

women. Perhaps their children made themless attractive as remarriage partners.

Or perhaps they simply chosethatlife-style; they did not want, or seek to secure,

a partner of the opposite sex.

Marriages of the Subjects

The majority of the later maturity subjects had stable marriages. Table 6.1
summarizes the many varieties of their marital experiences in five categories.

The sex differences were substantial in some respects, minimal in others. The

proportion of womenin the later-maturity sample who never married was more

than double that of men, the men’s rate being slightly lower than that of other

men of similar ages, while the later-maturity women’s rate was slightly above

that of other women of similar ages (see U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1988).
Lifelong intact marriages were much commonerfor the men than the women.

The proportions of intact marriages of men and womenare misleading, however,

unless taken in conjunction with the proportions of people whose spouses died

after a lifetime of living together. The true proportion of intact marriages is

obtained by adding the second andfourth lines of the table, and dividing by the

total numberoflater-maturity subjects. This calculation showsthat 70.1 percent

of the men and 68.2 percent of the women married only once, the marriage,if

terminated, being ended only by death of the spouse. The divorce rates of 26

percent for men and 24 percent for women were roughly comparable to those of

American marriages during the 1930’s and early 1940’s when mostof thefirst

marriages among our subject occurred (see Preston & McDonald, 1979). How-

ever, as noted in Chapter 3 in the discussion ofattrition, those with normative

marital histories — intact marriages and widowing — are somewhat morehighly

represented in the later-maturity sample, compared with the full Terman sample.

Marital Roles and Mutual Support

Marriage, like other social roles, carries with it a set of associated respon-

sibilities and tasks. While even today the division of labor in families is some-

what traditional, in our subjects’ generation the breakdown of tasks between
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TABLE 6.1

Marital History ofthe Later-Maturity Group at Latest Report
 

 

 

Men Women

N Pct. N Pct.

Alwayssingle 20 3.5% 38 7.7%
Married, no divorce 328 57.6 191 38.7

Oneor more divorces 129 22.6 90 18.2

Widowedonly 71 12.5 146 29.6

Widowedand divorced 21 3.7 29 5.9

Total 569 494

Significance (p) of sex difference, by chi-square .01
 

SOURCE: Cumulative marriage data.

genders wasespecially sharp (Bernard, 1942; Lynd & Lynd, 1937; Pleck, 1985).

Women wereassigned the major responsibility for homemakingandchild care,

and men were assigned the major responsibility for breadwinning. For women,

the role of helpmate came along with homemaking; many womenplayed a

supportive role in their husband’s career. Men’s sharing in household work

tendedto be restricted to those tasks less sex-typed as feminine. However, men

also had the opportunity to lend support to their wives in their activities outside

the home, including community service and paid employment.In this section,

we will examine our subjects’ reports in later maturity concerning the role

division and mutual support in their marriages.

In the 1972 questionnaire (Question 12) the subjects were asked about the

division of responsibilities in their marriage, in terms of the husband’srelative

responsibility for “care and training of children to age 16 and after 16,” “day-to-

day household work,” “care of garden,” and “managing family finances and

major purchases.” Responses were on a five-point scale. The midpoint of the

scale (3) represented an equal division of responsibility, with lower numbers

indicating that the husband took less responsibility than the wife, and higher

numbers indicating that the husband took more responsibility than the wife.

Table 6.2 compares the responses of the men and women.In the marriages of

both men and womensubjects, the division of responsibility for day-to-day

household tasks was sharp, with women assuming almost exclusive respon-

sibility. Womenalso carried predominant responsibility for the care of children,

particularly those under age 16. The one large difference between the marriages

of the men and women subjects concerned managing family finances and major

purchases. The men subjects had more responsibility than their wives for these

matters but the women subjects took equal responsibility with their husbands.

The only area in which the mean ratings for husband’s responsibility were at the

mid-point of the scale in the marriages of both men and womensubjects wasthe

care of the garden. However, the standard deviation for this item is quite large,

indicating substantial variability in couples’ assignmentof this responsibility. A

fair amountof variability also occurred in someofthe otherareas.

The relation between the women subjects’ employment and the domestic
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TABLE 6.2

Extent ofHusband’s Domestic Responsibilities in Marriages

ofLater-Maturity Group (1972)
 

Mensubjects’ Womensubjects’

marriages marriages

Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N P
  

 

Care andtraining of children to age 16 2.31 0.62 414 2.29 0.63 304 as.
Care andtraining of children afterage 16 2.64 0.70 402 2.51 0.75 286 .05
Day-to-day household work 1.63 0.67 465 1.65 0.73 376 ns.

Care of garden 3.13 144 460 3.03 150 364 nos.

Managing family finances and major
purchases 3.89 102 468 3.19 1.17 383 Ol
 

SOURCE: 1972 questionnaire.
NOTE: Responses were coded as follows for men/women, respectively (for present or latest marriage only):

1 = Almost none/almost none; 2 = Less than wife’s/less than mine; 3 = About equal to wife’s/about like mine;

4 = Greater than my wife’s/greater than mine; 5 = Almost entirely mine/almost entirely his. Significance (p) of

sex differences was determined by/-test.

responsibilities of their husbands is explored in Table 6.3, which presents the

ratings of the husband’s responsibility by the three work history groups for

womenidentified on the 1972 questionnaire — homemakers,career workers, and

income workers. Althoughthe absolute scale differences were small, husbands’

relative responsibilities did vary somewhat according to their wives’ workpat-

terns. Most noteworthy is that career workers’ and income workers’ husbands

shared more responsibility for day-to-day household work, compared with the

homemakers’ husbands. Also, the career workers’ husbands took more respon-

sibility than the other husbands for the care and training of young children.

Career women and income workers shared responsibility for managing family
finances almost equally with their husbands— more equally than the home-

makers. However, the homemakers reported a more equal sharing of respon-

sibility in managing family finances than the men reported concerning their

marriages.

Interestingly, an analysis of the degree of domestic responsibility of our three

male occupational groups — professionals, men in higher-level business occupa-

tions, and men in lower-level occupations — showednosignificant differences

between the groups. However, in 1972 the men were asked to indicate their

wife’s main occupations since the age of 30. We separated the men into two

groups — those who gave “homemaker”as their wife’s occupation, and those

that gave some other occupation. The domestic responsibilities of the various

occupational groups did not differ among the men with homemakerwives, but

there were differences among the men with working wives. The professionals

and higher-level businessmen took more responsibility than the men in lower-

level occupations for the care of young children (meansof 2.38, 2.41, and 2.05

respectively; p < .10), and the professionals took more responsibility for day-to-

day household work when their wives were career workers or income workers

(meansof 2.00, 1.73, and 1.68 respectively; p < .05).
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These findings seem to indicate greater sharing of responsibility for house-
hold work whenwiveshadjobs,and are consistent with the conclusions of Blood

and Wolfe (1960). We do not know to what extent working women’s husbands
took more domestic responsibility because their wives worked, and to what
extent the willingness of the husbandsto share in responsibility in household
tasks enabled the womento workoutside the home.It is also important to keep in
mind that a husband’s high relative share of responsibility for household work
maynotindicate a high absolute level of responsibility for the husband, but may

result from a lower level of responsibility on the part of the wife who is em-

ployed, as Pleck (1985) argues.
In 1972 and 1977, subjects were also asked about the wife’s contribution to

the husband’s career (1972, Question 11 for men, Question 10 for women; 1977,
Question 17 for men, Question 16 for women; these questions were identical).
Table 6.4 comparesthe results of the women and men. (The percentages add to
more than 100, because many individuals marked more than one option.) As can

be seen in the table, the pattern for the women subjects differed from that of the

men subjects’ wives — more of the Terman womenhad careers that were inde-
pendentof their husbands’, and,at the sametime, they participated morein their
husbands’ careers. It appears that these capable women broughttheir abilities,

not only to their ownactivities, but also to those of their husbands.

A further issue is whether the husbands of our subjects extended to their

wives the same degree of support in their activities outside the homeas the

women provided them. The women were askedto indicate the role their husband
played in their career or community service in the 1972 questionnaire (Question

11). (A similar question in 1977 proved unusable dueto the lack of recording of

multiple responses.) Table 6.5 summarizes the women’s responses.(The percent-

ages total to more than 100% because many women checked more than one

TABLE 6.3

Extent ofDomestic Responsibilities ofHusbands as Reported in 1972

by Women Homemakers, Career Workers, and Income Workers

in Later-Maturity Group
 

Homemakers Career workers Income workers
 

Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N P
 

Care andtraining of children
to age 16 2.24 060 147 243 0.56 892.24 68 51 05

Care and training of children

after age 16 2.54 0.72 143 248 0.70 85 2.44 87 645) ons.
Day-to-day household work 144 059 158 192 0.82 127 1.60 14 66 Ol
Care of garden 2.84 146 157 3.27 #150 122 3.02 152 61 06
Managing family finances

and major purchases 3.35 121 162 3.04 104 130 3.07 411.29 67 .06
 

SOURCE: 1972 questionnaire.

NOTE: Responses were coded as follows: | = Almost none; 2 = Less than mine; 3 = Aboutlike mine; 4 = Greater than mine;

5 = Almostentirely his. The significance (p) of differences among the three groups of women was determined by one-way
analysis of variance.
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TABLE 6.4

Wife’s Activities in Relation to Husband’s Career Reported by Men

and Women Subjects in Later-Maturity Group (1972 and 1977)
 

 

  

1972 1977

Reported Reported Reported Reported
by men by women by men by women

Wife’s activities N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pet.
 

Wife’s career essentially
independent of husband’s 198 41.9% 185 47.8%° 148 37.2% 149 46.7%?

Wife’s work contributed
directly to husband’s? 89s «18.8 107 27.6 102. 25.6 83 26.0

Wife took substantial
responsibility for
supporting activities? 140 29.6 98 25.3 145 36.4 69 21.64

Couple discussed husband’s
work frequently 279 559.0 285 73.64 238 859.8 226 70.84

Wife knew very little about
husband’s work 96 20.3 36 9.34 78 =©19.6 25 7.84

Total respondents 473 387 398 319
 

SOURCE: 1972 and 1977 questionnaires.
4p < 01 by chi-square bn < 05 ‘p< 10 4Help in planning collaboration, other regular interactions.
Social welfare of associates, activities to build good will for husband’s business,etc.

response.) We foundthat there was appreciable support from their husbandsfor

the women’s work or community activities, particularly in regard to discussing

their wife’s work.

Because a wife’s employmentran counterto established genderroles for this

cohort, in 1977 subjects were asked to evaluate the effect of the wife’s working
on their marriage,if the wife had worked for most of the marriage (Question 18).

A majority of both the men and the women(61 percent and 56 percent, respec-

tively) felt that the effect of the wife’s working waspositive, with few perceiving

a negative effect. Men’s views, however, were relatively more sanguine than

women’s (p < .05 by chi-square for the distribution of responses acrosssex). In

addition to more menperceiving a positive effect, men were morelikely to see a

neutral effect (29 percent vs. 21 percent), and less likely to see a mixedeffect (7
percent vs. 17 percent). The women’s report on the effect on the marriage was

more positive than that noted in the Berkeley studies (see Clausen, 1990), but the

somewhatless favorable view ofthis issue by the women mayindicaterole strain

or unfavorable attitudes of their husbands toward their working, as was found in

the samples studied at Berkeley.

Divorce

Asindicated in Table 6.1, 26 percent of the men and 24 percent of the women

had a history of divorce at sometimein their lives. The total for the group (25.3

percent) was almost twice the percentage amongtheir parents (12.9 percent). A

more accurate measure of change from generation to generation can be obtained
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by focusing on the divorce figures of the married-with-children membersof the

younger group (because by definition the comparison group includes no child-

less parents). There were 142 childless married members of the subject group
and 58 unmarried,a total of 200. If we eliminate these cases from consideration,
863 couples who had children can be compared with the 962 parental couples. In
this selected group the divorce rate was 30.0 percent, a little larger than the

divorce rate in the total group. Evidently the presence or absence of children

made a small difference in the decision to divorce, the presence of children

leading to a slightly higher divorce rate. Although some marriagesintact at the

time of the subjects’ last reports may have subsequently been broken by divorce,

there were probably only a few of these. (Only nine of the 1986 respondents had

divorced in the ten preceding years.) The 143 percent increase from generation

to generation is probably a good estimate of the secular trend of the divorce rate
for this kind of group.

Remarriage

In both sexes, divorce was much more commonly followed by remarriage

than was widowing,as indicated in Table 6.6. The men were much morelikely to

remarry under both circumstances.

Muchof the difference in remarriage rates after widowing and divorce is

attributable to the ages of the subjects when the marriages ended. Divorces came

earlier in the life cycle (median age 35 years for both sexes) than did deaths of

spouses (median age for women, 62, and for men, 64). The effect of this differ-

ence on frequency of remarriage is easily seen when the divorced subjects are

divided into two groups — those who divorcedprior to and after 1945. Ninety-

five percent of the men divorced in 1945 or earlier remarried, but only 70 percent

of those divorced between 1946 and 1986 remarried. The outcomesfor the two

groups of women were far more disparate; 84 percent of those divorced before

1945 remarried compared with only 32 percent of those divorced between 1946

and 1986. There is no way of knowing how muchofthis genderdifference is due

to choice and how muchto the relative shortage of available men after young

TABLE 6.5

Husband’s Role in Career or Community Service ofWomen

in Later-Maturity Group (1972)
 

 

Husband’s participation N Pct.

Husbandknewvery little about wife’s activities 52 13.5%
Couple discussed wife’s work frequently 229 59.5
Husband contributeddirectly to wife’s activities 93 24.2

In manyofthese activities, husband and wife were full collaborators 75 19.5
Wife did not engage muchin suchactivities during marriage 69 17.9

Total respondents 385
 

SOURCE: 1972 questionnaire, womensubjects.
NOTE: N’s add to more than total respondents and percentages add to more than 100 because many

women gave two or more responses.
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TABLE6.6

Frequency ofRemarriage by Later-Maturity Group After Divorce or Death ofSpouse
 

 

 

 

Men Women

Divorce Death Divorce Death

Remarriage N Pct. N Pet. N Pet. N Pct.

No 28 18.5% 32 45.7% 46 38.7% 132 90.4%

Yes 123 81.5 38 54.3 73 61.3 14 9.6

Total 151 70 119 146

Significance(p)
by chi-square 01 01
 

SOURCE: Cumulative marriage data.

NOTE: This table gives outcomesafterthe first marriage only.

adulthood, or to the possible unattractiveness of taking on stepchildren with a

new spouse.
The categories in Tables 6.1 and 6.6 are arbitrary, of course; they combineall

the subjects who have had a divorce into a single percentage, no matter how

many divorces they had or whether they remarried or not. The sameis true for
those who lost a spouse by death. This hides many individual differences in
marital experience, a few of them spectacular. In Table 6.7 all those in thelater-
maturity group who experienced divorce or widowing are divided into more

revealing subgroups. The table shows what percentage of the later maturity

group had each marital record. The most notablefigure is that slightly more than

a quarter of the women whowere widowed remained unmarried. This proportion

is aboutfive times the rate for men in the same circumstance.

It should be kept in mind, whenassessingthe stability of marriage, that most

of those men and women whodivorcedor lost a spouse by death early in their

lives and then remarried had almost asstable a marital history as those who were
more fortunate in their first marriage. The same can be said for those whose
lifelong stable marriage was terminated only by death of one of the spouses.

Prediction of Marital Outcomes

During the late 1920’s and the 1930’s, a numberof social scientists turned to the

study of marital happiness. The burgeoning child guidanceclinics, the develop-

ing profession of marriage counseling, and the broadening of psychiatric prac-

tice to include people with disturbances not requiring hospitalization led to a

realization that the broken home,especially a homebroken bydivorce, could be

detrimental to the mental health both of the marriage partners and of the children

concerned.

Divorce was viewed as an index of marital unhappiness, a sign of the failure

of the institution of marriage. Single marital status — which we will call “non-

marriage” — was viewedaseither a misfortune or a sign of possible maladjust-

ment, mitigated in some instances by the specialized demandsof a religious
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calling. These two kinds of marital (or non-marital) experience were deviations

from the cultural norm,and therefore couldcarry a threat to the welfare of people

who experienced them. To a psychometrician of that time, the construction of a
predictive test to measure marital aptitude wasa natural step.

The Marriage Study

During the late 1930’s, Terman turned his attention to psychological factors

conducive to marital happiness (Terman, 1938). For his study of nearly 800

married couples, unselected for intellectual level, he constructed twotests that

later became importantto the present research. Thefirst was a measure ofmarital

happiness. No precise theory guided this effort, but it drew from previousre-

search by G. V. Hamilton (1929), Dickinson and Beam (1931), and Burgess and

Cottrell (1938). It was composed of 65 items relating to the subject’s conge-

niality with and complaints about his or her partner, and five items on sexual

compatibility. The split-half reliability was .89 for both spouses. The scores of

husband and wife correlated .52 with each other.

Terman’s purpose in constructing this test was to provide a criterion score,

i.e., a dependent or outcomevariable, that he could use as an index of happiness
in marriage. He looked forward to constructing a test of marital aptitude, a test
that he hoped would predict an individual’s marital happiness before a marriage

was undertaken. A preliminary form of the Marital Aptitude Test was used in the

original marriage study, but Terman constructed a more extensive one for use

with the gifted group. Like the marital happiness scale, it did not rest on a

detailed theory of the correlates of happy marriage, but it did draw on previous

studies of the qualities of personality associated with marital happiness and on
Terman’s own matchless intuition. The test as used with the gifted group was

labeled “Personality and Temperament” (Terman and Oden, 1947, chapters 18-

19, and pp. 418-24). It was administered to 637 married gifted subjects and

their spouses in 1940. Of these, 567 couples, including four in which both

 

 

TABLE 6.7

Divorce, Widowing, and Remarriage in Later-Maturity Group

Men Women

Divorce, widowing, remarriageat latest report N Pct. N Pct.

Married once; separated or divorced 28 4.9% 46 9.3%
Married once; widowed 32 5.6 132 26.7
Married, divorced, remarried 72 12.7 20 4.0
Married, widowed, remarried 37 6.5 11 2.2
Two marriages, both broken by death or divorce 18 3.2 36 7.3

Three, four, or five marriages, ending married 27 4.7 il 2.2

Three, four, or five marriages, ending broken 7 1.2 9 1.8

Total widowedor divorced 221 38.8 265 53.6
Total later-maturity group 569 494
 

SOURCE: Cumulative marriage data.
NOTE: Percentagesrelate to total later-maturity group.
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spouses were gifted, took both the test of marital aptitude and test of marital

happiness.

The Marital Aptitude Test had 104 items: 38 from the Bernreuter Personality

Test, 10 from the Strong Vocational Interest Inventory, 27 questions designed to

sample retrospective feelings (and a few facts) about family background and

childhood and adolescent experiences, 15 about current views of the ideal mar-

riage, and 14 self-ratings on personality dimensions. The items were individually

weighted according to their correlation with the Marital Happiness Test. The

validating correlation of Marital Aptitude scores with Marital Happiness scores

was .53 for the men and .48 for the womenwithsplit-half reliabilities near .85.

For both male and female married subjects, the correlations between husbands’
and wives’ scores were close to .30.

In 1940 Terman secured Marital Aptitude scores from nearly all of the sub-

jects still available, whether married or not, but only subjects already married

were asked to take the Marital Happiness Test. In our smaller later-maturity

group the husband-wife correlations for marital aptitude were .30 and .33 for the

men and womenrespectively. The samecorrelations for marital happiness were

.94 and .52, almost identical with the larger sample. Terman concludedthat these

values accounted for so small a part of the variance as to suggest that both
happinessand aptitude were dependent moreon qualities of individual personal-

ities — what he labeled loosely as “happiness of temperament” — than on the

specific character of the dyadic relationships between the husbands and wives.

Terman’s Validation of the Marital Aptitude Test

The 1940 correlations of the Aptitude Test with the HappinessTest were quite

modest, .53 for the men and .48 for the women. Terman recognizedthe need for a

more robusttest of validity, and in 1946 wasable to compare the mean scoresof

45 couples who had divorced since the tests were given six years earlier with

those of subjects who had not divorced. The divorced group had significantly

lower mean scores on the aptitude test than the non-divorced, the difference

being greater for the women than the men. When the husband and wife scores

were averaged, the difference between the divorced and non-divorced wasstill

larger. Terman and Oden (1947, p. 263) concludedthat the Marital Aptitude Test
showed promiseas a predictor of the success of marriages, but added: “Follow-
up of the marriages for another 10 or 20 years will establish more accurately the

predictive value ofthetests.”

Evidencefrom the Later-Maturity Group

Forty years is better than the “10 or 20” they asked for, and we can now give a

reasonably final report on the validity of the Marital Aptitude Test, using divorce
as the criterion. With divorce scored as a binary measure (presence or absence),

the point-biserial correlations between the marital aptitude score and absence of

divorce were low — for womenandtheir spouses .22 and .25, respectively, and

for men and their spouses, .12 and .20. The point-biserial correlations of the
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combined subject/spouse aptitude measure and non-occurrence of divorce were

.24 for female subjects and .25 for male subjects. A separation of single divorces

from multiple divorces does not improve prediction bythetest, though as will be

seen later this distinction has some value in identifying antecedents of stable

versus unstable marriages. In Terman’s earlier analysis of the data (1947), he

found that the combined scores of husbandandwife correlated better with mari-
tal stability than the score of either partner alone. A similar pattern of relation-

ships was found for the later-maturity group, with only negligible differences.

Another test of validity is the comparison of marital aptitude scores of the

subjects who never married with scores of those who did and had stable mar-

riages. The point-biserial coefficient is .14 for the men and .04 for the women.

Noneof the correlation coefficients exceeds .29. While any value above .10 is

significant at the .05 level, the value of the test as a predictive instrumentis low;

at best the aptitude score can account for no morethan 8 percentof the variance.
So, after waiting nearly half a century to complete the validation process, we

reach two conclusions: (1) the Marital Aptitude Test was obviously measuring

some personality qualities that differentiated men and women whodiffered in

their marital success, but (2) its psychometric efficiency was not sufficient to

makeit a useful clinical instrument.

Antecedents of Divorce

In the search for correlates of divorce we continue to distinguish between sub-

jects who divorced only once and those who had two or more divorces. The

appropriate comparisons are between each of these separately and the much

larger group who married but did not divorce. The independentvariables which

we have examined include intellectual performance, early parent-child relation-

ships, adolescent sex behavior, ageat first marriage, personality traits, emotional

adjustment, and occupational experience.

Other investigators have found differences between divorced men and women

and persons with intact marriages, especially satisfied married persons, on sev-

eral of these dimensions. For example, in the Berkeley study (Skolnick, 1981),

the strongest difference between divorced men and womenandthose in intact

marriages was a tendency to be moreerotically inclined, but divorced men and

women werealso lower in cognitive investment(ease andskill in intellectual

matters, reflectiveness, and interest in achievement) than satisfied married indi-

viduals, perhapsas a result of socioeconomic differences. Earlier age of marriage

has been foundto be associated with divorce (Glick, 1975), as has extraversion,

invulnerability, poor ego controls, psychopathy in males, and low congeniality in

females (Bentler & Newcomb, 1978; Dworkin & Widom, 1977; Johnson &

Harris, 1980). Multiple divorce has been associated with greater impulsivity and

nonconformity (McCranie & Kahan, 1986). Also, studies showing those with

better marital adjustment to be more emotionally mature, considerate, sensitive

to other’s feelings, nurturing, companionable, yielding, self-confident, and de-
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pendentare also suggestive (Burgess & Wallin, 1953; Cole, Cole, & Dean, 1980;

Murstein & Glaudin, 1968; Skolnick, 1981; Terman, Buttenwieser, Ferguson,

Johnson, & Wilson, 1938). Our anticipation was that the multi-divorced sub-
jects would differ from the never-divorced subjects more than wouldthe single-
divorced group.

The 1940 Personality and Temperament questionnaire (as the Marital Apti-

tude Test was labeled) is a convenientplaceto start, for we know in advancethat

we will find some significant differences. Likewise, the Marriage Study ques-
tionnaire of the same year provides useful information. By 1940 the subjects in

the gifted group had reached an average age of 30 years; some of the questions

called for answers that were retrospective to earlier childhood and adolescent

feelings and experiences, while others were more relevantto the subjects’ then-

current young adulthood. The same can be said for the 1950 Supplementary

Biographical Data and Rate of Reproduction questionnaires. Still other informa-

tion, mainly parents’ ratings of subjects’ personality traits, is available from the

actual period of childhood; these are found in the Home Information question-

naires of 1922 and 1928.

Intellectual Performance

In the later-maturity group, subjects who neverdivorced, those who divorced

once, and those who had twoor more divorces did not differ in intellectual or
educational performancein childhood, adolescence, or young adulthood. These

measures include the 1922 IQ, the 1922 Stanford AchievementTest, the 1940

and 1950 Concept Mastery Tests, numberof high school “college recommended

units,” and average college grade. Intellectual potential and achievement con-

tributed little or no variance to this area of emotional and social behavior.

Family Background

Several measures of the social and economic backgroundofthe family were
obtained, both from the field-workers in 1922 and retrospectively from the sub-

jects themselves in 1940. None of these differentiated the divorced from the

nondivorced men; neighborhoods, homes, the children’s perception of social

status, and family income wereall similar in the two subgroups. The homes of

the multi-divorced womenwererated slightly lower on the Whittier Home Index

(p < .10), however, and they recalled more limited family financial and social

circumstances (p < .05 andp < .10 respectively).

Although we have no measures of emotional relationships between the sub-

jects and their parents from the earlier years, some of the differences between

divorced and never-divorced subgroupson the adulthood retrospective measures

are large enoughto warrantattention. Table 6.8 reports on rememberedaffection,

conflict with parents, and happinessof parents’ marriage as the subjects reached

young adulthood (1940) and middle age (1950). The key stimulus words were a

little different in the two questionnaires(e.g., “attachmentto father” in 1940, and

“deep affection and understanding between you and your father” in 1950), but

the basic affective implications were quite similar, and bothsetsof self-ratings
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TABLE 6.8

Early Parent-Child Relationships and Family Background ofNever-Divorced

and Divorced Personsin Later-Maturity Group
 

 

 

 

 

Never-divorced Once-divorced Multi-divorced

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

MEN

(N = 323-356) (N = 87-100) (N = 22-26)

1940

Conflict with father 2.1 1.1 2.2 1.1 2.3 1.2

Attachmentto father 3.3 1.0 3.4 0.9 3.1 1.0

Conflict with mother 2.0 1.0 2.2 1.1 2.82 0.9

Attachmentto mother 3.8 0.8 3.7 0.8 3.4° 1.0

Happinessof parents’ marriage 4.8 1.8 5.0 1.7 3.9% 1.8
Happinessin childhood 3.5 0.9 3.5 1.0 3.1° 0.9

1950

Rebellion against father 2.3 1.0 2.6° 1.2 2.6 1.3
Rebellion against mother 2.2 1.1 2.74 1.1 2.5 1.2

Affection for father 3.1 1.0 2.9 1.1 2.6 1.0

Affection for mother 3.6 1.0 3.3 1.0 3.2 1.1

WOMEN

(N = 260-289) (N = 64-76) (N = 23-28)

1940

Conflict with father 2.0 1.1 2.2 1.3 3.07 1.4

Attachmentto father 3.6 1.0 3.6 1.0 3.3 1.2

Conflict with mother 2.2 1.1 2.4 1.2 2.92 1.2

Attachment to mother 4.0 0.8 3.9 0.9 3.42 1.0

Happinessof parents’ marriage 5.5 1.4 4.92 1.4 4.34 1.9
Happinessin childhood 3.7 0.9 3.5 1.0 3.12 1.1

1950

Rebellion against father 2.3 1.2 2.4 1.3 2.6 1.3
Rebellion against mother 2.6 1.2 2.7 1.1 3.2? 1.3
Affection for father 3.4 1.2 3.4 1.1 2.98 1.2

Affection for mother 3.6 1.1 3.5 1.1 3.0° 1.2
 

SOURCE: 1940 and 1950 questionnaire.
NOTE: All measures are subjects’ retrospective reports. N’s varied between limits indicated. All significant

differences are between the “never-divorced” andthe indicated divorced group.
4p < .01 by t-test. bp < .0S by t-test.

were on a 5-point scale — with one exception of the estimate of “happiness of

parents’ marriage” on a 7-pointscale.

Subjects who had only one divorce did not differ materially on these measures

from those who had none. In the once-divorced group, there is evidence of

difficulty between sons and mothersand fathers in the 1950 ratings, and a clue
lies in another 1950 variable (not in the table)— mother’s resistance to son’s

independence. The mean for this scale was significantly higher in the once-

divorced group than in the never-divorced. Beyondthis thereis little to be noted,

except that once-divorced womenrated their parents’ marital happiness lower

than did the never-divorced women.

The multi-divorced women had a stormy time in childhood and adolescence.

They had less affection for their parents and more conflict with them, and re-
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belled against their mother more. On another 1950 scale, notlisted in the table,

the multi-divorced women reported significantly more rejection by the mother

than did the never-divorced. The multi-divorced men reported more conflict with

their mother and less attachmentto her than did the never-divorced. On a more

global estimate, both the multi-divorced men and womencharacterized their
childhoodasless happy.

Doubtless a key contributor to this conflict and lack of affection was the

marital unhappinessof the parents themselves. Both the men and the women of

the multi-divorced group judged their parents’ marriage significantly less happy

than did either the once-divorced or the never-divorced groups. There was no

difference, for either sex, among the three groups in the numberofactual di-

vorces that occurred in the parental generation.

Adolescent Sexuality and Marriage

Measuresofadolescent sexuality and ageatfirst marriage showeddifferences

between the once-divorced and the multi-divorced subgroups. As can be seen in

Table 6.9, on almost all the variables we have examinedrelating to adolescent

sexual behavior, courtship, and first marriage, the multi-divorced subjects of

both sexes differed significantly from the never-divorced. They married earlier
and hence the interval between puberty and first marriage was briefer; they

tended to be therefore both sexually and socially less mature.

The U.S. Census for 1940 reported the averageageat first marriage to be 24.3

years for men and 21.4 years for womenin the U.S. population as a whole. The

averagesfor our total group, combining the three subgroupsin Table 6.9, are 26.7

years for men and 24.8 years for women, substantially higher than the U.S.
Censusfigures.

Three measures of sexual attitudes and behavior in high school, reported

retrospectively in 1940, showedsignificantly greater interest and activity in the

multi-divorced group. They had greater pleasurable anticipation of sex, did more

petting, and had more opposite-sex friends. They appear to have hadstrongeror

perhaps more impulsive sexual motivation. If this were so, one might expect a

greater frequency of certain external events that are sometimes foundclinically

to be associated with greater sexuality — early introduction to sexual stimulation

or over-emphasis of sexual instruction. The 1940 inquiry uncoverednodiffer-

ences amongthe three subgroupsin the occurrence of sex shocks,or in the age,

adequacy, or sources of sexual education, nor were there any differences in the

sibling gender constellations of their families. While these findings came from

rating scales on a questionnaire rather than from deep therapeutic searching,

there was no indication of the influence of extrinsic events on early sexual

attitudes or behavior.

In the light of the evidence about greater conflict with parents, it is possible

that social-sexual peer group activity and an early marriage were formsofflight

from a conflictual home anda search for affectional stability in dyadic relation-

ships of the children’s own making. This interpretation is reinforced by the fact
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TABLE 6.9

Adolescent Sexuality andAge at First Marriage ofDivorced

and Never-Divorced Persons in Later-Maturity Group
 

Never-divorced Once-divorced Multi-divorced

N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D.

   

 

 

 

 

MEN

Ageat puberty 239 14.3 1.1 64 14.2 1.1 17 14.4 1.4
Ageatfirst marriage 398 27.2 6.1 115 26.2 45 30 244° 3.46
Years between puberty

and first marriage 237 13.4 5.8 61 12.1 4.7 16 10.1¢ 3.8

Favorable attitude toward

sex in high school 356 2.6 0.6 99 2.87 0.7 26 2.97 0.5
Amountof petting in

high school 356 2.2 1.1 100 2.4 12 25 2.4 1.0
Numberof premarriage

opposite sex friends 218 2.6 0.9 52 2.8 0.9 14 3.1° 0.9

N/percent wish to be
opposite sex 354/6.5% 98/10.2% 26/11.5%

WOMEN

Age at puberty 284 12.6 1.2 77 12.6 12 29 12.9 1.5
Ageat first marriage 3260s 25.1 5.5 85 24.7 47 31 22.44 3.9
Years between puberty

andfirst marriage 279 12.3 5.4 76 12.2 5.1 28 9.57 4.0
Favorable attitude toward

sex in high school 288 2.3 0.6 77 2.4 0.6 30 2.72 0.7
Amountofpetting in

high school 289 1.9 1.1 76 2.35 1.2 30 24° 1.1
Numberof premarriage

opposite sex friends 194 3.0 0.9 40 3.44 0.7 14 3.3 1.0

N/percent wish to be
opposite sex 287/46.7% 76/43.4% 21/70.0%*
 

SOURCE: 1940 questionnaire and cumulative data on age of subjects and first marriage.
NOTE: Adolescent sexuality measures are subjects’ retrospective reports. All significant differences are between

the “never-divorced” and the indicated divorced group.
“pn < .01 by ¢-test. bp < .05 by f-test. <p < .05 by chi-square.

that the multi-divorced women much more frequently recalled having wished

they could have been boys than did the other two subgroups of women. Seven

times as manyof the never-divorcedgirls recalled this wish to be of the opposite

sex as did never-divorced boys. Such a gender difference has commonly been

attributed to girls’ adolescent fantasies of greater social status and greater power.

The greater frequency of this wish among the multi-divorced women may be one

of the products of their conflictual childhood and adolescent homelife and a

coping method,in fantasy, parallel to early marriagein reality.

Personality Traits

How did these people see themselves, and how did others see them? We can

start with their self-perceptions in 1940, when they were between 20 and 40
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TABLE 6.10

Personality Trait Self-Ratings in 1940 by Divorced

and Never-Divorced Persons in Later-Maturity Group
 

 

 

 

 

Never-divorced Once-divorced Multi-divorced

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

MEN

(N = 354-357) (N = 98-100) (N = 26)

Emotionality 18.0 4.1 18.5 3.9 19.3 5.0
Self-confidence 12.8 3.3 13.3 3.3 14.2° 3.4
Purposiveness 14.0 2.8 14.6¢ 3.1 14.2 3.3
Easygoing 14.4 2.8 14.3 2.9 13.8 3.2
Conformity to authority 5.7 1.8 5.3¢ 1.8 4,34 1.5

Impulsiveness 5.2 1.8 5.4 1.8 6.72 i)

WOMEN

(N = 286-288) (N = 76-77) (N = 28-30)

Emotionality 19.4 3.8 20.5 3.7° 21.3? 4.0
Self-confidence 11.6 3.2 12.2 3.2 10.9 3.4

Purposiveness 13.2 2.7 13.4 3.4 14.4¢ 3.0
Easygoing 14.6 2.8 14.2 2.8 14.4 3.3
Conformity to authority 5.9 1.7 5.6 1.8 4.94 1.9
Impulsiveness 6.0 1.8 6.0 1.9 6.7° 1.8
 

SOURCE: 1940 questionnaire. 1922 score on masculinity of interests in childhood games.
NOTE: All significant differences are between the “never-divorced” and the indicated divorced group.
2p < .O1 by t-test. bp < .05 byt-test. ‘p < .10 byt-test.

years of age and averaged 30. In the Personality and Temperament questionnaire

the subjects rated themselves on several 11-point scales. On the basis of factor

and item analyses we constructed several scales from 11 of these items for the

purposes of analysis. The “emotionality” scale consisted of ratings on emo-

tionality, moodiness, and sensitive feelings. The “self-confidence” scale con-

sisted of a self-confidence item and an item onfeelingsofinferiority, which was

reverse scored. “Purposiveness” was composed of an item measuring persis-

tence and one measuring having a definite purpose for one’s life. The “easy-
going” scale consisted of items measuring happiness of temperamentand being

easy to get along with. Two other items were of interest — “impulsiveness” and

“conforming to authority” — and they were analyzed separately. In Table 6.10

we list the results of comparisons between the never-divorced and divorced

groups. Again thereislittle difference between the never-divorced and the once-

divorced groups, but what there is may well be genuine. Among men,those with

one divorce rated themselves somewhat higher on “purposiveness,” as a result

of differencesin scores on the persistence item; they also rated themselvesasless

“conforming to authority.” The womenrated themselves higher on the “emo-

tionality” scale, as a result of differences in scores on the emotionality item.

More important, and more robust, are the differences between the never-

divorced and the multi-divorced. Both the male and female multi-divorced

groups reported greater “impulsiveness,” and less conformity to authority. The
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men showed somewhat greater “self-confidence.” The multi-divorced women

also showed greater “emotionality,” especially on the moodinessandsensitivity

of feelings items, and also greater “purposiveness” as shownparticularly on the

persistence item. Some 1922 ratings by parents and teachers (not shown in the

table) showed somesignificant differences. Parents’ 1922 ratings on “moodi-

ness” and “persistence” showedthe future multi-divorced males and females to

be more moodyandless persistent, as did teachers’ 1922 ratings of the females.

There are no early ratings of refusal to conform to authority, but it is worth noting

that the teachers rated both sexes of the multi-divorced groupasless “tractable to

punishment”than the never-divorced group.

Although morethan half of the subjects had spouses whoparticipated in the

1940 follow-up, the spouse ratings are not useful for this present comparison.

Only 11 women and 13 men in the multi-divorced groups had participating

spouses. Both the husbands and wivesof these few cases, however, reported the

same tendencynot to conform to authority (p = .05).

Most of the youngsters conformed to personal and cultural authority in at

least one respect— they never divorced from their spouses. The smaller group

who divorced more than once obviously had different styles of coping and went
downdifferent paths to adulthood. These paths cannot be traced easily with the

types of data we have available. We can conclude, with little doubt and some

profit, that at the beginning of a long lifetime which would eventuate in multiple

divorces these people already perceived themselves differently from the way the

more conventional majority perceived themselves. They were more moody, im-

pulsive, willful and persistent, emotional, andresistant to authority.
Oneother personality quality for which we have measures is masculinity/

femininity of interests. In 1922 about 500 of those children in the gifted group

who were in elementary school weregivena test of their knowledgeandinterest

in childhood games (Terman etal., 1925). One score on the test evaluated the

masculinity of these interests. In 1940, most of the men and abouta third ofthe

womenfilled out the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, which also was scored for
masculinity of interests. On both measures the menof the divorced groups were
a little less masculine in their interests than were the men of the never-divorced

group. The divorced women showeda similar tendency in 1940 but not in the

1922 data. Noneofthese differences, however, is even marginally significant.

Emotional Adjustment and Mental Health

We have three reasonably direct measures of emotional adjustment and men-

tal health. Thefirst is the Woodworth-Cadytest, an empirically validated instru-

ment that provides an index of emotional stability as contrasted with neurotic

tendencies (Termanet al., 1925). This test was given to someof the subjects in

1922. The second measureis alcohol use as reported by the subjects themselves

on a 5-point scale ranging from “I have neverused liquor” through “alcoholis a

problem;I drink periodically or steadily, am drunk fairly often, and attempts to

stop have been unsuccessful.” This scale was included in the 1940 and 1960
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TABLE 6.11

Mental Health ofDivorced and Never-Divorced Persons in Later-Maturity Group

by Percentage ofSubjects Rated in Each Category

After 1940, 1950, and 1960 Follow-ups
 

Never-divorced Once-divorced Multi-divorced
  

 

 

 

 

Mental!health rating 1940 1950 1960 1940 1950 1960 1940 1950 1960

MEN

Satisfactory 87% 81% 78% 718% 710% 64% 55% 52% 41%
Somedifficulty 11 15 19 21 26 31 36 34 33
Considerable difficulty 2 4 4 2 4 6 10 14 26
N 386 387 361 107 105 104 31 29 27

Significance (p)
by chi-square 05 05 05 O01 .O1 .O1

WOMEN

Satisfactory 87 74 70 73 57 50 70 48 43
Somedifficulty 12 23 26 21 28 28 13 33 36
Considerable difficulty 2 3 4 6 15 22 17 18 21
N 329 312 303 84 81 78 30 27 28

Significance (p)
by chi-square 01 01 Ol Ol .O1 01
 

SOURCE: Cumulative ratings by staff, based on 1940, 1950, and 1960 questionnaires.

NOTE: All significant differences are between the “never-divorced”and the indicated divorce group.

follow-ups; a 4-point scale (omitting the middle point) was used in 1950. The
third measure was the summary rating on “mentaldifficulties” made by the
research staff after the 1940, 1950, and 1960 follow-ups. Subjects who had no
apparentdifficulty were rated 0, those with some problem perhaps requiring
counseling or psychotherapy wererated 1, and those with considerable difficulty,
including hospitalization, were rated 2. The rating was cumulative from follow-
up to follow-up; a person once rated as having somedegreeofdifficulty would
continue to be so rated even if his or her adjustment improved.

There was some tendency for both the multi-divorced men and womento
have had a score on the Woodworth-Cady more predictive of neuroticism than
the never-divorced (ps < .10). The Woodworth-Cadytest does reflect emotional
disturbancein children, and if the multi-divorced subjects were accuratein their
recall of conflict and unhappinessin their childhood familylife, it is not surpris-
ing that such feelings might have beenreflected in their responsesto this test in
childhood.

When the three measures of alcohol use (in 1940, 1950, and 1960) were
combined into onescale, both the men with one divorce and the multi-divorced
men had higheroverall alcohol use (p < .01 and p < .10 respectively). Among
women, only the multi-divorced group differed from the never-divorced (p <

.O5), showing higheralcoholuse.
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The final mental health variable is displayed in Table 6.11. Both divorce

groups wereconsistently rated by the staff as having poorer adjustmentthan the

never-divorced. The multi-divorced, especially the men, were generally more

extreme in this respect. By 1960, the percentage of multi-divorced men and

womenrated as having had “considerable difficulty” was over five times greater

than amongthe never-divorced. Because the data for this measure were ratings

by a staff who perforce were familiar with the divorce record of each subjectas

well as otherfacets of his or herlife, the question ofbias in rating arises. Did one

or more divorces in a case history lead the raters to give a more serious “diffi-

culty” score? Probably not to a great extent, if we may judge from the fact that

the 1940 ratings — made before more than a handful of divorces had occurred—

already showedsubstantial differences between the never-divorced and those

who would later be multi-divorced. The differences in the “2” category, which

included hospitalization and loss of employment, were as great as in the “1”

category. We conclude that a good many of the divorced subjects, especially

the multi-divorced, showed symptomsof mental disturbance from their earliest

adult years.

In some cases we can infer from the uncoded records of events and reports

that an unfortunate marital mismatch and the ensuing divorce were themselves

responsible for the emotional stress. In other instances, and especially in the

multi-divorced group, the emotional maladjustment appears to have been pri-

mary, and the later divorce history more a consequencethan a cause.

Education and Occupation

Both multi-divorced men and women had somewhatless education than the

never-divorced, but as we saw earlier, they married earlier also. The early mar-

riage was possibly a primary cause of stopping education short of a bachelor’s

degree and was doubtless partly a product of early home conflicts.

Occupational measures did not differentiate among the three marital groups.

Differences in marital history were not related to the professional vs. business

distinction in men,to the distinction between womencareer workers and income

workers, to different scores on the index of work persistence of men, or to

differences in men’s rated occupational success (the A/C rating by Terman and

Oden in 1940 or by Oden and Marshall in 1960).

Integrative Analysis

To help understand the ways in which the various kindsof variables we have

reviewed work together in predicting multi-divorced status, we computed de-

scriptive discriminant functions for the men and womenseparately. The vari-

ables chosen reflect the findings we have just reviewed, and are displayed in

Table 6.12. The 1940 retrospective relationship variables with each parent sum

the scores for conflict and lack of attachment. The childhood happiness com-

posite is the sum of standardizedscores on childhood happiness and happinessof
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TABLE 6.12
Results ofa Discriminant Analysis Predicting Multiply-Divorced

versus Never-Divorced in Later-Maturity Group
 

Standardized discriminant

 

 

function coefficientYear
reported Variable Men Women

1950 Parents’ favorable financial andsocial position — — .28
1940 Retrospective negative relationship with father 19 —
1940 Retrospective negative relationship with mother .00 39
1940 Childhood happiness composite — 45 —25

Ageatfirst marriage —.27 — 25
1940 Sexual attitudes in high school 07 45
1940 Emotionality — 38
1940 Self-confidence 49 —
1940 Purposiveness — 32
1940 Conformity to authority —.35 —.09
1940 Impulsiveness 48 07
1940 Cumulative mental health difficulties 37 27
Wilks’s lambda 82 .69
Degrees of freedom 1,345 1,208
Pp 01 Ol
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires for indicated years; cumulative marriage data; staff ratings of mental health.
“Higher score indicates moreinterest and anticipation and morepetting.

parents’ marriage. The sexual attitudes measure is the sum ofattitude toward sex
and amountofpetting in high school. Variables where no entry appears were not
includedin the equation for the men or women.*

The results of the discriminant analysis show somewhatdifferent patterns of
weighting for men and women. For men, childhood unhappiness, cumulative
mental health difficulties, and the personality characteristics of self-confidence,
impulsiveness, and lack of conformity to authority were the strongest predictors.
For women, the strongest predictors were sexual attitudes in high school, a
negative relationship with mother, and the personality characteristics of emo-
tionality and purposiveness.

Case Studies

The realms in which we have sought antecedentsare necessarily limited and
the idiosyncratic events of the subjects’ lives contain many other causative
factors. Somecase vignettes will help to place the simple fact of divorce, or non-
divorce, in the context of other experiences.

Alice graduated from college at the bottom of the Depression. She wasinde-
pendently well-to-do and spentthe two years after college graduation in Euro-
pean travel. Her father was a widely known and much respected public figure,
her mothera suitable consort. Alice married a former classmate when she re-

* To makethe multivariate analysis possible, subgroup meansweresubstituted for missing data
for the multidivorced groups.
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turned to California. He had begun work in a large firm, learning the business

“from the bottom” (a current expression half a century ago), and progressed

rapidly in the company. They had three children in rapid succession, and then

settled into an active program of income work for the husband and volunteer

work for Alice. Their children were all successful, made happy marriages, and

produced several grandchildren. In 1986, Alice wrote in answerto the question

(Question 34) about what changes she would have made,in retrospect: “None.

Of course, there have been ups and downs,but we’ve had a wonderful life and

my husbandisstill the best there is. Now wejust enjoy the grandchildren!”

Beth illustrates the essential similarity between the never-divorced and the

once-divorced groups. She wasthe third child in a troubled family. Her parents,
both high-school graduates, divorced whenshe waseight years old, and she had

no further contact with her father. Her mother worked hard to maintain the

household but suffered from muchill health. Beth was a good student in high
school, working part-time to add to family income. She graduated at Christmas

time in 1929 and immediately married a classmate. They had a babygirl the

following November. Neither youngster was prepared for earninga living, and
within a year Beth secured a divorce on grounds of non-support.

Herlife thereafter was continuously difficult but up-gradeall the way. She got

a job as a waitress at a Woolworth lunch counter, was promoted to managerafter

nine months,there met andfell in love with a high-school graduate who wasalso

just 20, and married him in 1933. A year later he formally adopted her child. He

found a better position as an appliance salesman, and she was soon able to

transfer to his store as a bookkeeper. She found the sales aspect of the store

appealing and wastransferred to that section. Her mother had becomea chronic

invalid and lived with them until her death from stroke in 1939.

Both Beth and her husband were hard workers, frugal, and successful in their
retail positions. She became a buyer in a department store and he became man-

ager of the appliance section. By 1950 they had saved enough moneyto buy a

partnership in a good appliancestore in a small but prosperous community. Beth

worked withoutsalary at first, but after a couple of years began taking a salary

and usingit to pay off the purchase loans for the store. A few years later, when

their income had become very substantial, she stopped work altogether and

began volunteer community work at a less demanding pace. The daughter was

married in 1958, after graduating from college, and Beth and her husbandbuilt a

charmingrustic home in somenearbyhills. Their business partner died and they

bought his share from his widow. The daughter’s marriage failed in 1970, but

Beth’s continued strong. In 1986 she wrote: “As I must have said many times

before [she had], the best thing in my life has been my marriage. It’s been just

perfect.”
Carla, a brilliant and vigorous young woman,hadprofessional training to the

master’s degree level. At age 23 she married an equally brilliant man in the same

field who wasfive years older, then found herself refused admission for doctoral

work in their university because her husband was on the faculty. She found a
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remunerative but unsatisfying job as a buyer in a department store. After ten
years of marriage and twochildren, the couple divorced and both remarried, she
taking the children. She had onechild by her second husband,but this youngster
was killed in an accident, and shortly thereafter the father died. Our subject
married a third time but divorced this husband very soon after the marriage.

In the meantimeherfirst husband had married a young faculty woman (who
already had her Ph.D.), and they had two children. This second wife died after 25
years. Within a few weeks he had searched for and found his now-widowedfirst
wife— Carla—and they remarried, living together congenially and affection-
ately until he died five yearslater at age 82.

Elton was an energetic self-reliant man who supported himself almost en-
tirely while getting an A.B. in economicsat a large state university. He won
varsity letters in three sports. He obtaineda position as an accountant on gradua-
tion, in 1933, and the next year married a high-school graduate whohad a minor
managerial position in a large store. He was reasonably successful in his work,
but not very happy with his marriage. His primary pleasure camefrom sports. He
entered the Armyas a Ist Lieutenantin 1942 andretired as Lieutenant Colonelat
the end of the war. Hestarted his own accounting firm and experienced rapid
success, but his marriage dissolved in divorce in 1948. Athletic activity took
muchofhis non-working time duringthe next few years, and in 1954 he wonthe
national championship in his favorite sport. He married for the second timethat
same year, again to a high school graduate; this wife quit work at marriage and
they had two children in their first two years. When after 20 years this second
wife died, Elton soon married again,this time to a woman 15 years youngerthan
he. She quit her very good position as a secretary to a top managerofa large
business. The marriage wasintact as of 1986. In the 1977 questionnaire (Ques-
tion 41), Elton listed five events that had been ofcritical importance to him; three
related to sports, one to occupation, one to education, noneto marriage or other
relationships.

Gina’s parents first separated when she waseight years old, quarrelled con-
stantly (accordingto herrecollection), and finally divorcedas she entered adoles-
cence. She had an older sister with whom she was not friendly; the mother
appears to have incited jealousy between them as a meansof maintaining her
owninsecurestatus. Ginaleft homeafter high school and went to a neighboring
State for teacher training. She married impulsively at 18 but separated from her
husbandafter six weeks and was divorced. Not caring for teaching, she went to
business college for a year. In 1935 she married a second time; this union
produceda sonthree yearslater just as the husband wentinto military service as
an enlisted man. During his year and a half of service, Gina lived unhappily with
his mother. The marriage did not survive her husband’s return, and Gina secured
a divorce on grounds of “extremecruelty.” She shifted from clerical and secre-
tarial work to a position as a counselor with the juvenile court. She worked
effectively at this until she married again in 1952. This third husband was,like
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the others, a high-school graduate, and successful as an entrepreneurial real

estate investor. Gina quit work, had a second child (14 years juniorto herfirst),

and lived comfortably for the next 25 years until her death in 1977.

Irwin was the son of a happily married and occupationally successful urban

business couple. He graduated from college in 1935 and had several short-term

jobs in stores and factories, each seemingly for the purpose of “learning the

business.” None wassatisfying and promotion wasslow,so at age 25 he started

his own manufacturing company, which was an immediate success. In 1952 he

took a commission in the Navy, where he progressed to Lt. Commanderduring

three years of service. In early 1943 he married a woman whosehealth did not at

that time permit her to have a child. They adopted one immediately. After his

wife died two years later, Irwin kept his son at home, rearing him with outside

help until marrying again in 1955. In the meantime Irwin had becomeactive in a

number of community organizations; the financial success of his business al-

lowed him to drop downto abouthalf-time work. Irwin becamequite active as a

philanthropist.

Shortly after his second marriage, the couple had a child, but the marriage

endedin divorce after less than three years. Two yearslater, Irwin married for a

third time, but his wife became alcoholic, and they were divorced after a dozen

years; she died twoyearslater. Since then Irwin haslived alone with a full-time

housekeeper, has limited his occupational activity to investment, and has con-

tinued his social and philanthropic work.

Antecedents of Never-Married Status

To explore the antecedents of never-married status in the later-maturity group,

we compared the never-married with those who married but never divorced,

in terms of the same variables used to compare the divorced and the never-

divorced. This similarity in data analysis is not matched by any similarity in

findings, however; whereas the divorced men and women appeared to have

much the same personality qualities, the men and women who never married

differed from oneanother in a few quite important respects. Other studies have

also found differences between single women and single men. For example,

single women have been shownto be happier than single men, more active in

dealing with their problems, and stronger in meeting challengesin their lives
(Gurin, Veroff, & Feld, 1960). Unmarried menin the general population tend to

have lower educational levels, occupational status, and income than married

men, but single women compare favorably in these respects with both married

womenand unmarried men (Austrom, 1984; Spreitzer & Riley, 1974).

Intellectual Performance

In both sexes, there were no differences between the never-married and the

never-divorced in early intellectual performance (initial IQ, Stanford Achieve-
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TABLE 6.13
Intellectual Performance ofNever-Divorced and Never-Married Persons

in the Later-Maturity Group (1940, 1950)

 

Men Women

Never-divorced Never-married Never-divorced Never-married
(N = 272-299) (N = 11-13) (N = 234-265) (N = 26)
  

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

1940
Concept Mastery Test 98.2 295 105.7 294 92.1 27.2 106.8 27.3

1950
Concept Mastery Test 139.7 26.4 156.2 16.6 132.1 26.7 146.12 20.3
 

SOURCE: Concept Mastery Test scores, 1940 and 1950.
NOTE: Form A of the Concept Mastery Test was given in 1940, and Form B was given in 1950. The means

presented hereare calculated from the raw scores. The significantdifferences are between never-married and never-
divorced.

“p < .O1 by ¢-test ’p <. 05byt-test

ment Test). Academic performance as represented by the number of “recom-
mendedunits” for college and schoolfailure records did not differ, but the never-
married womenhadhighercollege grades.

The Concept Mastery Test scores of the never-married subjects in 1940 and
1950 were, however,clearly superior to those of never-divorced (see Table6.1 3).
We have data from only about two-thirds of the subjects in the later maturity
group, butthe differencesare so large that there seemslittle doubt that the never-
married had not only improvedtheir positions vis-a-vis the others by 1940 but
that this progress continued during the following decade. As will be seen later,
manyofthese people were in occupations, and had hadthe education,that would
be conducive to continuing intellectual development.

Family Background

The never-married subjects did not differ significantly from the never-
divorced subjects in family backgroundvariables, including feelings and experi-
ence. They recalled no more conflict or rebellion in their relationsto their parents
than did the comparison group, and they expressed equal affection and attach-
ment. The only variable that differentiated the two groups — and only amongthe
women— wasthe subjects’ estimate of the happinessoftheir parents’ marriage.
But this had not led to any feeling of rejection, so far as the womenrecalled.
These findings differ sharply from those reportedin the previoussection for the
multi-divorced subjects; the subjects who never married show noindication of
having chosenthis path as a result of earlier unhappinessin the familysetting.

Adolescent Sexuality

Ifwe mayjudge bythe ageofpuberty, the never-married subjects did not differ
in physiological maturity from those who married but never divorced. There is a
suggestion of social immaturity, however. In Table 6.14 it can be seen that the
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boys of the never-married group had less interest in sex at high-school age, as

they judged retrospectively in 1940, and both boys andgirls reported signifi-

cantly less petting in high school. In 1928 there had been no differences in the

mothers’ ratings of their children’s amountofinterest in the opposite sex. The

picture is confused by one other 1940 self-report. The boys in the never-married

group reported an earlier knowledge aboutthe origin ofbabies than did the never-

divorced boys, but the girls in the never-married group reported the opposite,

namely a later discovery of these facts of life than the never-divorcedgirls. As is

usually found, very few of the boysof either group had ever wishedto be of the

opposite sex, while almosthalf of the girls in both groups recalled such wishes.

Personality Traits

As young adults, the never-married men expressed a rather poor opinion of

themselves, as evidencedby ratings on both the self-confidence and feelings of

inferiority items making up the “self-confidence” scale (see Table 6.15). In

contrast with the never-divorced, they were also relatively less “easygoing,”
particularly reflected by their responses to the unhappiness of temperamentitem.
The never-married women showednosigns of such self-derogation, and on the

positive side, rated themselves higher on “purposiveness,” particularly on the

persistence item, than did the never-divorced women.

 

  

 

 

 

 

TABLE 6.14

Adolescent Sexuality ofNever-Divorced and Never-Married Persons

in Later-Maturity Group

Never-divorced Never-married

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

MEN

(N = 239-357) (N = 11-20)

Age at puberty (years) 14.3 1.1 14.0 1.3
Age learned aboutbabies? 2.2 0.7 1.8¢ 0.4
Favorableattitude toward sex in high school? 2.6 0.6 2.34 0.7
Amountof petting in high school 2.2 1.1 1.4¢ 0.8
Interest in opposite sex? 2.6 0.6 2.7 0.5
Percent wishing to be opposite sex — 6.5% — 10.5%

WOMEN
(N = 219-290) (N = 26-35)

Age at puberty (years) 12.5 1.2 12.3 1.1
Agelearned aboutbabies 2.1 0.7 2.54 0.7
Favorable attitude toward sex in high school? 2.3 0.6 2.34 0.5
Amountofpetting in high school 1.9 1.1 1.3 0.7
Interest in opposite sex? 2.9 0.5 2.6 0.6
Percent wishing to be opposite sex — 46.7% — 45.7%
 

SOURCE: 1940 questionnaire and cumulative data on age at puberty, and 1928 mothers’ratings.
“High score indicates late discovery: 1 = before age 6; 2 = 6 to 11; 3 = high schoolage.
’Mother’s ratings on a four-point scale: 1 = aversion; 4 = greatinterest.
cp < .01 byf-test. dn < .05 by t-test.
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TABLE 6.15

Personality Trait Self-Ratings in 1940 by Never-Divorced

and Never-Married Persons in Later-Maturity Group
 

 

 

 

 

Never-divorced Never-married
Personality — ee

trait Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

MEN
(N = 355-356) (N = 20)

Emotionality 18.0 4.1 18.0 5.2
Self-confidence 12.8 3.3 10.9% 2.4
Purposiveness 14.0 2.8 12.9 2.9

Easygoing 14.4 2.8 12.2° 2.6
Conformity to authority 5.7 1.8 5.8 1.8
Impulsiveness 5.2 1.8 5.0 2.2
Masculinity —play (1922)¢ 3.6 0.8 3.0 1.2
Masculinity — SVIB (1940) 6.0 2.1 4.6° 2.5

WOMEN
(N = 291) (N = 35)

Emotionality 19.4 3.8 19.4 4.0
Self-confidence 11.6 3.2 11.4 3.0
Purposiveness 13.2 2.7 14,34 3.0
Easygoing 14.6 2.8 14.4 2.3
Conformity to authority 5.9 1.7 6.4 1.8
Impulsiveness 6.0 1.8 5.9 1.4
Masculinity — play (1922) 3.0 0.9 3.3 1.0
Masculinity — SVIB (1940) 6.7 2.0 6.0 2.5
 

SOURCE: 1940 questionnaire; 1922 score on masculinity of interests in childhood
games; 1940 Strong Vocational Interest Blank scored for masculinity.
NOTE: The Strong Vocational Interest Blank was given in 1940 to only those women

who expressedan interest in taking it (NV = 200). For our comparison of the M/Fscale,
N = 102 for never-divorced women and N = 18 for never-married women.
“A high score means high masculinity. ’p < .O1 by t-test.
<p < .05 byt-test. 4p < 10 by t-test.

Except for the happy temperamentrating, the mothers’ ratings of the never-

married men were similar to the men’sself-ratings. The mothers’ ratings of

the men’s “self-confidence” and “inferiority feelings” and of women’s “persis-

tence” showed the samedirection of differences from the mothers’ratings of the

never-divorced subjects as the subjects’ self-ratings (p < .10).

Oneotherfindingis of interest. As can be seen in Table 6.15 the measures of

masculinity, based in 1922 on masculinity of interests in play and gamesandin

1940 on the whole array of interests tapped by the Strong Vocational Interest

Blank, showed the never-married men to have more feminine interests. The

“never-married” womendid notdiffer significantly from the married women on

these measures.

Emotional Adjustment and Mental Health

Neither the Woodworth-Cadytest of 1922 northe self-reported use of alcohol

in 1940, 1950, and 1960 indicated any difference between the never-married
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subjects and the never-divorced. Thestaff rating of mental health, however, gave

a somewhat different picture (Table 6.16). Both men and womenof the never-

married group were rated more poorly in 1940 than the never-divorced. This

difference became quite robust for the menin the following two decades — but

disappeared almostentirely for the women. Neither the men nor the women had

shown any suchdifferences in the two-pointrating of 1928.

Education and Occupation

There was no difference in the proportions of never-married and never-

divorced men who obtained various levels of education; about half of both

groups had some graduate workor received graduate degrees. Their occupa-

tional outcomes, however, were very different. Forty percent of the never-
married men ended up in lower-level occupations, compared with only 11 per-

cent of the never-divorced. The 60 percent of the never-married men who were

in the upper two occupational levels were mainly professional, by a proportion

of 47 percent to 13 percent, but as a group they were not very successful.

After the 1940 follow-up, Terman and Oden (1947) selected 150 “most suc-

cessful” and “least successful” men—the “A” and “C” groups. A “B”rating

wasassignedto all others. (No such rating was made for women.) Thecriteria for

selection were: “(a) nature of work, importance of position, and professional

output; (b) qualities of leadership, influence, andinitiative; (c) recognition and

honors(scientific, civic, professional), awards, biographical listings, election to

TABLE 6.16

Mental Health ofNever-Divorced and Never-Married Personsin Later-Maturity Group

by Percentage ofSubjects Rated in Each Category

After Follow-ups in 1940, 1950, and 1960
 

 

 

 

 

 

Never-divorced Never-married

Mental health rating 1940 1950 1960 1940 1950 1960

MEN

Satisfactory 87% 81% 78% 65% 47% 56%
Somedifficulty 11 15 19 30 32 22
Considerable difficulty 2 4 4 5 21 22

Total respondents 386 387 361 20 19 18
Significance (p)

by chi-square .O5 01 01

WOMEN

Satisfactory 87 74 70 78 81 75
Somedifficulty 12 23 26 14 14 18
Considerable difficulty 1 3 4 8 6 8

Total respondents 329 312 303 37 36 36
Significance(p)
by chi-square OS n.s. n.s.
 

SOURCE: Cumulative ratings by staff, based on 1940, 1950, and 1960 questionnaires.
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learned societies, etc.; and (d) earned income. For most occupations, except

business, incomereceivedthe least weight” (Oden, 1968, p. 53).

In 1940 perhaps a quarter of the group was too young to be well evaluated.

But decadeslater their ages were fully suitable, and the evaluation was repeated
in 1960. In 1960 only 100 A cases and 100 C cases were selected. (There were

not 150 who could be called C’s.) There was considerable overlap of the two

ratings (Oden, 1968), but there was enoughshuffling ofposition to makeit useful
to examinebothsets of ratings with respect to attrition. Half the never-married

men were rated as “C” in the 1960 evaluation of occupational success, none as

“A.” The emotional problems that plagued some of the unmarried men were

apparently of sufficient importanceto interfere with their occupational lives.

Although the never-married and never-divorced men had similar levels of
education, the never-married women had much more education than the never-

divorced women. Eighty-one percent of them had some graduate work or a
graduate degree, compared with only 41 percent of the never-divorced. At the

other end of the distribution, 29 percent of the never-divorced lacked a bach-

elor’s degree, in contrast with only 8 percent of the never-married women.Asfor

occupations, the single women were predominantly professional (67 percent);
the never-divorced were less so (45 percent). Far more radical were the differ-
ences in amount of work and kind of occupation. Eighty-nine percent of never-
married women had full lifetime work histories; this contrasts with only 34

percent of the never-divorced women. The kinds of work they did also con-

trasted sharply. Almost half the never-divorced women were homemakers — a

status held by only one of the never-married women, one whohad an inherited
income. There was not muchdifference between the two groups, however,in the
proportion who workedsolely for income. Both occupational level and level of
success were definitely higher among the never-married womenthan amongthe
never-married men.

Integrative Analysis

To understand better the relative strength of each kind of variable in the

prediction of never-married status, representative variables were entered into a
descriptive discriminant analysis for the men and the women. Theresults of the
analysis are presented in Table 6.17. Sexual attitudes in high schoolis the sum of
favorable attitude to sex and amountofpetting in high school. The lifetime A/C
designation for men combines the 1940 and 1960ratings into a numerical scale,
with those rated “C” at both times rated lowest, and those rated “A” at both

times highest.*

The results capture differences in the kinds and importance of variables that
predict never-married status for men and women.Sexual attitudes in high school
receives a higher weight in the men’s equation than the women’s.Thepredictors

* To make the multivariate analysis possible, subgroup means were substituted for missing data
in the never-married groups.
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TABLE 6.17

Results ofa Discriminant Analysis Predicting Never-Divorced

versus Never-Married Status in Later-Maturity Group
 

 

 

Standardized
discriminantfunction

coefficients
Year

reported Variable Men Women

1940 Sexualattitudes in high school — .52 —.21

1940 Self-confidence —.01

1940 Easygoing —.47
1940 Purposiveness 02
1960 Lifetime A/C designation for men? — .60
1972 Noncareerversus career workhistory 10

Cumulative Educationlevel 49

1950 Cumulative mental health difficulties 32 16

Wilks’s lambda 87 84

Degrees of freedom 1,350 1,273

D O1 01
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires for indicated years; cumulative education data; staff ratings of mental
health.

“This rating combinesthe 1940 and 1960 ratings of occupational success into a numerical scale,
with those rated “C” at both times rated lowest, and those rated “A”at both times highest.

of never-married status for men emphasize a lesser degree of sexual interest in

high school and of occupational achievementthan the never-divorced men, and

personality characteristics that would not be conducive to marital adjustment.

Among women, the importance for this generation of women of the relation

between never-married status and the choice of a careeris evident.

Case Studies

Asis alwaysthe case, there were individual characteristics of the life histories

that seem to have been salient aspects of a particular person’s development but

were not reflected in statistical comparisons. Four brief case descriptions ex-
emplify this observation.

Paul was born in San Francisco in 1910. His father had been a grocery clerk
for a numberof years but became an accountant in a small business about the

time Paul was born. Paul’s mother had taken a business course after graduating

from the eighth grade and then workedas a stenographeruntil she married. The

father became a chronic invalid (with Parkinson’s disease) when Paul was nine

years old. This led Paul to take much part-time employment to help provide

family income; even so, he was a “straight-A” student through elementary and
high school.

Until he graduated from high school, Paul had been attracted to law and to

writing as possible careers, but then his interest turned firmly to religion and the

ministry. He completed his workin a pretheological college in the Bay Area with
high honors, after which, leaving homeforthefirst time, he went east to a church
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college. For several years he served as a minister to small congregations, inter-
spersing work for the national administrative arm of his church with his parish

duties. His father died when Paul was 30, and his mother cameto live with Paul
permanently as his homemaker. By 1945 he had become widely knownin his
profession,and in that year was appointed presidentof a small church college. In

both 1940 and 1950, Paul’s questionnaire reports indicated a warm andaffection-

ate relationship with his mother, and a complete lack ofinterest in marriage. His

recollection of high school feelings about sex were of “disgust and aversion”

and an entire lack of sexual activity. He never developed close friendships with

either sex, though as an adult, at least, he was socially able and workedeffec-

tively in various middle-level administrative positions. In 1977, two years after
his mother’s death, “with whom lived all my life, in all places of my resi-
dence,” he referred to the event as the most crucial turning pointof his life. Now

67 years old, he said “[I] must now face remainderoflife living alone.” He had

already published seven religious books, now published another, served for three

more years in an important missionary role, and died of cancerat age 70.

Cedric was born in a small town near San Francisco, the oldest of four

brothers. His parents were upper middle-class business people,originally from
the Carolinas. Cedric was an excellent student and quite popular in high school.
His primary interest was in dramatics. From age seven his favorite reading was

plays andhis other chief leisure-time activity was drawing. His family, teachers,

and friends expected him to becomea cartoonist. In high school he acted in many

plays, painted scenery, and wrote one-act plays for the drama club. After high
schoolhe went to a famousplayhousetraining schoolfor two years. Immediately
thereafter, in spite of the Depression, he wasable to get steady work as a radio
dramatist and actor. At age 21 he met another man engagedin the same work,

and they becamesuccessful collaborators and life-long house-mates. After their

initial success in Hollywood, they moved to New York, where they became a

well-known team as radio theater writers. They bought a farm in Connecticut,

lived relatively quietly, but, by the nature of their occupation, under continuous
high tension. Cedric reported in his thirties that alcohol and smoking were big
problemsfor him. In 1940, at age 27, his interests were scored as “A”level for
physician, actor, musician, and writer.

By 1960,the pressure of constantcreativity and deadlines had exhausted both
his partner and him, and they began partial retirement, starting with a six-

month tour of Europe. Thereafter Cedric worked only part-time, since he no

longer needed much income,and usedhis leisure to work on plays, teach part-

time in a theatrical college, and prepare special TV extravaganzas on assign-

ment. In 1972 he reported that his drinking was under good control but he was

still unable to stop smoking. He died of lung cancerthree yearslater.

Elizabeth was born andreared in a small mid-western town whereherfather
wasthe successful president of a college. He was 48 and her mother 40 when
Elizabeth was born. Her mother wasquite active in community work,especially
with their church. Elizabeth, with three much older brothers and a youngersister,
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had an apparently comfortable childhood until she was 12. Then her father

retired and the family, without the older boys, moved to a small city to live with

ailing grandparents.

The transition from small town to city was difficult, and during the next few
years Elizabeth became somewhatreserved,isolating herself from sociallife.
Her father died about the time she started college. She had trouble adjusting to
the first school she entered and eventually wentto four different colleges before

graduating in 1930. Her main interest wasin writing, and she thoughtof herself

as a future writer. For financial reasons she planned to begin a careerin library

work, and entered library school. Again for financial reasons she dropped out

after a year and found a position in a small library. Her mother reported in the

mid-1930’s that Elizabeth wasstill trying to write in her spare time but was not
very successful. Elizabeth was “too tired after long days in the library.” The two
of them lived together until World War II, when Elizabeth turnedto clerical work

in an airplane factory. In 1944 she resigned and entered the Women’s Army

Corps as a private. Her assignments during the next three years, to Paris and

London, were a mixedblessing; her work and travel were stimulating but she

missed her Californian homelife. After her discharge she was able to return to

library schoolandfinish hertraining.

Bythis time (1948) writing was more a wistful hobby than an occupation, and

Elizabeth settled into a new position in a large and sophisticated state library.

Overthe next 25 years she progressed well professionally,finally becoming a top

level administrator. Her mother had died when Elizabeth was 40, leaving her

alone without a housemate. Eventually she found a congenial woman friend with

whomshelivedtherest of her life. In 1977 she answeredthe financial questions

on her questionnaire with, first, her own income (which wassubstantial), and

then added “T. earns about the same and so our family income is — .”

In the early part of her career, Elizabeth referred frequently to writing stories

and articles as her real vocation andrated her library work as a poor source of

satisfaction. In successive reports over 30 years, however, writing was put on the

back burner, the library work wasputin first place, and in herfinal questionnaire

she rated “my workitself” as her most important source oflife satisfaction.

Jean wasthe oldest of four children in a financially comfortable family, the

father a commercial publisher, the mother a homemaker whose college degree

wasin electrical engineering. Jean’s mother and teachers, both elementary and

high school, suggested teaching as her probable vocation, andall agreed that her

ability in mathematics was exceptional. She majored in it at the University of

California, where she received the A.B. and M.A., but her interests also included

psychology and education. The combinationled herto a position in the psycho-

logical test construction program at a major university. In the mid-thirties she

moved to a large eastern city with a large black population and began teaching
mathematics in high school. Her interest in testing and counseling continued,

and she published a substantial numberofarticles in technical journals.

One of her major values from her high school years had been the improve-
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mentof interracial relations; in college she wasactive in interracial clubs, and in

her new city school system she immediately becameactive in the desegregation
movement. She wasactive also in several professional organizations. Her techni-

cal work continued, however,in spite of her organizational activity, and at age 60

she retired from teaching to become managing editor of an important technical

journal, a position she held until her final retirementin her late 60’s.

Jean rejected homemaking with a firm “no” onherfirst questionnaire about

interests, in 1922, and she evidently continued this feeling for the rest of herlife;

she livedfirst in a small apartment for a few years, then bought a house (where

her main interest was gardening), and finally returned to an apartment. In all

these dwellings she lived alone. Social issues were exceedingly importantto her.

Boys and men werenot. She had many womenfriends but no housemates.

Summary

The majority of the later-maturity subjects had stable marriages. About 70 per-

cent of both sexes married only once, with the marriage,if terminated, ending by

the death of the spouse. About a quarter of both the men and the women divorced

at least once. These divorce rates were roughly comparable to those for Ameri-

can marriages during the 1930’s and 1940’s when most of the first marriages
among our subjects occurred. The proportion of womenin the later-maturity
sample who never married was more than double that of men; the men’s rate was

slightly lower than that of other men of similar age, and the women’s rate was

slightly higher than that of women of similar age. Terman’s Marital Aptitude

Test discriminated significantly between never-divorced subjects and those who

never married, divorced once, or divorced more than once.

As compared with the Terman men’s wives, more of the Terman women had

careers independentof their husbands’ careers. Also, the Terman womenpartici-
pated more in their husbands’ careers than did spouses of Terman men. After
marriage, both the men and womenhadadopteda traditional division of respon-

sibility for household tasks and childrearing. However, the Terman women’s

work outside the home was accompanied by slightly greater participation by

husbands in day-to-day household work; husbands of the career workers also

participated morein the care andtraining of the children. Women income work-

ers and career workers shared more financial managementresponsibilities with

their spouses than did homemakers.In marriages in which the wife had worked

for most of the marriage, a majority of the men and womensawtheeffect of the

wife’s work on the marriageas positive, but this wasrelatively more true for the

men than for the women. The husbandsof the Terman womenprovidedappre-

ciable support for their wives’ community service or paid work,particularly with

regard to discussing the wife’s work.

A distinction between marital histories showing a single divorce and those

showing multiple divorces was especially informative. The once-divorced group

differed relativelylittle from the never-divorced group in respect of family back-

ground, adolescent sexuality, age at first marriage, and several personality traits
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self-rated by the subjects in young adulthood. The multi-divorced groups of

both sexes, however, differed more sharply from the never-divorced group. The

multi-divorced subjects perceived their childhood as unhappy andtheir rela-
tionships to their parents as unaffectionate and conflictual. Both the boys and

girls tended to marry early, and were less mature as measured bythe interval

since they had entered puberty. This, in turn, led to an abbreviation of educa-

tion. The salient personality traits — emotionality, impulsiveness, and refusal to

conform to authority — that the multi-divorced people perceived in themselves

(and which their mothers judged similarly) can be viewed both as products of

early parent-child maladjustment and as seedbedsofdifficulty for later marital
adjustment.

The once-divorced groups, however, were not entirely free of difficulty. The

mental health measures, based on an evaluation ofall the information available

from 1940 to 1960, suggested that they, too, had more emotional difficulties,

neuroticism, and serious affective interference in their adult lives than did the

subjects who never divorced. In young adulthood, however, once-divorced sub-

jects did not remembertheir childhood as more unhappynor did they recall more

conflict, rebellion, and lack of affection in their relations to their parents. We

have no way of knowing whetherthis difference in recollectionsis a real differ-

ence in the childhood situation or whether the once-divorced people simply

coped moreeffectively with earlier family problems, and by young adulthood no

longer viewedtheir earlier lives as unhappy and conflictual.

In contrast to their respective same-sex comparison groups, weseethat there

are important similarities as well as differences between the never-married men

and women. Never-married subjects of both sexes had nointellectual advantage

in their early years over children in the study who later married. However,

by young adulthood— their thirties and forties — both never-married men and

women had developed superior competence as measured by the 1940 and 1950

Concept Mastery Tests. In childhood, never-married subjects of both sexes were

slightly sex-typed toward the opposite gender, and in adolescence, both were
little interested in sex behavior and hadrelatively little experience with it. By

young adulthoodthe single subjects’ interests still leaned toward those typed as

opposite to their own gender, the men moreso than the women,and the men had

begun to diverge toward unhappiness, low self-confidence, and feelings of in-

feriority. The women, on the other hand, had become morepersistent in their
seeking oflife goals. In middle age this difference was reflected by more serious

adjustmentdifficulties for the never-married men, which appears to have inter-

fered significantly with their occupational activity; a disproportionately large

segmentof the never-married mensettled for a low level of occupation, and by

and large they were not very successful. The never-married women,in contrast,

had significantly higher level of education than the never-divorced, were pre-
dominantly professional, and were quite successful in their continuing full-time
occupational careers. Single subjects of both sexes were predominantly profes-

sional in their occupational choices, and tended to be full-time career workers

throughouttheirlives.
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Marriage is commonly viewedasa social institution providing a convenient and

efficient setting for sexual gratification and procreation. Of courseit is, but there

are other assets — companionship, sharing of housework, mutual caretaking,

emotional support, and freedom for intimacy and the expression of feelings.

Whenthese rewards have been experienced for a near lifetime, they add up toa

learned reliance on a partner, an interdependence whichis the essence of a

dyadic relationship.
But marriage is not the only social form that can provide the necessary condi-

tions for the satisfaction of interpersonal needs. Single persons of the same sex

can pair up to form households, with or without sexual intimacy. Parent and child

may also create a dyad. A variety of alternatives to marriage are possible, and

indeed the only limit to these relationships is set by their function — to provide

reciprocal support and satisfaction of mutual needs for help and companionship.
Living arrangements usually reflect the presence of a supportive relationship.

However, many older people who live alone have meaningful interpersonal

relationships. Some haverelatives and friendsliving elsewhere with whom they

maintain contact by visits, telephone, or mail. While the actual interactive be-

havior of such partners will necessarily differ from that of housemates, the

affective quality may be much the same (Chappell & Badger, 1989).
Such relationships usually go beyond a simple pairing connection such as

marriage and involve a numberofpersons who constitute a network of partners.

Couples as well as individuals are usually embedded in small groups of people

who rely on one another for the kinds of rewards — satisfactions — we have

mentioned above. Few individuals are without network membership (Antonucci,

1990), and these networks tend to be fairly stable (Costa, Zonderman, & Mc-
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Crae, 1985; Field & Minkler, 1988; Wellman & Hall, 1986). Social networks and

associated social support have been extensively studied in aging, becauseoftheir

associations with both physical and psychological well-being (Antonucci &

Jackson, 1987; Cutrona, Russell, & Rose, 1986; Holahan & Holahan, 1987;

House, Landis, & Umberson, 1988; Krause, 1986a; Krause, Liang, & Yatomi,

1989; Lowenthal & Robinson, 1976; Norris & Murrell, 1990).

This chapter describes such supporting relationships in the Terman group’s

later maturity, beginning with current marital status. We will then considerliving

arrangements and support by children, siblings, and friends. All these matters

will illustrate the increasingly tenuousstructure of dyads, especially marriage,

that stems from the ever-more-likely loss of partners through death.

Current Marital Status

The subjects reported their current marital status on each of the four follow-

up questionnaires between 1972 and 1986, together with a description of any

changessince their previous report. Table 7.1 shows how many reported each

Status in the latest report. Comparisons of the marital statuses of the membersof

the later-maturity group who were aged 65-74 in 1986 with the general popula-

tion show that there were proportionately more married men in the group and

fewer of the other statuses than in the general population (U.S. Bureau of the

Census, 1988). More of the women were single or divorced, and fewer were

married or widowed, than in the general population of women. The most dra-

matic difference is in the divorced category for women, where 14.6 percent ofthe

later-maturity group were divorced in 1986, compared with 5.5 percent in the

general population. The higher proportion of single women in our sample is

consistent with the greater tendency for educated womento remain single (Ward,

1979). The lower rates of widowhood amongboth the men and the womenare

consistent with data from other samples showing lower rates of widowhoodwith

individuals of higher socioeconomicstatus (Palmore, 1981).

The genderdifferences in marital status are enormous. Nearly twice as many

men as women werestill married— not necessarily to the same partner— and

four times as many women as men were widowed and now unmarried. Nearly

three times as many women remained unmarried after divorces. These gender

differences in marital status are consistent with patterns in the general popula-

tion, which are thought to be due to differences in the death rates of men and

women, the tendency for women to marry men older than themselves, and the

greater likelihood of remarriage among men (Bengtson, Rosenthal, & Burton,

1990; Palmore, 1981).

Since the subjects varied in age at the time of responding andnotall of them

returned all four questionnaires, the data we report on current marital status are

based on responses made at quite a range of ages, though 90 percent of the

subjects were between 65 and 85 years old at the time we secured the latest

information. A table of the numbers and percentages of the subjects whore-
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TABLE 7.1
Current Marital Status ofLater-Maturity Group

at Latest Report

Marital status Men Women
| (at latest report) N Pct. N Pct.

Single 20 3.5% 38 7.7%
Married 474 83.3 224 45.3
Separated 3 0.5 2 0.4
Divorced 28 49 61 12.3
Widowed 44 7.7 169 34.2

Total respondents 569 494
Significance(p)
by chi-square .O1
 
SOURCE: Questionnaires in 1972, 1977, 1982, and 1986.

ported each marital status by half-decade age-groups showed no noteworthy

departures from the pattern in Table 7.1.

In another decade there will be more deaths of spouses and possibly an

occasional divorce or separation. As the Terman group havereachedlater matu-

rity they have more and more returned to the single status from which they
started as adolescents and young adults. This was twice as frequent among the

women as among the men.

Living Arrangements

Household Composition

In later maturity there was a substantial reduction in number of household
living-partners or housemates. Table 7.2 shows the numbers and proportions of

our later-maturity group who wereliving alone, or with various combinations of

household membersat latest report. These data were obtained in the last three

follow-ups only (1977-86); hence the numberofcases is reduced by post-1972

attrition. The gender differences were very great. Only 12 percent of the men

were living alone, while 46 percent of the women were. The main alternative

was two-person households, for which the respective values were 80 and 48

percent. (These percentages are not shownseparately in the table.) Most of these

two-person households consisted of subject and spouse, but not all, and by no

meansequally for the two sexes. In 1977, for example, five women and one man

were living with a “friend of the opposite sex.” Very few had a parent or person

of an older generation living with them. Somewhat more had children and/or

grandchildren in the house, but not nearly as many as had had them in their

younger years. Only three women and one man had as yet employed a nurse,

caretaker, or companion.It is clear that, in later maturity, the two-person house-

hold was the predominant pattern for men, but it applied to only about half the

women.

Presenting the data cumulatively at latest report obscures an importantfact.
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Over the decade from 1977 to 1986 there was a steady decrease in two-person

households. The following tabulation illustrates change in household compo-

sition:

 

1977 1982 1986

Men Women Men Women Men Women

Pct. Pct. Pct. Pct. Pct. Pct.

Living alone 8 32 11 39 12 47

With spouse 81 56 79 51 79 42

There was only a small reduction in the percentage of men living with spouses,

but the percentage of women doing so fell dramatically. A trend in the opposite
direction occurredin the percentagesliving alone.

The percentage of Terman menliving with their spouses in 1986 is compa-

rable with that in the general male population aged 65 and older (U.S. Bureau

of the Census, 1988). However, the percentage of Terman women living with

spouses or with other family members was smaller than among older women in

the general population in 1986, because they were less likely to marry or have

children than were others in their cohort, and because there were more divorced
women in the later-maturity sample than in the general population of similar

ages. The ‘Terman women were more likely than the men to be living with

nonfamily members. Like the general population of this age, rather than living

with their families, they preferred to preserve their independence. This was

particularly true of the women, who were morelikely to be faced with this issue

by the death of a spouse.

Housing

Atlatest report, the great majority of the subjects were living in single-family

housing (93 percent of the men and 88 percent of the women). This included

single houses, duplexes, apartments, and condominiums. Another 3 percent of

 

 

TABLE 7.2

Composition ofHouseholds ofLater-Maturity Group

at Latest Report

_ Men Women
Composition of household —— ee

(at latest report) N Pct. N Pct.

Living alone 61 12.2% 210 45.7%

With spouse only 389 77.6 196 42.6
Spouseandchild(ren) 24 4.8 9 2.0

With child(ren) 14 2.8 12 2.6

Otherrelatives 3 0.6 9 2.0

Non-family persons 10 2.0 22 4.8
Institution 0 0.0 2 0.4

Total respondents 501 460

Significance (p) of sex difference, 01

by chi-square
 

SOURCE: 1977, 1982, and 1986 questionnaires.
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each sex were living in mobile homesand about the same percentagein retire-
ment homes. Only one man andfive womenhadyet goneinto nursing homes.

Satisfaction

Not all of the subjects had found a fully satisfying living arrangement. In

1977 and 1982 we asked questions aboutsatisfaction, expected changes, recent

changes, and reasons for change (1977, Questions 6—8; 1982, Questions 6-8).

Morethan 80 percent of the group reported themselves, in 1977, to be in the top
two categories of a 5-point scale of satisfaction, but most of the remainder

were unhappyordissatisfied. This satisfaction measure cumulates feelings about

numberofhousemates, relationships with them, and housingstyle, but it permits

us to examinethe reasonsfor dissatisfaction and what people planned to do about

it. As there were no significant gender differences in these matters we will not
report the findings separately by sex.

In general, those who werewell satisfied with their arrangements had no plans

for change in the near future, 83 percent saying they did not expect any changes

in the next five years. The point-biserial correlation between the 5-pointscale of

satisfaction and the intention to change was .44 for the men and .35 for the

women. Of those who did plan a change, 82 percent intended to moveinto a

smaller or more convenient residence or a more congenial neighborhood. The

other 18 percent were divided equally in their planning for (1) a change of

housemates, (2) a move to be nearer their children, and (3) a move into a

retirement home. None spoke of the need to employa caretaker or to enter a

nursing home.

By 1982, only about half of those who had planned a change hadactually

made one. Those who changed were about equally divided amongthe three

categories of change mentioned above. The coding of responsesto these ques-

tions was based partly on motivation and partly on objective characteristics,

however, and we cannot be too sure of the accuracy of every interpretation. The

fact of change wascodedaccurately enough, but the not-always-certain reasons

force us to report the proportions only as approximations.

Expectancy

It is not surprising that some people whodid not plan to changetheir living

arrangements actually did so, and that about half those who intended to change

did not do so. According to one interpretation of expectancy theory (Sears,

1981), the subjects who did not expect to change should have hadlesssatisfac-

tion after their change than those who expected a change. The reasoning is

simply that expectation of change offers an opportunity for the preparatory

rehearsal of new activities and responses to new arrangements while an unex-

pected change producesfrustration of accustomed responses without oppor-

tunity for replacing them with new andadaptive behavior.

A test of this hypothesis is presented in Table 7:3. The critical comparison is

between the mean 1982 satisfaction ratings for (1) those subjects who had not
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TABLE 7.3

Satisfaction with Living Arrangements in 1982 ofMembers ofLater-Maturity Group

by Comparison Groups ofPlanned Change in 1977 andActual Change by 1986
 

 

  

 

Satisfaction (1982)

Men Women

Comparison groups N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D.

1977—-no plans for change; 1982-no
changereported 237 8.15 99 212 7.90 1.28

1977—no plans for change; 1982—some
change reported 50 6.84 1.95 65 7.44 1.71

1977—planned a change; 1982-no
change reported 37 7.43 1.34 29 7.41 1.05

1977—planned a change; 1982—some

changereported 29 7.52 1.35 26 7.38 1.94
 

SOURCE: 1977 and 1982 questionnaires.

planned a changein living arrangements at the time of the 1977 follow-up but

nevertheless did make one before 1982, and (2) those whodid so plan and did

make the change. These 1982 meansare given in the second and fourth rowsof

the table. Among the men, the former experience wasassociated with slightly

lower satisfaction ratings than the latter, though the difference was notstatis-

tically significant. Among the women,the tworatings were almostidentical.

Since 1977 and 1982 ratings of satisfaction were correlated (rs of .44 for men

and .35 for women), a more stringent test would control for initial level of

satisfaction. An analysis of covariance was conducted for each sex separately,

controlling for satisfaction in 1977, and comparing the same groups (those who

had had no plans for change but experienced change,and those who had planned

for change, and experiencedit). This analysis was significant for men (p < .05),

but not for women.It appears that expectation of change was importantfor the

satisfaction of menfive years later, but it was not important for women. Perhaps

men are accustomedto controlling their lives and are notsatisfied when things do

not turn out as they plan. Women may be more accustomed to making accom-

modations to changing life circumstances throughouttheir lives, and may be

better able to adapt to unexpected occurrences.

Networks

People reach later maturity with a variety of resources for securing the kinds of

dyadic satisfactions mentioned earlier (Adams & Blieszner, 1989; Antonucci,

1990; Bengtson, Rosenthal, & Burton, 1990; Cicirelli, 1989; Depner & Ingersoll-

Dayton, 1988; Larson, Mannell, & Zuzanek, 1986). One such resourceis living

arrangements. As we have seen, many of our womensubjects and a few of the

men wereliving alone. Parents or other supportive membersof the older genera-

tion were no longer available. There remained children, grandchildren,siblings,

and friends of the older person’s own generation. The ways and the extent to
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which these partners are affiliated with our subjects were indicated by the an-

swers to a numberofquestions asked in 1977 (Questions 9~13, 41), 1982 (Ques-

tions 9a—10b, 16-17), and 1986 (Questions 7—10, 34).

Resources

Since all of our information about networks comes from these last three
follow-ups, we will exclude those subjects in the later-maturity group wholeft

the study after 1972. This leaves 504 men and 460 women whoansweredatleast

one of the questionnaires from 1977 through 1986.

Siblings. In 1977 the average numberofliving siblings was 1.30 for men and

1.24 for women. One hundred twenty-five of the men (29 percent) and 120 of the

women (31 percent) were only children, or had no living sibling; if the only
children are excluded, these averages are 1.84 and 1.81 respectively. Siblings

were far from being a universal source of comradeship and support, and the

amount available to the later-maturity group is less than that available in the

general population of similar age. The 1980 U.S. Census reported an average of

2.52 siblings for the comparable cohort.

Children. In 1977 the menin the later-maturity group reported that they had

raised an average of 2.2 children (including their own children, their stepchil-
dren, and their adopted children). The women averaged 1.8 children. This differ-

ence is significant (p < .05 by t-test) and is partly a result of the greater non-

response by single men, and the more frequent remarriage of men, with the

ensuing increase in the numberof stepchildren. In 1977, 15 percent of the men

reported havingraised no children and 23 percent of the womenreported having

raised none.Slightly less than half of both the men and the womenhadraised one

or two children, but 37 percent of the men had raised from threeto eight, while
only 28 percent of the women hadraised that many.

If we exclude the subjects who had raised no children the menstill had

significantly more on average than the women. The average numbers were 2.6

for men and 2.4 for women (p < .01).

Communication

There were five measures of the amount of communication between the

subjects and various people important to them. Thefirst four were obtained in

1977 (Questions 9-13), and refer to the frequency of telephoning and correspon-

dence with their children and siblings. The fifth was from a 1982 query (Ques-

tions 9a—9b) about the number of hours of close personal interaction, with

friendsor others.

There wasno difference in the frequency with which men and womensaw or

had had telephoneconversations with their children, but the womensignificantly

more often talked with siblings (p < .05). Men, however, corresponded with

their children more frequently than did women, while women were in more

frequent written communication with siblings than the men (p < .05). As a

minor generalization, it can be said that the women were more communicative
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TABLE 7.4

AmountofInteraction ofLater-Maturity Group with Others

and Degree ofSatisfaction with ThatAmount

by Current Marital Status (1982)
 

 

 

Men Women

Interaction Satisfaction Interaction Satisfaction
Marital Status N mean mean N mean mean

Alwayssingle 13 4.77 5.23 32 6.78 5.69
Married 353 6.12 5.35 208 6.85 5.46
Divorced/separated 16 6.00 5.88 38 5.76 5.79
Widowed 27 6.56 5.78 117 6.47 5.56

Total respondents 409 395

Significance of difference (p)

among marital groups by
analysis of variance 10 .O5 01 n.s.
 

SOURCE: Marital status from latest report in 1972, 1977, 1982, or 1986 questionnaires. Interaction and satisfac-
tion from 1986 questionnaires.
NOTE: Both interaction and satisfaction were measured on 9-pointscale. On the satisfaction scale, “5” repre-

sents “fully satisfied with present amount,” lower scores indicating a preference for less interaction and higher
scores a preference for moreinteraction.

with siblings than men,by either method, while men wrote moreto their children

than women did; womentalked moreto their children than men did.

The scales used for securing these estimates were not suitable for exact

measurement of just how often communication occurred, but the median fre-

quency for phoning children wasat a substantially shorter time interval (once a

week) than for written correspondence(less than once a month). Communication

with siblings by either method wasless frequent than with children.

In 1982 the subjects were askedto indicate the extent to which they interact

with others (Question 9). The question was asked on a 5-pointlinear scale, which

was converted to a 9-point scale. This interaction measure of communication

did, however, show very substantial gender differences in both behavior and
degree of satisfaction. Such gender differences in social networks have been
well documented (see Antonucci & Akiyama, 1987; Huyck, 1990; Rossi, 1985;

Wright, 1989). The womenin the later-maturity group reported a mean amount

of interaction of 6.63 on the 9-point scale, but the men’s mean was6.03 (p < .01

by t-test). The subjects’ satisfaction with the amountof interaction they had was

measured on a 5-point linear rating scale converted to a 9-point scale, with the

midpoint— 5 — representing full satisfaction with present amount; lower scores

indicated a preference for less interaction and higher scores a preference for

more. Both the men and women werequite satisfied, the women being slightly

more desirous of more interaction (meansof 5.39 and 5.54, respectively; p < .10

byt-test).

The mean differences among the marital status subgroups are shownin Table

7.4. The “always single” men had by far the lowest interaction but the “always

single” womenhad the second highest amount, almost tying with the married
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women. This difference corresponds well with manyother differences between

the never-married men and womenwhichwere reported in Chapter 6. It is worth

noting, however, that the never-married men were the most satisfied with the

amountofinteraction they had.In the years of later maturity, they appear to have

found an appropriate level of interaction with others andto be in less need of a

network than the divorced and widowed men, whoalso lack a marital compan-

ion. Similar differences in interaction patterns and associated satisfaction have

been found with other samples (see Babchuck, 1978-79; Braito & Anderson,

1983; Depner & Ingersoll-Dayton, 1988; Keith, 1989; Kohen, 1983; Longino &

Lipman, 1981; Reisman, 1988; Ward, 1979).

Intimacy and Companionship

The communication and interaction variables provide a measure of a net-

work’s existence, but notof its quality. Qualitative dimensionsof social support

have been shownto be importantfor well-being in the elderly (Carstensen, 1987;

Cutrona, Russell, & Rose, 1986; Fredrickson & Carstensen, 1990; Holahan &

Holahan, 1987; Liang, Dvorkin, Kahana, & Mazian, 1980; Lowenthal & Haven,

1968; Strain & Chappell, 1982; Ward, Sherman, & LaGory, 1984). In 1986, two

questions concerned this matter. We asked, separately for family and friends,

how many provided opportunities for intimate exchange of feelings, how many

just companionship, and how many werecasualrelationships (Questions 7—10);

for family, there was also a fourth category of “indifference or hostility, with

active avoidance.” Separate rating scales asked how satisfying these amounts of

intimacy and companionshipwere.

The question about friends specified “your 10 best friends.” The subjects

answered in termsof the reality of their lives rather than the demands of our

question. Somedid not have 10 “best friends” and others had more. Weplaced

no limit on the number of family members to be considered, but the subjects
varied considerably in the numberthey gave. The following tabulation shows

separately the baseline numbers the men and the womenusedfor answering the

questions.

 

Men Women

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Numberof friends 8.20 4.63 8.72 7.05

Numberof family 8.42 7.45 8.23 9.04

The meansofthe sexes did notdiffer significantly, but the variation as measured

by the standard deviations, both between men and women and amongindivid-

uals of both sexes, make it difficult to use the reported figures in their raw form.

Instead, for other comparisons, we have used a coarser and simpler measure,

namely, whether none or one (or more) friends or family were mentioned in

connection with each degree of intimacy. This permits us to report the percent-

ages of subjects who did or did not have persons with whom they had each type

of relationship. Thus various groups can be characterized by percentages of
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TABLE 7.5

Intimacy ofRelationships ofLater-Maturity Group

with Friends and Family Members (1986)
 

 

Percent Percent

Relationship of men of women p

Friends

Intimate 46.6% 71.0% O01

Companion 78.7 86.2 .O5

Casual 64.3 50.3 .O1
Family members

Intimate 80.7 83.6 N.S.

Companion 70.7 70.0 N.S.

Casual 57.6 47.0 01

Indifferent/hostile 13.9 8.8 .O5

Total respondents 367 334
 

SOURCE: 1986 questionnaire.
NOTE: p by chi-square.

positive responsesrather than by average of figures stemming from differing
baselines.

It is clear from the values in Table 7.5 that the men were considerably less

likely to have intimate relationships with friends. Even companionship wasa

little less commonfor them. Their friendships in later maturity were significantly

morelikely to be casual. This reserve, or withholding of responsiveness, did not

apply to family relationships, however; they wereas likely as the womento have

at least one family member with whom they could feel intimate, and another (or

more) with whom they could be companionable. The men were clearly more

likely than the womento haverelationships limited to casual interaction.Finally,

perhapsa kind of end-point to the men’s moreisolated affective lives, they were

a little more likely than the womento feel indifferent, avoidant, and even hostile

toward some oftheir family members.

These genderdifferences are displayed even more sharply in the combination

of friend and family relationships. Almost twice as many men as women had no

person with whom they hadan intimate relationship (13.8 percent to 7.3 percent,

p < .Q1). At the other end of the dimension, significantly more men have casual

relationships with someone,either a friend or family member (79.9 percent and

67.9 percent respectively, p < .01).

Intimacy and marital status. While these gender differences are impres-

Sive, and seem to suggest that men are deprived— or deprive themselves — of

intimacy with others, the fact is that much dependsontheir marital status. Notall

men differ as much from womenasthe gross figures seem to show. Without

presenting a maddening maze of comparisonsin tabular form,the salient points

can be summarized below:

1. Most of the gender difference in intimacy was produced by men and

womennot currently married; this includes the never-married, the divorced, and

the widowed. All these three groups of men had many fewer intimates among
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either friends or family members than did the women of those statuses. The

differences were highly significantin all but one instance — frequency of family

intimates among the divorced men and women.

It is to be remembered that those men and women whohad divorced and

widowed status in later maturity had quite different marital histories, on the

average. The men had mostly been divorced or widowed recently, while the
women had been divorced or widowed for a much longer time, and had an

opportunity to develop a new life-style more similar to the “always single”

women. These differences were discussed in Chapter 5 in connection with oc-

cupational histories.

2. There was a small but notstatistically significant gender difference in the

number of married men and women whohad anintimatefriend (44.7 percent and

56.3 percent respectively); there was almost no difference in the number who

had an intimate family member (84.2 percent and 90.8 percent respectively).
Presumably the spouseservesin this role for both sexes.

3. Nonetheless all four kinds of men were approximately twice as likely as

womento report indifferent or hostile family relationships. The divorced men (of

whom there are only 16) were three timesas likely as divorced women (N=40)

to have someone they avoid. Again we must rememberthe longer time the
womenhadto adapt to a newlife situation.

Satisfaction with degree of intimacy. Satisfaction with amountof intimacy

and companionship wasassessed by two 9-point rating scales (1986, Questions

8, 10). A mid-pointrating of “5” indicated full satisfaction with present amount

of interaction; a lower rating meant the person would like less interaction and a

higher rating meant a desire for more. The following tabulation showsthe aver-

ages and standard deviations for both men and womenin respectto their feelings

concerning both friends and family members.

  

 

Men Women

N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D.

Friends 370 5.80 1.00 321 5.92 1.15

Family members 367 5.63 0.87 313 5.85 1.11

Both sexes were reasonably close to full satisfaction with the amount and

kindsofinteraction they had with both friends and family members. The women,

however, wanted a little more than did the men, significantly so in the case of

family members (p < .01). The small size of the standard deviations showsthat

there waslittle variation in these feelings among the subjects of either sex. This

relative unanimity of desire for just a little more interaction wasreflected in the

averageratings by the four marital statuses of each sex; they ranged from 5.50 to

6.13 and noneof the differences between statuses approachedsignificance.

Disappointments, Bereavements, and Happiness

A networkplaysa role in both good and bad experiences. Theroleis likely to be

a little different, however. The good things that happen often involve other
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TABLE 7.6

Aspects ofLife Causing Disappointment and Bereavement

for Later-Maturity Group Reported in 1940 and 1986
 

  

 

Men Women

1940 1986 1940 1986
Aspectsof life Pct. Pct. Pct. Pct.

Marital difficulties 8.3% 4.5% 12.2% 6.2%
Occupationalsituation 6.8 2.4 7.4 1.8

Educational problems 3.8 0.0 2.6 1.2
Financial difficulties 1.7 2.6 2.2 0.9
Own health problems 0.5 10.5 1.5 1.8
Others’ health 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0
Children’s problems 0.0 0.5 0.4 1.2
Deaths 7.7 27.4 14.4 48.4

Spouse or lover 0.7 7.4 1.6 15.9

Child 0.5 0.8 0.7 2.1
Parents 5.2 0.8 9.6 2.9

Siblings 1.2 3.7 1.3 8.0
Otherrelatives 0.2 1.8 1.3 3.5
Friends 0.0 12.9 0.0 15.9

None reported 66.7 58.9 48.8 42.5

Total respondents 601 380 457 339
 

SOURCE: 1940 and 1986 questionnaires.

NOTE: Data for 1940 from whole Terman groupatthat time. Data for 1986 from later-
maturity group. Percentages may addto over 100 because up to two aspects mentioned by
a respondent were counted in 1940 and up to three aspects mentioned in 1986. The
percentages in column 3 addto less than 100 because notall aspects mentioned were
includedin the table.

people, the membersofthe network,and the happy event maybeeither a product

of continuing interaction(e.g., a happy marriage)or a terminal situation (e.g., a

satisfactory arrangementforretirement). The network maybesimilarly involved

in the bad happenings(e.g., death of a loved one). It has another function that is

more frequently noted in sad circumstances than happy ones; it serves as an

alleviating and therapeutic agent after the event has occurred.It is this latter

function — rarely relevant to happy events — thatis so importantin later maturity

because the problem of bereavementis so pervasive.

The reason for emphasis uponthe supportive role of the network can beeasily

seen in Table 7.6, which showsthe percentage of men and women whoreported

various sources of disappointment or bereavementin their 1940 and 1986 ques-

tionnaires. We have used data from the full Terman sample in 1940 in order to

maximize the amount of data. The difference between 1940 and 1986 in fre-

quency of death as a cause is enormous. Approximately four times as many of

the people experienced such loss in later maturity as did in their young adult-

hood. The difference in probable severity of loss is even moretelling when we

examine the persons who died. In young adulthood, parents were much more

frequently lost, while in later maturity, spouses and friends were the chief ones

whodied. The loss of parents in young adulthood is likely to be less traumatic

than the loss of spousesat older ages.
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TABLE 7.7

Aspects ofLife Causing Disappointment or Happiness

for Later-Maturity Group Reported in 1982
 

Men Women
 

Disappointment Happiness Disappointment Happiness

 

Aspectoflife Pct. Pct. Pct. Pet.

Marriage 5.8% 50.2% 8.2% 35.2%

Occupation 3.6 25.2 2.3 14.6
Education 0.0 0.7 0.0 1.5

Finances 2.6 20.9 1.3 17.8

Health (own) 7.2 23.1 8.5 23.4

Death 21.2 0.0 43.2 0.0

Children 0.0 27.9 1.0 42.5

Recreation 0.0 9.1 0.5 8.0

Travel 0.5 6.2 0.5 11.3
Character (own) 4.1 27.9 5.5 26.6
Living arrangements 1.2 4.1 0.8 9.0
Friends; social activities 2.9 13.7 6.3 30.4
Political situation 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.0

Religion 0.0 3.1 0.0 8.0
None mentioned 63.9 7.5 48.2 5.8

Total respondents 416 398
 

SOURCE: 1982 questionnaire.
NOTE: Percentages add to over 100 because some respondents gave more than one response.

The percentage of men whodid not report any disappointments washigherin

both periods than the percentage of women. For both sexes, there were more

reports in the later years than the earlier. The figures in Table 7.6 add to over 100
percent because up to two aspects mentioned by a respondent were recorded in
1940 andupto three in 1986. (Several minor causes of disappointment have been

omitted to save space; none involved more than twoorthree persons.)

The sex differenceis oflittle consequence, being largely caused by the greater

frequency of deaths of women subjects’ spouses. Other deaths — children, sib-

lings, friends — were also more frequently reported by women,but it was death

of spouse that provided the biggest difference. We can only speculate as to why

womenreport more disappointments,a fact replicated in the 1982 questionnaire,

results of which will be summarized below. We suggest, on the basis of the other

communication and interaction evidence cited earlier, that women’s networks

were broader than men’s. They had morefriends, were noticing of and interac-

tive with more siblings, and retained more intimate contact with children. There-

fore they had more people in their lives who could cause them both happiness

and disappointment, and more people who can die and leave them bereft. Other

authors have noted that women’s more extensive networkscarry costs in addi-

tion to their benefits (Antonucci & Akiyama, 1988; Brody, Kleban, Johnsen,

Hoffman, & Schoonover, 1987; Kessler, McLeod, & Wethington, 1985).

In 1982, we asked about both disappointments (Question 16) and happiness

(Question 17). Table 7.7 showsa list of causes of both similar to the list in Table
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7.6, but without the details of who died. (Deathsof friends, spouses, children are

included only in the category “death,” not in “marriage,” “friends,” or “chil-

dren.”) Less than 10 percent of either sex failed to mention some source of

happiness, and the proportions for disappointments were about the sameas they
had been 42 years earlier and still would be four years later— about half the

womenand two-thirds of the men.

The table summarizes the causesofjoy and sorrow in gifted older people. By

1982, with their ages mostly in the sixties and seventies, marriage, occupation

(sometimesits continuation, a few times its relinquishment), finances, health,

children, the person’s own character and accomplishments, and friendships were

prominent causes of happinessand rarely mentioned as disappointments. Recre-

ation, travel, and religion were much less frequently mentioned, and education

hardly at all. Only death andthe political situation were no sources of happiness

for anyone.

A higher percentage of men than of women mentioned marriage and occupa-

tion as sources of happiness, but there were no other important genderdiffer-

ences in sources of happiness. The greater mortality of husbands than of wives

was responsible for the former difference, and the less frequent occupational

involvement of women for the latter. The role of religion was small but not

negligible, as always with this group. We shall consider this matter, and its

earlier manifestations, in Chapter 9, which is devoted to goals andideals.

Summary

The Terman men and women differed markedly in current marital status in later

maturity. Nearly twice as many men as womenwerestill married (83 percentas
compared with 45 percent); less than 10 percent of men were unmarried wid-
Owers, as compared with one-third of women who were widows. Nearly three

times as many womenas men remained unmarried after divorce; and more than

four times as many women as men remained unmarried after being widowed.

Similarly, almost four times as many womenas men wereliving alone. Thegreat

majority of the subjects were living in single family housingatthe latest report,

and more than 80 percent reported that they were satisfied with their living

arrangements in 1977.

The men and womendiffered in later maturity in amount of interaction with

other people, the womenreporting more interaction. Both men and women were

quite satisfied with the amountof interaction, but on average, women were

slightly more desirous than men of more interaction. The men and womenalso

differed in the types of relationships they had with friends and family. The
women were more likely to have intimate or companionshiprelationships with

friends, and less likely to have casual friendships. The men were aslikely as

womento have intimate or companionshiprelationships with family, but more

likely than womento have casualor indifferent or hostile family relationships.

Mostof the gender difference in intimacy was produced by men and womennot
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currently married, including the never-married, the divorced, and the widowed.

All three of these groups of men had many fewer intimate relationships with

either friends or family membersthan did the womenof the samestatuses.

There was no difference in the frequency with which the men and women had

telephone conversations with their children, but the womentalked with siblings

more frequently. Men, on the other hand, corresponded with their children more
frequently than did women, while women were in more frequent written com-

munication with siblings. There was a small genderdifference in the number of

married men and women whohadan intimate friend (women being higher), but

almost no difference in the number who had an intimate family member. More

important, in 1986, both sexes were reasonably closeto full satisfaction with the

amountand kindsofinteraction they had with both friends and family members.
In both 1940 andlater maturity, fewer of the men than the women reported

disappointments. The gender difference in disappointments in later maturity is

largely due to spousal deaths. A higher percentage of men than women men-

tioned marriage and occupation as sources of happiness, but there were no other

important sex differences in sources of happiness. The greater mortality of hus-

bands than of wivesis responsible for the former, and the less frequent occupa-
tional involvement of womenforthelatter.

In light of the literature suggesting that social network membership makesan

important contribution to both physical and psychological well-being in aging

(see Antonnuci, 1990), the prospects of the later-maturity group for successful

aging seem auspicious. Although the womendesired slightly more social inter-

action they were quite close to full satisfaction with the amountthey had. Despite

the differences in patterns of interaction by sex and by marital status, a generally

high level of satisfaction heldfor all marital status subgroups. Many members of

the sample had extensive social networks, but more importantly, almost all had

attained at least a threshold level of social functioning necessary for positive

adaptation in aging.
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Interests and Activities

Leisure and avocational activities become increasingly important in the later

years. They can provide a source of meaningin their ownright; and, to the extent

that they involve shared interests and the demonstration of competencies, they

can create a sense of belonging and self-worth. In addition, activities that chal-

lenge the older person can help maintain established knowledge and competen-

cies. Also, activities in aging compensate for someofthe loss, with retirement, of

positive aspects of interactions with others in the work setting (DeCarlo, 1974;

Kelly, Steinkamp, & Kelly, 1987; Lawton, 1985; Lawton, Moss, & Fulcomer,

1986-87; Palmore, 1981).

Individuals commonly look forward to their aging years as a time to pursue

new interests. In reality, there is remarkable stability in the kinds of activities

pursuedacrossthe life cycle, especially from middle age onward(Atchley, 1988;

Bosse & Ekerdt, 1981; Lawton, 1985). Individuals are thus confronted with the

challenge of developing,at least by middle age,a set of interests and competen-

cies that they can continueinto their later years. This is particularly the case for

those whose lifelong occupations do not lend themselvesto part-time or volun-

tary participation after formal retirement.

Laying the foundation for meaningful nonvocationalactivity in aging is com-

plicated by the ambivalence in our culture concerning leisure. In ancient cul-

tures, leisure — frequently involving cultural pursuits — was valued as a source

of fulfillment in life. In our contemporary work-oriented culture, leisure is often

disparaged as simply nonwork.This attitude is reinforced by the fact that many
popular leisure activities requirelittle intellectual or physical effort. This ambiv-
alence toward leisure has the potential for leaving older persons unprepared to
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meet the need for creating structure and meaningin theirlives after they leave
work (Gordon, Gaitz, & Scott, 1976; Troll, 1982).

Both the aging processitself, and the social conditions surrounding aging, can
influence the kindsofactivities that people pursue. Declining health and energy,
decreasing financial resources, and de facto age-segregation in ourculture,all
limit the activities pursued by someof the elderly. Activities that make strong
physical demands are dropped in favor of those that do not. Activities that
require leaving the homeare replacedbyinsideactivities, and those with a social
orientation are replaced by more solitary ones. However, these declinesare far
from inevitable, and depend to a great extent on the individual characteristics
andlife situation of the aging person (Atchley, 1988; Burrus-Bammel & Bam-
mel, 1985; Gordon, Gaitz, & Scott, 1976; Tinsley et al., 1987).

Earlier volumes reporting on the Terman longitudinal study have described
the avocational interests and activities of the Terman subjects from childhood to
middle age. Far from the stereotype of the gifted as one-sided in abilities and
interests (current when Terman began this study in the early 1920’s), the subjects
have demonstrated a breadthofinterests and avocationalactivities. We are inter-
ested now in howthese subjects have spent their time in their later years, espe-
cially when their involvement in formal work roles is reduced. This chapter
looksat the activities of the subjects during later maturity, using reports from
1977, 1982, and 1986. In addition, we will use data from earlier reports to
investigate continuity in activity participation overthelife cycle.

Activities in 1977

In an item in the 1977 questionnaire, subjects were asked abouttheir participa-
tion in income-producing work, and wereoffered five response options ranging
from “none” to “essentially full time.” About a third of the 1977 male respon-
dents were working full time and abouta third had no paid workat all in 1977;
only 15 percent of women were working full time and two-thirds had no paid
employment. (Women who had no income-producing work after age 50 [150
women] are included in the “none” category.) The totals would not be greatly
altered by counting time spent in continued unpaid vocational activity; only 47
(14 percent) of the men and 21 (7 percent) of the womenreported such activity
half-time or more.

In 1977, the average age of the group was 67, andthe retirement process was
well under way. With the reduction in work for pay, the subjects had more time
for other activities. Lifetime homemakers whose children had long left home
were free for otheractivities.

To explore the subjects’ activity level in later maturity, we asked them in 1977
(Question 37) about their participation in 33 activities. Response alternatives
were: (1) “Never,” (2) “Seldom,” (3) “Occasionally,” and (4) “Frequently.” In
1977, the countofactivities the individual engaged in occasionally or frequently
ranged from 1 to 29. The men reported an average of 17 activities at the occa-
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sional or frequent level, and the womenreported participation at these levels in

an average of 17.7 activities. These data are consistent with earlier descriptions

of the Terman men and womenas an active group, with diverse interests. The

subjects’ activity level compared quite favorably with that of the general popula-

tion. For example, Peppers (1976) reported an average numberof 12 activities by
a heterogeneous sample of menafter retirement.

The individuals in the later-maturity group varied widely in the types of

activities they reported. To facilitate our discussion of the kindsofactivities they

engaged in, we have formedfive scales, after conducting factor and item anal-

ysis, and considering item content. The scales and their items are presented in

Table 8.1. The first scale, Intellectual Activities, includes serious reading,self-

improvementin knowledgeorskills, and unpaid professional or technical work.
The Cultural Activities scale covers both receptive and productive cultural and

artistic pursuits. The Social Activities scale covers informal socializing and

entertaining, as well as several kinds of community service. The Active Recre-

ational Activities scale includes nine diverse activities that require leaving the

home, physical exertion, skill, or psychological investment. The last scale, Pas-

sive Recreational Activities, consists of light reading, watching TV, and solitary

gamesandpuzzles.
Table 8.1 also presents item and scale means for the men and women.In

addition, the nominal significance of the sex difference is indicated. The scale

score is the average of the scores on the items in the scale. Scale scores are

computed only for those subjects who responded to all the itemsin thescale.

Thus, the scale scores are sometimes based on markedly reduced Ns in com-

parison with the total N respondingto this section of the questionnaire.

The intellectual activities most favored in the group in later maturity were

serious reading and increasing knowledgeor skill by independent study. These
ratings averaged near 3, “Occasionally,” on our four-point scale. Men read

professional publications and did unpaid professional or technical work more

than women. Womenwere morelikely than men to read nonfiction and to attend

continuing education classes. It should be noted that there was no difference

between the men and womenon the scale score, because their scores were

balanced by an emphasis on different kindsof intellectual activities.

The group tended towardthe two receptive cultural activities in later maturity.

At least occasionally, most subjects listened to recorded music and attended

cultural events. Women participated in all four of the cultural activities more

frequently than the men. Social interaction most often consisted of informal

contact with friends, neighbors,andrelatives, and entertaining. Our subjects also

engaged in communityservice,particularly in helping friends or neighbors. The

womenwere moreactive socially than the men.

The Active Recreation items are more diverse than itemsin the otherscales.

Amongthem,the most popular activities were travel, physical self-improvement,

such as exercise or dieting, noncompetitive physical activity, hobbies, and home

repairs (for men). More than half the subjects participatedinall of theseactivities
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TABLE 8.1

Participation by Later-Maturity Group in 32 Activities in 1977
 

(N = 323-421)
Women

(N = 247-380)

 

Activity Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Intellectual activities
Scale score 2.62 0.58 2.53 0.65

Reading: books(nonfiction) 3.25 0.75 3.42° 0.76
Reading: avocational publications 2.83 1.02 2.73 1.03
Reading:professional publications 3.07° 1.06 2.35 1.13
Increasing knowledgeorskill (independentstudy) 2.74 1.02 2.77 1.00
Continuing education (classes) 1.86 1.03 2.23? 1.17
Unpaid professional or technical work 2.04° 1.08 1.73 1.07

Cultural activities
Scale score 1.97 0.44 2.21 0.60

Listening to recorded music 2.88 0.96 3.12 0.95
Going to concerts, plays, lectures, museums,etc. 2.80 0.90 3.05° 0.87
Playing a musical instrument 1.40 0.86 1.70° 1.09
Playing or singing with a musical group 1.24 0.69 1.41 0.91
Creative writing, painting, sculpture, dramatics 1.67 1.05 1.89° 1.18

Social activities
Scale score 2.50 0.57 2.79° 0.57

Informalvisiting with friends and neighbors 3.13 0.75 3.41° 0.69
Visiting and communicating with relatives 3.00 0.77 3.38? 0.78
Entertaining 2.84 0.78 2.99° 0.77
Community service: helping friends and neighbors 2.41 0.87 2.82° 0.90
Community service: with a group 2.16 1.12 2.364 1.15
Community service: work done at home 1.62 0.77 1.88 0.99

Active Recreation

Scale score 2.54° 0.46 2.42 0.46
Traveling 3.18 0.84 3.19 0.85
Attending movies 1.90 0.73 1.89 0.67
Attending sporting events 1.96? 0.87 1.64 0.77
Self improvement— physical (exercise, diet) 3.00 1.01 3.11 0.98
Noncompetitive physical activity 3.06° 1.03 2.80 1.11
Participating in competitive sports 1.74? 1.16 1.34 0.81
Competitive card or board games 2.26 1.12 2.424 1.15
Working on hobbies(collections, gardening,

handicrafts) 2.93 1.10 3.13 1.01
Homerepairs and maintenance 3.00° 0.99 2.47 1.10

Passive Recreation
Scale score 3.03 0.46 3.14 0.47

Reading: newspapers, magazines 3.954 0.29 3.89 0.37
Reading: books(fiction) 3.06 0.87 3.42° 0.78
Watching TV:educational, cultural 3.13 0.79 3.426 0.75
Watching TV: entertainment 3.03 0.90 3.14 0.85
Watching TV: sporting events 3.08? 0.97 2.51 1.05
Solitary games or puzzles 2.02 1.06 2.53? 1.18
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.

NOTE: Raw scores varied from | to 4, as follows: 1 = Never; 2 = Seldom; 3 = Occasionally; 4 = Frequently.
Significantdifferences indicated are between men and women.

“p < .01 by t-test. ’p < .05 byt-test.
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at least occasionally. Men engagedin moresports-related activities and did more

homerepairs than women. Women, morethan men, chose hobbies and competi-
tive card or board games.

The responses to the first item on the Passive Recreation scale, reading

newspapers and magazines, suggest that the members of the sample kept well-

informed in their later years. Both averages were near 4 and this item hadthe

lowest variability of all the activity items. Most subjects also read fictional books

and watchedvarious kinds of TV. Men watched sports on TV more than women,

while womenaveraged higher on watching educational TV, reading fiction, and

playing solitary games.

Many of the sex differences in activity patterns follow traditional gender

roles. Other authors have found similar patterns with less advantaged samples

(see Cutler & Hendricks, 1990; Gordon, Gaitz, & Scott, 1976; Lawton, Moss, &

Fulcomer, 1986-87). The largest gender differences were in the social and cul-

tural realms, where women’s activity level was noticeably higher. In addition,
men generally participated morein active recreational activities, while women’s

recreational activities were more passive. Men consistently favored both active

and passive sports-related activities more than women— participation in sports

and physical activities, attending sporting events, and watching sports on TV.

Their interest in sports has been greater than women’s throughoutthe yearsofthe

study (see Terman & Oden, 1959). As previously noted, men also engaged more

in work-related activities — both unpaid professional or technical work and pro-

fessional reading.

Comparison with Other Samples

How dotheactivity patterns of the Terman subjects compare with those of

other samples? Traditional indicators of socioeconomicstatus, such as income,

education, and occupational history, have been associated with more varied and

intellectually or socially demanding leisure activities (Harris, 1975; Lawton,

1985; Lawton, Moss, & Fulcomer, 1986—87; Palmore, 1981; Schmitz-Scherzer,

1976). As an advantaged group,especially with regard to education, the Terman

subjects might be expected to have varied and complexactivity patterns.

Table 8.2 presents comparison data from the later-maturity group with six

other studies. For this table, the later-maturity group has beenrestricted to those

65 years of age or older, to allow better comparisons with the other samples. The

first column gives the percentage of the later-maturity group 65 years or older

who participated in each activity occasionally or frequently, and the second

column gives percentages of those participating frequently. Some items and

associated percentages for the later-maturity group were computed by combin-

ing the subject’s endorsementof several related items. For example, the entry for

reading frequently represents frequent reading of at least one of the five types

presented on the questionnaire — newspapers and magazines,fiction, nonfiction,

avocational, and professional. Similar aggregates were created for watching TV,

physical activity, and visiting with family and friends. The seven studies pre-
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TABLE 8.2
Activity Participation in 1977 by Later-Maturity Group Aged 65 and Over

Compared with Other Samples ofSame Age
 

 

 

 

Later-Maturity Group

Occasional Other Samples

or frequent Frequent A B C D E F
Activity Pct. Pct. Pet. Pct. Pct. Pct. Pct. Pet.

Reading 99% 98% 51% 87% 36% 37% 67% 66%
TV 93 78 78 96 36 28 69 76
Participation in sports/physicalactivity 68 46 — — 3 10 — —
Attending sporting events 20 3 — — — 2 — —
Listening to music 70 37 16 — — 2 — —
Competitive card or board games 43 20 16 — — 23 29 —
Travel 81 42 29 — — 10 — —
Travel: alone — — — — — — — 47
Travel: group — — — — — — — 66
Working on hobbies 71 47 —_ — — — — —
Participating in recreational activities

and hobbies — — — — 26 — — —
Arts,crafts, etc. — — 37 53 — 26 46 —
Gardening — — 27 — 39 9 49 57
Visiting and communicating with

relatives 83 4] — — — — — —
Visiting with immediate family — — 60 — — — — —
Informal visiting with friends and

neighbors 86 43 — — 47 — — 78
Visiting with neighbors — — 32 — — — — —
Visiting relatives or acquaintances — — 32 — — _ — —
Visiting family/friends 93 67 — 89 — 19 75 —
Community service: helping friends 56 18 — — — — — —
Community service: group 42 20 — — — — — —
Community service: at home 21 5 — — — — — —
Participation in fraternal or community

organizations — — 8 — 17 2 20 —
Volunteer work — — — 19 8 3 — —
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire and the following studies: (A) German subjects age 65 and older, participated often or very
often, 1971, reported by Schmitz-Scherzer, 1979; (B) National Longitudinal Survey, representative sample of retired men age
60-74 (N = 1599), participated in the last year, 1981 (Morgan, Parnes, & Less, 1985); (C) representative sample of men and
women age 65 and older (N = 2797), spending “a lot of time” (Harris, 1975); (D) Men and womenage 50 to 94, average age 71
(N = 245), activities mentioned as leisure (Roadburg, 1981); (E) Men and women age 65 and older (N = 540), top five
recreational activities (McAvoy, 1979); (F) Retired men (N = 206), participating in activities (Peppers, 1976).

sented used different methods for their data collection, so that we would not
expectidentical results. Some, such as the Harris (1975) study for the National
Council on Aging, asked the subjects to list activities on which they spend “alot
of time,” and the Roadberg (1981) study asked subjects to list those activi-
ties they considered “leisure.” We would expectthat the frequencies would be
smaller when the subjects were asked to provide the categories, rather than
respond to a checklist. Other methodologies, such as that used by Morgan,
Parnes, & Less (1985), who asked respondents to indicate if they had partici-
patedin a short list of activities in the past year, would tend to inflate frequencies.

Nonetheless, the differences between the activity patterns of the later-maturity
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group and the other samples are striking. Most noticeably, as expected, the

subjects spent more time reading than the other samples. Almostall the subjects

reported reading newspapers and magazines occasionally or frequently, while 60

to 78 percent reported the other four types of reading occasionally or frequently.
Moreinteresting, however, is the fact that the Terman group also had higher

participation in other, nonintellectual areas, such as physical activity, visiting

family andfriends, and travel. Their contributionsin terms of community service

are also noteworthy. It is interesting to note, however,that most ofthem watch TV

(more of them than in five of the other samples). Their TV watching wasfairly

evenly distributed across educational, entertainment, and sports, with 84 percent
of the sample reporting frequently or occasionally watching educational TV, 76

percent entertainment, and 63 percent sports. The wide variety of activities

pursued by the Terman group, as well as their high levels of participation in

nonintellectual activities, again belie the early stereotypes of gifted individuals as

one-sided in interests and abilities.

Changesin Activity Patterns

In addition to their present participation, we asked the subjects if they had

recently taken up anyofthe activities, or if they had droppedactivities they used

to engage in during their middle years. Several authors have noted relationships

between age and type of activity and degree of pursuit. For example, Gordon,

Gaitz, & Scott (1976), in a cross-sectional study across the life span, found a

correlation of —.49 between the level of general leisure activity and age. How-

ever, while participation in someactivities was lowerin older persons,participa-

tion in others was greater or showedno difference when compared with that of
personsin earlier life stages. The activities most likely to show reductions were
more intense, required more physical exertion, and tended to take place outside

the home. Harris (1975) also found somedifferences between older and younger

respondentsin participation in activities, but these were not dramatic. Schmitz-

Scherzer (1976) found small changesin general activity, with slight increases in

watching TV and reading newspapers as subjects in the Bonn Longitudinal
Study grew older. Finally, Palmore (1981), in a discussion of social activities,

reports slow but discernible reductions with aging in the Duke Longitudinal

Studies.

Table 8.3 presents the percentage of men and womenin the sample who had

dropped or added each activity previously listed from the 1977 questionnaire.

Our subjects were more inclined to discontinue activities than to take on new
ones. Sixteen activities were dropped by five percent or more of the men or
women. Activities that require intense concentration, interaction in a social

group, leaving the home,or physical activity were more likely to be dropped after

midlife. The intellectual activities most often reduced were professional reading

and formal continuing education. Cultural activities that showed the greatest

declines were playing a musical instrumentand playing or singing with a group.

Thesocial activities declining most were community service with a group and
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TABLE 8.3

Percentage ofMen and Womenin Later-Maturity Group

Dropping andAdding Activities in Later Maturity
 

 

 

Men Women
(N = 424) (N = 381)

Dropped Dropped

since middle Takenup since middle Taken up

Activity years recently years recently

Intellectual activities

Reading: books (nonfiction) 2% 2% 3% 1%
Reading: avocational publications 2 2 1 2
Reading: professional publications 12 <I] 10 1
Increasing knowledgeorskill (independent study) 3 1 5 2
Continuing education (classes) 9 2 12 4
Unpaid professional or technical work 3 2 4 1

Cultural activities
Listening to recorded music 5 1 2 1
Going to concerts, plays, lectures, museums,etc. 5 1 6 0

Playing a musical instrument 7 I 9 2

Playing or singing with a musical group 7 ] 8 ]
Creative writing, painting, sculpture, dramatics 3 2 7 4

Socialactivities

Informal visiting with friends and neighbors 1 1 2 0
Visiting and communicating with relatives 1 1 2 <1
Entertaining 4 0 7 <1
Community service: helping friends and neighbors 1 1 5 1
Community service: with a group 5 2 10 4

Community service: work done at home 1 1 5 1
Active recreation

Traveling 4 3 6 3
Attending movies 12 I 12 1
Attending sporting events 10 1 11 0
Self improvement— physical (exercise, diet) 1 1 2 3
Noncompetitive physical activity 4 4 5 3
Participating in competitive sports 15 2 7 2
Competitive card or board games 6 1 6 2
Working on hobbies(collections, gardening,

handicrafts) 3 2 5 3

Homerepairs and maintenance 4 2 4 1
Passive recreation

Reading: newspapers, magazines 1 <1 1 1
Reading: books(fiction) 4 3 4 1

Watching TV: educational, cultural <1 3 1 4
Watching TV:entertainment <1 2 1 4
Watching TV: sporting events 1 2 2 3

Solitary gamesor puzzles 2 1 2 2
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.

entertaining. The greatest declines in active recreational activities were in at-

tending movies and sporting events and participating in competitive sports.

Noneofthe passive recreational activities showed much decline.

It should be emphasized, however, that at the individual level, these changes

do not indicate large alterations in activity pattern. Overall, approximately 40

percent of the sample did not drop any activity, while 20 percent dropped only
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one. Furthermore, although there was a range of 24 years in the ages of the

subjects in 1977, the correlations between individual activity participation and

age were quite small. The highest correlations occurred for four activities that

require leaving the home: —.19 for attending movies, and —.10 for attending

sporting events, playing or singing with a musical group, and attending continu-

ing education classes.

Although less common than dropping activities, some subjects took up new

activities in later maturity. The most frequent increases in women’sactivities

were in continuing education, creative activities, community service with a

group, physical self-improvement, and watching entertainmentTV, all increas-

ing for three to four percent of the women. For both sexes, noncompetitive
physical activities and watching educational TV also increased by three to four
percent. Abouta third of the subjects added a new activity since middle age.

Wealso askedretired subjects to indicate whether any of the activities listed

had replaced their occupation as a principal focus for their efforts and energy.

Response rates were low and the responses varied widely. The most frequent

choices among the men were hobbies, or “other” activities, community service

with a group, creative writing, painting, sculpture, or dramatics, and unpaid

professional or technical work (frequencies ranged from 13 to 7 subjects). For

women, hobbies were the most frequent substitute for their occupation, fol-

lowed by creative activities and unpaid work (frequencies ranged from 12 to 7

subjects).

Summary of 1977 Findings

The respondents remained quite active in the early years of later maturity.

Althoughthere wasvariability among subjects in the level of activity participa-

tion, the average level was impressively high. As a group, the subjects showed

considerable diversity in the wide range of activities pursued. Changes in their

activities in their later years were largely consistent with trends in the larger

society toward activities that are less demanding. However, these declines in

activities were not substantial, and some subjects added activities that involved

considerable energy and engagement.

Activities in 1982 and 1986

By 1982 the subjects’ average age was 70, and most hadretired from the work

force. In 1982 and 1986 weasked again abouttheir activities, but listed only

fifteen specific activities to allow more attention to other topics. Respondents
were asked to check those activities occupying them “occasionally” or “fre-
quently” (scored “1” and “2” respectively); activities not checked were scored
“0.” These items were includedin the 1977 activity scales. Table 8.4 presents the

items in the 1982 and 1986 version of the scales. The Active Recreation scale is

the most conceptually diverse, and contains one item not included ontheearlier

questionnaire — managing personal property andfinance.

Because wehad identical measures in 1982 and 1986, we were able to em-
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TABLE 8.4

Scales Used to Measure Participation by Later-Maturity

Group in Various Types ofActivity (1982 and 1986)
 

Intellectual Activities
Reading: nonfiction or professional or avocational publications
Continuing education,increasing knowledge orskills

Cultural Activities
Seriouspractice on arts (music, art, writing, dramatics, etc.)
Going to concerts, plays, lectures, museums,etc.

Social Activities

Informal visiting with friends, neighbors, children

Helping others (friends, neighbors, children)
Meeting of social groups, clubs
Community service with organizations

Active Recreation
Physical self improvement(exercise,diet)
Competitive activities (bridge, golf, etc.)
Working on hobbies(collections, gardening, handicrafts,etc.)
Managingpersonal property and finance

Passive Recreation

Reading books:fiction

Watching TV: educational, cultural
Watching TV:entertainment
 

SOURCE: Constructed from 1982 and 1986 questionnaires.

pirically analyze differences in activity participation as the group aged. Table 8.5
breaks down the data by sex and date of data collection. The results of an
analysis of variance by repeated measuresare also presented. Overthe four-year
period, the subjects showedan increase in passive recreation, and a decreasein
the other four areas. The increase in passive activities was principally accounted
for by more frequent watching of TV. Onthose scales where declines were noted,
decreases occurred on almostall items. Thesefindings reinforce the 1977 find-
ings indicating a movement by our group toward less demandingactivities in
aging.

Men and womendiffered on four ofthe activity dimensions. Women engaged
in morecultural andsocial activities, and scored higher than men on almostall of
the activities on these scales. Women werealso higher in passive recreation:
more frequent watching of educational TV andreadingfiction accountedforthis
finding. These sex differences were consistent with the 1977 results. Men were
higher onthe active recreationscale, due to a greater participation than womenin
managing personal property andfinances. There werenostatistically significant
data by sex interactions for the activity scale analyses.

To investigate the stability of our subjects’ activities in later maturity, we
computed the intercorrelations of parallel activity scales for 1977, 1982, and
1986 responses. These analyses show the extent to which subjects ranked sim-
ilarly in their participation across years. There was moderatestability in interest
patterns overthe years of later maturity. The correlations ranged from .33 to .69:
the average correlation was .53.
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Constraints on Activity

Personal resources and environmental constraints can influence activity par-
ticipation. Health, in particular, has been considered as an important prerequisite

for many activities (Lawton, Moss, & Fulcomer, 1986-87; Schmitz-Scherzer,

1976). Financial constraints have also been seen as important, but the findings

concerning their relationship to activity participation in aging are inconsistent

(Cutler & Hendricks, 1990). We asked the subjects in 1982 if their pattern of

activities was their own choice. The responses were scored on a 9-point scale
ranging from (1) hardly at all to (9) entirely, with the midpoint (5) labeled

moderately. Men and womenscored almostidentically. Although responses cov-

ered the entire range of the scale, the median score for the two groups combined

was8, indicating that most membersof the groupfelt that their activity patterns

wereof their ownfree choice.

The subjects were also asked if any of six factors interfered with their pre-

ferred activity pattern. Table 8.6 presents the number and percentage of subjects

whofelt that each of the listed factors made their activity pattern different from
what they would prefer. About two-fifths of the men and a third of the women

indicated that noneofthese factors kept them from a preferred activity. However,

three-fifths of the men and two-thirds of the women checkedat least one of the

listed factors. The most frequently noted factors were limited health and energy,

the wishes and needs of spouse or children, and limited financial resources. The

lack of opportunities for older persons was not seen as an importantrestricting

factor.

Becausehealth was the factor most commonly listed as interfering with ac-
tivity participation, we correlated self-reported health in 1977, 1982, and 1986

with the activity scales. A health score summedthe standardized scores on two

items included in all three questionnaires: self-reported health, and energy and

vitality. The relationships were positive between self-reported health and par-

ticipation in those activities in later maturity that make demands on the older

 

  

 

 

TABLE 8.5

Participation in Activities by Men and Womenin Later-Maturity Group (1982 and 1986)

Men Women i,
(N = 345) (N = 310) Significance

level

1982 1986 1982 1986 Years Sex

Activity Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Pp Pp

Intellectual activities 1.99 1.04 1.85 1.05 1.97 1.11 1.75 1.11 01 ns.

Cultural activities 1.04 1.01 92 0.97 1.35 1.06 1.24 1.09 01 01

Socialactivities 2.61 1.70 2.39 1.78 3.45 1.82 3.18 1.91 01 .O1
Active recreation 3.47 1.65 3.06 1.72 3.24 1.57 2.85 1.67 .O1 05
Passive recreation 2.88 1.33 3.07 1.40 3.46 1.36 3.66 1.42 .O1 .O1
 

SOURCE: 1982 and 1986 questionnaires.
NOTE: Significance of differences between 1982 and 1986 and between men and women determined by repeated measures

analysis of variance.
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TABLE8.6

Factors Interfering with Preferred Activity Patterns

ofLater-Maturity Group

Men Women

N Pct. N Pct.

None 181 43.0% 135 33.9%
Limited health and energy 113 27.1 137 34.4

Wishesand needs of spouseor children 86 20.6 86 21.6

Limited financial resources 74 17.7 55 13.8
Sense of responsibility for an activity

or organization 28 6.7 31 7.8
Lack of opportunities for older persons 12 2.9 15 3.8
Other 40 9.6 68 17.1

Total respondents 417 398
 

SOURCE: 1982 questionnaire.

NOTE: Numbersadd to more thanthe total numberof respondents, and percentages add to over
100, because some respondents gave more than one response.

person. The highest correlations were between active recreation and health,
which averaged .29 for men and .27 for women. Passive recreational activities
showedrather little relationship to health, but the correlations tended to be

negative.

Relation of Occupational History to
Activity Participation

Occupations can shapeentire life-styles, as well as work behavior, and are seen

as an important determinantof activity participation in aging (Burrus-Bammel &

Bammel, 1985; Lawton, 1985). We wondered whether the occupationalhistories

of our subjects would predicttheir activity patterns in later maturity. We exam-
ined the scores on theactivity scales for the men and womenaccording to the
occupational breakdownsused previously. For the analysis, we includedthefive
activity scales from eachofthe three years — 1977, 1982, and 1986. For men, we
used the three categories of occupation based on present or previous occupation
as reported in 1972 or 1977 professional, higher business, and lower-level
occupations. For women, we used the 1972 self-classification of homemaker,
career worker, or income worker.

Among men, the most pronouncedactivity differences between the occupa-
tional groups were reported in 1977 and applied to intellectual and cultural
activities. Professionals were highest in intellectual activities (p < .01) and
professionals and higher level businessmen were higher on cultural activities
(p < .05) than men in lower-level occupations. Thefinding forthe intellectual
scale reflected differences in professional reading, avocational reading, unpaid
work, and increasing knowledgeandskill by independent study. In 1982,profes-
sionals were highest, and men in lower-level occupations were lowest, in cul-
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tural activities; this difference arose mainly from differences in the frequency of

attending cultural events.

Differences in activity participation were also found for the three occupa-

tional groups of women (see Holahan, 1981, for an earlier report). Again, par-
ticipation in intellectual and cultural activities differed between groups. Career

workers tendedto be highest on these scales, in contrast to both the homemakers

and income workers. An exception was the 1982 Intellectual Activities scale on

which income workers matched career workers. A 1977 finding that career

workers participated more in intellectual activities reflected higher levels of

unpaid work andprofessional reading among career workers. In 1982 and 1986,

homemakersparticipated less than the other groups in continuing education and
reading of nonfiction. Differences in cultural participation in 1982 and 1986
were most strongly influenced by attendanceat cultural events.

The women’s occupational groupsalso differed in social activities. The career

workers tendedto be highest on thesescales, although in 1977 their participation

was matched by the homemakers. This 1977 finding mostly arose from differ-

ences in informalvisiting with friends. In 1982 the career workers were highest

in participation in social groups, in visiting with friends and relatives, and ser-

vice with organizations; the last of these contributed most to 1986 differences.

Stability of Activity Participation Over the Life Cycle

Are the individuals who were mostactive earlier in life also those who are most

active in aging? How muchcontinuityis there in activity participation across the

life cycle? There is considerable evidence for continuity in types of activities in

adulthood and aging (Atchley, 1988; Bosse & Ekerdt, 1981; Cutler & Hendricks,

1990; Morgan, Parnes, & Less, 1985; Simpson, Back, & McKinney, 1966), and

also evidence that childhood activity is related to adult participation (Kelly,

1974, 1977; Yoesting & Christensen, 1978). The Terman study, with its duration

of over sixty years, presents an ideal opportunity to examine these questions. At

a numberof earlier points in the study, the subjects were asked about their

interests or activities. We selected data from the years 1922, 1936, 1940, and

1960 to relate to the later-maturity data.

In 1922, the study was just beginning, and the subjects were an average age of

11. They were asked abouttheir liking for 12 activities, such as studying, read-

ing, artistic activities, various games, social activities, and domestic activities.

These interests were scored on a five-point scale ranging from (1) “dislike very

much”to (5) “like very much,” and the scores were summedto providethetotal

interest level for each subject. From the 1936 questionnaire, we coded the num-

ber of activities participated in while in high school. In 1940, whenthe subjects

were an average age of thirty, they reported their level of interest in twelve

activities, including travel, outdoor sports, social life, and cultural activities.

These were scored from (1) “none” to (5) “very much,” and the scores were

summedto provide a measure of overall interest level. From 1940, we also have
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TABLE8.7

Cultural Activities Included in Each Scorefor Participation in Cultural Activities

by Terman Group (1922-86)
 

 

Date Items Score

1922 Interest in practicing music, drawing, Cultural interest
dancing,etc.

1936 Music(singing, glee clubs, playing Numberofcultural activities and hob-

instruments, dancing, choir) bies during high school
Dramatics

Art
Writing
Studyofart
Music appreciation
Attending plays

1940 Same as 1936 Numberof cultural activities during
high school

1940 Same as 1936 Numberof cultural avocational
activities since leaving school

1940 Interest in music Cultural interest
Interest in art

1960 Music Numberof cultural avocational
Art interests
Creative writing
Dramatic andtheaterarts

1977 Listening to recorded music Levelof cultural participation
Playing a musical instrument
Playing or singing with a group
Creative writing, painting, sculpture,

dramatics

Going to concerts, plays, lectures,

museums,etc.

1982 Serious practice on arts Level of cultural participation
Going to concerts, plays, lectures,
museums

1986 Same as 1982 Level of cultural participation
 

SOURCE: Questionnairesin indicated years.

the numberof activities participated in during college and a five-point rating

which considers both extent and success in extracurricular activities in college.

From 1940 and 1960, we have the numberof avocational interests since leaving

school and in mid-life, respectively; and finally, we have counts of activities
from 1977, 1982, and 1986 reports. Thus, most of these measuresreflect breadth

of interests; the 1922 and 1940interest measures reflect both breadth andlevel of

interest.

The earlier measuresof activity interest and participation correlated modestly

with the numberofactivities pursued in later maturity. The largest correlations,

between 1940 interest level and breadth of activity at the three points in later
maturity, averaged .24 for men. Therelations between earlier and later variables

were stronger for men than for women.

We also explored the degree of continuity in type of activity. We selected
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cultural activities as an area to examine over the years because they seemed

especially relevant to a gifted group, and, among the diverse measuresofinter-

ests, they were relatively easy to operationalize. We usedthe scoresfor interest in

cultural activities from 1923 to 1940, summing itemsthat belonged to appropri-

ate categories for each year. In 1940 and 1960, we summedsubjects’ reported
avocational interests in the appropriate categories. From 1977, 1982, and 1986,

weused the previously defined cultural scales. Table8.7 lists the items from each

survey that make upthe cultural scores.

Table 8.8 presents the correlationsof earlier cultural interest and participation

with participation in later maturity. There is evidence of moderate continuity of

cultural interests acrossthe life cycle, with the correlations stronger for men than

for women. Thepredictive relations are strongest from the young adulthood and

mid-life surveys. However, the correlations among the menofactivities in child-

hood with those in later maturity are also noteworthy. The evidence for con-

tinuity in cultural activity pursuit is all the more impressive in view of the fact

that different items were used in the measuresat the various measurementtimes.

Summary

Overall, the Terman subjects were leading involved andactivelivesin their years

of later maturity. They participated in a wide rangeofactivities, and exceeded the

general population in their participation in both intellectual and nonintellectual

pursuits. There were moderate correlations amongparallel activity scales over

the years of later maturity. Modest correlations also were found acrossthelife

span for the breadth of activity participation, and the subjects showed moderate

stability across the life span in their interest and participation in cultural ac-
tivities, an area examined from childhoodonward.

Some of the choice of activity is consistent with traditional genderroles.

TABLE 8.8

Correlations ofMeasures ofCultural Activities ofLater-Maturity Group

from 1922 to 1960 with Parallel Activities in 1977, 1982, and 1986

Cultural activities

 

 

Men Women

(N = 270-380) (N = 236-365)

1977 1982 1986 1977 1982 1986
 

 

1922 — Interest level 19 .20 22 .09 02 01
1936 — Avocational activities in high school 22 27 25 20 .09 07
1940 — Avocational activities in college 29 27 .30 27 14 14
1940— Avocationalactivities since leaving school _—.29 .29 29 31 21 5
1940— Interest level in music andart 43 34 .36 29 21 17
1960 — Avocational activities 36 33 29 39 22 19
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires in 1977, 1982, and 1986.

NOTE: For N = 300, a correlation of .11 or above is significant at .05 level; a correlation of .15 or aboveis
significant at .01 level.
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Women consistently participated more in social and cultural activities, and
tended to engagein passive recreational activities more than men. Overall, men

participated more in active recreational activities, including all sports-related

activities. Men also pursued work-related activities more than did women. More-

over, occupational groupsdiffered in their activities. Among men,professionals

were highest in both intellectual and cultural activities, while those in lower-

level occupations were the lowest. Among women,career workers tended to be
highestin intellectual, cultural, and social participation.

The subjects gradually dropped activities in their later years. The greatest

declines were in activities that require intense concentration, group interaction,

leaving the home,or physical activity. Yet, overall, the subjects felt that even in

aging their choice of activities was little constrained by disabilities or external

factors. The most frequently noted factors interfering with preferred activity

pattern were limited health and energy, the wishes and needs of spouse and

children, and limited financial resources. The lack of opportunities for older

persons was not seen as a limiting factor. There were modest relations between

measuresofself-reported health in later maturity and participation in demanding

activities.

In terms of successful aging, some authors havestressed thatit is not activity

participation per se, but participation in meaningful activities, that is important
for satisfaction in the later years (Howe, 1988; Lawton, 1985). The fact that the

activity patterns of the group were primarily of their own choosing suggests that

their activity participation contributed to the quality of their lives in later matu-

rity. They succeeded in maintaining and creating structure in their lives, even

after their involvementin formal work roles ended. The group appeared to have

the opportunity, as well as the inclination, to pursue a large numberofactivities,

some of which required considerable commitment. They were not, however,

immuneto a changein activity with aging. As with other samples, as the subjects

grew older the trend, although modest, was toward less demandingactivities.
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Values and goals are essential to a sense of meaningfulness in life (Reker &

Wong, 1988), and are importantin life satisfaction and mental health. The con-

gruence between desired and achieved goals has been used asan indicator of

life satisfaction in aging (Neugarten, Havighurst, & Tobin, 1961). Similarly,

poor mental health has been associated with a sense of hopelessness in reach-

ing desired goals (Erickson, Post, & Paige, 1975). Among the Terman subjects

(Holahan, 1988), individuals who still reported commitmentto goals at an ad-

vancedagealso reported greater psychological well-being. This wasparticularly

true of goals reflecting an involvement with people oractivities, or relating to

achievement. The relationship between goals and well-being seemed to operate

directly, as well as indirectly, through activity participation. Having goals was

related to greater participation in activities, which contributed to well-being.

Over and above that effect, having goals wasin itself associated with greater

well-being.

The later-maturity group brought a superior set of personal resources to ag-

ing. They were advantaged comparedto others of their generationin their intel-

lectual ability, lifetime achievement, and income. Thestudy of their values and

goals in later maturity may provide someinsight into the potentials, as well as

limitations, for a meaningful life in the later years. This chapter examines the

values andlife goals of the later-maturity group as expressedin their responsesto

the four questionnaires from 1972 to 1986.

Goals can be thoughtofas the valuesthat an individual is committedto strive

for (Klinger, 1977). Values may include abstract, guiding principles by which

personslive as well as more concrete wants and desires. Values may thusreflect
both desired outcomesand the means by which outcomesare achieved (Rokeach,
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1973). Persons have both short-term and long-term goals, and goals vary in their

importance to the individual as well as in their likelihood of being achieved.

Values and goals are inextricably bound up with each person’s background and

experience, and are influenced by beliefs about life in general and about the

individual’s ownlife. In addition to reflecting the concerns and desires of each

individual, values and goals are also influenced by opportunities and incentives

for the fulfillment of those desires.

Only a comparatively small number of major values and goals appear in

discussions of developmentacross the adult life cycle. For example, Erikson’s

(1959) theory ofthe life cycle includes changes in commitmentsat each develop-

mental stage. Thus, in young adulthood, the individual is faced with the chal-

lenge of attaining intimacy, while generativity — a concern with the next gener-

ation—is the challenge of mid-life. In later maturity, the older person must

achieve integrity despite despair, in the face of physical decline and changing

life circumstances. Fourclusters of major adulthood commitments have been de-

scribed by Fiske (1980): interpersonal, altruistic or moral, competence or mas-

tery, and self-protective. It has been suggested that the salience of each of these

areas will vary according to an individual’s life stage and life circumstances

(Fiske, 1980). Additional sources of meaning include creativity, hedonism,reli-

gion, and legacy (Fiske & Chiriboga, 1990; Thurnher, 1975; Yalom, 1980).

The valuesandgoals of the older person surely emerge from his or her unique

life history. In aging, individuals may deal with declining physical and mental

capacities by emphasizing areas of strength in order to compensate for deficits

(Baltes, Dittmann-Kohli, & Dixon, 1984). An important skill in adulthood, and

particularly in aging, may be the ability to moveto the periphery those goals and

commitments that are unattainable, while replacing them with ones moreeasily

fulfilled (Lazarus & DeLongis, 1983). This adjustment process may include a

reintegration of values and life goals, as well as alterations in them (Clark &

Anderson, 1967; Fiske & Chiriboga, 1990). Erikson, Erikson, & Kivnick (1986)

have described a process by whichearlier intrapsychic conflicts are revisited and

reinterpreted within the life context ofthelater years.

This chapter beginswith a discussion of goals and ambitions in later maturity,

and proceeds to an examination of underlying values as expressed in religious

interest and practice, political interest and participation, and contributions to

others. Stability and change in values and goals is examined wheneverearlier

comparable data are available. Using related measures from the data archives,

we also examine antecedents of the values our subjects bring to later maturity.

Goals and Ambitions

Goals in 1982 and 1986

Maintaining a sense of purpose may become morechallenging as olderper-

sons experience the cumulative losses of aging (Dittmann-Kohli, 1990; Reker,

Peacock, & Wong, 1987; Ryff, 1991). However, we have seen in the previous
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TABLE 9.1
Goals ofMen and Womenin Later-Maturity Group (1982 and 1986)
 

 

Men Women

1982 1986 1982 1986
Goal Pct. Pct. Pct. Pet.

Autonomy

Remain independent 88% 92% 89% 94%

Financially secure 85 90 81 85

Remain healthy 95 90 91 93
Involvement

Manypleasantrelationships 64 62 79 75
Intimacy with others 32 28 47 43
Hobbies and otheractivities 67 61 69 61

Achievement motivation

Contribution to society 45 47 59 54

Continue to work 47 35 31 21
Growth personally, be creative

and productive 55 54 66 63

Producesocial change 13 13 16 19
Opportunities for achievement

and competition 17 22 17 13
Acceptance

Take each dayas it comes 54 61 64 73
Die peacefully 42 55 51 67

Family goals

Contribute to children 57 62 54 55
Contribute to spouse 72 71 48 37

Total respondents 416 377 397 335
 

SOURCE: 1982 and 1986 questionnaires.
NOTE: Percentages add to over 100 because many respondents mentioned two or more

goals.

chapter that the Terman group maintained significant meaningful activities into

their later years. In this chapter, we examine someofthe motives and valuesthat

may account for their remarkable activity patterns.

We asked our subjects about their goals and purposesfortheir lives in 1982

and 1986 (Question 26 and Question 29, respectively). The same goals were

presented in both years. The subjects were asked to check all goals that were

important to them. (They werealso asked to indicate three goals as most impor-

tant, but in fact a number of subjects checked more or fewer than three.) We

scored ratings of “most important” and “important” as 2 and 1, respectively; not

checking wasscored aszero.

We groupedfifteen of the goals on the basis of content and a factor analysis.

Table 9.1 lists the goals within each group and the percentages of men and

women in 1982 and 1986 whoindicated that each goal was important or very
important (single or double check). “Autonomy” refers to maintenanceof inde-

pendence,including health and financial security. These self-protective goals are

basic to the attainmentof other goals, and they may becomeincreasingly impor-
tant as health declines. “Involvement” refers to investmentin relationships and
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activities. “Achievement motivation”refers to desire for personal achievements
and achievements in society. “Acceptance” combines the goals of “take each

day as it comes” and “die peacefully.” The last two, “Family goals,” concern

contributions to children and spouse.

The most striking feature of Table 9.1 is the high degree of endorsement of

many ofthese goals. The goals related to autonomy were mentionedparticularly

often. The degree of attainmentof these goals will affect the realization of many
of the other goals being considered. The data on involvementgoals show thatthe

subjects had considerable interest in pursuing interpersonal relationships and

hobbies and otheractivities. We have already seen in Chapter8 on activities that

they were indeedattaining these goals.

Endorsement of achievement goals was mixed. On average, these subjects
were highly productive and have made significant impact on society in their

earlier lives. As they reached their later years, their achievement motives were

expressed in personal rather than competitive ways; personal growth was the

most frequently endorsed of the achievement goals. Moreover, while they main-

tained considerable interest in making a contribution to society they did not have

an interest in changing it. At the same time, they appeared to be accepting some

of the limitations of aging and to be seeking a peaceful resolution at the end of
their lives.

The data on family goals show the maintenanceofinterest in contributing to

their children and spouses. The gender differences in contribution to family

reflect the realities of differential mortalities of husbands and wives, and the

different numberof children of the men and the women(see Chapter 7 on social

networks).

Weshall now examinedifferencesin goals at the two dates, for those subjects
answering at both times. In 1982 and 1986 the subjects averaged 70 and 74 years

of age, respectively. We have constructed scales for the first four groups of items

by summingthe scores on the individual items on each scale. (We will not pursue

the family goals further, because of difficulties in meaningful interpretation

without breaking the sample down by marital and child history. Initial such

analyses produced nothing worthy of note.) The remaining four scales are pre-

sented in Table 9.2 by sex and year. The results of an analysis of variance by

repeated measuresare also presented. Follow-up t-tests on scales and sometimes

individual items wereusedtoclarify these findings.

Both the men and the women reducedtheir commitment to involvement and

achievement goals, and increased their emphasis on acceptance goals. These

changesin goals are understandable in terms of the diminished physical capaci-

ties of some of the individuals in the sample andthe shortened time horizon of

the later years. They are consistent with other studies showing an awarenessof

future uncertainty in aging, and a decreasein positive expectations and goals for

the future (Dittmann-Kohli, 1990; Reker, Peacock, & Wong, 1987; Ryff, 1991).

However, although statistically significant, these differences are not large in

magnitude. As is also suggested by the data in Table 9.1 for all individuals
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TABLE 9.2

Comparison ofGoals ofMen and Womenin Later-Maturity Group (1982, 1986)
 

 

  

  

 

Men Women ,
(N = 345) (N = 310) Levelofsignificance

1982 1986 1982 1986 Sex
Years Sex x year

Type of goal Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Pp P Pp

Autonomy 4.18 1.29 4.02 1.34 4.12 146 4.30 1.41 N.s. N.S. O1

Involvement 1.86 1.21 1.66 1.17 2.30 1.22 2.07 1.35 O1 01 N.S.

Achievement

motivation 2.30 1.85 2.09 1.88 2.39 1.84 1.97 1.60 O1 N.S. ns.

Acceptance 1.05 95 1.38 1.07 1.35 1.00 1.68 1.06 O1 O01 n.s.
 

SOURCE: 1982 and 1986 questionnaires.
NOTE: Goals not checked by respondents were assigned a score of “0,” goals checked once were scored “1,” and a score of

“2” was given to goals that respondents indicated were among the “three most important” goals for them. The scale score on

each type of goal is the sum ofthe scoresonall the goals includedin the type (listed in Table 9.1). Only subjects respondingto this
question in both years are includedin this table. The column on the extreme rightreflects relative differences across years for men
and women.

responding in 1982 or 1986, the proportion of subjects who continued to main-

tain goals indicating an active, optimistic approach to their lives remained im-

pressively high.

Some differences in the changes and/or levels of goals held by men and

womensuggest that the sexes had somewhat different orientations to aging. As

we saw in Chapter 7, the women had more close relationships than the men,

despite the loss of spouses through widowhoodor divorce. Ouranalyses of goals

confirmed these earlier results. The women scored higher on involvementgoals

in both 1982 and 1986, with the differences due to a greater emphasis on per-

sonal relationships, both in terms of intimacy and numbers(ps < .01) (see also

Table 9.1).

In addition, many more of the womenwereliving alone (see Chapter 7), and

issues of autonomy appear to be more salient to them than to the men. The

women were higher than the men in autonomy goals in 1986 (p < .05), par-

ticularly with regard to maintaining independence and health. Men’s emphasis

on autonomy goals decreased between 1982 and 1986 (p < .05). This was

causedbytheir lower emphasis on the goal of maintaining health (p < .01). This

decline was paralleled by a drop in their self-rated health at the two dates (p <

01). We do not know the extent to which this decline in health goals for the men

wasa cause or an effect of age-related changesin health. (Chapter 10 considers

health in greater detail.) Another sex difference was that women appeared to

have cometo a greater acceptance ofthe realities of aging, indicated by their

greater endorsementof acceptance goals in both years.

The lack of a genderdifference in achievement motivation may seem surpris-

ing at first, given the differences in occupational histories for the men and

women. However, as can be seen in Table 9.1, the men’srelatively higherinterest

in continuance of work and achievement and competition is balanced by the

women’s greater interest in personal growth and productivity and in contributing
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to society. These findings show both differences from and similarities to those of

a study of lower-middle class and blue collar workers reported by Fiske and

Chiriboga (1990). They found that the oldest men in their study decreased in

achievement goals over time, as we found here; however, the oldest women

in their sample outranked the men in achievementorientation at all times of
measurement.

Since the subjects differed in achievementstyle and history, we examined the

later-life goals of the subjects in relation to these earlier occupational orienta-

tions. For the men, the three groups discussed in Chapter 4 were used for anal-

ysis: professional, higher-level business, and lower-level occupations. For the

women, we usedthe self-classification in 1972 (see Chapter 5) of homemaker,

career worker, and income worker.

Differences among the three occupational groups of men were concentrated

in achievement and autonomygoals. In particular, the professional men ranked

first in achievement motivation in 1986 (p < .05). Their higher scores on goals

concerning the continuation of work, growing personally, and making contribu-

tions to society accountedfor this finding. As noted in Chapter 4 on the men’s
work history, the professionals had more opportunity to continue work after for-
malretirement, and also tendedto pursueintrinsic more than extrinsic motives.

On autonomy goals, the higher-level businessmen had the highest average

scores in both 1982 and 1986; the professional men hadthe lowest (p < .05). In

both years, differences in health goals contributed the most to the significant

difference on the total scale. However, an analysis of the self-assessments of

general health of these three groups in 1982 and 1986 failed to yield any differ-

ences. Perhaps the professional men’s personal investment in achievementtran-
scendedtheir interest in health preservation.

The goals of the three career groups of women also differed. The career

womenhad more active goal orientations than the other women (greater concern

with autonomy in 1982, greater involvement in 1986 [p < .05]). They also

reported more concern for achievementin both years (p < .01), particularly in

comparison with the homemakers. The career workers’ ratings of the importance

of achievement goals surpassed those of the entire sample of men, and were most

comparable to those of the professional men. Although a greater emphasis on

achievement was expected for the career workers,it is noteworthy that they were

also higher in involvement goals. This came principally from their emphasis on

intimacyin relationships and enjoyment of avocationalactivities.

It appears that the active mastery the career women exhibited in their careers

continued into aging. These results probably reflect lifelong patterns of coping,

in combination with the opportunities that careers provide for the continuation of

achievement-related pursuits later in life. They may also reflect the demandsfor

self-support and the active creation and maintenanceof social networksfor those

whonever married, or who were widowedordivorced.

Finally, we were interested in the stability in these goals over the four years

from 1982 to 1986, when most of our subjects moved from their early 70’s to
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their mid-70’s. Were the individuals who were most goal-oriented in 1982 also

higher in 1986? We foundthat those whostated strong goals in 1982 also tended

to score higher in 1986. The correlations ranged from .35 to .67; the average
correlation was .51.

These analyses of the goal orientations of the later-maturity group in 1982

and 1986, when on average they werein their early 70’s to mid-70’s, suggest that

on the whole they were maintaining commitments to meaningful goals, while at

the same time accepting someofthe realities of aging. They tended to emphasize

personal bases for maintaining a sense of mastery and productivity, rather than

formal workroles or achievement via competition. Moreover, they continued to
be interested in personal relationships, both within and outside their families.
There were, however, on average, modest reductions in the importance they

attached to more active goals over the four years from 1982 to 1986, while

acceptancegoals increased in importance.

Ambitions in Later Maturity and Earlier Life

The gifted Terman sample alwayshad considerable achievementorientation.

Achievement-related measures from the earlier follow-ups makeit possible to

assess Changes in ambition from adulthood to aging, as well as the relation
between earlier and later ambition. In 1960, reports were obtained on ambition

since age 40 in four areas: excellence in work, recognition of accomplishments,

vocational advancement, and financial gain. In 1977, the latter two items were

replaced by ambition in avocational pursuits and maintaining an excellent stan-

dard of living. The 1986 question asked about their ambition for excellence in

whatever projects they were presently engaged in. The 1960 and 1977 responses
were scored on a five-point scale comparing themselves with others of their age

and sex, the mid-point of the scale indicating “average” ambition. The original

9-point scaling of the 1986 question was converted to a 5-point scale. Table 9.3

presents the means for each sex along with the results of significance tests on

mean differences between 1960 and 1977.

Overall, the group rated themselves as “average” to “somewhataboveaver-

age” in ambition, the means ranging from near “3” to “4.” The greatest ambition

for both men and womenwasin the area of excellence in work (reported in both

1960 and 1977), followed by the 1986 rating of excellence in whatever the

subjects engaged in. The ambitionfor financial gain was the lowest for both men

and women in 1960. Where 1960 items concerning excellence in work and

recognition of accomplishment were repeated in 1977, there was a small shift

upward in the means, which may indicate a slight tendency for the group to see

themselves as more ambitiousthan others of their cohort as they age.

The sex differences in ambition in later maturity were consistent with gender

roles for this cohort and suggested a greater channeling of men’s ambition into

employment-related pursuits and of women’s into avocational pursuits. Men
were higher in 1977 in ambition for recognition of accomplishment (p < .05)

and maintaining an excellent standard of living (p < .06), while women were
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TABLE 9.3

Self-Ratings ofLater-Maturity Group on Ambition Since Age 40

(Reported in 1960) and on Present Ambition

 

 

 

 

 

 

in 1977 and 1986

1960 1977 1986
(Since age 40) (Current) (Current)

Ambition Mean Mean SD. Mean SD.

MEN

(N = 477-497) (N = 397-406) (N = 368)

Excellence in work 3.98 0.73 4.05 0.78
Recognition of accomplishments 3.227 0.86 3.40 0.86
Vocational advancement 3.20 0.95
Financial gain 3.10 0.93
Avocational pursuits 3.38 0.97
Maintaining excellent standard ofliving | 3.40 0.95
Excellence in whatever engagedin 3.67 0.87

WOMEN

(N = 355-388) (N = 344-361) (N = 330)

Excellence in work 3.85° 0.80 3.98 0.81
Recognition of accomplishments 3.14" 0.80 3.24 0.91
Vocational advancement 3.08 0.99
Financial gain 2.77 0.99

Avocational pursuits 3.53 0.92
Maintaining excellent standard ofliving 3.27 0.91
Excellence in whatever engaged in 3.49 0.88
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires for indicated years.
NOTE: Significance levels are for the comparison of 1960 items with identical 1977 items. Items were phrasedto

measure ambition in comparisonto others of the same age and sex. The midpoint, “3,” indicated average ambition,
with lowerscoresindicating less ambition than others, and higher scores indicating morethan others. The original
9-pointscale on 1986 ambition was converted to a 5-pointscale for this analysis.

4p < .O1 byt-test. bn < .05 by t-test.

higher in ambition for hobbies and avocational pursuits (p < .05). Men were also

higher than womenin overall ambition in 1986 (p < .01).

In 1977 the subjects were askedto assess directly the changein their ambition

in the last 10O—15 years. Responses were on a 5-pointscale, with the midpoint of

the scale, “3,” indicating no change, lowerscores indicating a decrease in ambi-

tion, and higher scores indicating an increase. Consistent with the results on their

comparative level of ambition, womenreported a larger increase in ambition for

avocational pursuits (meansof 3.13 and 3.25 for men and women,p < .06), and

men reported greater increase in maintaining an excellent standard ofliving

(meansof 3.23 and 3.08 for men and women, p < .01).

We expected to find differences in ambition among our subjects in later

maturity that were related to their lifetime occupational patterns. When we

examinedthe ambition items for the men by occupational group, one comparison

was significant. Professional men were highest in ambition for excellence in

work in 1977, with the men in lower-level occupations the lowest (p < .05).

When welooked at the 1977 and 1986 items by occupational group for
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women, wealso found differences. The career womenrated themselvesasrela-

tively more ambitious in excellence in work comparedto others in 1977, as well

as in overall ambition in 1986. It is noteworthy that the career workers’ ratings
on these items matched those of the men.

The only significant difference in change in ambition for the three occupa-
tional groups of women occurred in excellence in work in the last 10-15 years
(p < .05). Income workers showed the greatest increase (mean = 3.35), and
homemakers reported no change, the career workers’ mean being in between.

The incomeworkers’ greater increase in ambition in work may be dueto their

lower incomelevels (see Chapter 5), leadingto later retirement; it could also be a

consequence of increased investmentin their jobs for income workers whose

responsibilities increasedlaterin life.

In Chapters 4 and 5, in our discussionsofthe prediction of career achievement

of the men and women, we examinedtherelationship of earlier achievement

orientations to later achievement. Our morerecent data collections in later matu-

rity provide the opportunity to explore the stability of ambition from childhood

to later maturity. A summary ofthe relations among earlier measures of ambition

and ambition in later maturity appears in Table 9.4. For 1977, we summedthe

four ambition ratings, and the 1986 entry refers to the single 1986 item concern-

ing current ambition in any project undertaken.

For the remaining computationsin this table, we summedthe four items for

eachof the two time periods reported in 1960— age 30—40,andsince age 40.In

addition, we have included measures from the 1950 supplementary blank.In this

questionnaire subjects were askedto rate their ambitionin five areas at three time

periods — before age 12, from age 12-20, andafter age 20. These areas included

sports, leadership, money, social, and school. We summedthe ratings for the

1950 items for each time period.

Assessments of ambition as early as childhood were related to ambition in

TABLE 9.4

Correlations ofEarlier Ambition Total Scores with Ambition in Later Maturity
 

Correlation between earlier ambition and ambition in later maturity
 

 

 

Men Women

Date of report Date of report
1977 1986 1977 1986

Earlier ambition (N = 313-354) (N= 287-319) (N= 232-292)  (N = 209-284)

- Before age 12 (1950) 15 19 22 09
Age 12-20 (1950) 19 14 19 .O7

After age 20 (1950) .26 20 27 .16
Age 30—40 (1960) 24 15 39 19

Since age 40 (1960) 30 24 42 28
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires in years indicated in parentheses.
NOTE: ForN = 200, a correlation of .14 or aboveis significant at the .05 level, and a correlation of .18

or aboveis significant at the .01 level. ForN = 300, a correlation of .11 is significantat the .05 level, and

a correlation of .15 is significant at the .01 level.
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later maturity in both men and women.Thetrendofthe size of the correlations

from top to bottom of each column showsthat we also find for men and women,

as we would expect, a tendency for the prediction of later ambition to become
progressively stronger as the assessmentsare closerin time.

These analyses of the group’s ambition over the life cycle supplement the

consideration of achievement goals in the earlier part of the chapter. Here we

observe evidence for continuity in ambition over the life cycle in this highly

achieving group. Moreover, in later maturity, the subjects see themselves as

slightly higher in ambition than others of their same age, and this is increasingly
the case as the subjects grow older. As wastrue for goals, the men and women,
on average, emphasized different areas —the men were more work-oriented.

However, among the women, the career workers matched the men on some of

the ambition ratings.

Religion

Religion is intrinsic to some individuals’ value systems, and is of particular

interest in later maturity. It can become increasingly salientin the later years as a

meansby whicholder personsresolve philosophical issues concerning the mean-
ing of existence. At a day-to-day level, religion may provide a meansof coping

with deaths of loved ones, as well as other vicissitudes of aging (Moberg, 1990).

Weshall see, here, however, that the study of religion in aging is complex and

multifaceted, as we explore our group’s interest and participation in religion in

later maturity.

Past Religious Participation

There is generally strong cross-generational continuity in religious orienta-

tion (Troll & Bengtson, 1979), and our subjects were no exception. About 80

percent of our subjects who reported religious affiliation in adulthood were

Protestants (see Table 9.5). Their religious choices were highly consistent with

the national origins of their parents and grandparents (see Chapter2).

Asa group, our subjects in adulthood were aboutasreligious as the general

population, at least as far as their report of affiliation or interest in organized

religion is concerned (Terman & Oden, 1959). The later-maturity group showed

muchthe samepattern ofaffiliations as the full sample. In 1940,at age 30, about

55 percent of the men and 57 percent of the womenreportedat least an informal

religiousaffiliation (see Table 9.5). Our subjects increased their affiliation some-

what by 1950. By that time, about 70 percent of men and two-thirds of women

expressed at least an informal interest in an organized religion. The subjects

were then an average age of 40.

Data From Later Maturity

Although the elderly are commonly thoughtto turn to religion as a source of

comfort, not all research concurs. Evidencefor stability, increases, and decreases
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TABLE 9.5

Religious Affiliations ofLater-Maturity Group (1940 and 1950)
 

  

 

Men Women

1940 1950 1940 1950

Religion N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

Protestant 210 42.1% 253 54.2% 196 45.6% 215 53.6%

Catholic 23 4.6 31 6.6 22 5.1 24 6.0

Jewish 31 6.2 33 7.1 25 5.8 23 5.7

Other il 2.2 6 1.3 4 0.9 3 0.7
None 224 449 144 30.8 183 42.6 136 33.9

Total (N) 499 467 430 401
 

SOURCE: 1940 and 1950 questionnaires.

in religiosity can be found. Partly, the conflicting findingsreflect investigators’

attention to different aspects of religion. For example, data from the Duke Longi-

tudinal Studies showedthat religious attitudes remained stable, whereas formal

religious activity such as church attendance declined (Blazer & Palmore, 1976).

Whenchangesin religious orientation are found in aging, increases tend to be in

interest and in private devotional practices; formal participation is what most

often declines (Moberg, 1970). Part of the retreat from religious activities out-

side the home can beattributed to difficulties of health and transportation. An-

other influence may be congregations’ lack of responsiveness to the needs of

their elderly members (Atchley, 1988; Hendricks & Hendricks, 1986).

In 1977, when the subjects were in their late 60’s, they were asked in two
separate questions to indicate whethertheir interest in religion or their formal

association with it had decreased, remained the same, or increased since their

middle years. About 70 percent reported no changein either interest or associa-

tion. However, one-fifth of the sample reported a decrease in formal associa-

tion — twice as many asan increase. As in other samples(e.g., Moberg, 1970),
more womenthan men indicatedincreasedinterest in religion since mid-life (24

percent of the women in comparison to 16 percent of the men).
In 1986 we supplementedourinitial inquiry into religious orientationin later

maturity with more detailed questions about the importance of eight aspects of

religion. Most of the subjects were then near their mid-70’s. Three questions

related to spiritual aspects of religion, three to religion as a social activity, and

twoto social-welfare activities. The subjects were asked to indicate how impor-

tant each aspect wasto them on a three-point scale: (1) “notat all,” (2) “moder-

ately important,” (3) “very important.” Table 9.6 summarizes the responses.

The most noteworthy finding was that religion was not highly important to

either the men or women,on average, in the later-maturity group. Most means

were noticeably below (2) “moderately important” on the three-pointscale. This

result differs from that of a Harris poll indicating in 1975 that more than 70
percent of persons in the general population over 65 rated religion as “very

important.” According to a Gallup survey also (Princeton Religion Research
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TABLE 9.6

ImportanceofEightAspects ofReligion to Later-Maturity Group (1986)
 

 

Men Women
(N = 316-351) (N = 258-306)

Aspects ofreligion Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Spiritual

Worshipand prayer 1.574 0.74 1.90 0.84

Spiritual reading, radio/TV 1.24¢ 0.53 1.50 0.72

Trying to understandreligious truths more deeply 1.574 0.70 1.88 0.79
Social

Going to church asa social activity 1.25¢ 0.49 1.46 0.69
Participating in church pageants,socials and the like 1.122 0.36 1.24 0.53
Participating in church government, committees 1.18 0.48 1.29 0.60

Social welfare

Supporting social betterment causes 1.70° 0.66 1.83 0.71
Welfare activities 1.60 0.60 1.74 0.66
 

SOURCE: 1986 questionnaire.

NOTE: Levels ofstatistical significance refer to mean differences between men and women.

*p < .01 by “test. ’p < .0S by t-test.

Center, 1982), 67 percent of the elderly in the general population in 1981 re-

ported that religion was “very important” in their lives. In the later-maturity

group, the highest percentages of “very important” ratings were found for wor-

ship and prayer (15 percent of men and 30 percent of women) andtrying to

understandreligious truths more deeply (12 percent of men and 26 percent of

women). Thus, on average, our respondents rated the importanceof no aspect of

religion much above “moderate.” While several aspects of religion were rated as

“moderately important” by the women (worship and prayer, trying to under-

stand religious truths, and supporting social betterment causes), none were so

rated by the men. Among both men and women,thespiritual and social-welfare

aspects of religion were the most important. On average, the subjects expressed

little enthusiasm for church-related social activities, particularly participating in

church pageants andsocials and in church governance.

In 1986, we asked about recentincrease or decrease in the importance of each

of these eight aspects of religion. An analysis of the proportion of men and

women showingincreasesor decreases in each category showed changesconsis-

tent with the changes in interest and formal association recorded in 1977. The

greatest increases in importance werein the spiritual aspects of religion, while

the greatest decreases werein its social aspects.

Asevident throughout our discussion of religion, the women in thelater-

maturity group were morereligious than the men. All eight aspects of religion
were more important to them. Moreover, the personal aspects of religion as-

sumedrelatively more importance for women as they aged. Women, more than

men, reported increasesin the importance ofthe spiritual aspects of religion and

of going to church as social activity (although to a smaller extent). How-

ever, the more public aspects becamerelatively less important for women;they
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showed greater decreases than men in participating in church socials and pag-

eants, and in the two social welfare aspects of religion.

The increasesin religious orientation in aging are intriguing. Do people tend

to discoverreligion in later life, or do those already religiously inclined increase
their interest? An examination of the relations of earlier religious orientation

with changesin aging suggeststhat it is the latter that was morelikely to occur in

this sample. For example, looking at the relation of changein interestin religion

reported in 1977 and extent religiously inclined in 1950 at an average age of

forty, a very clear pattern emerges. The percent of individuals who reported

increasedinterest in religion as they aged gradually increased across levels of

inclination at mid-life. Interest in religion increased from 10 percent of men and

14 percent of women with no religious inclination at mid-life to 32 percent of
men and 34 percent of women whowere strongly religiously inclined by later

maturity. In contrast, over 80 percent of both the men and the women whohad no

interest in religion at mid-life reported no changein their interest when they grew

older. Lower proportions of subjects (one half of the men and about two-thirds of

the women)with strong religious inclinations at mid-life reported no change in

their interest in their later years.

Predictors of Religious Orientation in Later Maturity

Does the importance of religion in later maturity relate to childhoodtraining

and to religious practices in earlier adulthood? As a preliminary step to inves-

tigating this issue, we created three composite scores from the 1986 responses on

the importanceof spiritual, social, and social welfare aspects of religion. The

correlations of these scores with information from the data archives concerning

religious training, behavior, and interest in earlier years are presented in Table

9.7. The 1940 variables regarding church membership, Sunday School atten-

dance, and numberof churchactivities appeared in the Personality and Tempera-

ment questionnaire. The subjects were askedto report their participation at the

time of their marriage.

The importanceofreligion in later maturity was moderately related to interest

and participation at least 30 to 40 years earlier in young adulthood and mid-life,

whereasthe correlation with recollected childhoodreligious training was some-

what lower. The importance ofspiritual aspects of religion in 1986 was best

predicted by interest in religion in young adulthood andreligious inclination as

an adult, whereasreligious participation in young adulthood matchedthesevari-

ables in predicting the importance of social and social welfare activities. The

importance ofreligious social welfare activities in aging wasless well predicted

from earlier variables, as compared with the spiritual and social aspects of

religion, especially for women.

Integrative Multiple Regression Analyses

These religion variables are correlated, and the simple correlations with re-

ligious attitudes in later maturity may obscure the unique predictive power of
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TABLE 9.7

Correlations ofAspects ofEarlier Religious Experience with Importance

ofSpiritual, Social, and Social Welfare Aspects

ofReligion to Later-Maturity Group in 1986
 

  

 

Men Women

(N = 207-285) (N = 142-242)

Social Social
Aspectof earlier Spiritual Social welfare Spiritual Social welfare

religious experience aspects aspects aspects aspects aspects aspects

Strictness ofreligious training
(1940) 23 18 17 28 .10 02

Strictness of religious training
(1950) 19 17 17 22 .16 .02

Church membership 31 42 a) 37 34 15
Sunday Schoolattendance

(1940) 38 34 23 30 27 .06
Numberofchurch activities

(1940) .30 .24 27 34 36 19
Amountofinterest in religion 50 37 24 44 35 13
Extentreligiously inclined,

as an adult (1950) 0 42 28 7 40 14
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires in indicated years.

NOTE: For N = 200, a correlation of .14 or moreis significant at the .05 level, and a correlation of .18 or moreis
Significantat the .01 level. For N = 300, a correlation of .11 is significant at the .05 level, and a correlation of.15 is

significantat the .01 level.

each of the earlier variables. Accordingly, we computed multiple regression

equations for men and womenseparately for the importance of each ofthe three

aspects ofreligion in later maturity. Table 9.8 presents the beta weights for the six

multiple regression equations. We have used only the 1940 variablefor strictness

of religious training because ofits high association with the same variable mea-

sured in 1950. As can be seen from thetable, the extentof religious inclination as
an adult, as reported in 1950 whenthe subjects were an average age of 40, was by

far the strongest predictor, when the other religion variables were controlled.

Sunday School attendance and amountofinterest in religion in young adulthood

are relatively more important for menas a predictorofinterest in religion in later

maturity, while church membership and activities are stronger predictors for

women.Strictness of religious training emergedasa significant negative predic-

tor of the importance of social aspects of religion for women within the context

of the other variables, suggesting that it was correcting for irrelevant components

in other predictors (see Cohen & Cohen, 1975, for a discussion of suppressionin

multiple regression).

Religion and Well-Being

Is religion related to a sense of well-being in later maturity? Some investiga-

tors have found an association between religious orientation and well-being in

aging (Hunsberger, 1985; Koenig, Kvale, & Ferrel, 1988). For the women in our

sample, three measures of well-being in 1986 self-rated calmness, cheerful-
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ness, and happiness — were modestly correlated (7 = .10 to .21) with the reported

importance of spiritual activities. Happiness wasalso related to an increase in

spiritual activities for women (r = .11). For men, the importance of social

aspects of religion was correlated with cheerfulness and happiness (r = .11 and
.19). We wondered whether marital status, especially widowhood or divorce,
would be related to any of the 1986 indexes of religious orientation. We found

that the total increasein spiritual activities for married women waslowerthan for

the single, divorced, or widowed women(p < .05).

Political Participation and Beliefs

Weturn nowtothe political views andactivities of our subjects. While the stands
that people take on political issues are indicators of their values, political par-

ticipation is complex and reflects the interplay of many factors. For example,

people’s participation in the political process reflects not only their interest in

current issues, but also their belief that society can be influenced throughpoliti-

cal means. As we will see, the members of the later-maturity group had been

politically active to a greater than average degree.

Voting Regularity

Voter participation in the group has been extraordinarily high. In 1977 the

subjects were asked about their voting frequency. They were an average age of

67. More than 90 percent said that they always voted in national elections. The

TABLE 9.8

Results ofMultiple Regression Analyses Predicting Importance

ofThree Aspects ofReligion to Later-Maturity Group in 1986
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Standardized multiple regression coefficients
 

Spiritual Social Social welfare
 

 

Men Women Men Women Men Women

Religious variables (N = 108) (N = 112) (N = 109) (N = 107) (N = 108) (N = 105)
 

Strictness of religious training
(1940) 01 .05 —.05 — 354 .09 — .06

Church membership (1940) 03 18° 13 21° .18 224
Sundayschoolattendance

(1940) .20¢ .04 344 13 O01 —.05
Numberof church activities

(1940) 08 .00 02 25° 12
Amountofinterest in religion

(1940) 20° 12 AS .05 06 .00
Extent religiously inclined

R

as an adult (1950) 30" A482 214 25° 18 .07

61 67 63 60 45 30
R? (Adjusted R2) 37(34) -.45(.42) —«.40(.36)~—«.36(.33) 20.14) _—.09.04)
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires in indicated years.

NOTE: Levelsofstatistical significance refer to the unique predictive contribution (8)of the variable for the indicated group.
a9 < 01, bp < 05. cp <.10.
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TABLE 9.9
Political Party Preferences ofTerman Group (1940, 1950, 1960, and 1977)

1940 1950

Men Women Men Women

Political party N Pet. N Pet. N Pet. N Pct.

Republican 161 36.3 138 35.9 299 55.7 227 50.3
Conservative 29 6.5 15 3.9 — — — —
Democratic 107 24.1 102 26.6 174 32.4 181 40.1
Liberal 56 12.6 50 13.0 — — — —
New Deal 17 3.8 6 1.6 — - — —
Progressive 3 0.7 3 0.8 — — — —
Socialist 17 3.8 17 4.4 13 2.4 13 2.9
Radical 7 1.6 5 1.3 — — —
Communist 0 0.0 1 0.3 — — —
Other — — — — 10 1.9 5 1.1
Noneor independent 47 10.6 47 12.2 4] 7.6 25

Total (N) 444 384 537 451
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires for indicated years.

percentages who always voted instate and, particularly, local elections, were
somewhat smaller, but when those who “usually” voted were also considered,
these percentages werealso over 90 percent. These levels of participation clearly
exceeded those for other older persons and for the population as a whole. For
example, of American voters 65 years and older, 62 percent reported voting in
the presidential election in 1976, and 51 percent reported voting in the con-
gressional elections in 1974; comparable figures for the population as a whole
were 59 percent and 45 percent, respectively (Hendricks & Hendricks, 1986).
Onelikely contributing factor to the group’s voting frequencyis their relatively
high socioeconomiclevel, a variable which has been foundto be associated with
greater political participation (Erikson, Luttbeg, & Tedin, 1988).

As might be expected, the group’s voting participation in later maturity hasits
roots in earlier life. Their high levels of participation were continuous through-
out adulthood. We compared their 1977 responses to questions about voting
regularity to their responses in 1950 and 1960. Ninety-four percent of men and
97 percent of women who answered the 1950 and 1977 questions said at both
times that they always or usually voted in national elections; similar levels of
stability were found in the 1960 and 1977 responses.

Political Party Preferences

The Terman group formedtheir political affiliations in a time of political
diversity and upheaval. The elections in which some 70 percent of the later-
maturity sample werefirst eligible to vote were those of 1932 and 1936, when
Franklin Roosevelt’s sweep made the Democratic Party the majority party. Vot-
ers who enteredthe electorate in this time have beenliberal on average, and most
registered as Democrats throughouttheir lives (Abramson, 1983; Erikson, Lutt-
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TABLE 9.9

(Continued)

1960 1977

Men Women Men Women

Political party N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

Republican 304 62.7 245 57.9 227 57.5 164 46.6
Conservative — — — — — — — —

Democratic 162 33.4 162 38.3 123 31.1 146 41.5

Liberal — — — — — — — _

New Deal — — — — = — — —

Progressive _ — — —_ — — — _
Socialist 8 1.7 7 1.7 — — — —

Radical — — — — — — — —

Communist — — —_— — — — — —

Other — — — — 4 1.0 2 0.6

Noneor independent 11 2.3 9 2.1 41 10.4 40 11.4

Total (N) 485 423 395 352
 

beg, & Tedin, 1988). The Terman group, on average, was somewhat moreconser-

vative, although the members’ political views varied considerably.

Table 9.9 summarizes responses of the later-maturity group from 1940

through 1977 to questionson political leanings. Eleven codes were used in 1940

and only four thereafter. If we group Conservatives with Republicans, and Lib-

erals, New Dealers, and Progressives with Democrats, we see that in 1940 the

men’s political preferences were almost equally divided between the two major

parties, and the womenleaned toward the Democrats. In additionto these affilia-

tions, 5 percent of both men and womenidentified themselves as Socialists or as

having radical views, and one woman had Communist leanings. By 1950, and

increasingly so in 1960, a majority of our sample was Republican, somewhat

more so among the men than the women. Thepolitical leanings of the later-

maturity group in these earlier years were roughly similar to those of the Terman

group as a whole.

In 1977, a majority of the men identified with the Republican Party; the

women were more equally balanced between the two parties, although more

womenreportingaffiliation were Republicans than Democrats. Thus, the group,

in contrast to others in their cohort, has maintained a greater identification with

the Republican than the Democratic Party from mid-life into later maturity. The

proportion of Independents waslarger in 1977 than in the years since 1940. This

is consistent with a trend in the larger society toward declining party identifica-
tion since the mid-1960’s (Abramson, 1983; Erikson, Luttbeg, & Tedin, 1988).
We were curious about the extent to which party preferences throughout the

group’s lives were continuousor shifting affiliations for the individuals in the

group, and examinedthejoint distributions of Democratic and Republican party

leanings in the same years as in Table 9.9. For the 1940 data, we grouped
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Conservatives with Republicans, and those identifying with Liberals, the New
Deal, and Progressives with Democrats.

We foundthat while there was considerable stability in affiliation, there also
were shifts in membership along the way for some membersofthe group. The
stability in party identification was somewhat greater from mid-life onward
(1950 to 1977) than earlier. From young adulthood to mid-life (1940 to 1950),
over 60 percent of both men and womenreportedthattheir party identification
had not changed. However,in the two later comparisons (1950 to 1960 and 1960
to 1977), 75 to 80 percent reported no change. For men who moved between
parties, the strongest shift was from the Democratic to the Republican Party
between 1940 and 1950 (10 percent), and shifts in 1960 and 1977 from the pre-
vious reports were approximately equal in direction (about 5 percent). Among
women who changed party membership betweenreports, there was a noticeable
shift from Democratic to Republican membership from 1940 to 1950 (11 per-
cent), and in 1960 (9 percent). However,in later maturity the direction of change
reversed for women, with 8 percent of women moving from the Republican to
the Democratic Party between 1960 and 1977.

Self-ratings on Radicalism/Conservatism

In 1977 the group wasasked abouttheir political and economic viewpoints.
This question was modeled on similar questions in the 1940, 1950, and 1960
questionnaires. The 1977 responses are summarized in Table 9.10. The group’s
views covered the entire range from radical to strongly conservative. Twenty-
three percent called themselves middle-of-the-road. The median for men was
slightly on the conservative side and for women wasslightly on the liberal side.
Almost 27 percent of menstated that they tended to be liberal or very liberal, as
compared with 40 percent of the women. In contrast, 46 percent of the men
described themselves as tending to be conservative or very conservative, while
only one-third of the womendid so.

In 1940, 1950, and 1960 the subjects were asked a similar question abouttheir
political philosophy. The question wasphrasedslightly differently in those years,
with the term “political and social viewpoint” used instead of “political and
economic viewpoint.” The question was coded on a 9-point scale, with five
points labeled: (1) “Extremely radical,” (3) “tend to be radical,” (5) “average,”
(7) “tend to be conservative,” and (9) “very conservative.” Responses midway
betweenthe labeled points were assigned the appropriate values.

Intercorrelations across the four reports of political and social/economic
viewpoint were computed.Aswith political party membership,there is consider-
able stability in the rankings of the members ofthe group overthe 37 years these
variables were measured. The correlations ranged from .44 to .68, the average
being .61. ,

Comparing 1977 reports of radicalism-conservatism with earlier reports is
problematic because of the differences in the scale labels. The scaling of the item
used in the earlier years differed markedly from the scaling of the 1977 item on
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TABLE 9.10

Self-Rated Political and Social/Economic Viewpoints

ofLater-Maturity Group (1977)
 

 

Men Women

Political and economic viewpoint N Pct. N Pct.

Radical 5 1.2 2 0.5
Very liberal 19 4.6 34 9.0

Tendto be liberal 91 21.9 115 30.6
Middle of the road 91 21.9 93 24.7

Tend to be conservative 127 30.5 86 22.9
Quite conservative 65 15.6 36 9.6
Strongly conservative 18 4.3 10 2.7

Total (N) 416 376

Significance (p) by Wilcoxontest .O1
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.

NOTE: Statistical significancelevel is tor difference between men and women.

the liberal side of the scale. In 1940 through 1960, the terms “extremely radical”

and “tend to be radical” were used, rather than “liberal,” while in the later scale

“radical” was used only at the scale endpoint. Oden commented in 1968 onthe

asymmetry of the earlier scale, and noted that “liberal” was probably a more

appropriate term to use with “conservative”; the original scale had beenretained

to make comparisons with previous years possible. In 1977 the scale was modi-

fied to fit the contemporary political spectrum.

To deal with the change of scale, we pooled responses above the middle

category for each year,andalso those belowit, providing general categories for

percentagesofliberals and conservatives. Table 9.11 displays the progression of

subjects’ ratings from 1940 to 1977. Again, wesee the shift toward conservatism

in midlife, but the women moved perceptibly in the liberal direction as they

reachedlater maturity.

Correlates of Political Beliefs

As we haveseen, the group’s political and social views covered the entire

spectrum.It is natural to ask whetherthe variability in their views waslinked in

any systematic wayto otherfactors.In fact, some social and demographic factors

were found to correlate with these views in earlier surveys and have been noted

in previous volumes. We compared political views acrossour three occupational

groups of men and acrossour three career groups of women.Forthese analyses

we compared the mean ratings on the radicalism-conservatism scale for each

year. There was a consistent tendencyfor the professional men to be moreliberal

than the other two male groups. Among the women, the homemakers’ views

were consistently more conservative than those of the career women and income

workers.

We also wondered whether personality was related to social and economic

viewpoint. In 1940 the Terman group were askedto describe themselves ona list
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TABLE 9.11
Self-Rated Political and Social/Economic Viewpoints ofTerman Group

(1940, 1950, 1960, and 1977)
 

 

 

 

 

 

1940 1950 1960 1977

N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

MEN

Liberal-radical 205 41.3 128 24.2 126 25.2 115 27.6
Middle of the road/average 102 20.6 145 27.5 109 21.8 91 21.9
Conservative 189 38.1 255 48.3 265 53.0 210 50.5

Total (N) 496 528 500 416

WOMEN

Liberal-radical 153 34.6 112 24.8 111 25.3 151 40.2
Middle of the road/average 130 29.4 157 34.7 127 29.0 93 24.7
Conservative 159 36.0 183 40.5 200 45.7 132 35.1

Total (N) 442 452 438 376
 

SOURCE: Questionnairesin indicated years.

of twenty personality traits. The only trait that showed consistent relationships
to political and social or economic viewpoint was “conforming to authority,”
which wasrelated positively with more conservative views. The correlations
ranged from .37 to .13 for the men for the four ratings from 1940 to 1977, and
from .39 to .27 for the women.Theaverage correlation was .21 for the men and
.31 for the women.(Fora discussionof similar findings with the samples studied
at Berkeley, see Mussen & Haan, 1981.)

Contributions to Others

Contributions to others can be madein a variety of arenas, including religious
and political organizations and their activities. They may also be undertaken
privately on an individual basis. Although contributions to others may be an
indicator of an importantaltruistic personal value, they also can be an indicator
of positive functioning. Persons unable to take care of themselvesare probably
less able to contribute to others. Moreover, both middle-aged andolder persons
believe that having positive relations with others and caring about others are
significant components of healthy adjustment (Ryff, 1989b).

Organizational Membership

The later-maturity group were asked abouttheir organizational memberships
in 1977. Almostthree-fifths of the men and two-thirds of the women belonged
to at least one organization. These figures are slightly lower than the 69 per-
cent of persons aged 64 to 70 reporting attending organizations one or more
times per monthin the Duke adaptation study (Cutler, 1985). The later-maturity
men belonged to more professional and business organizations than the women,
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while the women’s participation was higher than the men’s in communityhealth,

religious, political, and educational or cultural organizations. This probablyre-

sulted partly from sex differences in employmentpatternsearlierin life.

Weinvestigated continuity in organizational participation to see whetherindi-

viduals tended to join organizations later in life, or whether those who had

participated earlier were more likely to do so later. We examined the correlations

between several indices of organizational involvementin later maturity and the

numberof service activities and organizational memberships reported in 1950

and 1960. These included: presence or absence of volunteeractivities in 1972,

numberof organizations in 1977, and how often engaged in community service

activities in 1982 and 1986. Theresults are presented in Table 9.12. The correla-

tions in this table suggest, as in Chapter8 oninterests and activities, that activities

in aging often havetheir foundation in earlier involvements. Thesefindings are

important, because organizational participation has the potential for providing

TABLE 9.12

Relationship ofCommunity Service Activities and Organizational Memberships

in 1950 and 1960 to Community Service and Organizational Memberships

 

 

 

 

 

in Later Maturity

Participation

in voluntary Number Frequency Frequency

community service of organizational ofcommunity of community
activities memberships service service

Community service activities (1972) (1977) (1982) (1986)

and organizational memberships r r r r

MEN
(N = 266-436)

Service activities (1950) 25 24 24 29

Organizational memberships
(1950) 17 28 18 .10

Service activities (1960) 26 34 29 35

Organizational memberships
(1960) 25 oe) AS ml

WOMEN
(N = 251-377)

Serviceactivities (1950) 25 08 10 19

Organizational memberships
(1950) 23 30 19 17

Serviceactivities (1960) 28 24 11 12

Organizational memberships
(1960) 13 32 21 .20
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires in indicated years.

NOTE: For N = 300, acorrelation of.11 or aboveis significantat the .05 level, and a correlation of .15 or above

is significant at the .01 level. For N = 400, a correlation of .10 or aboveis significant at the .05 level, and a

correlation of .13 or above is significant at the .01 level. 1972 data are presence versus absence of volunteer

activities taking up a substantial amountoftimein the period 1970-72; 1977 data are the numberoforganizationsto

which subjects have committed a substantial amountoftimeorinterest; 1982 and 1986 data are howoften subjects

engaged in community service activities coded as 0 = “none,” 1 = “occasionally,” and 2 = “frequently.”
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meaning andintegrationin the later years, andit is easier for the older person to
continue or increase participation in an organizationthan to find and join a new
one.

Personal Contributions to Others

A 1982 question asked whether subjects were providing care for a friend or
relative. About a quarter of the men anda third of the women reported that they
were caring for someone. Both the men and womenhelpedrelatives as well as
friends. However, almost twice as many women as men were helping friends.
These results reinforce ourearlier findings that the women had broader networks
than the men,andalsoreflect the fact that more of the women were widowed.

Summary

Onthe whole, the group were maintaining meaningful goal commitmentsin later
maturity, although they were, at the same time, accepting someoftherealities of
aging. Their goal emphasis tended toward maintaining a sense of mastery and
productivity in a personal way,rather than through formalwork roles or competi-
tive achievement. Both men’s and women’s goals showed moderate stability
from 1982 to 1986. However, from 1982 to 1986, both men and women showed
modest reductions in their commitment to involvement and achievement goals,
but increased their commitmentto acceptancegoals.

The men and women also showed somedifferencesin their goal orientations
in later maturity. The women were higher on involvement goals, with a greater
emphasis on personal relationships. Autonomy was also more salient to the
women, particularly in regard to maintaining independence and health. The
womenalso stressed acceptance goals more than the men.

Goal orientations of both men and women also varied according to their
occupational histories. Professional men were more achievement-oriented than
both higher-level business men and men in lower-level occupations. Profes-
sional men put least emphasis, however, on autonomy goals, and higher-level
business men the most. The strongest contributorto this latter difference was the
goal to maintain health. The later-maturity goals of the career women were more
active in nature than the goals of the women income workers and homemakers.
The career women put more emphasis on autonomy, involvement, and achieve-
ment goals, and less on acceptance goals.

There wasa slight tendency for the later-maturity group to see themselves as
more ambitious than others of their cohort as they aged. The men had higher
employment-related ambitions than the women in 1977; the women channeled
their ambition into avocational pursuits. Professional men had the highest ambi-
tion for excellence in work in 1977 and the menin the lower-level occupations
had the lowest. Among women,the career workers saw themselves as relatively
more ambitious comparedto others in regard to excellence in work in 1977 and
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in overall ambition in 1986. Assessments of ambition as early as childhood were

related to ambition in later maturity of both men and women.

Religion wasnot highly importantto either the men or womenin later matu-

rity, and did not appear to be as important to them as to other elderly persons.

Overall, the women were more religious than the men. The most important

aspects of religion for both men and women werespiritual and social welfare

activities; the social aspects of religion were relatively less important. Increases

in religious orientation as the group grew older most often concerned interest in

religion and greater emphasis on the importanceofthe spiritual aspects ofreli-

gion. Decreases in religious orientation most often involved formal religious

participation and declining concern with the social aspects of religion. The
importance ofreligion to different individuals in later maturity was related to

earlier religious training and participation. The strongest predictors of later re-

ligious orientation were religious participation and interest in young adulthood

and religious inclination reported in mid-life. Several measures of well-being

showed small positive correlations with religious orientation in aging, including
the importance of spiritual aspects of religion to women and emphasis on the
social aspects of religion in men.

The Terman group demonstrated an extraordinarily high level of voter par-

ticipation in later maturity, as well as earlier in their lives. On the whole, they

were more conservative in their political affiliation than others of their genera-

tion, the men being more conservative than the women.In 1940, the men were

almost equally divided between the two major parties and the women leaned
toward the Democrats; by mid-life the majority of both sexes favored the Re-
publican Party. In 1977, a majority of the men identified with the Republican

Party, while the women’s support for the two parties was more equally balanced.

Party allegiance and political and social/economic viewpoint showedconsider-

able stability from mid-life onward, but the women movedperceptibly in the
liberal direction in later maturity. The professional men were consistently more

liberal than the higher-level businessmen and the men in lower-level occupa-

tions. Among women, the homemakers were consistently more conservative

than the career workers and income workers.

In later maturity, both the men and women made contributions to others

through organizational participation or by providing personal assistance on an
individual basis. Over half the men belongedto at least one organization, as did

two-thirds of the women.Participation in organizationsin mid-life wasrelated to

such participation in later maturity. About a quarter of the men and abouta third

of the women reported in 1982 that they were providing care for someone.

The findings in this chapter concerning the values and goals of the later-

maturity group have important implications for successful aging.In this chapter,
we see the motivational bases of the broad range of activities these subjects
engaged in (as described in Chapter 8). Many of the individuals in the sample
were highly committed to making personal contributions to society and to their
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ownpersonal growth. They continued to be involved with people in both per-
sonal andorganizational ways. Their high levelofpolitical participation is a sign
that they remained interested in the world around them,andthatthey felt that
their voice could makea difference.

At the sametime, there were also signsofa realistic assessment and aware-
ness of the aging years. The modest declines in involvement and achievement
goals, and the corresponding increase in acceptancegoalsreflect this phenome-
non. This is in accord with other research and theory related to goals in aging
(Dittmann-Kohli, 1990; Erikson, 1959; Ryff, 1991). Even individuals as advan-
taged as these subjects must cometo terms with the existentialrealities of aging.
However, they were doing so within the overall context of highly positive func-
tioning, and of an optimistic and proactive orientation tolife.



* PART V

Overall Adjustment



*10

Health and Well-Being

Physical health is a key componentof well-being, particularly in aging, when

people are increasingly subject to chronic ailments, and are more susceptible

to serious life-threatening diseases. However, individuals vary considerably in

their functioning in later life, including their physical health (Rowe & Kahn,

1987). Some individuals reach their later years without apparent physical or

mental illness, while others must deal with chronic or episodic health problems

and clearly evident disease processes. Baltes and Baltes (1990) have distin-

guished between these two paths to aging, calling them “normal” and “patho-

logical,” respectively. In addition, they discuss a third category, “optimal” aging,

whichrefers to the ideal of aging under optimal physical and environmental

conditions.

Physical health has consistently been foundto correlate with self-assessments
of well-being in aging (George & Landerman, 1984; Larson, 1978; Okunetal.,
1984). Physical illness and psychological dysfunction often interact, and each

may cause, mask,or exacerbate dysfunctionin the other realm (Brody & Kleban,

1983; LaRue, Dessonville, & Jarvik, 1985). For example, psychological stress

can contribute to physical illness, and physical illness can lead to negative

emotional reactions and to a curtailmentof social interaction. Moreover, older

individuals place greater emphasis on health as criterion for well-being than do
youngerpersons. For example, in a recent study comparing viewsof well-being
of middle-aged and older adults, older subjects were more likely to mention

health as the most importantfactorin their lives, and as the thing they were most

unhappy about (Ryff, 1989b).

Someolder individuals with severe medical problemsdo function well. In a

developmental sense, dealing with diminished physical health presents one of
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the most demanding challengesof the later years. Poor health in the later years is

likely to require more accommodativestrategiesfor effective coping than typical

demandsearlier in the life cycle (Brandtstadter & Renner, 1990; Folkmanetal.,

1987).

In addition to physical factors, gerontologists, in particular, have been inter-

ested in the study of psychological well-being, as they search for ways to opti-

mize the experience of the later years (George, 1981; Larson, 1978; Lawton,

Kleban, & diCarlo, 1984; Stock, Okun, & Benin, 1986). However, psychological

or “subjective” well-being is complex (see Bryant & Veroff, 1982; Diener,

1984). Subjective well-being has several aspects, including life satisfaction,

happiness, morale, and psychiatric symptoms (George, 1981). Measures of sub-

jective well-being commonly include assessments of positive and negative af-

fect, as well as comparisonsof ideal conditions and attainments withreality. In
addition to traditional approachesto the definition of well-being, Ryff (1989a)

has proposed other aspects, such as autonomy, positive relations with other

persons, and purposein life, that have their roots in theories of positive psycho-

logical functioning.

A numberof objective factors have been found to be importantin predicting

psychological well-being in aging. Amongtheseare health, socioeconomicsta-

tus, activity, social interaction, and aspects of the individual’s living situation.It
is important to realize, however, that the direction of causality is not always

clear. Moreover, persons of higher socioeconomicstatus are in a better position

to mitigate many ofthe negative effects of aging, and, thus, socioeconomicstatus

may moderate the influence of some of the usual causal factors (Larson, 1978;

Longino, Warheit, & Green, 1989; Shanas & Maddox, 19835).

We begin this chapter by summarizing the mortality and causes of death of
the sample to 1986. We then take the assessments of health and well-being in

the 1986 questionnaire as our principal focus, and describe the later-maturity

group’s status on these dimensions, at 74 years of age, on average. We also

investigate antecedents andcorrelates of health and well-being. Finally, through

selected case studies, we allow the subjects to speak for themselves, as they face

the issues of physical and emotional well-being in their aging years.

Mortality and Objective Health Status

Mortality

Table 10.1 shows, within birth cohorts, the percentage distribution of deaths

at various ages, to September 1986. At that date, 40 percent of the original

sample of men were knownto be deceased, and 28 percent of the women, but

Table 10.1 excludes voluntary withdrawals who can no longer be located and

other lost subjects, showing adjusted figures of 43 percent and 31 percent, re-

spectively. Particularly after age 50, men’s mortality was greater than women’s.

There is some evidencefora relationship between precocity, productivity, and

length of life (Simonton, 1990). The mortality data for the Terman subjects are
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TABLE 10.1

Percentage ofDeaths in Terman Group at Various Ages, by Birth Cohort, to 1986
 

 

 

 

 

 

. - Age
Percent deaths in age-groups of death Total deaths

Birth cohort N <30 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 unknown N Pct.

MEN

1900-1904 68 3% 1% 3% 71% 18% 19% 6%? 3% 41 60%

1905-9 261 3 3 2 9 13 14¢ 1¢ <] 119 46

1910-14 391 4 3 4 8 14 74 — 3 163 42
1915-19 82 4 2 j 10 67 _ _ 1 20 24

1920-25 8 12.5 0 0 0 12.52 _ — — 2 25

Total 810 4 3 3 8 13 9 l 2 345 43

WOMEN

1900-1904 23 4% 9% 0% 4% 13% 17% 0%? 4% 12. 52%
1905-9 196 2 3 2 4 7 12¢ 14 3 65 33
1910-14 320 4 1 3 4 9 6° — 3 95 30

1915-19 73 3 4 4 4 82 1 —_ — 18 25

1920-25 1] 9 0 0 9 0 _— — 9 3 27

Total 623 3 2 2 4 8 8 | 3 193 31
 

SOURCE: Cumulative data on deaths.

NOTE: N’s excludelost cases.
“Notall members of this group had reached the upperlimit of this interval in 1986. The final death rate in the cell may be

higher than shownhere.

far from complete, but what there are suggest that the group, on average,is

comparatively long-lived. We use two bases for comparison. First, presented

below, are the percentage surviving to age 70 in 1987 in two United States

cohorts: 1900-1902, and 1909-11 (National Center for Health Statistics, 1989),

compared with the survival rates for two cohorts of the Terman group derived

from Table 10.1.

Terman Group
 

  

 

 

  

 

Men Women

1900-1904 1905-9 1900-1904 1905-9

68% 70% 70% 82%

United States

Men Women

1900-1902 1909-11 1900-1902 1909-11

30% 31% 37% 35%

It should first be noted that the United States statistics include all races, and

would be somewhat higher than those shownif restricted to whites. Second, the

median age of death of white males in the 1900—1902 cohort was 57.2, and of

white females was 60.6. As can be seen from Table 10.1, the median age of death
for both the men and womenin the groupin the 1900-1904 cohort was over 70.

We mustqualify these comparisonsby notingthat infant and childhood mortality

was muchhigherin these earlier cohorts than is presently the case, and that the
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TABLE 10.2

Causes ofDeath in Terman Group by Age-Group (to 1986)
 

 

 

 

 

‘ AgeNumberof deaths in age-groups of oon Total deaths

Cause of death <30 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 unknown N Pct.

MEN

Cardiovascular 1 4 9 24 29 22 2 — 91 26%

Stroke — 1 2 3 2 2 — — 10 3

Cancer 1 4 5 14 24 18 — — 66 19

Infections 6 — 1 1 4 1 — — 13 4

Renal 2 — — 1 3 — — = 6 2

Respiratory — — — — 2 — — — 2 1
Neurological 1 — 1 1 — 4 ] 1 9 3
Gastrointestinal 2 — — 1 1 1 _— — 5 1
Accidents 13 4 3 2 1 1 — — 24 7
Suicide 4 4 6 7 4 — — —_— 25 7
War — 4 — — — _ — — 4 1

Other 1 — — 12 36 26 4 13 92 «27

Total deaths 31 21 26 66 106 75 6 14 345

(with pct.) (9%) (6%) (8%) (19%) (31%) (22%) (2%) (4%)

WOMEN

Cardiovascular 1 1 1 5 9 5 — — 22 «11

Stroke — — 1 1 2 3 — — 7 4

Cancer 2 3 27 10 13 16 1 — 42 37

Infections 10 4 — 1 1 2 — — 18 9

Renal 1 1 — —_— 1 —_ — — 3 2

Respiratory 1 — — — — 5 — 1 7 4

Neurological — — — — 1 2 1 — 4 2

Gastrointestinal 1 — — — 1 — — — 2 1

Accidents 3 1 2 2 3 — — — 11 6

Suicide 1 3 3 1 — — — — 8 4

War — — — — — — — — - =

Other 1 — ] 6 20 15 — 16 59 «31

Total deaths 21 13 15 26 51 48 2 17 193

 

(with pct.) (11%) (7%) (8%) (13%) (26%) (25%) (1%) (9%)
 

SOURCE: Cumulative data on deaths.

Terman subjects are a part of the population that had survived these early years.

The percentage of individuals surviving to age 10 in the United States cohorts

above was approximately 80 percent, indicating a 20 percent loss due to infant

and early childhood mortality. Even with this qualification, however, the Terman

subjects appear to have survived longer than their peers.

The causes of death in each age-groupare presented in Table 10.2. It should

be noted that these data may not be completely accurate; they are based primarily

on death certificates, which often list a secondary illness, rather than the underly-

ing cause of death. While accidents and infections account for a greater propor-

tion of earlier deaths, there is a trend toward a higher incidence of cardiovascular

disease, stroke, and cancer as causes of death from mid-life onward. This is

consistent with national statistics which show that heart disease, cancer, and
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stroke account for over three-quarters of deaths amongthe elderly (U.S. Senate

Special Committee on Aging, 1987-88). In the Terman group, cardiovascular
disease and cancer were the most frequent causes of death in both sexes, car-

diovascular disease accounting for the highest percentage of men’s deaths and

cancerthe highest percentage of deaths among women.Ourdata on cardiovascu-

lar disease are consistent with national data showing that men were more than

twice as likely as womento die of heart disease (U.S. Senate Special Committee
on Aging, 1987-88). However, national data show that, on average, menare also

morelikely than womento die of cancer (Verbrugge, 1989). The generalization

that both sexes tend to die of the same causes, however, applies to the Terman

groupas well to national samples.

Specific Health Problems

We now consider the specific health problems reported by the later-maturity

group. In 1986 they were asked to indicate any changes in their physical and

mental well-being since 1981, and to indicate areas that cause them to worry

about their well-being over the next few years. About a third of the sample listed
no changes and about40 percentlisted no concerns.

The health conditions most often reported were cardiovascular problems and

muscular-skeletal problems. Cardiovascular problems were slightly more preva-

lent among men than women, being mentioned as a changeor concern by 18

percent and 15 percent of men, and by 14 percent and 11 percent of women,

respectively. Cardiovascular problems ranged from high bloodpressureorirreg-

ular heart beats to having had a heart attack or bypass surgery. Muscular-skeletal

problems were more prevalent among women, mentioned by 13 percent and 9
percent of menas a changeor concern, compared with 23 percent and 12 percent

of women. General problemsofaging,visual difficulties, psychological changes,

and cancer were the next most frequently mentioned. Problemsofaging included

miscellaneous achesand pains, becoming forgetful, and general slowing down.

Some of the changes and concerns corresponded with causes of death for

the sample, particularly cardiovascular disease and cancer. Others, such as

muscular-skeletal problems, and general concerns about growing older, repre-

sent chronic disabilities of aging. The sex differences in the group were consis-

tent with data for the general population showing that elderly men are more

likely to experience life-threatening acute illness, and elderly women more

likely to experience chronic, nonfatal, illnesses, such as arthritis, that cause

physical limitations (U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging, 1987-88; Ver-
brugge, 1989).

Personal Assistance

Becauseserious medical problemscan lead to a need for personal assistance,

we also explored the degree to which our subjects needed help from others. An

item in the 1986 questionnaire, scored on a nine-pointscale, asked the subjects to
indicate to what extent they needed personal care or assistance. The two end-
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points of the scale were: (1) “must have considerable help” and (9) “needlittle

or no help,” the midpoint of the scale being (5) “have somerecurrent needs.”

The distribution of responses was highly skewed, with the great majority of the

1986 respondents needinglittle assistance. Almost 60 percentindicated that they

need little or no help; 7 percent of men and 8 percent of women indicated that

they had recurrent need for help or for considerable help. There was no differ-

ence in the distribution of responses on this variable for men and women.(These

figures did not include one man and four women whose questionnaires were

filled out by a relative or caretaker because the subjects were unableto fill them
out.)

The men and womendiddiffer, however, in their satisfaction with the avail-

ability and quality of their health care. The question was posed on a nine-point

scale labeled (9) “highly satisfied,” (7) “generally satisfied,” (5) “somewhat

satisfied,” (3) “not very satisfied,” and (1) “notat all satisfied.” The means of

7.29 (S.D.=1.41) for men and 6.73 (S.D.=1.40) for women indicate that the

group were, on average, generally satisfied with their health care. However, the

sex difference was significant (p < .01). The difference was produced prin-

cipally by responsesat the high end of the scale; 18 percent of men were highly
satisfied, while none of the women were. The group reported spending an aver-

age of only about 4 percentof their time meeting their health care needs.

Appraisal of Health and Well-being

We shall now examine the group’sself-ratings of their health and psychological
well-being. We shall also examine the extent to which these self-assessments of

current health status correspond with the physical health disorders they listed in

the open-ended questions about recent health changes and concerns.

Health Ratings

General health. The first rating we examineis a five-point self-rating of

health since 1981, made in 1986. The distribution of responses appears in Table

10.3. More than 80 percent of the men and 75 percent of the womenreportedthat

they were in good or very good health. These percentages exceed the level of

favorable self-ratings in national surveys. We present below comparisons with

national data for 1986 (Verbrugge, 1989), where health was also measured on a

five-point scale, but where the points on the scale were labeled “excellent,”

“very good,” “good,” “fair,” and “poor.” The figures for the later-maturity

groupare the percentage rating their health as very good or good,and for the na-

tional sample, the percentage rating their health as excellent, very good, or good.

 

Terman United States

Age Men Women Men Women

65-74 89.5% 716.0% 72.9% 72.2%

75-84 73.6 73.8 65.9 66.6
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TABLE 10.3

Self-Ratings by Later-Maturity Group ofRecent Health, and

Energy and Vitality (1986)

Men Women

N Pct. N Pct.

Health

Very good 111 30.4 109 33.1
Good 187 51.2 139 42.3
Fair 49 13.4 64 19.5
Poor 14 3.8 15 4.6

Very poor 4 1.1 2 0.6
Total respondents 365 329

Energy andvitality

Vigorous, have considerable

endurance 78 20.7 69 20.8
Adequate for a full program

of activities 192 51.1 147 44.3
Haveto limit myself 78 20.7 87 26.2
Lack of energy very much

limits myactivities 28 75 29 8.7
Total respondents 376 332
 

SOURCE: 1986 questionnaire.

Also, a 1981 Harris survey conducted for the National Council on Aging re-

ported that 21 percent of individuals aged 65 and older reported poor health to be

a very serious problem. Both these comparisons show more favorable self-

ratings of health by the Terman group.

The group’s ratings are high, considering the numeroushealth problems they

listed. To explore whether there was a correspondence betweentheirself-ratings

of general health and their specific health problems, we examined the distribu-

tions of ratings of overall health for the most frequently mentioned changes and

concerns. Table 10.4 reports the percentage of individuals whoratedtheir overall

health since 1981 as “very good” or “good,” broken down by those who men-

tioned no changes and concerns, and those who mentioned some of the most

frequent problems. The first row of the table shows a strong correspondence

between a highself-rating of health and listing no health changes or concerns.

The health ratings of those wholist negative changes in aging, muscular-

skeletal problems, or problems with vision, were quite positive, particularly

among men. Moststrikingly, even for life-threatening disease, such as cancer, a

majority of the subjects rated their overall health as good or very good. Several

of the group had cancer that was considered to be cured, but there were others

who hadhad recent cancer surgery and were maintaining an optimistic outlook

despite uncertainty about the future. For example, one woman who had had

breast cancer recently rated her health as very good; she said she was aware of

her own mortality, but did not worry.

The fact that the subjects rated their health favorably in the face of numerous

health changes and concernsis consistent with other samples(see, for example,
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TABLE 10.4

Number and Percent ofLater-Maturity Group Reporting Each

ofSeveral Health Changes or Concerns and Reporting

 

  

 

 

 

 

Goodor Very Good Health

Reporting changein health Reporting concern about health

Psychological Psychological
Health good well-being Health good well-being

Health change or very good very good or very good very good

or concern N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

MEN

(N = 363)

None 118 97% 61 50% 143 93% 64 42%

Aging 29 85 9 26 30 79 11 29

Muscular-skeletal 37 79 9 19 28 88 8 25

Vision 27 79 10 29 18 86 6 29

Cardiovascular 42 67 7 11 39 72 9 17

Cancer 12 54 1 5 8 53 3 20

WOMEN
(N = 329)

None 88 95 53 57 128 91 72 51

Aging 38 85 7 16 22 61 7 19

Muscular-skeletal 47 62 9 14 28 68 9 22

Vision 21 68 5 16 18 56 6 19

Cardiovascular 23 50 8 17 28 76 8 22

Cancer 15 68 3 14 12 80 3 20
 

SOURCE: 1986 questionnaire.

Bayer, Whissell-Buechy, & Honzik, 1981). In a recent study of subjective health

ratings of individuals aged 51 to 91 (Walker & Volkan, 1989, cited in Walker,

1990), results showed that these ratings stress in descending order, functional,

eudaimonistic (exuberant well-being, realization of intrinsic potential), and

adaptive factors, clinical definitions (the absence of disease) being given the

least weight. Ourfindings, as well as those of others, suggest that when individ-

uals rate their health they take their functioning into account, and also compare

their health status to others of their own age, rather than focusing on a clinical

diagnosis of freedom from pathology. These more positive, lived definitions

makeit possible for older people to feel well, even in the presence of chronic or

life-threatening disease (Walker, 1990), and probably account for the finding that

discrepancies between self-ratings and ratings by physicians tend to be in the

direction of more optimistic ratings by individuals (LaRueetal., 1979; Maddox

& Douglass, 1973).

It is, however, importantto note the essential validity of self-ratings of health.

They tend to be positively correlated with physicians’ ratings (LaRueetal.,

1979; Maddox & Douglass, 1973). Moreover, they predict mortality above and

beyond prediction on the basis of objective indicators, such as physicians’ as-
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sessmentbased on physical examinations(Idler & Kasl, 1991; Kaplan, Barell, &

Lusky, 1988).

Self-ratings of energy andvitality, also summarized in Table 10.3, were some-

whatless favorable than the general health ratings, butstill quite good, consider-

ing the age of the group. The mean ratings of health and energy andvitality of

men and women did notdiffer. They did differ by age, as would be expected. The

oldest subjects had the lowestself-ratings, and the youngest had the highest on

both variables (p < .01). Moreover, mean differences in the two ratings in 1982

and 1986 for those subjects responding at both times were lowerin 1986 for both

men and women(p < .01). The correlation with age was —.17 for both ratings by

men. Among women,the correlation was —.10 for health and —.21 for energy
andvitality.

Health hassles. Table 10.5 reports the self-ratings on a number of health

problems. These items measure some chronic problems of the elderly, such

as sensory and motor deficits, as well as general health and personal energy.

A growing literature suggests that chronic daily stressors are associated with

poorer mentalhealth, especially in the elderly (Chiriboga & Cutler, 1980; Hola-

han, Holahan, & Belk, 1984; Lazarus & DeLongis, 1983). The health problems

appeared within a largerlist of items, with the following instructions: “Hereis

list of experiences that many elderly people find troubling. Someofthem can be

real hassles. Check once those that have troubled you recently, but that in one

way or anotheryouare able to handle without too muchstress. Check twice those
that you cannot handle very well and that are causing you fairly severe stress.”

These ratings thus explicitly took into consideration not only the presence of a

problem, but the difficulty it was causing. We shall speak of those that the

subjects could handle fairly easily as “minor hassles,” and the more difficult

ones as “major hassles.” The respondent’s score on an item was the number of

checks (0, 1, or 2). The item scores were summedto create a total health has-

TABLE 10.§

Numberand Percent ofLater-Maturity Group Reporting Each

ofSeveral Minor and Major Health Hassles (1986)
 

  

 

Men Women

(N = 359) (N = 324)

Minor Major Minor Major

Health hassle N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

Hearing 151 42.1% 15 4.2% 87 26.9% 9 2.8%
Vision 139 38.7 10 2.8 108 33.3 12 3.7
Health 106 29.5 17 4.7 84 25.9 24 7.4
Muscular strength and control 127 35.4 16 4.5 114 35.2 21 6.5
Not enough personal energy 111 30.97 13 3.6 130 40.1 21 6.5
 

SOURCE: 1986 questionnaire.
NOTE: Measureofstatistical significance refers to difference in the distribution for men and women.

“np < .01 by chi-square.
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sles score, ranging in value from 0 to 10. The mean hassles score was 2.17

(S.D.=1.67) for men and 2.16 (S.D.=1.75) for women.

As the table shows, although these health problems were prevalent in the
group, only a small percentage of the subjects found them very difficult to

handle. More women than men found lack of personal energy a problem; more

men than womenreported hearing problems.

Psychological Well-Being

Psychological well-being was assessed directly by three variables: two mea-

sures of mood (depression and anxiety) and a measure of happiness. Thefirst

question asked the respondents to indicate the range within which their mood

had fluctuated during the last month or two on a nine-point scale ranging from

(1) “Very depressed; gloomy” to (9) “Very cheerful; elated.” The second ques-

tion asked them to do the same on a nine-point scale ranging from “Very tense,

worried; anxious” to “Very relaxed; calm.” Thus, respondents were asked to

give an upperand a lowerscore on eachscale.

The high upper scores ranged from 3 to 9 for depression and 2 to 9 for anxiety

in both men and women;the median upper score on each variable was 7. The

lower scores ranged from 1 to 8 on both variables, the median being 5. Thus the

subjects’ moodtendedto be positive, with upper scores tending toward the high

end of the scale and lower scores toward the middle of the scale. On average,

both men’s upper and lowerscores on anxiety were slightly more favorable than

those of the women.

Some subjects did not indicate a fluctuation of mood, giving only onerating.

The differences between the low andthe high scores on each variable thus ranged

from 0 to 7 for depression and 0 to 8 for anxiety; the median spread was 2 for
both variables. Thus, most subjects indicated that their mood wasfairly stable.
We will use the average of the high and low scores for depression and anxiety

in the following discussions of psychological well-being. The happiness variable

was scored from | to 3, the scale points being labeled “Not too happy,” “Pretty

happy,” and “Very happy.” Table 10.6 presents the means onthese three vari-

ables by sex. On average, the scores on the two mood variables were above the

midpointof the scale. The group’s average happiness score wasnear 2(“pretty

happy”). The distribution of the responses for happiness — 33 percent of men

and 30 percent of women “very happy,” and only 8 percent of men and 12

percent of women “not too happy” —compares favorably with national data

from 1986 for both sexes combined showing 32 percent of the general popula-

tion “very happy” and 11 percent “not too happy” (Niemi, Mueller, & Smith,

1989).

To combinethe three variables into a single measure of overall psychological

well-being, we standardized the scores on each item and summedthem. As can

be seen in the table, the men scored higher on overall well-being, due to the

difference in the anxiety rating. We did not find the gender differences in de-

pressed moodin aging reported of some other samples (Grambs, 1989). Finan-
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TABLE 10.6

Psychological Well-Being Reported by Later-Maturity Group (1986)
 

  

 

; ; ; Men Women
Dimensionsof psychological

well-being N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D.

Depression/cheerfulness 375 6.08 1.10 332 6.00 1.32
Anxiety/calmness 372 6.23¢ 1.33 331 5.92 1.55

Happiness 372 2.24 0.59 333 2.17 0.62

Psychological well-being (overall) 368 19° 2.32 327 —.20 2.75
 

SOURCE: 1986 questionnaire.
NOTE: Levelsofstatistical significance refer to differences between means of men and women.For explanation

of scores see text.

2p <. O1 byf-test. ’p < .05 by -test.

cial difficulties are thought to play a significant role in greater incidence of

depression in older women as compared to men (Krause, 1986b). The fact that
the majority of the Terman womenreported that their finances were adequate

may mitigate the experience of depression in this sample.

The relations between age andthe overall psychological well-being measure,

as well as each of its components, tended to be negative, but extremely small (see

Aldwinetal., 1989 for a discussion of mental health and age). However, there

were small butstatistically significant differences between mean levels in 1982

and 1986 of those subjects responding in both years, the ratings in 1986 in all

cases being slightly lower (p < .01 for both men and women onall three

variables, with the exception of anxiety for men (p < .05).

In addition to the ratings of mood and happiness,wesaw earlier that a number

of subjects mentioned changes and concernsthat were primarily psychological

in nature. About 7 percent ofmen and 8 percent of women mentionedat least one

of these changes. They included changes such as anxiety, depression, loneliness,

insomnia, and variousotherfrustrations and adjustments.

To determine whether we could consider the health and psychological self-

ratings as two different dimensions, we performed a factor analysis on the six

items. For health these were the rating of health, the rating of energy andvitality,

and health hassles. The psychological items included the two average mood

ratings and the happinessrating. An oblique rotation indicated two distinct, but

related, factors. When the physical health scores were standardized and summed

(with the total health hassles score reversed) to form a total physical health score,

this score correlated moderately (r =.48) with the total psychological well-being

score for both men and women. Therefore, as we consider the antecedents and

correlates of health and psychological well-being below, we shall present the

results for each variable separately in each table. We expected that although

some variables would relate more strongly to health or psychological well-being,

the relational patterns of the variables would often show somesimilarities.

It should also be noted here that the correlation between health and well-being
in this group is somewhatlarger than that usually found (see Okunetal., 1984,

for a meta-analysis). In the light of our discussion above concerningself-ratings
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ofhealth, it is interesting that the highest correlation between individual health

measuresand the psychological well-being composite occurred for the overall

health rating (.49 for men and .48 for women). The correlations with energy and

vitality were .41 and .39, and with health hassles .38 and .41 for men and women

respectively in each case.

Correlates of Health and Psychological Well-Being
in Later Maturity

In this section we shall consider contemporaneousfactors and their relation to

physical health and psychological well-being. In approaching the prediction of

health and well-being, we shall rely on many of the constructs from previous
chapters that have been foundto be importantin the lives of older persons. These

include both personal and situational factors. It should be noted that causality
may go in either or both directions for manyof these variables.

Demographic andSituational Factors

Although, as we have seen, men and womentendto report different types of

medical problems,their generalself-ratings of their physical health are compara-

ble. Levels of happiness and depression also are equivalent for men and women.
However, their ratings of psychological well-being differ because the men give

more positive self-ratings of anxiety.

As people age, the probability of health problems increases, on average, and

age was negatively correlated with health for both the men and the womenin the

later-maturity group. (See Table 10.7 for the simple correlations of age and other

variables with health and well-being. The results of the multiple regression

analysis will be discussed below.)

We examined several health related variables because of the importance of

health to well-being in the later years (Palmore, 1981). The need for assistance

and satisfaction with health care were someofthe strongest single correlates of
both health and well-being, as can be seen in the simple correlations in Table

10.7, the time spent in meeting health care needs wasalso an importantindicator.

The use of alcohol (not included in the table), however, tended to relate more to

psychological well-being than to physical (r of —.10 and —.11 with psychologi-

cal well-being of men and women).

Another important variable that can relate to many of the conditions of aging

is income (Shanas & Maddox, 1985), one of the common components of mea-

sures of socioeconomic status. In our group, most of whom werefairly well

satisfied with their financial situation, the respondents’ assessment of the ade-

quacy of their finances in 1986 was positively related to their physical and

psychological well-being (see Table 10.7). Satisfaction with present living ar-

rangements, reported in 1977 (see Chapter 7 for details) was related to psycho-

logical well-being in 1986 (r=.24) for both men and women;the correlations

with health were .13 for men and .08 for women. However,reports of objective
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ofLater-Maturity Group (1986)

TABLE I0.7
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Men Women

Psychological Psychological
Health well-being Health well-being

(N = 263) (N = 266) (N = 164) (N = 165)

r B r B r B r B

Age —.22 — —.02 — —.16 — —03 —
Adequacyoffinances 19 — 29 — .16 — 14 —
Notbeing alone 07 — 14 12° .08 12° .04 —
Wouldlike moreinteraction

with friends —.11 — —-.19 —.116  -.21 — —.24 —

Would like moreinteraction

with family —.09 — —.12 — — .25 —.14° —-.21 —

Needassistance —.50 —.39¢ — 31 — —46 —.29 —,23 —

Percent time meeting health needs — 31 — —.20 —.10° —.31 —.23¢ —.16 —
Satisfaction with health care .26 — 27 11 22 14° 32 182

Ambition in whatever engaged in 33 144 36 234 .30 — .26 —
Proactive goals .26 — 19 —.11¢ .28 — 19 19°

Importanceofspiritual aspects
of religion —.02 — .03 — .02 — 18 .18°

Importance of social aspects
of religion .03 — 13 16° 00 —.17° .10 —

Proactive activities 29 14° 22 184 .26 16° 25 16°
Non-health hassles —.21 —.14 — — —.25 — 207 — —

Total hassles — — —40 — .30¢ — — —42 — 4$¢

R .60 .60 65 67

R? (Adjusted R?) .36 (.33) .36 (.33) 42 (.37) 45 (.40)
 

SOURCE: 1986 questionnaire.
p<.0l. %p<.05. <p<.10.

living arrangements (house, apartment, etc.) in 1986 showednorelation to these

variables.

Goals, Ambitions, and Activities

Being psychologically invested in life and being behaviorally active might be

expected to contribute to the physical and emotional well-being of the later-

maturity group. Such relationships have been found in other samples, such as the

Dukelongitudinal studies (George, 1978; Palmore, 1979, 1981). They are related
to constructs such as personal optimism, which represent hopeful, rather than
hopeless, stances toward life (Reker & Wong, 1985). We began by examining the
relations of the group’s 1986 goals and ambitions (see Chapter 9; also Holahan,

1988; Vaillant & Vaillant, 1990) to health and psychological well-being. The

results are presented in Table 10.8. As can be seen in the table, ambition in

whatever the subjects engage in as comparedto others of their age and sex, had
the highest relation with physical health and psychological well-being. Involve-

ment in relationships andactivities, and achievement motivation were positively
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TABLE 10.8

Correlations ofAmbitions, Goals, and Importance ofReligion

with Health and Psychological Well-Being

ofLater-Maturity Group (1986)
 

 

 

Men Women

(N = 342-368) (N = 317-327)

Psychological Psychological

Health well-being Health well-being

r r r r

Ambition and goals
Ambition in whatever engage in 33 36 30 26
Autonomy —.01 .00 18 06
Involvement AS 19 17 21

Achievement motivation .24 13 19 14
Family 18 10 0S 01
Acceptance — 13 — 08 —04 .04
Proactive goals? 22 17 29 21

Importance ofreligion

Spiritual aspects — .02 .03 02 18
Social aspects 03 13 00 10
Social welfare aspects 02 04 —.03 01

Activities

Intellectual 13 .04 Al 10

Cultural 21 14 .20 11

Social 21 18 16 21

Active recreation 24 21 27 23

Passive recreation 04 .0O — .04 .0O

Proactive activities? 29 22 .26 25
 
SOURCE: 1986 questionnaire.
NOTE: For= 300, acorrelation of .11 is significantat the .05 level, and a correlation of .15 is significant

at the .O1 level. For N = 400, a correlation of .10 or aboveis significant at the .05 level, and a correlation of

.13 or aboveis significant at the .01 level.
“Proactive goals is the sum of Autonomy, Involvement, Achievement Motivation, and Family Goals.
’Proactive activities is the sum of Intellectual, Cultural, and Social Activities, and Active Recreation.

related to both dependentvariables for both men and women, and autonomy was

related to health for women. Family goals were more strongly associated with

both variables in men than in women.Thetotal proactive goals measureis the

sum of Autonomy, Involvement, Achievement Motivation, and Family Goals; it

showspositive relations with both physical health and psychological well-being.
Chapter 9 on values and goals discussed the importance to the group of

various aspects of religion. Religious orientation in aging has been found to be

related to well-being in other samples, such as the Duke Longitudinal Study

(Palmore, 1981). Although our sample, on average, was not strongly oriented to

religion, Table 10.8 shows somepositive, but weak, relations of spiritual and

social aspects of religion to psychological well-being.

Table 10.8 also presents the correlations of health and psychological well-

being with participation in activities in 1986. Activity participation was related

to both physical health and psychological well-being, the association being the

strongest for active recreation, social, and cultural activities. The proactive ac-
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tivities score sumsthefirst four activities (omitting passive recreation); it related
positively to health and psychological well-being.

Hassles

Returning to ourdiscussionofhassles, or chronic stressors (see Chiriboga &
Cutler, 1980; Holahan, Holahan, & Belk, 1984; Lazarus & DeLongis, 1983), we
list in Table 10.9 the remaining items from this section of the questionnaire.
These represent several areas of chronic stress that we thought relevant to the
lives of older people. Several of them, notably rising prices, family difficulties,
managing finances, and misplacing or losing things, were checkedas difficulties
by atleast a fifth of the respondents. In Table 10.7, we saw that both nonhealth
hassles andtotal hassles have a definite negative relation to reports on psycho-
logical well-being, and nonhealth hassles are negatively related to self-reported
health. Since health hassles were used in the computation of the measure of
health, correlations are not computed between these two variables. However, the
correlation of health hassles with psychological well-being, not noted in the
table, wasidentical to that of total hassles, among both men and women.

Social Support and Marital Status

A substantial literature documents the association of social support with
health and psychological well-being. Moreover,it is well accepted thatthe avail-
ability of meaningful personalrelationships plays an importantrole in the well-
being of persons in their aging years (Antonucci, 1990; Cutrona, Russell, &
Rose, 1986; Holahan & Holahan, 1987; Ryff, 1989a,b). A recent study (Russell &

Cutrona, 1991) found that part of the contribution of social support was its
preventive role in the experience of minorstressful events, such as hassles. The
recent emphasis in the research on social support has been on the quality of
support, rather than its quantity.

TABLE 10.9

Numberand PercentofLater-Maturity Group Reporting Each

ofSeveral Minor and Major Nonhealth Hassles (1986)
 

 

  

 

Men Women

Minor Major Minor Major

Nonhealth hassle N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

Care of a family member 56 «15.6 9 25 30 93 12 3.7
Notseeing enough people 43 12.0 2 06 53 164 #411 3.4
Rising prices of goods and services 94 26.2 10 28 %838 256 I11 3.4
Local transportation 15 4.2 7 20 26 8.0 5 1.5
Children’s/grandchildren’s difficulties 91 254 12 33 80 247 100 3.1
Too manythings to do 66 18.4 9 25 66 204 9 2.8
Managing property and accounts 74 20.6 5 14 68 210 13 £4.20
Misplacedorlost things; poormemory 104 290 16 45 89 275 15 46
 

SOURCE: 1986 questionnaires. Percentages add to over 100 because some respondents checked more than one
hassle.
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In 1986 respondents were asked to indicate theirdegree of satisfaction with

the amount of intimacy and companionship they had with both friends and

family. The variables were scored from (1) “would like muchless” to (9) “would

like much more,” with the mid-point (5) labeled “fully satisfied.” The meansof

these scores wereslightly above the midpoint for both men and women,indicat-

ing that most were close to being fully satisfied with their social relationships

(see Chapter 7 on Networksfor a detailed description of findings). We rescored

these variablesto reflect sufficiency of support by collapsing thefirst 5 points on

the scale; this yielded two five-point satisfaction variables, with higher levels

indicating that more interaction was desired. The correlational patterns of the
variables, presented in Table 10.7, show stronger relations to both health and

psychological well-being of women than of men.

Other investigators have found that marital status is related to psychological

well-being in aging, married subjects reporting higher levels of well-being (Lar-

son, 1978). In the later-maturity group, divorced and separated men were lowest

in psychological well-being (p < .05). There was no difference in health by

marital status among men,or on either measure among women.To broadenthe

analysis in terms of social support, we created a related binary variable indicat-
ing whether or not an individual lived alone. Consistent with the results for
marital status, there was a positive correlation (r=.14) between not living alone

and psychological well-being in 1986 for men.

Integrative Multiple Regression Analyses

Along with the simple correlation coefficients in Table 10.7, we have pre-

sented the standardized beta weights for more integrative multiple regression

analyses of the correlates of both health and well-being. We examinedvariables
relating to physical health status, social support, ambitions, goals, importance of
religion, activities, and chronic hassles. These analyses show the association of

our dependent variable measures with each of the independentvariables, when

the operation of the other independent variable is controlled for. (The use of

alcohol wasnotsignificant in any of the equations, and was excluded from the

final analyses.) We included both age and adequacyof finances as control vari-

ables, even though they did not have significant beta weights, because oftheir

demonstrated association with health and well-being in aging. The table also
shows the multiple R and the variance accounted for in each equation. The
multiple Rs are impressive, ranging from .60 to .67 and accounting for from 33 to

AO percent of the variance.

Need for assistance wassignificantly associated with the health of both men

and women. The women’s health wasalso associated with two other variables —

percent of time spent meeting health needs andsatisfaction with health care.

Proactive activities were associated with the health of both men and women,as

wasthe level of chronic stress, reflected in nonhealth hassles. Level of ambition

wasalso associated with men’s health. Social support was associated with wom-

en’s health; women whodid not live alone and did not desire more interaction
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with family had better health. The importance of social aspects of religion

emerged as a significant negative predictor of health for women within the

context of the other variables, suggesting that it was correlating for irrelevant
components in other predictors (see Cohen & Cohen, 1975, for a discussion of

suppression in multiple regression).

The psychological well-being of both men and women wasassociated with

satisfaction with health care. Men’s well-being was associated with percent of

time spent meeting health needs. Social support variables, especially not living

alone, were significantly associated with men’s well-being. Having ambition (for

men) and proactive goals (for women) werealso significantly associated with

psychological well-being. However, proactive goals had a negative weight for

men, within the context of the other variables. Consistent with the correlational

patterns, spiritual aspects of religion was associated with the well-being of

women,and the importanceof social aspects of religion with that of men. In both

sexes, but especially in women,chronic stress as measured bytotal hassles was

negatively associated with psychological well-being.

Antecedents of Health and Psychological Well-Being

The foundations for our subjects’ experiences in aging weresetearlier in their

lives, and it is necessary to explore how the major variables examinedin earlier

chapters wererelated to their health and psychological well-being at the time of

the latest follow-up in 1986, when they were in their mid-70’s.In this section, we

present the results of these analyses, which include variables such as family and

occupational history, attitude toward achievement, previous activity level, and

previoushealth and psychological well-being.

Previous Health and Well-Being

Webegin by examiningthe relation of earlier measures of health and psycho-

logical well-being to the 1986 measures. We expectedto find evidenceofconsid-

erable continuity, with persons who hadthe best health and the most favorable
psychological outlook earlier ranking higher on our 1986 scales.

The correlations of 1986 health and psychological well-being with several
such antecedent measures are presented in Table 10.10. The 1982 measure of

psychological well-being wasidentical to the 1986 measure, but the 1982 health

variable lacked the 1986 measure of health hassles. The 1977 and 1972 health

measures were single items, as was the 1977 measure of happiness. The 1960

mental health measure was a cumulativestaff rating of mental health to that date,

taking into accountall psychological symptoms to 1960. The results showed

moderate continuity between earlier and later health and psychological well-

being. Overall, as would be expected, both health and psychological well-being

in 1986 correlated higher with like antecedent measures than with measuresin

the other domain.

Oneattitudinal variable that seemed likely to be related to our subjects’
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TABLE 10.10

Correlations ofPrevious Health and Psychological Well-Being

ofLater-Maturity Group with Their Health and Psychological Well-Being

 

 

 

in 1986

Men Women
(N = 292-329) (N = 255-299)

Psychological Psychological
Measure ofprevioushealth Health well-being Health well-being

or psychological well-being r r r r

Health (1982) .62 A4 10 36

Health (1977) 46 2 .40 43

Health (1972) 46 33 A8 28
Health (1960) 23 21 38 34
Psychological well-being (1982) 38 .66 32 57
Happiness(1977) 31 50 13 40
Cumulative mental health (1960) 12 17 14 23
Alcoholuse (1960) — .02 —.10 —.03 —.14
Expectations about aging (1972) .04 27 .O7 22
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires in indicated years andstaff ratings of mental health.
NOTE: ForN = 200, a correlation of .14 or more is significant at the .05 level, and a correlation of .18

or moreis significant at the .01 level. ForN = 300, a correlation of.11 is significant at the .05 level, anda
correlation of .15 is significantat the .01 level.

enjoymentof their later years was their earlier expectations about these years.

One reasonis that expectancy, by providing the basis for constructive planning,

may reduce maladaptive responses to changinglife circumstances (Sears, 1981).

A question about expectations about the years from 70 to 75 appeared in the

1972 questionnaire, with the responsesscaled to indicate negative expectations
at the low end of the scale and expectations of enjoyment of those years at the

high end. (Responses of those with no idea about the future were excluded from

the analysis.) The correlations with the 1986 health and psychological well-

being variables appear in Table 10.10. For these correlations, the sample was

restricted to subjects who wereatleast 70 years old in 1986. As can be seen in the

table, 1972 expectations about these later years were related to psychological

well-being 14 years later, but not to physical health.

Career History and Ambition

Since career patterns are related to life-styles as well as to economicfactors,

we examinedtherelation of career history to physical health and psychological

well-being in 1986. The men were divided into the three occupational groups

we usedearlier, based on their 1972 to 1977 occupational level: professional,

higher-level business, and lower-level occupations. For the women, the 1972

self-classification of homemaker, career worker, and income worker wasused.

There were no differences in either health or psychological well-being among

the three occupational groups ofmen. The women’s health did not differ between

the occupational groups, but the career women exhibited more positive psycho-

logical well-being (p < .10), owing to their more favorable scores on depression
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(p < .05). Two important variables for occupational success, IQ and educational

level, failed to show relationships with health and well-being. This replicates

findings from the Duke Longitudinal Studies, which included a measureoflife

satisfaction (Palmore, 1979), but conflicts with another study of the Duke sample

which focused on physical health (Nowlin, 1977). It is not surprising that IQ and

educational level failed to predict for the later-maturity group, because most of

them are abovethe threshold for the influence of these variables in moststudies.

Wealso looked at other behavioral and attitudinal indices of earlier ambition

or involvement in work, particularly those in the early years of later maturity.

These correlations are presented in Table 10.11. The 1977 ambition variable

summed ambition scoresin four areas: excellence in work, recognition by others

of accomplishments, proficiency in avocational pursuits and hobbies, and main-
taining an excellent standard of living. The 1960 ambition variables included the
first two of the above, along with vocational advancementandfinancial gain.

Subjects were also asked in 1960 if they felt they had lived upto their intellectual

ability. Finally, as described in Chapter4, in 1940 the 150 most andleast success-

ful men were assignedthe ratings “A” and “C.” A “B”rating wasassignedto all

others. In 1960 the 100 most and least successful cases were selected. The

lifetime A/C designation combinedthe tworatings into a numerical scale, with

those rated “C” at both times rated lowest, and those rated “A” at both times

highest.

Overall, there were modest relations between these variables and health and

TABLE I0.11

Correlations ofCareer Variables with Health and Psychological Well-Being

ofLater-Maturity Group (1986)
 

 

 

Men Women

(N = 183-347) (N = 84-299)

Psychological Psychological

Health well-being Health well-being

Career variable r r r r

Percent time worked (1981) 10 07 19 09

Percent time worked (1977) 21 .06 ll —.03

Feelings about work (1977) 15 24 09 22

Feelings about work (1972) 07 16 — 02 25

Ambition (1977) 15 .20 12 —.05

Change in ambition (1977) 21 23 16 .03
Lifetime A/C designation for men (1960) 22 ll — —
Noncareer/careerself-rating for women

(1972) .06 AS

Lived upto intellectual abilities (1960) .09 Al 10 .20
Ambition age 30 to 40 (1960) — .04 —.13 05 LS

Ambition since age 40 (1960) .03 —.01 19 13
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires in indicated years, staff ratings of mental health, and staff classification of men as

“most successful” occupationally (A), and “least successful” (C).

NOTE: For N = 200, a correlation of .14 or moreis significant at the .05 level, and a correlation of .18 or moreis

significant at the .01 level. For N = 300, a correlation of .11 is significantat the .05 level, and a correlationof .15 is
significantat the .01 level.
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psychological well-being. Enjoyment of work in later life tended to relate more

strongly to subsequent psychological well-being than to physical health. In men

the level of 1977 ambition, and change of ambition reported in 1977, related to

both 1986 variables. In women there were modest correlations with physical

health. The correlations of the 1960 ambition ratings also differed between the

sexes, women’s earlier ambition tending to correlate positively with health and

psychological well-being, whereas a small negative correlation was observed

between ambition between ages 30 and 40 and psychological well-being in men.

However, the lifetime A/C rating in 1960 was positively related to both men’s

physical health and psychological well-being in 1986.

Previous Activity Level

We expected that higher activity levels in earlier life would predict positive

outcomesin later maturity. The group was highly active throughouttheir lives
(see Chapter 8 for a detailed discussion). We expectedthat these earlier activity

patterns mightbe related to later physical health and psychological well-being

by providing opportunities for meaningful lives, the maintenance of adaptive

skills, and continuedsocial interaction. Previousactivities might also serve as an

index of prior mental and physical health. We therefore computed the correla-

tions between the 1977 and 1982 activity scales and health and well-being in
1986. Social activities and active recreation showedthe strongest relation be-

tween previous activities and our 1986 measures. A summary proactive ac-

tivities score for each year (summingintellectual, cultural, and social activities,

and active recreation) waspositively related to both health and well-being, with

correlations ranging from .16 to .35. However, a 1960 activities measure of

numberof avocational pursuits failed to show anyrelation with later health and
well-being.

Family History

Does a person’s family history relate to his or her well-being in later maturity?

Wefirst examinedtherelation of lifetime marital pattern to 1986 physical health

and psychological well-being by breaking the subjects into five groups: always

single; intact marriage to 1986; history of divorce or separation only; widow-

hood without divorce or separation; and widowhoodwith divorce or separation.

We compared the 1986 physical health and psychological well-being of these

groups and found norelation to our variables. However, when we collapsed

marital history into a binary variable for correlational analysis, contrasting those

with normative marital histories — intact marriages or widowhood— with those

who weresingle or divorced, we founda positive correlation in men (r = .11),

but not in women.

Wealso looked at whether subjects had, or had not, raised children. We found

positive relations to our 1986 variables in men (r of .15 and .14 for health and

well-being, respectively), but no relations for women. Comparisonsof the means
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TABLE 10.12

Antecedents ofHealth and Psychological Well-Being ofLater-Maturity Group in 1986
 

  

  

 

Men Women

Psychological Psychological

Health well-being Health well-being
(N = 262) (N = 276) (N = 150) (N = 154)

Personality variable r B r B r B r B

Easygoing (1940) 25 274 34 33? 12 — .29 222

Self-confident (1940) — .03 — 10 — 10 16° 17 —

Purpose (1940) 11 — 18 13° ~—-.00 — 10 —

Health (1960) 23 10° 21 — 38 334 34 30"

Alcohol (1960) —.02 — —.10 — .03 — —.14 —.14¢
Ambition age 30—40

(1960) —04 —.12° —.13 —.217 05 * 15 *
Ambition since age 40

(1960) — .03 * —.01 * 19 17? 13 —
Men’s cumulative A/C

rating (1960) 22 234 11 .10¢
Women’s career groups

(1972) .06 — AS —

R 42 5 44 A9

R? (Adjusted R?) 18 (.15) .20 (.17) .20 (.15) .24 (.20)
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires for indicated years andstaff ratings of occupational success.
*Not included

an < Ol. bn < .05. cp < .10.

on health and psychological well-being showed that men whohadraised chil-
dren had higher scores on both variables (p < .01), but again there were no

differences for women. We wonderedif these results might be influenced by the

differencesin the life-styles and outcomes of single men and women (see Chap-

ter 6 for details). However, when only married subjects were considered, the

abovepattern of results continuedto hold.

Personality

It seemed possible that personality dimensions mightrelate to well-being in

later life. We had no measuresof personality in later maturity, but decided to

explore the relation of the 1940 personality variables we discussed earlier with

regard to occupations and marital experience. These included dimensions we

have labeled “easygoing” (happiness of temperament and easy to get along

with), “self-confidence,” “sense of purpose,” “emotionality,” “impulsive,” and

“nonconforming.” Correlational patterns suggested that the first four might

prove important in predicting later health and well-being, the strongest corre-

lations being between easygoing and psychological well-being for men and

women. The correlations for easygoing, self-confidence, and sense of purpose

are presented in Table 10.12 with results of a multiple regression analysis to be

discussed below. Men’s emotionality correlated .18 with their psychological

99 66
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well-being; women’s emotionality correlated —.18 with health and —.25 with

their psychological well-being. The variables are similar to some of those found

to be predictive of either health or well-being in the Berkeley studies (Bayer,
Whissell-Buechy, & Honzik, 1981; Mussen, Honzik, & Eichorn, 1982), the Duke
Longitudinal Studies (George, 1978), the Baltimore Longitudinal Study (Costa,

McCrae, & Norris, 1981), and the Grant Study (Vaillant, 1990).

Integrative Multiple Regression Analyses

We decided to explore the role of antecedent variables from early adulthood
and midlife, along with marital and family history, as predictors of well-being in

later maturity in integrative multiple regression analyses. (The family variables

failed to contribute to the prediction, and were eliminated from the equation.)

Thefinal variables selected focus on four areas: personality, mental and physical
health, earlier ambition, and attained careerstatus.

With respect to personality, emotionality failed to contribute beyondthe other
variables, and was eliminated from the analyses. Cumulative mental health (as

measured in 1960) wasalso nonsignificant, but the 1960 use of alcohol measure

wassignificant and wasretained. The two ambition measuresin 1960 (ambition
between ages 30 and 40 and ambition since age 40) were correlated (.67 for men

and .56 for women), and one was chosen for each sex for inclusion in the
regression equation on the basis of the simple correlations with the dependent
variables. Thus, ambition from age 30 to age 40 was entered for men, and

ambition since age 40 was entered for women. Men’s lifetime A/C status was

also included. Finally, we also included women’s career status, scored in the
direction of 1972 classification of career versus noncareerstatus, for reasons of
symmetry between the equations for men and women.

The resulting equations are very interesting, andatfirst surprising. Having an
easygoing disposition at age 30 waspredictive of both health and psychological
well-being at age 74 for both men and women. Men’s achieved occupational
status (their A/C rating) was a predictor of health and, to a lesser extent, of

psychological well-being. Men’s psychological well-being in later maturity was
predicted by an early sense of purpose, whichis positively correlated with career
attainment. However, ambition between age 30 and 40, whichalsois correlated

positively with eventual occupational achievement, was a negative predictor.

Men with the highest earlier ambitions may have haddifficulty in adjusting to

some of the curtailments of achievementintheir later years.
Previous health was very important in predicting women’s health and psycho-

logical well-being in later life. Ambition since age 40 entered as a positive
predictor of women’shealth in aging,as did earlier self-confidence.

Case Studies

While our objective variables can provide clues to approachesto life and
conditions that can influence physical health and psychological well-being in the
later years, they cannot capture the uniquenessof individual lives. We offer the
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following as examplesofthe orientations and experiences of someindividuals in

the later years.

Alan had been interested in history from childhood, and even before high
school he spent muchofhis leisure time reading stories and novels abouthistor-
ical events. He wenton to a distinguished careeras a professorof history. He was

the author of numerous articles and booksin his field, one a noted reference

volume. During his career, he was twice department chairman, and was also a

vice chancellor for academicaffairs. In his late 50’s he becamethe directorof a

prestigious historical archive at his university. While pursuing his scholarly

interests, he served on various boards, and was the president of the Board of

Trustees at a nearby college. He received numeroushonorsin his work. His wife

was a homemakerwhoparticipated actively in community service. They had two

children, and he was very happyin his family life.

In his late 60’s he completed what hebelieved was one of his two most

important books, while continuing to produce scholarly articles at the same rate

as earlier. His wife died then, and he subsequently remarried. His three most

important goals at the age of seventy were to remain independent, healthy, and to

have opportunities for achievement or competition, with secondary goals to be

financially secure, make a contributionto society, continue to work, and continue

to grow personally. His most frequent activities in his seventies were reading,

professional writing, and community service, followed by hobbies, attending

cultural events, and socializing with friends andrelatives. In his mid-70’s he was

still employed half-time as director of the archive, and continuing to publish as
well. His health was very good through his mid-70’s, as was his reported mood

and happiness.

Mark was a TV comedywriter and producer. He began in radio with consider-

able early success, having a natural talent for this line of work. He stated that he

thought his early poor social adjustmentcontributed to his accomplishments in

comedy writing by providing him with material. He had a special interest and

ability in music and took both singing andpiano lessons. His Strong Vocational

Interest scores were high for artist, musician, author-journalist, and lawyer. His

wife was a housewife; they had two children. Helisted his marriage as a turning

point in his life between an unhappy childhood and an extremely happy and

rewarding adult life. He held several patents for equipment used in television

production, one for an optometric device for visual training, and several for

athletic instruction devices. He received his greatest satisfaction in his work

from his creative activities, including both his professional activities and his

inventions. .

He had a heart attack at 61, but by age 64 considered his general health good;

in his early 70’s he experienced chest pains on exertion. He had cut back to about

three-quarters time in his sixties, still finding his work as a writer/producer of

occasional TV shows rewarding; by his late 60’s he was working 20 percent

time. He stated that the factors contributing most to his happiness then were
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health, financial independence,and havinghis family close by. He expected then
to enjoy the years from 70 to 75, andhis reports in those later years were quite
positive. In his early 70’s his most frequent activities were reading, informal
visiting, and golf (which consumedhalfhis time). His three most importantgoals
were to be healthy, to make a contribution to society, and to continue to grow
personally, be creative and productive.

Josephine received her doctorate at the Sorbonne in Paris. She had always
been career-oriented, and enjoyed her career thoroughly, traveling widely to
attend professional conferences. She was a research microbiologist, and was
listed in “American Men of Science.” (There was no equivalent volume for
women.) She worked at several major research institutes in Europe and the
United States. She retired early because of funding problems, butin her early
60’s was appointed to a noted research institute, where she collaborated on
important workin her field, and where she did some of her most exciting re-
search. She says of that period, “So one advantage of ‘old age’ is the accumu-
lated ‘know-how’which only comes with experienceortrial and error.”

She worked full-timeat her research into herlate 60’s, and then began gradual
retirement. She worked regularly in a summercampforchildren, teaching them
to makeflutes. Her initial reaction in her late 60’s to her arthritis was to say that
“she couldn’t complain too much,”since it “hadn’t affected my tennis serve or
trick shots — merely myability to run or coverthe court.” However,as the years
passed, arthritis became an increasing burden. In her mid-70’s, she listed her
three most importantgoals as to remain independent,to be as healthyas possible,
and to continue to work. Heractivities included reading, TV, hobbies, attending
cultural events, and informal visiting. Despite her arthritis, she made scientific
sojourns to Europe and Asia in her early 70’s, giving conference talks. By her
mid-70’s, she described herself as moreorless finally retired, and was working
on a part-time volunteer basis at a research institute. In her late seventies she
says, “So I am gradually winding down andtrying to acceptthe debilities of old
age andarthritis ‘gracefully.’ ”

Nancy had originally trained as a teacher, but found herfirst experience
unsatisfactory, so she trained to be a secretary. Her bachelor’s degree was in
chemistry. Her husband wasa rancher whoraised and warehousedfruit. Sheleft
secretarial work to raise their four children, and considered rearing them to be
her mostsuccessfulproject. She eventually becamea part-time newspapercorre-
spondentfor local newspapers. She then reentered teaching in her 40’s,first as a
substitute teacher, then as a regular elementary teacher, and finally as a high-
school teacher.

Uponher retirement from teaching, she engaged in hobbies, gardening,arts
and crafts, and travel, and spent much time with her husband, children, and
grandchildren. Her husbandof 40 years died of cancer when she wasin herlate
60’s, and she foundthis loss to be difficult to cope with. After feeling devastated
for a year, she began to puther life together. By her mid-70’s, she considered her
health good, although she had developed a heart problem and somearthritis: her
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mood was upbeat and she described herself as very happy. Travel had been

her mostinteresting activity, and she took several majortrips, including a 30-day

trip aroundthe Pacific, and trips to South America and China.

Summary

Onthe whole, the subjects’ appraisals of their health in later maturity were quite

positive. Over four-fifths of the men and almost three-fourths of the women

reported that they were in good or very good health from 1981 to 1986. A

majority of the subjects also reported that their level of energy and vitality was

adequate for a full program of activities. Moreover, the favorability of their
health ratings exceededthat of national samples.

The most frequent health problems reported were cardiovascular problems,

muscular-skeletal problems, vision, cancer, and problems of aging. Although

chronic health problemswerefairly prevalentin the group, only a small percent-

age found them to be extremely difficult to handle, and most did not need

personal assistance. Although the men and womentendedto report different

types of medical problems,their general self-ratings of their physical health were

comparable. The men, however, were moresatisfied with their health care than

were the women.

Cardiovascular disease and cancerare the most frequent causes of death, with

cardiovascular disease accounting for the highest proportion of men’s deaths and

cancer the highest proportion of women’s deaths. By September 1986, 40 per-
cent of the original sample of men were known to be deceased, as were 28

percentof the women. Excluding lost subjects, the adjusted percentages were 43

and 31, respectively. The subjects appeared to be living longer than others of

their cohort.

Both the men’s and women’s subjective well-being was high. The levels of

happiness and depression of the men and women were equivalent. However,

their ratings of psychological well-being differed because the men gave more
positive self-ratings of anxiety. Self-rated health and well-being in both sexes
were moderately correlated. Age was negatively correlated with health; the

relations between age and well-being tendedto be in the negative direction, but

were very small. However, repeated measures analysis of health and well-being

items measured in both 1982 and 1986 showed small declines on all measures.
There were multiple contributors to the health and psychological well-being

of our subjects in their 70’s. The most important were health-related vari-

ables, such as the need for assistance, time spent on health care, and satisfaction

with health care. Beyond health, however, social relationships and positive ap-

proachesto life, as represented by goals and ambitions and behavioral involve-
mentin activities, both made positive contributions to health and well-being at
this life stage. Married men hada higherlevel of psychological well-being than

other men, but women’s marital status was notrelated to their psychological

well-being. Adequacyoffinances(as assessed by respondents) contributed mod-
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estly to their well-being. The level of chronic stressin respondents’ lives was one
of the strongest predictors of lower well-being.

Moderate stability was observed between earlier measures of both health and
psychological well-being and the corresponding 1986 measures. Some behav-
ioral andattitudinal indices of earlier ambition or involvementin work, and of
activity in earlier years were associated modestly with good health and well-
being in later maturity. Several personality variables, measured when the sub-
jects were an average age of 30, were positively related to 1986 health and/or
well-beingin later maturity, including easygoingness, self-confidence, sense of
purpose, and high emotionality. In the integrative multiple regression analyses,
easygoingness was one of the most important predictors of health and psycho-
logical well-beingin thelater years.

In examininglife history variables that predict health and well-being in aging,
we found, surprisingly, that family variables were stronger predictors for men
than for women, in terms of both marital and parenting history. For this gifted
group, previous occupational attainments were positive predictors of health and
psychological well-being of both men and women. However, there was an in-
triguingdifference in the positive role of earlier ambition (betweenthe agesof 30
and 40). Women’s ambition at this stage was positively related to later well-
being, but men’s wasnegatively related. The relation for women was probably
related to the finding showing better psychological well-being for women with
careers. For men, however, although early ambition and ultimate success were
positively related to each other, their predictors were opposite so far as health
and well-being in aging were concerned.

As we viewedour subjects’ overall health and psychological well-being in
their later years, we considered them to be aging successfully. On the most basic
issue of survival, the data indicate that they were outliving others of their cohort.
Moreover, their quality of life during their aging years was also comparatively
good. They outranked national samplesin their self-appraisals of good health,
and their levels of subjective well-being were quite high. Although there were
signs of modest declinesin both health and well-being as the subjects grew older,
overall they appearedto be handlingthedifficulties they encountered quite well.
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Life Satisfactions

Asan individual nears the end ofa long life, it is natural to pause to reflect on the

past and to evaluate experiences andsatisfactions. In fact, contemporary theo-

rists view this process as both a necessary and productive part of successful

aging. For example, Butler (1963) sees the “life review” as providing the oppor-

tunity for the achievement of wisdom in the later years. And Erikson (1959) has

placed in those years the last developmental crisis in his theory ofthe life cycle.

In successfully resolving the conflict of integrity versus despair, the aging indi-

vidual makes peace with his or her life, and comes to terms with the role of

historical circumstancesin shapingthe life course.

In this chapter, we focus on the group’s retrospective evaluations of their

lives. The evaluations of such a talented group of individuals, living during a

period of immensesocial change, can provide insights into the kinds of experi-

ences and approachesto life that lead to satisfying lives. How contented were our

subjects as they looked back on their lives? Which aspects of their life experi-

ence did they rate as most satisfying? Whatlife events and personal characteris-

tics were precursors of greater-than-average satisfaction? These andrelatedis-

sues will be addressedin this chapter.*

Weshall use a set of responses from 1977; the subjects, in their late 60’s on

average, were asked to evaluate their lifetime satisfaction in several areas. We

* This chapter was written by Lee J. Cronbach, with the exception of the sections on turning

points andlife choices, which were written by Carole K. Holahan. The chapteris based on an incom-

plete plan made by Robert Sears.It revisits the questions treated in his award address(R.Sears, 1977)

on the men andin the paper on womenby Pauline S. Sears and Ann Barbee (1977), using more recent

data. Theanalysis is different; for good reasons, R. Sears proposed not to make another multivariate

(“path”) analysis here and not to weight subjects’ satisfaction scores by their ratings of importance.
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shall explore both correlates and antecedents of these responses. We shall con-
clude the chapter with respondents’ comments about the turning points in their
lives, and about the choices they might makedifferently if they had the oppor-
tunity to live their lives again, using the insights gained overa lifetime.

The Profile of Life Satisfactions

The 1977 questionnaire asked for a report, on a five-point scale, of “the overall
level of satisfaction you have experienced”in ten aspectsoflife. These included
the core areas of work and family life, as well as several other areas with
potential for providing meaningin life (see Table 11.2).* “Does not apply to my
life” was a sixth option. Percentages, averages, and otherstatistics here ignore
nonresponders and persons whocheckedthis sixth option. Five of the areas had
appeared in the 1972 questionnaire with somewhat different wording and a
different response scale. Analyses of the 1972 data appear in R. Sears (1977) and
P. Sears and Barbee (1977).

WorkSatisfaction as an Example

By way of introduction to our discussion, Table 11.1 presents a full cross-
tabulation of ratings on “the overall level of satisfaction you have experienced
[in] income-producing work.” Thesalientfact in this table is the concentration of
responsesat the two highest scale-points. The subgroup distributions differed,
but even in the least contented subgroupsfive-sixths were at least “generally”
satisfied with their work. All the 1977 scales exhibited the skewness seen here,
thoughit was not always so extreme. Because skewness makes the mean a poor
summary statistic, we concentrate on percentagesin this section.

The table subdivides the sexes, using categories introduced in Chapter 4 for
men and Chapter 5 for women.Clearly, the overall summary for either sex tells
only part of the story. The percentages calling their work histories “Highly
satisfying” were appreciably higher among career womenandprofessional men
than amongother subgroups. (Thirty-six housewives said “Does not apply” and
30 more did not respondto the question.)

Satisfaction in Nine Areas

The ratings assigned to nine areas of satisfaction are summarized in Table
11.2. This table does not report subgroup percentages, but we shall mention
noteworthy differences in the discussion. (The number of “Lower-level” men
and “Income worker” women wastoo small to warrant specific reports on them.)

The first conclusion from Table 11.2 is that both sexes expressed much grati-
fication in the four areasat the top in the table. Approximately half the sample

* One variable refers to satisfaction with a former marriage. This was coded only for persons
whoindicated (by a second, uncircled check) that their satisfaction with a former marriage did not
match that of the latest marriage. We might infer that if a person had remarried and checked the
marriage item only oncethe rating applies to all marriages. But we chosenot to analyze the “former
marriage” variable.
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TABLE II.I1

Retrospective Ratings of Work Satisfaction ofLater-Maturity Group

by Career Group (1977)

Percentage of career group giving each response

Occupational Not atall Not very Somewhat Generally Highly

group N satisfying satisfying satisfying satisfying satisfying

MEN

Professional 208 <1 2 4 35 58

Higher-business 168 2 3 7 44 44
Lower-level 40 0 8 10 58 25

Total 416 1 3 6 41 49

WOMEN

Career 135 0 1 3 32 64

Income worker 56 0 7 11 46 36
Homemaker 83 1 4 12 45 39

Total 295 <1 3 11 39 50
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.
NOTE: Two men and 40 women who checked “Doesnot apply to mylife” are ignored; so are 8 men

and 51 women whogavenosatisfaction ratings. Twenty-one women who could not be assigned to one
of the three categories but who gavea rating are counted inthetotal, so total percent adds to more than
100.

checked “Highly” and another 40 percent checked theslightly less positive

“Generally” in evaluating family, work, and avocation. (On “avocation,” see

below.) Women’s satisfaction over children was especially positive. Indeed,

women expressed more satisfaction than men in all areas save work and most
recent marriage.

Sears, interpreting the 1972 satisfaction data for all men together, ended his

paper with the generalization that even the most gifted man gets more satisfac-

tion from his family than his work. Our overall finding supports this, but the

conclusion is reshaped when men are subdivided. In the higher-businessgroup,

the “Highly satisfied” percentages were 44, 65, and 55 for work, marriage, and
children respectively — very muchin line with Sears’ statement (whichalsofits
the men in lower-level occupations). His statement applies also to the home-

maker women, whose percentages were 39 (work), 63 (marriage), and 71 (chil-

dren). Among professional men, however, the percentages were almost equal: 58

(work), 61 (marriage), and 55 (children). Career womenhada distinctive profile:

64 (work), 51 (marriage), and 77 (children). (The notably high figure of 77 comes

from only 78 women whorespondedto the item on children.)
With regard to friendship and recreation there is just one unsurprising detail

to add to the facts in the table. The percentage of homemakers who were highly

satisfied with recreation was 7—9 percent above career women.(This wasalso

true of the Leisure variable described below.)

The men’s ratings on the three aspects lowest in the table suggest lack of

enthusiasm. Lukewarm response to religion and cultural activities fits the sex
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TABLE I1.2
Satisfaction ofLater-Maturity Group with Various Aspects ofLife Experience (1977)
 

 

 

“Highly “Highly or generally
satisfying” satisfying”

Ne Men Women Men Women
Aspects of life experience Men Women Pct. Pct. Pct. Pct.

Children 357 283 56% 71% 89% 93%
Present or most recent marriage 402 336 63 57 90 87
Income-producing work 416 295 49 50 90 89
Avocational activities, hobbies 393 325 43 56 88 95
Friendships, social contacts 410 365 30 47 82 92
Recreation 400 333 30 41 85 88
Cultural activities 311 310 17 37 65 85
Religion 253 253 18 33 44 65
Community service 316 285 15 27 52 78
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.
NOTE: The percentages in the two columns on the right are the sum of respondents answering “Highly

satisfying” and those who answered “Generally satisfying.”

Stereotype. Since persons who avoided voluntary service would have checked
“Does not apply,” one must conclude that community service was less central
than other areas to the men. Religion and community service ranked lower for
women also. Subgroupdifferences within the sexes were small.

Results from the equivocal avocation-recreation-culture triad cannot be taken
at face value. Terman had introduced “Avocational interests or hobbies” in a
question aboutsatisfaction in the 1950 supplementary blank (and we know from
a question in the principal 1950 blank that he had in mind “sports, music,art,
writing, collections, gardening, woodwork,etc.” ). In the 1972 questionnaire, a
question about use of time employed the categories “Participation in cultural
activities” and “Recreation.” These terms and the “Avocational” phrase from
1950 and 1960 were madeparallel entries in the 1977 query on satisfaction, with
no further defining text. It wasleft to the respondentto decide whichrubric to use
in reporting on bridgeplaying, say, or nudism,or writing poetry. With no wayto
resolve the ambiguity, we have integrated the three into a new satisfaction vari-
able named “leisure occupation.” Our rule is to count only the highest of the
responsesto the three items. The percentages saying “Highly satisfactory” re-
garding at least one of the three elements were 52 for men and 69 for women.
This count— obviously biased upward— putsleisure activities on a footing with
the most satisfying elements in Table 11.2. It is of some interest that the men in
lower-level occupations fell 22 percentage points below the professional and
higher-business groups. One might have hypothesized that they would have
found compensatory satisfaction outside the job. They did not.

Reliability from survey to survey. The 1977 report on satisfaction with
income workcorrelated in the .4—.5 range with the 1972 counterpart. The 1977
report on satisfaction with present or recent marriage correlated in the .5—.7
range with the 1972 report on “family.” For community service and culture the
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correlations were in the neighborhood of .3—.4. Recalling that the wording of

questions changed andthat most 1977 responsesfell at the two highest satisfac-

tion scale points, major differences among subjects in feelings of satisfaction

appear to have been reasonably stable. However, unreliability severely limits the

size of the correlations between satisfaction and other variables to which much
of this chapter is devoted.

The profile in midlife. How did the ordering of satisfactions in Table 11.2

compare with reports on satisfaction at earlier dates? In 1950 and 1960, seven of

the nine areas (all save recreation and cultural activities) were presented with

essentially the same wording as in 1977. The respondentwasto check or double

check those aspects from which he/she wasat that time deriving greatest satis-

faction. This choice responseis not logically equivalent to the 1977 ratings on

scales separately. The differences between 1950 and 1960 are too small to be

worthy of report; an adequate summary of the data appearsto be a percentage of

endorsements, averaged overthe twoyears, with no extra weight given to double

checks. (Persons making a checkmarkonat least one element are countedin the

baseforall percentages, as the “Doesnot apply” option wasnot offered. Such an

option would haveraised the percentages, andthe relative position of satisfac-

tion with children, marriage, and women’s work.)

Responsesof the respondents included in Table 11.2 give the following per-

centages for sourcesof greatest satisfaction in 1950—1960.

Children Marriage Work Avocation Friends’ Religion Service
 

Men 73% 717% 80% 53% 31% 17% 19%

Women 71 70 48 54 51 28 34

Although change of technique precludes exact comparisons, we see that the

ordering of the areas was the sameretrospectively as it was in real time. As the

group grew older on average they did notcast a rosy light on some memories

while forgetting their joy in otherareas.

WasRetrospective Satisfaction Colored by
Current Life Conditions?

Posssibly, an older person’s expressed satisfaction with life in retrospect is

strongly conditioned by present well-being. To check on this we related other

1977 characteristics to a “general satisfaction” measure, the proportion of the

person’s responsesthatfell at “Highly satisfactory.” Persons rating fewer than 5

aspects were ignored. Wedid not carry the composite variable into later analyses,

first because about 40 percent of each sex marked too few aspects to provide a

score. Second, the components cohered so poorly as to make dubious a construct
of individual differences in “general lifetime satisfaction.” Rather typical was

the within-sex correlation of about .16 between work satisfaction and avoca-

tional satisfaction. Several correlations were below .10.

We correlated this summary variable with reports on the person’s currentlife
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situation. Almostall correlations for men were appreciably larger than those for
women; after several attempts to check possible reasons we have noplausible

explanation. In the following list of specific correlations, those above .15 are

nominally significantat the .01 level.

1977 General Satisfaction
 

 

Men Women

Happiness 33 30
Energy,vitality 32 09
Satisfaction with 28 17

living arrangements
Health 25 Al
Currentactivity level 16 05
Education level 13 04
Current income 07 17
Age 10 — .03

Activity level combines responses to questions about time devoted to paid and

unpaid work; we gave somewhat greater weight in the composite to paid work

because manysubjects left the second question unanswered.

We have madenoserious search for antecedents of overall satisfaction, but

we did check whether more successful men reported more ultimate satisfaction.
Whenthe 1940 and 1960 staff ratings of occupational success were combined
into a single scale, the composite correlated .20 with overall satisfaction. Objec-

tive conditions such as age werelittle related to reported satisfaction.In thelist

above, the four sizable correlations for men and the one for women were pro-

duced by variables that are partly subjective; a person with some health prob-

lems, for example, is expressing feeling as well as fact in choosing “Good”

rather than “Fair.” Evidently, men whoin their 60’s and 70’s felt good abouttheir
current lives also tended to think well of their pasts. No doubt the correlations

reported here were raised a bit by the fact that, among persons with the same

feelings, some tend to speak well (and others less well) of both present and past.

If a mood-driven response tendency were operating strongly, however, areas of

satisfaction would intercorrelate more than they do.

Occupational Satisfaction

Weintendto carry the sexes along in parallel, to the extent possible, so that men’s
and women’s data on a given question can be reviewed on the same page. We

shall, however, shift back and forth between the sexes where parallel treatmentis

not feasible or appropriate.

Before considering the 1977 data further, it seems well to recapitulate a

striking finding of P. S. Sears and Barbee (1977), based on the 1972 data regard-

ing satisfaction. It will be recalled that a 1972 question asked the women which

one of four sentences best summed up her work history. We pooled women who

had careers except in the years when they reared children with women who
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TABLE I1.3
Actual and Preferred Career Patterns ofThree Career Groups

of Womenin Later-Maturity Group (1972)
 

“As I would now choose”
 

Career Income worker Homemaker

 

“As it was” N Pct. Pct. Pct. Pct.

Career 157 41% 94% 1% 5%
Income worker 64 17 62 25 12

Homemaker 159 42 40 1 59

Total 380 66 5 29
 

SOURCE: 1972 questionnaire.
NOTE: These numbers differ slightly from the similar table of Sears and Barbee, as we foundit possible to assign

to categories 15 womenpreviously coded as “other.” The second column showsthe percentage of respondents who
actually were in each career group. The other percentages are the percentage of each career group who would
choose each alternative in 1972. The figures in bold type are the percentages of each career group whose 1972

preferences correspondedto their actual workhistories.

checkedthe simple “career worker” description. A companion question with the

same response options asked which track “you would prefer to have been in, as
you look back now”; again we pool the two “career” categories. This leaves
three categories: self-designated career workers, income workers, and home-

makers.

Asthese subjects reflected on their lives, careers were popular, desired by 66

percent of the women. Table 11.3 shows that the income workers’ and home-

makers’ retrospective preference for careers differed markedly from their actual

work patterns. Only 41 percent of the women were career workersin fact, but 66

percent would have preferred to be. Forty-two percent were homemakers, in

contrast to 29 percent overall who preferred this pattern. The income worker

pattern was the least practiced and least desired, but the 17 percent who were

income workers was muchlarger than the 5 percent who would have chosento

be income workers. Almost none of the career women would have wished

otherwise. Three-fifths of those who worked primarily for needed income longed

for the career they had missed, and few longed for the traditional homemaking

role. Although a majority of homemakers did favorthat lifework in retrospect in

1972, nearly 40 percent of them would have preferred the career option.P.S.

Sears and Barbee (1977, p. 34) offer this interpretation: “The proportion of
womenin the United States who are in the ‘work’ (accordingto this definition,
‘work’ does not include homemaking) force has beensteadily rising, and possi-

bly some of the homemaker womenfelt that they had missed an interesting and

challengingpart of life.”

Sources of Satisfaction in Work

We can gain some psychological understanding of work satisfaction from

reports on its sources. Table 11.4 summarizes two kinds of reports. An open-

ended question in the 1972 questionnaire asked “What aspects of your work

have given you the greatest satisfaction in recent years?” and the categories in
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TABLE I1.4
ImportanceofSources of Work Satisfaction ofLater-Maturity Group (1972 and 1977)
 

 

 

1972 free responses 1977 checklist

Men Women Men Women

(N = 329) (N = 217) (N = 422) (N = 331)
Aspect of work Mean Mean Mean Mean

Creativity, learning, stimulation, personal
growth (e) 33 31 40 AT

Administrative, organizational, pride in get-
ting things done(d) 17 .20 Al 35

Friendly relationship with people in work (b) .06 18 39 A2
A helping orteaching relationship with

people in work(a) 19 1 31 34
Financial gain (c) 03 10 29 24
Recognition, competition (f) 22 09 23 14
 

SOURCE: 1972 and 1977 questionnaires.
NOTE: Mennotplaced in an occupational group were included if they responded to the question. Means were

computedas the ratio of total checkmarksto the possible total. Meanstherefore ranged from 0 to 1. When the 1977
responses were scored by counting double checks only, among men “Helping” tied with “Friendly” and “Finan-
cial” droppedto a tie with “Recognition.” Among women,the double checksyielded the same profile as the count
of all checks, save that “Administrative” droppedto a tie with “Friendly.” Letters in parenthesesindicate the order
of response choices in the 1977 blank.

the table were developed as a coding adequateto cover nearly all responses. The
same phrases constituted a checklist in the 1977 blank. The wording of the
question became “Whichofthe following aspects .. .?” Beyond checking those
regarded as important, the respondent was to double-check “those most impor-
tant.” Retired persons were asked to respond in terms of preretirementsatisfac-
tion. (We do not summarize the diverse responses written on a final “Other:”
line.)

A startling contrast between the 1972 and 1977 data no doubtcarries a meth-
odological lesson for survey researchers. Although the 1972 question spoke of
aspects in the plural, only two men gave responses coded into as many as two
categories. It is surprising that so few offered plural responses; the word “great-
est” seemingly took on more weight than was intended. Among womenthestory
was dramatically different. Of those giving one reason, 40 percent went on to
give a second and 8 percent gave a third. (More precisely, their multiple re-
sponses were codeddifferently.) In 1977 men and womenboth averagedclose to
four checkmarks. The 1977 responses seemingly reflected the prompting or
inhibiting effect of various words. A person whorespondsto one of the elements
within the d or e string might not have come up with such a term spontaneously.

Theratio of total checkmarksto the possible total was computed for 1972 and
1977, so the means range from 0-1. Theseratios are displayed in Table 11.4. For
1972 the baseof the ratio was the numberof persons giving any response to the
question, not necessarily a response codedinto a category of the table. The 1977
figures are meansthat gave double weightto a double check;thus the baseofthe
ratio was twice the number of persons who checkedat least one option. The
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responses to the different questions in the two surveys cannot be made fully

comparable by any conversion. A count of 1977 double checks only might be
more comparable to the 1972 data for men, and a footnote in the table adds some

detail on double checks.

We concentrate on findings from the better standardized 1977 question. The

four optionsthat head thelist were rated almost equally high, and the sex groups

differed little. The overall picture was one of satisfaction from self-expression or

developmentand achievementon the one hand,and from interpersonal relations

on the other. In the 1972 free responses, the strongest tendency was for women to

mention helping or teaching; apart from that, self-development values were high

in both groups.

Men’s occupational subgroups had distinctive patterns, exhibited in Table

11.5; this also considers subdivisions with respect to success, as rated by the staff

in 1940 and 1960. As noted in Chapter 4, in 1940 the 150 most and least

occupationally successful men were assigned the ratings “A” and “C.” A “B”

rating was assignedto all others. In 1960 the 100 most successful and the 100

least successful cases were selected. In Table 11.5 the “most success” groups

_ consist ofmen with a successrating ofA in either year; the “less success” groups

are all others. The overall mean wascalculated by averaging the meansonthesix

aspects for each subgroup. The comparative dissatisfaction of the men in lower-

level occupations wasobservable in their lower overall mean.

Professional men emphasized “Creativity” and “Helping” more than others.

“Recognition” was comparatively salient for the more successful professionals

TABLE 11.5

Importance ofSources of Work Satisfaction in Occupational Groups

ofMen in Later-Maturity Group (1977)
 

 

  

 

Occupational group

Professional Higher-level business Lowerlevel

Most Less Most Less Less
success success success success success

Aspect of work giving (N = 62) (N = 143) (N = 42) (N = 125) (N = 36)

satisfaction? Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean

Creativity 61 47 36 31 17
Administrative 31 36 6 49 29

Friendly relations 34 Al 39 39 43
Helpingrelations 44 37 29 22 19
Financial gain .26 24 31 34 28
Recognition, competition 31 19 29 .26 12

Mean overall satisfaction 38 34 37 34 24
 

SOURCE: 1940 and 1960 staff ratings of occupational success and 1977 questionnaire.

NOTE: Means were computedasthe ratio of total checkmarks to the possible total. Meanstherefore ranged from
0 to 1. Successratings classified men in three groups: “Most successful” (A), “Least successful” (C), and all others
(B). For the table, men rated A in either year were counted as “Most success,” andall others were counted as “Less

success.” Only two men in lower-level occupations were rated A; they are not includedin the table. “Mean overall
satisfaction” is the average of the meansfor the six aspects in each subgroup.

“See Table 11.4 for full wording of the aspect.
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(but still not especially high). “Friendly” was somewhatless salient for them

than for others. It is striking that, even among the moresuccessful professionals,

inner-directed satisfactions from “Creativity” count for much more than the

outer-directed joys of “Recognition.” This agrees with a common conclusion in

industrial psychology, that among high-status workers “intrinsic” aspects of

work are a more significant source of satisfaction than “extrinsic” aspects

(Locke, 1976).

In the higher-business group a similar finding was the predominance of the

“doer”: “Administrative” satisfaction over “Financial” and “Recognition.” The
two success subgroupsdiffered little. To the men in lower-level occupations, the
mostsatisfactory aspect of work was “Friendly relations”; it is not surprising

that affiliation is a principal reward for those with less power or status. These

men, aS a group, seemedto have lost out on mostof the satisfactions that come

from making a personal contribution and from personal development through

one’s work.

The mean worksatisfaction of the self-designated career women, income
workers, and homemakers was .37, .35, and .27, respectively. Among career
women “Creativity” held first place, with “Helping” and “Friendly” tied for

second. Only their mean for “Helping” (.43) appreciably exceeded the meanfor

all women. The income workers, like lower-level men, were far above average

on “Friendly” (.53) and “Financial” (.41); “Creativity” tied with “Financial”

for second rank. The homemakers’ two highest means, “Creativity” and “Ad-

ministration,” were near the mean for all women. Homemakersfell below other

women on “Helping” (.24) and “Financial” (.10).

Allin all, the career women were muchlike the BC-level professional men in

their sources of work satisfaction. The income workers’ main satisfaction was

“Financial” (along with the social aspects of work, which are ranked highly in

nearly every subgroup). The homemakers who worked foundtheir satisfaction in

the work itself, plus friendly relations; more emphatically than any other group,

they “weren’t in it for the money.”

Antecedentsof Satisfaction

Sears’s 1977 paper examined a great numberof hypotheses about predictors

of men’s retrospective work satisfaction. We made a similar study of 1977
ratings, using a similar list of variables, and also investigated women on these

insofar as the data permitted. We brought in additional variables from the 1977

report on women byP. S. Sears and Barbee. They related backgroundfactors to

satisfaction defined as correspondence between occupational preference and

work history (indicated by the boldface cells of Table 11.3), not by the rating

variable. (From the variables that were candidates for predictors of 1977 satis-
faction we omitted indicators of work satisfaction from 1940-60. These corre-

lated with 1972 satisfaction and no doubt would predict 1977 responsesalso.)

To reducethelist of candidate predictors we formed compositesof intercorre-

lated variables, or selected a single report (for example, on health) rather than
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TABLE 11.6

Percentage ofMenin Later-Maturity Group Giving 1977 Retrospective Report

ofSatisfying Work Experience, Classified by Occupational Group and Success
 

 

 
 

 

Occupational group

Professional Higherbusiness Lowerlevel
(N = 204) (N = 165) (N = 36)

“Highly or “Highly or “Highly or

“Highly generally “Highly generally generally

Level of occupational Satisfying” satisfying” Satisfying” satisfying” satisfying”
success N Pct. Pct. Pct. Pct. Pct.

Mostsuccess 108 71% 100% 56% 91% —>
Moderate success 223 56 92 41 86 334
Least success 74 222 784 352 882 234
 

SOURCE: 1940 and 1960 staff ratings of occupational success and 1977 questionnaire.
NOTE: In 1940 and 1960 men were classified, on the basis of ratings by researchstaff, into three groups: “Most

successful” (A), “Least successful” (C), and all others (B). For the table men whowere rated A in either year were

counted as “Most success,” those who were rated B in both years were counted as “Moderate success,” and therest
as “Least success.”

“Percentages based on fewer than 40 cases.
’N < 20; too small for useful report.

using a string of reports. Even so, in a study with many variables chance has

considerable influence on which onesrise above the “noise” level. In general,

weattended to correlations at and above .15, even though the numberof cases

made many of the lower r’s nominally significant. We considered numberof

cases and logical relevance in deciding what to report. The unreliability of one-
item variables limited all the correlations.

Men’s occupational success. As described above, men (and not women)

were rated on success and accomplishmentin 1940 and 1960. Here we averaged

the two ratings, giving greater nominal weight to the 1960 figure. (It was based

on more information and has a smaller standard deviation than the 1940rating.)

Menrated A in either year were counted as “Most success”; those rated B in both

years were counted as “Moderate success,” and the rest as “Least success.” For
the few men in the 1977 sample who lackedoneofthe ratings, we construct an

estimate. Our compositing formula differed slightly from that used by R. Sears in

1977. The success ratings ran low in the lower-level occupational group; the

percentages above BBin the three groups were 30 (professional), 25 (higher-
business), and 5 (lower-level).

Satisfaction clearly went with success;the correlation for all men was .27. As

Table 11.6 shows,the relation was strongest among professionals. On this point

R. Sears reported a correlation of .36; that higher figure makes sense because,as

wasnotedatthestart of this chapter, his dependentvariable explicitly brought in

success and commitmentas well as satisfaction.

Life history correlates. The relation of the men’s occupational satisfaction

to type of career, first seen in Table 11.1, is echoed in Table 11.6. It will be

recalled that type of career was a strong correlate for women’s occupational

satisfaction also.
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Among backgroundfactors, only earned incomecorrelated with retrospective

worksatisfaction (.22 for men and .26 for women). Earnings in 1970 and 1971

makeupthe predictorvariable. This cannottell the whole story, as some persons

were wholly or partially out of the work force in those years. If we had had an

accurate, inflation-adjusted measure of peak earnings (and the peak earning rate

of part-time workers) the correlation would surely have been higher.

Age at first degree is of interest because it reflects the acceleration some

subjects experienced, as well as some other advantages;the correlations were in

the expected direction but low (—.09 for men and —.03 for women). Older

members of the sample expressed more occupational satisfaction than younger

members(correlations of .18 and .07, respectively) and health showed a weak

correlation among womenonly(correlations of .00 and .13, respectively).

A life event or circumstance that, for example, curtails or postpones one’s

education no doubt can havea substantial effect on one’s career andsatisfaction.

The effects, however, are idiosyncratic; a variety of life courses can follow from

particular kinds of adversity or opportunity. We doubtthat correlation analysis of

manyfurtherlife-event variables, even in a sample muchlarger than ours, would

shed light on work satisfaction. The dynamics of circumstances, coping, and

gratification are proper subjects for a case-history approach.

Motivational variables. Following the lead of the 1977 papers, we made a

correlational study of twelve indicators of motivation collected during early and

middle adulthood. Variables were scored to indicate positive motivation and

self-esteem. Although every one of the 24 within-sex correlations with work

satisfaction was positive, only 5 variables correlated in the neighborhood of .15

or better in one or both sexes. We give the correlations beside the coded name of
the variable before we describe the variables.

Correlation with

work satisfaction

Men Women
 

Ambition (age 30-40) .26 16
Ambition (since age 40) 28 13
Importance of schoolwork 21 13
Self-confidence 24 .09
Drive 19 Al

Correlations in the 1977 report on men were quite similar; the report on women

did not include correlations of this kind.

Ambition (age 30-40) was formed by summing 1960 retrospective self-

ratings on ambition at age 30—40 with regard to excellence in work, recognition,

advancement, and financial return. Ambition (since age 40) was identical save

that the ratings referred to “since age 40” and thus were concurrent, notretro-

spective. The correlations indicate that men ambitious in their work tended, on

average, to end their careers with greater than average satisfaction; the same

relationship was present, but much weaker, among women.

Taking one’s schoolwork seriously shows muchthe samecorrelations. Impor-
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tance of schoolwork was the sum of three 1950 self-ratings on interest in suc-

ceeding at schoolworkat ages before 12, 12—20, and since age 20.

Self-confidence combined 1940 and 1950 self-ratings on confidence and,

with the scale reversed, feelings of inferiority. Drive combines four items from

1940 and 1950 on persistence or perseverance and having “a program with

definite purposes” with a 1950 self-rating on “Mylife is completely integrated

towarda definite goal” (with “drifting” as the opposite pole).

Correlations of 1977 occupational satisfaction with 1940 parent and teacher

ratings on confidence and drive were near .15 among men andbarely abovezero

among women.Thereare correlations in the .08 to .15 range of work satisfaction

to positive relationships with a parent(rated retrospectively in 1940 and 1950). A

tendencyforthe relation with like-sex parentto correlate higheris unreliable.

The lower correlations among womenwerenotclarified when we reanalyzed

within subgroups. Such minor variation across subgroups as appeared can be
attributed to chance. The following correlations are worth noting, however:

 

 

Career workers Income workers Homemakers

r N r N r N

Drive .20 74 —.10 39 12 42

Importance of
schoolwork 23 110 .08 40 — 05 65

R. Sears considered not only the variables we have used but a series of

indicators of work satisfaction and morale at successive ages. His concluding

paragraph onthe findingsfits our observationsalso, particularly for the men:

So, the objective facts of life —the high level preparation, the success and status

and financial rewards received— appear to have had negligible importance in deter-

mining final satisfaction with the occupational side of life. Rather, it looks as if there

were some continuing affective quality—an optimism aboutlife, an enjoyment of

occupational combatanda feeling of self-worth— that characterized the moresatisfied

of these men at age 30 and persisted through the next three decades oftheir lives.

(R. Sears, 1977, p. 123).

Satisfaction with Present Marriage

Marital satisfaction has been explored rather thoroughly in Chapter 6, with

divorce as the primary dependentvariable rather than a rating of satisfaction.

Marital satisfaction among our subjects was also explored by Holahan (1984),

whohad a subsampleofthe later-maturity groupfill out a questionnaire they had

originally responded to in 1940. She found that women’ssatisfaction scores

declined significantly between 1940 and 1981. A reanalysis considering only the

persons married in 1940 and 1981 (not necessarily to the same individual) did

notfind a significant difference, however.
With two detailed reports available on marriage, there is no need here to

correlate the 1977 satisfaction measure with antecedents, as was done with work
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satisfaction. Some items from the 1977 questionnaires do, however, have some-
thing moreto tell us about happiness. Chapter 6 reported on how subjects, in
1972, rated the effect on the marriage of the wife’s working. Ten percent of the
men who responded,and 23 percent of the women,called the effect either mixed
or negative. On a number of other variables regardingrole relationships and
allocation of responsibilities, Chapter 6 reported distributions of responsesonly.
Here werelate those responses to expressed marital satisfaction.

Role Relationships

In 1977 Question 17 asked for statements about the wife’s role in the male
subject’s career, or, in the women’s blank, to her role in her husband’s career.
The husband wasnot asked abouthisrole in his wife’s career, and a question to
the woman abouther husband’s role in her work proved unusable. *

To simplify, we label the response alternatives below. The phrasing of the
woman’s blank is bracketed.

Independent She[I] had a career that wasessentially independent of mine [his].
Collaboration Her [My] work contributed directly to mine [his]. (Consider help in

planning, collaboration, other regular interaction. Consider her
[your] unpaid as well as paid work.)

Discussion We discussed my[his] work frequently.

Social She tookinterest in the social welfare of my associates andpartici-
pated in other supporting activities. [I took substantial respon-
sibility for the social welfare of his associates, built good will for
his business, and other supportingactivities.]

Knewlittle She [I] knew very little about my [his] work activities.

The instructions were to check one or more statementsoutofthe five offered.
Wetreated each option asa separate binary variable. As a simple wayofrelating
the responses to marital satisfaction, we report the percentage saying “Highly
satisfying” among those whodid anddid notselect a particular description. Then
we take the difference. For example, with respect to the Social option, men’s
ratings of marital satisfaction were distributed as follows:

 

Notat all Highly
satisfying satisfying

Il 2 3 4 5 Total

Social checked 4 40 100 (69.4%) 144
Social not checked 4 18 12 69 140 (57.6%) 243

(Difference = 11.8%)

As no onesuchfactor can have a consistently strong effect throughoutthe group,
a difference of this size is worth taking seriously. The correlation, however,is
only .13.

* The question about the husband’s role with respect to the female subjects’ career was not
analyzed because the 1977 version invited multiple responsesbut the appropriate addend code was
not applied.
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TABLE I1.7

Differences in Marital and Work Satisfaction ofLater-Maturity Group

Associated with Wife’s Role in Husband’s Work (1977)
 

  

 

Marital satisfaction Worksatisfaction

Relationship of wife’s Men Women Men Women
activities to (wife’s activities) (ownactivities) (wife’s activities) (ownactivities)

husband’s work (N = 389) (N = 310) (N = 389) (N = 242)

Collaboration 22 15 13 —22

Social 12 15 11 —52

Discussion 21 11 6 —3

Independentcareers 0 —14 -9 20
Knewlittle —31]1¢ — 19° —9a 10°
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.
NOTE: Thefull response alternatives are given on p. 256. Thefigures are the differences in the percentage

of those checking a particular option who reported they found their marriage or work “Highly satisfying” and

the corresponding percentage among those whodid not check this response. A minussign indicates that the
percentage among the noncheckers was higher than amongthe checkers. A positive difference indicates the

reverse and points to greater satisfaction.

“Between 40 and 80 persons gave this response.

’Between 20 and 40 persons gavethis response.

Table 11.7 summarizes findings not only on marital satisfaction but also on

worksatisfaction. The positive differences identify relationships associated with
greater satisfaction; as usual, causality may run in either direction. For the wife

to know nothing about the husband’s work is a bad omen; involvement to any

degree is a good omen. Whenthe wife had an independentcareer, there was a

negative relation with marital satisfaction of female subjects, not of males. This

agrees with the finding in Chapter 6 cited above.

Relationships of these variables to work satisfaction were weak, and weleave

interpretation to the reader.

Allocation of Responsibilities

In 1972 there was a 5-part question “To what extent did you [your husband]

takeresponsibility for ... ?”, referring to particular tasks within the family. We

report in termsofa scale from 5 (almost all husband’s responsibility) to 1 (almost

no participation by husband).
The correlations with marital satisfaction of male subjects were close to zero

with the exception of “Managing family finances and major purchases” where r

was —.15 (+.12 for women). The percentages rating the marriage “Highly

satisfactory” related to husband’s involvementas follows:

 

Almost Equal Almost
none share all

1 2 3 4 5

Men 80% 73% 74% 61% 54%

Women 40 56 54 64 68

The men evidently foundit gratifying to delegate or share this responsibility; or

perhapsthe sharing was a symptom of harmony. The women,it appears, would
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have been somewhathappier without the sharing. When we average the percent-
agesto strike a balance, columns 2 and 3 comeout aheadby a tiny margin.

Sharing of household work may bea requisite for marital harmony in the
1990's, but it was not the norm for the marriages of our subjects. Half the male
subjects and half the husbands of female subjects took no responsibility in this
area; over 40 percentof males took someresponsibility but less than their wives.
The pattern of husband’s responsibility for household work looks like this (with
tiny cells ignored):

 

Almost Equal

none share

1 2 3

Men 68 61 50

Women 52 63 80

The value of 80 came from only 20 women,butit suggests that the correlation
might have been sizable if the range of male participation had not been so
narrow. When weaverage the two rows, column 3 (equal shares) is the high-
est. For all save the “finances” item, frequencies were generally lowin cells 1
and 5.

The two largest correlations were with women’s responses regarding “care
and training of children.” The correlations of the husband’s participation with
the women’s marital satisfaction are .19 and .27 (for ages before and after 16
respectively). The correlations for men were close to zero. (There may be some
artifact in the correlations for the women. The question asked about present or
most recent marriage. If the women’s most recent marriage endedin divorce,this
might accountfor the husband’s minimal participation in the rearing ofoffspring.
The males who remarried would notbe reporting on a broken marriage.)

Turning Points in Life

As persons look overtheir past, particular events may stand out as shaping the
course in their lives. In 1977 we asked the subjects to list five such events or
“turning points,” and to briefly explain why these particular events stand out.
Table 11.8 summarizesthe areas oflife in which these events occurred. Individ-
ual cases addrichness and a personal dimensionto the quantitative data, and we
will weave some case material from individuals we have describedearlier in the
bookinto the following discussion.

As we examinethe responses of those subjects who completed this section,
wefind, not surprisingly, that family events and those relating to occupation and
achievement were mentioned most frequently. However, the men and women
differed in the overall significance of these two kinds of events. Men were
somewhat morelikely to see educational or occupational events as significant in
shaping their lives, which is consistent with the gender differences in work
histories. Women specified family events relatively more often than men. More



TABLE I1.8

Significant Events or Turning Points in Lives of

Later-Maturity Group (1977 Reports)
 

  

 

Men Women

(N = 335) (N = 309)

No. Pct. No. Pct.
mentioning ofN mentioning ofN

Family events
Marriage 214 63.9% 208 67.3%
Child-related 75 22.4 136 44.0
Death of child 8 2.4 18 5.8
Death of spouse 15 4.5 49 15.8

Divorce 19 5.7 37 12.0

Accident/illness 12 3.6 22 7.1

Spouse’s retirement 1 0.3 21 6.8
Other 24 7.2 29 9.4
Total mentioning any of these 249 74.3 265 85.8

Achievement and occupation
Education 131 39.1 107 34.6
New job 217 64.8 117 37.9
Promotion 41 12.2 12 3.9

Firing 12 3.6 3 1.0
Retirement 78 23.3 39 12.6
Other 43 12.8 39 12.6
Total mentioning any of these 295 88.1 214 69.3

Family of origin
Father’s death 18 5.4 28 9.1
Mother’s death 13 3.9 32 10.4
Death of both father and mother 2 0.6 8 2.6
Parental divorce 3 0.9 2 0.6
Total mentioning any of these 33 9.9 62 20.1

Changesin physical environment
Moves 40 11.9 70 22.7

Travel 19 5.7 49 15.9

Total mentioning either of these 58 17.3 106 34.3
Finances

Reversals 3 0.9 6 1.9
Improvement 3 0.9 5 1.6
Depression 10 3.0 10 3.2
Total mentioning any of these 16 4.8 21 6.8

Ownhealth 51 15.2 39 12.6
Growth

Inner growth— satisfaction 8 2.4 19 6.1
Inner growth—pain 2 0.6 7 2.3
Total mentioning either of these 10 3.0 24 7.8

World War II 84 25.1 22 7.1
Other 47 14.0 58 18.8
 

SOURCE: 1977 questionnaire.
NOTE: Numbersadd to more than “total mentioning,” and percentagesto over 100 because some

respondents mentioned morethan one event.
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dramatic differences in men’s and women’s responses, however, were evidentin

the distributions of events within the two categories.
The most frequently listed achievement turning points were education and a

new job, followed in importanceby retirement and promotions. Educational and
achievement events were viewed overwhelmingly as positive — so rated by 85
percent of the sample listing them. Although a nearly equal proportion of men
and women saw education as a turning point in their lives, most of the other
achievementevents were chosen more frequently by men.

Looking back overthe case histories presented earlier, we findthat all three
of the men described in Chapter 4 who had outstanding careers emphasized
achievementin their listing of turning points. Harold, a physician, Walter, a
scientist, and William, an investment analyst and banker, all mentioned educa-
tional and occupational milestones. In fact, William listed career-related events
forall five of his turning points. The kindsof events noted by these men included
initial training, as well as various kinds of advancement, and sometimesre-
tirement. Such references were common amongthe majority of the men, who as
we have found, were quite successful. However, not all men focused on these
events. For example, Albert, the carpenter turned mountain climber, included no
occupation-related events amonghis turning points.

Among the women, the career workers tended to mention one or more oc-
cupational events. The professors and teachers we have described in Chapter 5,
such as Ruth,a zoologist, and Hope, whotaught high school, listed such events
as turning points. For Jean, the highly competent mathematics teacher who
remained single, and whoselife was described in Chapter 6, four out of five
turning points were career-related. Others among the womenalso included oc-
cupational turning points. Susan, an income worker described in Chapter5, did
not work for most of her marriedlife, and lists her return to work as a stenogra-
pher in midlife among her turning points. Among career changers, such as Edith
who wentfrom being a mathematics teacher to an aerodynamicist, career turning
points were also important.

With respectto family events, men and womenplaced an equal emphasis on
marriage as a significant event, about two-thirds of the sample mentioning it.
However, women specified all of the other major family events more often than
men. For example, women were twice as likely to specify child-related events
and almost three timesaslikely to list death and divorce. The effects of family
events typically were seen as positive, although women’scharacterization of the
influence of family events was somewhatless positive than men’s (72 percent of
men who mentioned them viewed them positively, compared with 59 percent of
women).

Some examples from the case histories illustrate the different salience of
family events to the men and women.For example, both Harold, the physician,
and Walter, the scientist, listed marriage amongtheir turning points. However,
although both reported high lifetime satisfaction from their children, neither
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mentioned having children as a turning pointin their lives. Both of them had

wives who were homemakers.
On the other hand, the women who had careers and families included their

children amongtheir turning points. For example, Hope, who spent 30 years in

the classroom as a high school teacher, did not fail to mention her four chil-

dren; Marilyn, who becamea college professor in her 50’s, also noted the raising

of her children as among her important events. Homemakers, such as Linda, also

tendedto list children amongtheir turning points.

Asindicated above, family events were not always seen in as positive a light
by the womenas bythe men.In someinstances, for example, the negative impact

of marriage on careers was mentioned. A case in point is Carla, whoselife is

described in Chapter 6. Her denial of admission at the institution where her

husband taught resulted in divorce. References to widowhood, in addition to

divorce, were often accompanied with comments onthe pain involved andchal-

lenges encountered on the occasion of these events. Womentendedto see deaths

in their family of origin as a significant negative event more often than men, with

almost twice as many women as menlisting them as a turning point. This

finding, along with those for marriage and family events, shows the greater

salience of social networks to women. These results are consistent with those in

Chapter 7 in suggesting that women’s greater emphasis on relationships carries

liabilities as well as benefits.

The impactof historical influences on the subjects’ lives is reflected in their

responses concerning financial turning points and World War II. Overhalf the

financial events listed referred to the Depression. World War II was mentioned as

a significant turning point by a quarter of the men, but only 7 percent of the
women.Fifty-five percent of the men whoreferredto it saw the war asa positive

event, and 9 percent saw it as mixed. Almost a quarter saw it as an uncompen-

sated negative event, while for 13 percent the war’s negative effects had some

compensation. Someof the men wereable to capitalize on their war experiences

later (see Elder, Pavalko, & Hastings, 1991, for a discussion of the effect of

cohort on war experiences). In William’s case, the contacts he made during the

war facilitated his shift from investments to banking.

Choices That Would Be MadeDifferently

Part of the self-assessment that occurs in aging is a realization that one might

have donethings differently, given the benefit of present knowledge of oneself
and the world. In 1986, weinvited the subjects, most of whom werein their

mid-70’s, to speculate about such alternative life choices. We asked: “Now

looking back over your whole life, what choices would you makedifferently if

you had the opportunity to live it again?”

Manyofthe subjects were quite satisfied with their life or had few regrets.It is
noteworthy that one-third of the women and almost 40 percent of the men
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respondedthat there was nothing they would change. Some, such as Harold, the
physician, and Hope, the high-school teacher with four children, gave sim-
plereplies. He said, “None,” and she stated, “None —I am satisfied and happy.”
Others, such as Albert, elaborated. He said, “None. Poor eyesight stopped my
academic career, but I have had a good life — wonderful family, manyfriends,
modestfinancial success. Now myold age mountaineering has made me a minor
celebrity. My life has been a very interesting journey, especially after 70!”
Gertrude, a homemaker we metin Chapter5, says, “I would probably makeall
the same mistakes but also enjoy the many good and precious things that have
been part of my blessedlife.”

Mirroring the diversity of our sample, wefind a variety of concernsreflected
in the responsesof the remaining subjects. The things our subjects would change
typically involved educational preparation, occupational life, some aspect of
personality, and marriage. A summary of the major categories of responsesis
listed in Table 11.9.

Educational preparation, of course, is importantin building a life structure,
and educational choices were mentioned by one-fifth of the men and one-fourth
of the women. Almost 8 percent of both men and women would have completed
their education if given another chance. Several subjects would have delayed
admission to high schoolor college until they were more mature. Choosing a
different field or obtaining more education were frequent responsesin this cate-
gory, and were mentioned by more women than men. An example among the
men is provided by Walter, the scientist. He said that he would take a lot more
mathematics courses in college. However, Susan, who did not complete college
because offinancial circumstances and worked as a stenographer, stated, “While
my education was adequate for whatI neededit for, i.e., earning a living and
helping my children, I think college or further musical education would have
been very beneficial.” She stated, further, that she felt that she had not used her
gifts, and regretted it very much. Katherine, an active volunteer described in
Chapter5, relinquished her career aspirationsafter not finding opportunities in
the foreign service, her chosenfield. She said in 1986 that she probably would
have obtained a Ph.D. after completing her master’s degree.

Occupational choices were also salient to the subjects when they thought
about what they might change about their lives. One-fifth of the subjects re-
sponded with somealteration of their occupational choices. The emphasis in
these responses was somewhatdifferent for the men and the women, however.
Mentendedto frametheir response in terms of their chosen field, while women
emphasized the level of occupationto a greater extent, Stating that they would
now seeka career or aim higher. The women’s responses were consistent with
their 1972 responses concerningtheir life time work patterns andtheir greater
preferencesforcareers if they could live theirlives again.

William, the investment analyst and banker, was an example of a man who
would have chosena differentfield. In his early case material he mentionedhis
teachers encouraging him to seek an academic career. His father, however, was
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TABLE I1.9

Percentage ofLater-Maturity Group Mentioning Choices

They Would Make Differently (1986)
 

  

 

Men Women

(N = 312) (N = 280)

No. Pct. No. Pct.
mentioning of N mentioning of N

None 119 38.1% 91 32.5%

Education 58 18.6 69 24.6

Occupation 64 20.5 59 21.1
Marriage 24 7.7 46 16.4

Family 12 3.8 12 4.3

Finances 10 3.2 2 0.7

Aspects of personality 62 19.9 49 17.5
Other 16 5.1 12 4.3
 

SOURCE: 1986 questionnaire.
NOTE: Numbers add to morethan total numberof respondents, and percentages

add to more than 100 because some respondents gave more than one response.

very much against this, and William ultimately went into business, very suc-

cessfully. He obtained a Ph.D. and wrote a textbook along the way. Hesaid,

however, in 1986, that if he could do it again, he probably would not go into

business,after all, but into a profession. Elizabeth, whohadsettled for part-time

journalism, was one who would havechosendifferently. She stated that she had
planned after graduation from college to attend a noted school ofjournalism. She

believed that had she gone ahead with this, she would have been “more career-

mindedrather than skittering about as I seem to have done!”

The choices that our subjects would have made differently indicate that mar-

riage was more problematic for the women than for the men. Twice as many

women as men referred to marriage in connection with different choices. An

equal proportion ofmen and womenfelt that they had married the wrongperson,

but more womenthan menthought they had marriedtoo early. Forty-two percent

of the single women responding in 1986 mentioned marriageas a possible choice

if they could live their lives over, while none of the 11 single male respondents

mentioned marriage. A variety of other choices were includedin the remaining

responses concerning marriage, including the decision to marry atall, remaining

married, and divorcing.

Among the responses in the marriage category were the following. Judith,

whosevaried career in the arts and public health were described in Chapter5,

had some painful experiences in her marriages, and stated that she would now
marry with great caution. Elton, whose several marriages were described in
Chapter6, stated that he would have attempted to learn earlier “the true facts of

sexual relationships of marriage, as against the propagandaas taught to meas a

child.” Anne, the psychologist who became a successful administrator and re-

mained single, and who was described in Chapter 5, had made peace with not

having married, but clearly it was something she thought about. She said, “I
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might havetried harder to get married, but I’m not sure. SometimesI feel I’ve
missed an important part of life, but I don’t brood about it, and am not even
slightly unhappy.”

Family issues in general were of about equal concern to men and women;
however, specific areas of response differed by gender. Women’s responses were
spread over several areas, including the timing of parenthood, numberofchil-
dren, and child-rearing practices. For example, Beth, mentioned in Chapter 6,
had a high school education, married soon after graduation, and soon had a child,
only to divorce. She stated that, given a second chance, she would not have
married so young and had a babyso soon. She would haveliked further educa-
tion. Men’s responses, in contrast, were concentrated on concern that they had
spenttoo little time on family relationships. The subjects also mentioned aspects
of their personalities that they would change if they could. On the agentic,
instrumental side these included working harder, being moreassertive, having a
goal, and being moreself-confident. On the other hand, some would haveliked

to have beenless self-centered, and more oriented toward others.

Summary

As wereflect on our subjects’ reports on their life satisfactions, the moststriking
finding was their overall high level of satisfaction, further evidence that they
were aging successfully. The subjects’ satisfactions were particularly high in the
central areas of work, family, children, and avocational experiences. Theserat-
ings do not appear to be reconstructionsin aging, but to be rootedin their earlier
life experiences. The ordering of areas of satisfaction is consistent with similar
ratings at mid-life; and, as we have seen in earlier chapters, the group, on
average, has been very successful in importantlife domains.

Those whose careers had been moresuccessful rated their work satisfaction
more highly. However, this satisfaction came from inner-directed sources of
satisfaction, such as self-expression, personal sense of achievement, and inter-
personal relations, more than from external sources, such as recognition and
financial reward. Motivational variables such as ambition and self-confidence
appear to have played an importantrole in the satisfaction achieved in work.

Amongthe men, professionals emphasized creativity and helping as sources
of satisfaction in work, whereas men in the higher-business group emphasized
administrative aspects of their work. For men in lower-level occupations the
most satisfying aspect of work wasfriendly relations. Career women empha-
sized creativity, helping, and friendly relations as sourcesofsatisfaction in work.
Income workers emphasized friendly relations and financial rewards, while
homemakers emphasized creativity and administration. Earned income in 1970
and 1971 correlated with retrospective satisfaction in 1977 among both men and
women. Earlier motivational variables were more highly correlated with the
retrospective work satisfaction of men than of women.
A wife’s marital satisfaction was higher when she was involved in her hus-
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band’s career. Perhaps such involvement indicated closeness in the marriage.

Interestingly, a woman’s having her own independentcareer wasrelated to lower

marital satisfaction of women,but not ofmen. This finding mayreflect role strain
on the part of the women in attempting to perform all their roles at a high level

within the relatively traditional role divisions in marriage for this cohort. It is

also possible that careers may have servedas an alternative sourceofsatisfaction

for some of the women in unhappy marriages. Marital satisfaction for women

wasalso related to greater responsibility by the husband for household work and

for the care andtraining of children. The relation of the husband’s taking respon-

sibility for finances to marital satisfaction was negative for men andpositive for

women.

The events mostoften selected as turning points in our subjects’ lives were in

the central areas of family, and occupation and achievement. There wasa stronger

emphasis on achievement in the men’s responses, and on family events in the

women’s responses. These differences correspondedto the different courses the

men’s and women’s lives have taken andto the pressures of the genderroles of

the times.

Perhaps the best test of the ultimate satisfaction of the group is what they

would change abouttheir lives. It is striking that after having lived over 70 years,

a third of the women and 40 percent of the men found nothing that they would

change if they could live their lives again. The areas specified by those who

would have made changes were in the most basic life domains, which provide

structure, opportunities, and relatedness.It is noteworthy that although achieve-

ment has been a central emphasis of the Terman Study, and although manyofthe

members of the sample have achieved considerable success, the ranks of the

well-satisfied are not confined to them. When some membersof the group with

modest achievements, who by choice or circumstance had placed greater em-

phasis on other aspects of life, looked back overtheir lives, they showed little

tendencyto wish their lives had been different.
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Conclusions

In this chapter we consider the most salient findings concerning the Terman

group in their later maturity. In general these individuals, so active and produc-
tive in their middle years, have approached aging with continuing mastery and

competence. For some subjects, occupational achievement, which distinguished

this group in their middle years, has continued into later maturity. Others have

chosen to emphasize nonoccupational pursuits, typically rooted in earlier life

choices.

Contemporary approaches to the study of aging emphasize the variability

found in aging samples, and distinguish between normal, pathological, and opti-

mal changes (Baltes & Baltes, 1990b; Rowe & Kahn, 1987). Findings showing

variability with respect to physical, cognitive, and psychological functioning

point to greater possibilities for the aging years than has heretofore been thought

possible. The results of our study demonstrate the validity of the assumptions of

this new, more positive approach. Many of the individuals in this group were

“testing the limits” of successful aging (see Baltes & Baltes, 1990a). Com-

parisons of the group with others in the general population show morepositive

outcomes on a numberof dimensions,including health and activity involvement

in daily life.

Of course, even in this group of vital and active individuals, there were both

qualitative and quantitative shifts in involvement and emphasis that were con-

gruent with the physical and psychological realities of aging. Our subjects, while

remaining activein later maturity, were showingshifts in their goals, as well as in

their activities, toward those that are less demanding. The rate of the accom-

modations they were making as part of the aging process, however, appeared to

be more directly under their control than is often the case in the general popula-
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tion. Their previous workhistories had enabled manyofthem to retire gradually,
and they indicated thatthe activities in which they engaged were mainlyoftheir
own choosing. Most of the subjects were experiencing aging within adequate
financial circumstances, and most had maintained sufficient social resources.

Their lives therefore showed the potential for the continuing achievement of

meaning in the later years, when the necessary supports, both financial and
social, are present.

We must rememberthat these individuals represent cohorts that experienced a
major economic depression, two World Wars, and the extraordinary advancesin
science and technologyin this century. The historical matrix in which they lived

provided unique opportunities as well as limitations. The timing of the De-

pression and World War II in their lives influenced the level of education they

achieved— securing high school or college degrees before the occurrence of

these major events was morelikely to lead to advanced degrees for both men

and women. However, the occupational opportunity structure of the period was
much more receptive to men than to women, and the men were in a better

position to benefit occupationally from postwar prosperity. Improvements in
public health practices and advances in medical treatment have extendedthelife
expectancy of the group relative to their parents; medical procedures, such as

coronary bypass surgery, have helped maketheir later years more productive and
enjoyable.

The Subjects’ Lives in Later Maturity

This account has documentedthe lives of the Terman group from their early 60’s

to their mid-70’s. Despite the inevitable voluntary and involuntary losses of

subjects in a study of over 60 years’ duration, more than two-thirds of the

original group contributed to our study of later maturity.

Health and Psychological Well-Being

Objective circumstances. The objective circumstances of the group’slives
in later maturity were consistent with their relative advantage in family back-
ground and occupational achievement. In the most basic respect— survival —
they appear to besignificantly outliving others of their cohort. Moreover, they
had reachedtheir later years in financial circumstances that most consider ade-
quate to their needs — an important fact because of the power offinancial re-
sources to mitigate some of the negative consequences of aging. At last report,
most of the subjects were maintaining their independence, and wereliving in
single-family housing of various types. By andlarge, they were satisfied with
their living arrangements.

Perceived health. Mostof the group consideredtheir general health as quite
good, despite various medical ailments — some quite serious. Most reported that
they were in good or very good health from their early to mid-70’s, and most
reported that their energy and vitality were sufficient for a full program of
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activities. The most frequent health problems reported were cardiovascular ill-

ness, muscular-skeletal complaints, problems with vision, cancer, and general

difficulties associated with aging, such as aches and pains, forgetfulness, and

slowing down. They also reported a number of chronic concerns related to
health, such as difficulties with hearing, muscular strength and control, and

insufficient personal energy, but most indicated that they could manage these

concerns successfully.

In general, few subjects indicated that they needed personal assistance. But

predictably, older individuals reported poorer health, more need of assistance,

andless satisfaction with their medical care than younger ones. However, while
the group seemedto fall prey to the same types ofphysical decline in aging as the
general population, their self-appraisals were noticeably more positive, suggest-

ing less severe impairment, because of either preventive or treatment factors.

These more positive self-ratings were consistent with the lower mortality rates of

the group comparedto the general population.

Perceived well-being. Our measures of anxious and depressed mood, as

well as of happiness, indicated favorable overall levels of psychological well-

being amongthe subjectsin their seventies. In general, self-appraisals ofpsycho-
logical well-being were moderately positively related to self-appraisals of physi-
cal health. The subjects’ reports of the recent range of their mood showedit to be

fairly stable. Nevertheless, from their early to mid-70’s, small declines were

foundin all the componentvariables in our self-report measure of psychological

well-being of individuals responding at both times.

Antecedents. In our search for antecedents that might predict health and

well-being in the group’s mid-70’s, we foundthe previous health and well-being
of our subjects to be important determinants. Moreover, their positive expectan-
cies aboutthe later years, assessed in their early 60’s, were positively related to

feelings of psychological well-being fourteen years later in their mid-70’s. For

men, more normative marital history and having raised children showed small

positive relations with good outcomesin aging. Previous marital and parenting

experiences, however, did not appear to be related to health and psychological

well-being of women.
Ambition and occupational achievementreceived particular emphasis in the

Terman study becausethe group wasgifted. Indices of ambition and involvement

in work in the early years of later maturity were modestly related to the health

and psychological well-being of our subjects. Type of previous occupation did

not relate to health and psychological well-being in the men’s mid-70’s. There

was, however, a small relationship among the women, with career women mar-

ginally higher on well-being than homemakers and income workers. Thelife-

time successratings for men in 1960 related positively to their physical health in

later maturity. Interestingly, high ambition from young adulthood to mid-life,

although positively correlated with career success, was a negative predictor of

men’s psychological well-being in aging. Also, strikingly, one of the strongest
antecedents of psychological well-being in aging for both men and women was
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an easygoing disposition (happiness of temperamentandbeingeasyto get along
with), as measuredbyself-ratings in young adulthood. It appears that achieve-
mentattainedin the presenceofpositive personality characteristics brings withit
special rewards in terms of psychological outcomesin thelater stages oflife. In
addition, previously active members of the sample were more likely to report
greater psychological well-being in aging.

Correlates. A number of contemporaneousfactors were related to psycho-
logical well-being in the group’s mid-70’s, physical health being the most impor-
tant. There were additional factors, however, that appeared to have helped make
the lives of the group both healthier and more satisfying. These included in-
volvementandparticipation in life at many levels, including having more goals
and ambitions, and participating in more activities. Religiosity, although not
strong in the group as a whole, also showed modestpositive relations to psycho-
logical well-being. Satisfaction in relationships was important to psychological
well-being, particularly among women.Fortunately, few of the subjects lacked
meaningful relationships. For men, the importance of dyadic relationships was
apparent in the more positive well-being of married men. Onthe negative side,
the experience of chronic stress, such as financial pressures, or difficulties of
family members, was an importantnegative factorin our subjects’ psychological
well-being.

Aswereflect on the many variables, both antecedent and contemporary, that
were related to the successful aging of the group, wesee that many are cognitive
in nature (see also Rudinger & Thomae, 1990). These findings suggest that
positive and hopeful approachesto life produce more positive outcomes. For
example, optimistic expectations about aging are related to morepositive psy-
chological well-being in later maturity fourteen years later. Also, cognitive en-
gagementin life in terms of goals and ambitionsrelates positively to the qual-
ity of life on many dimensions, including relationships, activities, and general
health and psychological well-being.

In addition, in examining our subjects’ lives at a case level, we werestruck by
the diversity of life patterns in the sample. For manyofthe subjects, life had by
no meansbeen smooth sailing. What seems to have madethe difference in terms
of their psychological well-being wasthe ability to cope with and create meaning
from the challenges they faced. No doubttheir high intelligence has been an
asset in these respects, but other positive qualities of personality also appear to
have been important.

Life-styles

When weexaminedthe values, goals, and activities characterizing the group’s
life-styles in later maturity, we found evidence for both continuity and changein
these domains. There was moderatestability in the level of endorsementoflife
goals of autonomy, involvement, achievement motivation, and acceptance be-
tween the group’s early 70’s and their mid-70’s. Both men and women reduced
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their commitmentto involvement and achievementgoals overthis period, but on

average, they increased their commitmentto acceptance goals. Moreover, the

group’s goals in later maturity wererelated to their earlier occupational patterns;

for example, professionals tended to be more achievement-oriented than other

occupational groups.

Our subjects’ ambition in later maturity wasrelated to their earlier ambition,

particularly to their ambition in middle age. Also, they showeda slight tendency

as they aged to see themselves as progressively more ambitious than others of

their cohort. Apparently, while they may have been showingdeclines in achieve-

ment they perceived these as being smaller than those of the general population.

However, our subjects’ goal orientations over time reflected a relatively greater

emphasis on personal, rather than achievement-related, forms of mastery and

productivity.

Contrary to the prevailing myths and stereotypes at the time of our subjects’

youth,these gifted individuals have lived multifaceted lives that were not limited

to intellectual pursuits and accomplishments. They showed dynamic and diverse

involvements during their young adult and middle years, and have carried many
of these activities into later maturity. They participated more than members of

other samples of older people in manykindsofactivities — not justintellectual

ones. The overall level of their participation remained impressively high in later

maturity, though there was a trend toward withdrawal from activities that are

physically, psychologically, and socially demanding.

The later-maturity group differed from the general population in their re-

ligious and political participation. Religion was not very important overall to

either the men or the women and appears to have been less important to them

than to others of their cohort. The women were, however, morereligious than the

men. The importanceofreligion in later maturity, as well as increasesin religious
interest, were related to earlier religious participation andinterest, particularly to

young adulthood and mid-life.

The subjects’ level of voter participation was substantially greater than that of

the general population throughout adulthood, and remainedsoin later maturity.

They tended, on the whole, to be somewhat more politically conservative than

others of their generation, the men being somewhat more conservative than the

women. Occupational choices wererelated to political orientation; professionals

were the most liberal among the men, and homemakers were the most conserva-

tive among the women.

The Terman men and women made manysocietal contributionsin their earlier

lives through their family and occupational involvements. In later maturity

they maintained their contributions through memberships of organizations and

through their individual efforts with relatives and friends and in volunteer work.
There has been continuity in organizational membership, men being morelikely
to be affiliated with business or professional organizations, and women with

educational, cultural, and community health organizations.
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Lifetime Satisfactions

Theretrospective lifetime satisfaction of the later-maturity group, at an aver-
age age of 67, were very positive. Most expressed considerable satisfaction
concerning marriage, work, avocation, and children. Women’ssatisfactions from
their children were particularly positive. Friendships and recreation were also
highly satisfying for both men and women. These retrospective evaluations
seemedto reflect lifelong patterns ofaffect and behavior; they were fairly stable
when compared with those taken five years earlier, and consistent with the
ordering ofareasofsatisfaction in mid-life.

The sources of occupational satisfaction differed across occupational groups.
There was a strong retrospective preference for careers among the women,
although a majority of the women had been homemakers or income workers.
Career success wasrelated to work satisfaction for men,andearlier motivational
variables were more highly related to the work satisfaction of men than of
women. Earned incomein the early years of later maturity was related to retro-
spective satisfaction with work of both men and women.

In terms of marital satisfaction, a wife’s involvement in her husband’s Career
correlated with retrospective satisfaction of both men and women. However,
having an independent career was negatively related to retrospective marital
satisfaction of women. Marital satisfaction of women was positively related to
the husband’s sharing in household work and his involvement in the care and
training of children.

Moststrikingly, when the subjects were asked in later maturity if there was
anything they would change abouttheir lives if they had the opportunity to live
their lives again, one-third of the women and two-fifths of the men found nothing
they would change. The other subjects most often mentioned as candidates for
change werealternative choices in level or content of education or occupation,
the timing of marriage and choice of a marriage partner, and someaspect of
personality, such as self-confidenceor orientation toward others.

Gender and Aging

Sex Differences in Role Emphases

Occupational roles. Although experiences of the men and womenin the
sample were comparable in manyareas, the striking sex differencesin life orien-
tation and experience cannot be ignored. In this cohort, role divisions between
the sexes were sharp. Men werestrongly oriented to occupational life, and were
charged with providing financial support for their families. For women, the
homemaking role was viewed as both normative and ideal, and career pursuit
wastypically seen as a threat to familylife.

Throughoutthis account we have observed a strong emphasis on occupational
achievement among the men. Almostall the men reached high levels of occupa-
tional status, and many madeexceptional contributionsin businessor the profes-
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sions. The societal mandate for occupational achievement wasinternalized by

the men, and they were more likely than the women to see educational or

occupational eventsas significant in shaping their lives. Similarly, occupational

success wasa greaterfactor in men’s evaluationsof their lifetime work satisfac-

tions than in women’s.

The proportion of women in the group whohad careers was high for their

generation. At the same time, a large majority of the women characterized their

lifetime history as that of a homemaker or engagement in incomeworkthat they

did not view as a career. The fact that there were twice as many single womenas

men, and that almostall these womenhadcareers,testifies to the incompatibility

between career and homemaking roles for this cohort. The highest achieving
women were, in fact, those who did not marry or, if married, did not have

children.

Responsesin their mid-70’s about ways in which they wouldlive their lives

over, if given the chance, suggest that many of the single women had chosen

between careers and marriage. In 1986 over 40 percent of these women sponta-

neously mentioned marriage as a possible change they might makeif they could

live their lives again—at a time when combining careers and marriage was

commonfor women. Contrary to the women’s experience,a single life-style was

not particularly conducive to the men’s achievement. The single men showed no

sign of regret about their decision not to marry.

In addition to the societal pressures on women toward homemaking, there

was a very real lack of occupational opportunity for women of this cohort. A

limited number of occupations were viewed as open to women, and women were

rarely found in occupations other than those seen as traditionally feminine.

Overall, few of the Terman womenreachedthe same level of achievementas the

men, despite the women’s equally high intellectual ability.

Marital roles. Our subjects’ role divisions in their marriages tended to be

traditional, with women taking the major responsibility for household work and

childrearing, and menthe responsibility for financial support. However, more of

the Terman womenhadcareers independentof their husbands’, and they were

more involved in their husbands’ work than the wives of the Terman men. The

Terman womenhadappreciable support from their husbands for their own work

and community service, particularly in regard to discussion of the wife’s work.

Career womenreported slightly higher participation by their husbandsin house-

hold work and childrearing than did the homemakers and income workers. A

majority of the men and womensaid that a wife’s working affected their mar-

riage positively. However, the women were morelikely than the men tosay that

the effect was mixed or negative.

The men and women who had multiple divorces shared a number of back-
ground and personality factors in comparison with those with intact marriages.

Theseincluded a conflictual family background, stronger sexual interest in ado-

lescence, and personality characteristics such as moodiness, impulsiveness, and

a refusal to conform to authority. In contrast, there were both important sim-
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ilarities and marked differences between the never-married men and women.
Neither sex differed from those in intact marriages in regard to family back-
ground, and both wereless active sexually in adolescence. However, the single
women were more successful than the single men, and ultimately showed more
favorable levels of psychological adjustment.

GenderDifferencesin Life-style

In terms of the objective circumstances surrounding aging, a striking dif-
ference lies in the mortality figures. Throughout the study, we have lost men
through death at a higher rate than women,butthis sex difference has accelerated
as the group grew older. The men and womenreported different physical ail-
ments, the womensuffering from more chronic conditions, such asarthritis.

The men reached later maturity in a more advantaged financial position
than the women.It was the married homemaker women,rather than the career
women, whosefinancial situation most nearly matchedthat of the men. The most
disadvantaged group financially was the unmarried women who were income
workers.

Values and goals. Women endorsed autonomy goals more than men,partic-
ularly in regard to maintaining independence and health. Because many more of
the womenwereliving alonein later maturity, autonomy was a moresalient issue
for them. The women emphasized goals of involvementin relationships more
than did the men. They also endorsed the acceptance goals of taking each day ata
time and dying peacefully more than mendid.In the early years of later maturity,
the men were more likely to channel their ambition into employment-related
pursuits, and the women were morelikely to favor avocational pursuits as ex-
pressions of their ambition — results clearly related to normative occupational
patterns. Although the Terman sample as a whole has not emphasizedreligion,
religion was more important to the women than to the men inlater maturity.
The women, who were always somewhat more politically liberal than the men,
showeda further slight shift in the liberal direction in later maturity.

Social relationships. Throughout the Study there were differences in the
men and women’s orientations toward relationships. The women appeared to
have broaderfriendship networks, and to emphasize interpersonal relationships
more than the men did. In addition, the women placed greater emphasis on
relationship goals, engaged in more social activities, and were more likely to
help friendsin later maturity than were the men. The womenalso reported more
social interaction than men,andslightly more of them wanted more interaction.
Similarly, satisfaction with the degree of companionship and intimacy was more
highly related to women’shealth and psychological well-being in their mid-70’s
than to men’s. Womenalso mentioned family events as turning points in their
lives more frequently than men did.

These differences in relationship orientation and roles between men and
womenshould not, however, obscure some other findings pointing to the impor-
tance of relationships to men’s psychological well-being. The significance of
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primary relationships to men is underscored bythe positive relationship of mar-

riage and a normative marital history, as well as having had children, to their
well-being in aging. In addition, fewer men never married, and few men lived

alone in their later years because they were more likely than women to remarry

after widowhoodor divorce. Possibly these status variables were not as impor-

tant to the women, many of whom wereable to meettheir relationship needsin

other ways.

Although marital and parenting history in itself did not predict psychological

well-being of women, those women whohad children expressed high levels of

satisfaction with the maternal experience. Many, however, would now choose

what has become a normativelifestyle for educated women— the combination of

a career with familylife.

Commonalities Across Gender

The powerof occupation in structuring both behavior andattitudes has been

evident throughout this account. Repeatedly, we found differences within the

sexes among those with different occupational orientations. Occasionally we

found that occupational orientation was a greater determining factor than was

gender. Moreover, there were important similarities in the values and behavior

of professionals of both sexes. For example, the professional women expressed

levels of ambition and achievementorientationin their later years comparable to

those of the professional men. Other similarities between the professionals of

both sexes includedtheir intellectual and cultural activities, and a relatively more

liberal political orientation.

Similarly, despite the differences in the levels of achievementof the men and

women, we must note one area ofstriking similarity. Personality characteristics

such as achievement motivation, self-esteem, purposiveness, and integration

toward goals played an important role in the ultimate achievements of both

sexes. Moreover, many of these personality characteristics were measured quite

early in the subjects’ lives. The significance of our findings with a gifted group,

for whom achievementpresented less challenge than for others, as well as the

continuedrelation of these variables to achievementoverthe life cycle, under-

scores the more general importance of these personality strengths for lifetime

achievement.

The Future

As we concludeourreport on the Terman subjects in their mid-seventies, we do

not leave the study oftheir lives, but only conclude this chapter in this landmark

study of the humanlife cycle. The study of our gifted sample is far from over. At

the time of this account, about 40 percentof this distinguished group remained

alive. The archive is available to scholars, who will doubtless avail themselves of
this rich resource. Also, although we have concentrated here on an aggregated

account of our group, the intensive study of individual cases holds additional
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promise for understanding the interplay of unique factors in shaping the course
of humanlives.

Weare nowin the process of extending the study of the Terman subjects into
later aging. These remarkable individuals offer promise of providing us with a
model of optimal approachesto one of the greatest challenges that human beings
face — bringing meaning andintegrity to the final yearsoflater maturity. In our
study of the Terman subjectsin this last phase oflife, we shall focus on the ways
in which they continue to create purposein their lives, and the ways in which
they cope with the inevitable losses and adaptive challengesoflater aging. From
what they have already taughtus, we expectthat they will provide continuing
insights into the possibilities for enabling personsto live enrichedandfullerlives
in these later years.
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Questionnaires, 1972—1986

The following pages reproduce the six questionnaires used in 1972

(separate forms for women and for men), 1977 (separate forms for

womenand for men), 1981-82, and 1986.
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Terman Study of the Gifted Date of filling out this blank
Stanford University, 1972 Pieaseveturn by November 15, 1972, if possible.

INFORMATION BLANK FOR MEN

. Full name Age at 1972 birthday............

. Address Telephone ( ) -
Zip AC.

. Name and address of someone through whom you could be reached if your address should change .....0...........cscsccsssscssssoeee

Relationship...

. Marital status at present (check) ...... Single ...... Married _...... Separated... Divorced ...... Widower

 

If you have never married, check here...... and skip to A on page 2.

. Changes in your marital status, 1960-1972 (divorce, death of wife, remarriage, etc.). Give year of each change. Give

 
nameof new wife, if any.

 

6. Fill in one line for each of your children. Omit your adopted children or stepchildren, but do include deceased children.
 

 

Name; give married name for daughters. If not No.of his (her) children
Child’s addressif different from yours. Year M living, (incl. deceased children)

of or year of
birth F |death Own |Adopt. |Stepchildren
  

 

 

 

        

©

How manychildren have you adopted? ........ Over the course of yourlife, how many stepchildren have lived in your home
for a year or more?........

Please answer questions 7-12 with regard to your present or most recent wife.

7. Wife’s education (check)

cases High school or less ...... Some education beyond high school ...... College graduate ...... Postgraduate work

8. Place a check mark in each column to indicate which of the three alternative statements best applies to your wife’s in-
come-producing work during this time period. Please fill out as completely as possible even if you were not married to her
at the time.

She had steady, though not necessarily full-time, work (except for in- _1941= YrCr C7 CO
terruptions due to illness, pregnancy, involuntary unemployment,

CEC nnn ecennsuenusne  nnueusesee  ceseenese uenesaeuee
Her work was intermittent, irregular, and not a principal source of

supportorsatisfaction, le Leceenente naeeentave  neneatave  saveeaeaes
She rarely or never engaged in income-producing work, uuu

Other (explain and date)

Aememeeens ge eenesewe etree eeeeee

 

 

. What was your wife’s occupation during the largest part of her workinglife after age 30? (Title of job, and duties) ........

 

Approximately what were her annual earnings, at the time when they were highest ? $..............0..20.000000----

10. Had sheoriginally trained for, or prepared to engage in, an occupation that she did not actually practice after age 30?

eevee Yes ....No If yes, explain
 

[1]
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11. Which of the following statements describes your wife’s activities in relation to your career? Check more than oneif ap-
plicable.

sevens Hercareer wasessentially independent of mine.
es Her work contributed directly to mine. (Consider help in planning, collaboration, other regular interaction. Con-

sider her unpaid as well as paid work.)
ee She took substantial responsibility for the social welfare of my associates, activities to build good will for my busi-

ness, or other supporting activities.
cece Wediscussed my work frequently.
wees She knewvery little about my workactivities.

12. To what extent did you take responsibility in each of the areas listed at left ? Place a check in each row.
Does not

Almost Less than About equal Greater than Almost en- apply to
none my wife's to wife's my wife's tirely mine my life

Care andtraining of our children, to age 16
Care andtrainingof our children after age 16
Day-to-day household work
Care of garden
Managing family finances and major purchases

 
 
 
 
 

A 1. Myfather: is living...... died in the year -.............. at the ageof ................

My mother: is living ...... died in the year -............... at the ageof.................

2. Please check to indicate your general health during 1970-1972:
a Very good ......Good ...... Fair ..... Poor ...... Very poor

 Major changes in your physical or mental well-being since 1959, with date if applicable.

 

 

w . Your energy andvitality at this period in life (check one)

veseee Vigorous; have considerable endurance
seeees Adequatefor a full program ofactivities
ceseee Haveto limit myself somewhat
eevee Lack of energy very much limits myactivities

f
m  . Your work in 1972. Give title of job or principal position, and exact nature of work

 

This work was (check) ...... Essentially full-time  ...... Nearer tohalf-time  ...... Muchless than half-time

Other income-producing work receiving ten days or more per year of your time in 1972. 
   

G
n . List, in chronological order, major changes you have made in your principal occupation since 1959. Give year of each

 change.

   

 

oO Whataspects of your work have given you the greatest satisfaction in recent years? 

 

 

In what ways,if any, does this answer differ from the answer you would have given to the same question ten years ago?

 

 

If you have completely withdrawn from income-producing work,skip to B.

[2]
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7. On the whole, how do you feel about your work nowadays ? (check)

cenees It is exciting and rewarding.
en It is rewarding most of the time.

secon Thereis not muchsatisfaction in it, but neither is it unpleasant.
vores Although the unpleasant aspects are tolerable, I shall be glad to escape from it.
wees I dislike it, and continue only outof necessity.

8. Compare your work activities in 1972 with those in 1960. On the whole, have your responsibilities increased or
decreased? (check) ...... Increased_...... Decreased

_

...... About the same

In what wayshaveyourresponsibilities changed ?
  
 

 

 

9. What major changes in your work do you plan to make during the next five years (1972-1977)? Include projects
to be completed orinitiated, shifts in amount or type of responsibility, partial or complete retirement. ....0.0.0.000.0-0.0.0-.-.
 

 

 

10. Since retirement is a gradual process, we are taking retirement to mean reduction of work rather than cessation of
work. Approximately when do you expect to reduce your work to quarter-time or less? (Check more than oneif un-
certain.) ...... 1987 or later ...... 1982-1986 ...... 1977-1981 ...... 1976 or before ...... “Have already done so, in
19...

— . As you look aheadto the years when yourage is 70-75, how do you feel about them?

saceee Expectto enjoy those years thoroughly.
bees Expect to be contented enough.
eevee Expectlife to be rather unsatisfying.
veces Expectto dislike being retired.
eeeees Cannot say ; havelittle idea whatlife will be like then.

b
o - For 1970 and 1971, please estimate the incomefigure requested to the nearest 1970 1971 (a)

$1000 and enter in the appropriate space.
Enter Xifthe question does not apply.

Whatwere yourtotal earnings from your work? Do not include royalties, pen-
sions, etc., from work in prior years.
Whatwerethetotal earnings from your wife’s current work (if you were mar-
ried in the year indicated) ?
What was your total family income from all sources? Include investments,
pensions, earnings of yourself and your wife, etc.

In column (a), please give representative annual figures for the decade 1960-1969.

3. How have you typically divided your time? Give approximate percentages for each period, and check to make sure
that the total in each row is 100%.

      
        

     

Volunteer
public service,

Income- Maintaining community Participation
producing home and service, church in cultural
work family work activities Recreation Other

1960-1965 eeFo sasesereeseeeeee Fo caseasnceneeeees Fo caneaeaseneacene Fo senesaeenseneees Jo evtnesnereesees&
1966-1972 en.FO caceeeeeenteeens Jo eeteeeteetecees FO cavaneeseeneeeee To cacenesenseseeeeere
If entry in “Other” category exceeds 10%, describe general nature of the activities. 00

4, Since 1959, have you undertaken any training or education (other than independent reading)? ...... Yes ooo... No
If yes, describe briefly.00.000.
       
   

       

    

[3]
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5. In the period 1970-1972, whatleisure-time activities (recreation, or unpaid service, or other responsibilities) have

taken up substantial amounts of your time? 

 

 

Consider your participation in organizations and community service today as compared with 1960. On the whole, have
your responsibilities increased or decreased? (check). ...... Increased _...... Decreased ...... About the same
In what ways have your responsibilities changed ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

6. How important was each of these goals in life, in the plans you made for yourself in early adulthood? Place a check

in each column.

Occupational Famil Richness of wheeti mi i ° i i
success life 7 Friendships culturallife tosociety wing

Of prime importance to me; was pre-

paredto sacrifice other things for this

Expected a good deal of myself in

this respect
Looked forward to a normal amount
of success in this respect
Less important to me than to most
people

Howsatisfied are you with your experience in each of these respects ? Check in each column.

Total
Occupational Family Richness of service 42% in

success life Friendships cultural life to society iving

Hadexcellent fortune in this respect

Had a satisfactory degree of success
Had a mixed experience but am not

discontented -
On the whole, somewhatdissatisfied

Found little satisfaction in this area

7. List any special honors, awards, recognitions, biographical listings since 1959......

8. Identify briefly a few experiences, activities, or accomplishments that in retrospect give you the greatest feeling of
accomplishment and pride. The activity may relate to your work, your family, your community, etc. Indicate your ap-
proximate ages whenthis wastaking place.

9. Give anyother significant information about yourself or your family that has not been covered in this questionnaire ;

e.g., any special good fortune, accomplishments, or change of status since 1959; any misfortunes or disappointments
that have seriously affected yourlife. Also, list here any publications, patents, or other creative work since 1959. (If
more space is needed, attach an additional sheet.)
 

 

 

 

 

[4]   
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 Terman Study of the Gifted Dateoffilling out this blank
Stanford University, 1972 Please return by November 15, 1972, if possible.

INFORMATION BLANK FOR WOMEN

 

  

 

1. Full name Ageat 1972 birthday............
(include maiden name)

2. Address Telephone( ) -
Zip AC.

3. Name and address of someone through whom youcould be reachedif your address should change ...........::..-sesccessosesoesseees

Relationship..........222.-.2..0.--.----

4. Marital status at present (check) ...... Single ...... Married _...... Separated ...... Divorced_...... Widow

If you have never married, check here...... and skip to A on page2.

5. Changes in your marital status, 1960-1972 (divorce, death of husband, remarriage,etc.). Give year of each change. Give

  name of new husband,if any.
 

 

6. Fill in one line for each of your children. Omit your adopted children or stepchildren, but do include deceased children.

 

Name; give married name for daughters. Year M Ifnot No.ofhis (her) children
Child’s addressif different from yours. of or living, (incl. deceased children)

birth |F |year of
death Own |Adopt. |Stepchildren

 

 

 

 

 

        
How manychildren have you adopted? ...... Over the courseof yourlife, how manystepchildren havelived in your home
for a year or more? ......

Please answer questions 7-12 with regard to your present or most recent husband.

. Husband's education (check)

seceee High schoolorless ...... Some education beyond high school ...... College graduate ...... Postgraduate work

N
ie

.) . What was your husband’s mostrecent principal occupation ? Givetitle of his job, and exact nature of work. (If your mar-
riage ended before 1959, give his principal occupation during the period of your marriage.)

To whatyears does this answer apply ? 19__.....-........
 

 

© . Since retirement is a gradual process, we are taking retirement to mean reduction of work rather than cessation of work.
Approximately when does your husband expect to reduce his work to about quarter-time or less? (Check more than one
if uncertain.)

eecaee 1987 or later ...... 1982-1986 .....1977-1981  ......1976 or before ...... He has already doneso,in 19.........
weseee Marriage ended during his working years

10. Whichof the following statements describes your activities in relation to your husband’s career? Check more than one
if applicable.

— I had a career that wasessentially independentofhis.

a Mywork contributed directly to his. (Consider help in planning, collaboration, other regular interaction. Consider
your unpaid as well as paid work.) .

— I took substantial responsibility for the social welfare of his associates, activities to build good will for his business,
or other supportingactivities.

veseee Wediscussed his work frequently.
oe I knew verylittle about his work activities. [1]   
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11. Whatrole did your husband play in your career or your community service? (check)

cesses I did not engage much in such activities during our marriage.
ee He knew very little about such activities of mine.
veces Wediscussed my work frequently.
— He contributed directly to my activities.
eevee In manyof these activities we werefull collaborators.

12. To what extent did your husband take responsibility in each of the areas listed at left ? Place a check in each row.

  

  

  

  

  

Almost en- Greater than Aboutlike Lessthan Almost Does not apply
tirely his mine mine mine none to my life

Care and training of our children, to
age 16
Care and training of our children after

age 16
Day-to-day household work
Care of garden
Managing family finances and major
purchases

A 1. Myfather: is living -..... died in the year................ at the ageof.................
My mother: is living...... died in the year ............... at the age of .................

2. Please check to indicate your general health during 1970-1972:
cesses Very good ......Good ...... Fair ...... Poor ...... Very poor

Major changes in your physical and/or mental well-being since 1959, with date, if applicable. 

 

 

G
O . Your energy andvitality at this period in life. (check one)

— Vigorous; have considerable endurance

a Adequate for a full program of activities
veeees Haveto limit myself somewhat
— Lack of energy very much limits myactivities

; Place a check mark in each columnto indicate which of the three alternative statements best applies to your income-pro-

ducing work during each time period.

>

1941- 1946- 1951- 1956— 1961— 1966-
1945 1958 1955 1960 1965 1972

I had steady, though notnecessarily full-time, work (except for
interruptions due to illness, pregnancy, involuntary unemployment,
CHC ened ansseesete neeseeceee  ceseeeeese  seeseesers saceceaees

My work was intermittent, irregular, and not a principal source
of supportorsatisfaction, cennetane  ntttenntte tettteere cetstenene  neeneeeeee seneceeeee
I rarely or never engaged in income-producing work, eenesccsee  ceeeeatece  cteeeceeee  ceeaterses  cenaesetes  seeseeees

Other (explain and date) 

 

If you have not worked since 1959,skip to B.

5. Your work in 1972. Give title of job or principal position, and exact nature of work (if working). ...............2.:ccce

 

This work was (check) ...... Essentially full-time  ...... Nearer to half-time  -..... Muchless than half-time

Other income-producing work receiving ten days or more per year of your time in 1972. 
 

. List, in chronological order, major changes you have made in your principal occupation since 1959. Give year of each
change.

C
N

 

 

 

 “
J . Whataspects of your work have given you the greatest satisfaction in recent years?

 

 

[2]
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In whatways,if any, does this answerdiffer from the answer you would have given to the same question ten years ago?

 

 

If you have completely withdrawn from income-producing work, skip to B.

8. On the whole, how do you feel about your work ncwadlars?(check)

esos It is exciting and rewarding.
sone It is rewarding mostof the time.
— There is not muchsatisfaction in it, but neither is it unpleasant.
eecene Although the unpleasant aspects are tolerable, I shall be glad to escape from it.
posses I dislike it, and continue only outof necessity.

9. Compare your workactivities in 1972 with those in 1960. On the whole, have your responsibilities increased or de-
creased? (check)  ...... Increased ...... Decreased _...... About the same
In what ways have your responsibilities changed ?
 

 

 

10. What major changes in your work do you plan to make during the next five years (1972-1977) ? Include projects
to be completed orinitiated, shifts in amount or type of responsibility, partial or complete retirement. ...0..........-..es0s+---

 

 

 

Approximately when do you expect to reduce your work to about quarter-time or less? (Check more than one if uncer-

tain.) ...... 1987 or later ...... 1982-1986 ...... 1977-1981 ...... 1976 or before. ...... Have already doneso, in 19.........

B 1. As you look ahead to the years when yourage is 70-75, how do youfeel about them ?

a Expect to enjoy those years thoroughly.
i Expect to be contented enough.
easeee Expectlife to be rather unsatisfying.
— Expectto dislike being retired.

vessee Cannot say ; havelittle idea what life will be like then.

2. Had you originally trained for or prepared to engage in an occupation that you did not actually practice after age 30?
If yes, explain.
 

 

3. Below are descriptions of work patterns womenfollow. Please check in column (a) to indicate which best describes your
history. Do not consider volunteer service or avocational activities. (a) (b ()

AsI As I now
As it was planned it would choose

Ihavebeenprimarilyahomemaker, haeecaeneeeeee nunavacececeees eaueueeneacece
Ihave pursued acareer through most of my adult life, cceecceeeteteee cuceacucneuens eueueueenecene
I have pursued a career except during the period when I was rais-

ingafamily, eee eaannanarnee
I have done considerable work for needed income, but would not

callitacareer,
Other (explain)

Nowplease indicate under (b) which of these patterns best describes the life you planned in early adulthood. Then in-
dicate under (c) which of these categories you would prefer to have beenin, as you look back now. You may, of course,
give the same answerin two or three columns.

enre

 

4. For 1970 and 1971, please estimate the income figure requested to the nearest $1000 andenter in the appropriate space.
Enter X if the question doesnot apply. 1970 1971 (a)

a

Whatwere yourtotal earnings from your work? Do notinclude royalties, pen-

sions,etc.,fromworkinprioryears,
Whatwerethe total earnings from your husband’s current work (if you were
married in this year) ?

Whatwasyourtotal family income from all sources? Include investments, pen-
sions, earningsof yourself and your husband,etc.

In column(a), please give representative annualfigures for the decade 1960-69.

[3]   
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 1

a
N
Y

—

. List any special honors, awards, recognitions, biographical listings since 1959.

5. How haveyoutypically divided your time? Give approximate percentages for each period, and check to make sure that

the total in each row is 100%. Volunteer
public service,
community Participation

Income- Maintaining service, in cultural .
producing work home and family church work activities Recreation Other

1960-1965 eeeTy cenannnsGy oensnnssevvee Ty sannevssessnnene%
1966-1972, acecsssssnee% o% % iOy caasaneesesennne%

 
pnweeeeenencenen ‘oO tteeeneaerneeees AC ete eanne

If entry in “Other” category exceeds 10%, describe the general nature of the activities.
 

. Since 1959, have you undertaken any training or education (other than independent reading)? _..... Yes. ...... No.

 If yes, describe briefly.

 

. In the period 1970-1972, whatleisure-time activities (recreation, unpaid service, or other responsibilities) have taken

up substantial amounts of your time? 

 

 

Consider your participation in organizations and community service today as compared with 1960. On the whole, have
your responsibilities increased or decreased? (check) ...... Increased ...... Decreased ...... About the same

In what ways have your responsibilities changed ? 

 

How important waseachof these goals in life, in the plans you made for yourself in early adulthood? Place a check in

each column.

  

  

 

  

Occupational Family Richness of sepvive Joy in
success life Friendships culturallife to society living

Of prime importance to me; waspre-
paredto sacrifice other things for this

Expected a good deal of myself in

this respect
Looked forward to a normal amount

of successin this respect
Less important to me than to most

people

Howsatisfied are you with your experience in each of these respects ? Check in each column.

Occupational Family Richness of sartive Joy in
success life Friendships culturallife to society living

  Had excellent fortune in this respect
Had satisfactory degree of success
Had a mixed experience but am not
discontented
On the whole, somewhatdissatisfied

Foundlittle satisfaction in this area

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

. Identify briefly a few experiences, activities, or accomplishments that in retrospect give you the greatest feeling of
accomplishment and pride. The activity may relate to your work, your family, your community, etc. Indicate your
approximate ages when this was taking place.
 

 

  

 

 

. Give any other significant information about yourself or your family that has not been covered in this questionnaire;

e.g., any special good fortune, accomplishments, or change of status since 1959; any misfortunes or disappointments

that have seriously affected your life. Also, list here any publications, patents, or other creative work since 1959. (If
more space is needed, attach an additional sheet.) 

   

 

 

  

[4]  
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Terman Study of the Gifted Date offilling out this blank
Stanford University, 1977 Please return by December 10, 1977,

or as soon as possible.

 

INFORMATION BLANK FOR MEN

 

 

  

1. Full name Age at 1977 birthday

2. Address

Telephone( ) -
ZIP AC.

3. Marital status at present (circle one): Single Married Separated Divorced Widower

4. Changesin your marital status, 1972-1977 (divorce, death ofwife, remarriage, etc.). Give year ofeach change. Give name of

new wife, if any.
 

 

5. List below the members of the household in which you are nowliving, giving their relation to you (e.g., spouse, brother,
friend, roomer,etc.).

If you are living alone, check here. 0

Name

 

6. Howsatisfied are you with your presentliving arrangements? (indicate by an X on theline)

} 1 1 4

Highly Generally : Somewhat Not Very "Not At All

Any Comments?
 

7. In what type of housing unit are you residing? (house, mobiié home, condominium, apartment, etc.)

 

8. Do you plan to make any changesin yourliving arrangementsin the near future?____——__If yes, what do you anticipate

those changes might be?
 

9. How manyliving brothers and sisters do you have?

10. Of those brothers and sisters who do not live with you, how many do you (or your spouse)

see or talk with on the telephone: write or receive letters from:

Daily? — Daily? an
At least once a week? ee At least once a week? _
At least once a month? ee At least once a month? _—
Less than once a month? ee Less than once a month? ee
Notat all? ee Notat all? ee   
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ll. My fatheris living at age ______; or, he died at age ____. when I was age

Mymotheris living at age ____; or, she died at age ______ when I was age 

If you have always been single, please skip to question 18.

12. Fill in one line for each ofyour children. Include adopted and stepchildren whowereraised in your home.Ifdeceased, note

year of death and cause in the last column.

Years of }
Year of schooling Marital Location

Name Sex Birt Status City and State

 

13. Of those children who do not live with you, how many do you (or your spouse)

see or talk with on the telephone: write or receive letters from:

Daily? _—— Daily? a
At least once a week? ne At least once a week? _
At least once a month? ee At least once a month? ee
Less than once a month? _ Less than once a month? _

Notatall? ee Notatall?

Please answer questions 14 through 17 with regard to your present or most recent wife.

14. Women’s work may take more varied forms than that of men, and may change with presence of children, moves to new
locations, and other reasons. The question below is designed to show how your wife experienced this during her adult years.
Place a check mark in each age columnto indicate which of the 7 alternative statements best applies to your wife's work
during that age period of herlife. If two alternatives applied during a particular period, check both. If her status changed

during anyof the five-year periods, check the most representative one(s).

Age Age Age Age Age Age Age Age Age Age
21-25 26-30) «31-35 «36400 41-45 46-50) 51-55 56-60 61-65 66-70

Her work was primarily homemaking.
She hadsteady full-time work

for income.
She had demanding volunteer work,

half-time or more.
She had steady part-time work for

income (about half-time).

She had volunteer work
1 or 2 days a week.

Her work wasthat of a student.

She hadretired.

Other (explain and date)  
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15. What was yourwife’s occupation during the largest part of her working life? (Title of job, and duties)

 

16. If your wife had income-producing work during most of your marriage, how hasthis affected yourlife together?

 

 

 

17. Which of the following statements describes your wife’s activities.in relation to your career? Check more than one, if
applicable.

She had a career which was essentially independent of mine.

Her work contributed directly to mine. (Consider help in planning, collaboration, other regular interaction.
Consider her unpaid as well as paid work.)
She took interest in the social welfare of my associates and participated in other supporting activities.
Wediscussed my workfrequently.
She knewvery little about my work activities.

18. Which of the following aspects of your work have given you greatest satisfaction in recent years? If retired, answer with
reference to preretirement years. (Check once those you regard as important; double-check those most important.)

A helping or teaching relationship with people in work.

Friendly relationship with people in work.

Financial gain.

Administrative, organizational, pride in getting the work done.

Creativity, learning, stimulation, personal growth.
—________ Recognition, competition.
_____. Other(please specify)

19. Amount of your work in 1977.

 
 

Income-Producing Work Unpaid Professional or Vocational Activities

None —__.__... None
—___ Work muchless than half-time —._.___ Work muchless than half-time

—___— Work abouthalf-time ___. Work about half-time

Work somewhatless than full-time ___._.. Work somewhatless than full-time
Workessentially full-time _____. Work essentially full-time

20. If you are notfully retired, give title of job or principal position and nature of work 

21. At anytime since early adulthood, have you had a significant change in your occupation other than changes ofduties with
promotion? Please explain and give date.
 

 

22. If you are not fully retired, on the whole how do youfeel about your work nowadays?
It is exciting and rewarding.

____..., It is rewarding most of the time.

—_.___ There is not muchsatisfaction in it, but neither is it unpleasant.

____.. Although the unpleasant aspects are tolerable, I shall be glad to escapeit.
_____ I dislike it, and continue only out of necessity.

 

—3— 
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23.

24.

25.

In your main occupation, is/was retirement mandatory at some specific age?
No(if you check here, skip to question 25)

—____. Yes. At what age?__
_____. Officially yes, but exceptions are made. Official age?
_.__... Officially no, but it is customary. Customary age?

 

 

In general, are there opportunities to continue the same occupation after mandatory retirement?

No _._. Yes(if yes, check any of the following that apply.)

_____ In other companiesorinstitutions, with pay.

_______. Underless advantageous employment circumstances.
____ As a consultant, free lance, etc.
__...___ Withoutinstitutional affiliation.
_-____- On voluntary basis with myinstitution or company.
_......_ Other (please specify)

 

 

Whichof the following arrangements would you personally prefer?

__...._ Retire even earlier at age
____. Retire at regular time.
_____. Continue to work full-time until about age
__.___. Begin decreasing work or responsibility at age

 

and retire fully at about age  

. Belowisa timeline in years since you were age 50. At what age did you drop down toless thanfull-time work (100%)? Enter an
approximate percent underthat year of age to show about how much time you worked. Continue giving percents for each
subsequentyear to your present age. Work may have been income-producing(e.g., law practice, business), or a continuation

ofprevious work but withoutpay (e.g., research, writing), or volunteer service (e.g., politics, community organization work).
You have to be the judge of what full-time meant to you, and also what work means! If in doubt, add a comment.

 

AGE 5051 52[ 53 ]54] 55 56 57| 58 59 60 61 | 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75
 

                         
 

Comment:
 

. For the year 1976, please enter approximate amountofannual incomefor each category which applies to you. Enter an “X”if

the category does not apply, as, for example, if you had no wife in 1976. You don’t need to belaborthis to the last dollar.

Your earned income

Your wife’s earned income

Your social security payment

Your wife's social security payment

Other pension, yourself

Other pension, your wife

Your investment income

Your wife’s investment income

Jointly owned investment income

Other (describe) P
r
P

F
C
F

F
P

f
F

f
F

f
F

F
P

F
f

H
F

If the above figures do not reflect your approximatetotal family income, please describe the exceptions and givea total, orif

your incomefor this one year was significantly unusual, please explain. 
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28. Please check to indicate your general health recently.

Very good Fair

Good _.. Poor
Major changesin your physical or mental well-being since 1972, with date if applicable.

Very poor

 

 

 

  
 

   

 

29. Compared to other people of about your age, would you say that your health at presentis:
Better The same

Worse Don't know

 

 

 

 

30. Your energy andvitality at this period oflife (check one):
Vigorous; have considerable endurance.
Adequatefor a full program ofactivities.

Haveto limit myself somewhat.
Lack of energy very much limits myactivities.

 

 

 

 
31.Taking things altogether, how would you describe yourself these days:

Very happy —___. Pretty happy

32. List below any organizations or institutions to which you have committed a substantial amountof timeor interest.

Not too happy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

Compared with 5 years ago, my
interest and participation has:

Remained
Name of organization or institution Increased the same Decreased

33. How regularly do you vote? (check for each kind of election)

National election: _—__— Always Usually —__—. Occasionally _____Rarely ____ Never
State election: ___— Always —___—._ Usually ____. Occasionally _____Rarely ___— Never
Local election: —___ Always __. Usually ——_— Occasionally Rarely ____ Never 

34. On national issues which political party most represents your leanings?
 

35. Rate yourself on the following scale as regards your political and economic viewpoint (Indicate by cross (X) on the line)

 
  

     

  

| | | | | | |' T ' r T T
Radical Very Tend to be Middle- Tend to be Quite Strongly

Liberal Liberal of-the-road Conservative Conservative Conservative

Comments

36. With respect to religion, since your middle years has there been any change in your:
Interest Formal Association

Increased Increased
——__ No change ___... No change
_____. Decreased ___ Decreased

Comments oo       
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37. Belowis alist of activities. Please put a check in one ofthe first 4 columns which best describes yourlevel ofparticipation in

each activity, then place a check in column 5 or column6 if applicable.

At I do this: (5) (6)
I used to do

(2) (3) 1 I've taken
Occa- i , this

dont nowSeldom

books

books

avocational

TV: cultural

TV: events

TV: entertainment

movies

in

events

to recorded music

or with a musical

a musical instrument

Creative dramatics

card or board

or

with

T

to

Working on hobbies, (collections,

Home and maintenance

\ and with relatives

Informal with friends and

education

or skill

service: friends or

service: with a

service: work done at home

or technical work

Otheractivities: please specify

Ifyou have begun retirement, please review the items you have checked underthe first column(“frequently”), including any

you may have addedto thelist. Has any one item replaced your main occupation as a principal focus for your efforts and
energy? If so, double check that item.

—6—
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38. For eachofthe following areas in life, indicate the overall levelofsatisfaction you have experienced. Ifyou have had more than
one marriage, and different experiences, check a column for each marriage, and circle the response that applies to your

39.

40.

present or most recent spouse.

 

Does not
Highly Generally |Somewhat |Not very Notatall apply to

Satisfying |Satisfying |Satisfying |Satisfying |Satisfying _mylife
    

Income-producing work
 

Your avocational activities or hobbies
 

Your marriage
 
Your children
 

Friendships, social contacts
 

Community service activities
 

Participation in cultural activities
 
Recreation
 
Religion
 
Other        
As comparedto yourfriends orcolleagues of the same sex and ofabout your age, how ambitious or aspiring do you consider
yourself in regard to: (indicate by X on the line):

Excellence in your work

Proficiency in avocational pursuits and hobbies

Recognition by others of your accomplishments

Maintaining an excellent standard ofliving

 

 

 

 

T

Much Somewhat Average Somewhat Much
more more less less

f t t
Much Somewhat Average Somewhat Much
more more less less

t t |
Much Somewhat Average Somewhat Much
more more less less

| t |
Much Somewhat Average Somewhat Much
more more less less

During thelast 10-15 years have you noticed any changein your ambition or aspiration to achieve the following:(indicate by X
on line):

Excellence in your work

Proficiency in avocational pursuits and hobbies

Recognition by others of your accomplishments

Maintaining an excellent standard ofliving

I 4
 

   

 

      

T ¥

Increased Increased Little Decreased Decreased

Substantially Somewhat Change Somewhat Substantially

Increased Increased Little Decreased Decreased
Substantially Somewhat Change Somewhat —Substantially

t | } |
Increased _—_—Increased Little Decreased Decreased

Substantially Somewhat Change Somewhat Substantially

Increased Increased Little Decreased Decreased
Substantially Somewhat Change Somewhat Substantially
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41. As you look back overthe course ofyourlife, certain events maystand outas highly significant or turning points. List below

five such events. Briefly explain why these particular events stand out.

Event Comment

 

 

 

  
 

42. Give any othersignificantinformation about yourselfor your family that has not been coveredin this questionnaire; e.g., any

special good fortune, accomplishments,or changeofstatus since 1972; any misfortunes or disappointmentsthat haveseriously
affected yourlife. Also, list here any publications, patents, or other creative work since 1972. Ifmore space is needed, attach

an additional sheet.

 

 

 

 

 

43. Nameand address of someone through whom you could be reached if your address should change

 

Relati h ip

Both Federal and University regulations require that we receive your formal consentto serveas a subject in such
a research project as this. While we hope you havefilled out most of the relevant items in the questionnaire,
obviously you can answeror not as you choose. As always, the questionnaires will be kept in locked files and
available only to our research staff members.Forall research projects involving human subjects, the University

requests that the following statement be signed:

I understandthat if I am dissatisfied with any aspect of this program at
any time, I may report grievances anonymously to the Sponsored Pro-

jects Office at Stanford (415) 497-2883.

Signature 

— 8 —  
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Terman Study of the Gifted Date offilling out this blank
Stanford University, 1977 Please return by December 10, 1977,

or as soon as possible.

INFORMATION BLANK FOR WOMEN

1. Full name Age at 1977 birthday
{include maiden name)
 

2. Address
 

 Telephone( ) -
AC.
 

3. Marital status at present(circle one): Single Married

—

Separated Divorced Widowed

4. Changesin your marital status, 19721977 (divorce, death ofhusband, remarriage, etc.). Give year ofeach change. Give name

of new husband,if any.
 

 

5. List below the membersofthe householdin which you are now living, giving their relation to you (e.g., spouse, sister, friend,
roomer, etc.).

If you are living alone, check here.

Name

 

6. Howsatisfied are you with your presentliving arrangements? (indicate by an X on theline)

4 1 44

Highly Generally Somewhat Not Very NotAtAll

Any Comments?
 

7. In what type of housing unit are you residing? (house, mobile home, condominium, apartment,etc.)

 

 

8. Do you plan to make any changesin yourliving arrangements in the near future? ____ If yes, what do youanticipate

those changes might be?
 

9. How manyliving brothers and sisters do you have?

10. Of those brothers and sisters who do not live with you, how many do you(or your spouse)

see or talk with on the telephone: write or receive letters from:
Daily? ee Daily? ee
At least once a week? ee At least once a week? _
At least once a month? a At least once a month? ae
Less than once a month? a Less than once a month? ee
Notatall]? ce Not at all? ee   
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ll. Myfatheris living at age ; or, he died at age when I was age   

My motheris living at age ; or, she died at age whenI was age   

If you have always been single, please skip to question 18.

12. Fill in oneline for each ofyour children. Include adopted and stepchildren who wereraised in your home. If deceased,note

year of death and cause in the last column.

Years
Year of schooling Marital| of Location

Name Sex Birth Status |children and State

 

13. Of those children who do not live with you, how many do you (or your spouse)

see or talk with on the telephone: write or receive letters from:

Daily? Daily?
At least once a week? At least once a week?

At least once a month? At least once a month?

Less than once a month? Less than once a month?

Notat all? Notatall?1
H

1
1

Please answer questions 14 through 17 with regard to your present or most recent husband.

14. What was your husband’s most recent principal occupation? Givetitle of his job and nature of work.

 

15. In relation to income-producing work in 1977, is your husband:
Fully retired
Working muchless than half-time

Working about half-time
Working somewhatless than full-time

Working essentially full-time

 

I

 

a. Give year of your husband’s retirement. Alreadyretired, in 19
Expects to retire in i¥

 
 

16. Whichofthe following statements describes your activities in relation to your husband's career? Check more than oneif

applicable.

I had a career that was essentially independentofhis.

Mywork contributed directly to his. (Consider help in planning, collaboration, other regular interaction. Consider

your unpaid as well as paid work.)

I took substantial responsibility for the social welfare of his associates, activities to build goodwill for his business,

and other supporting activities.

Wediscussed his work frequently.

I knew very little about his work activities.

|

17. What role did your husbandplay in your career or your community service? (check more than one, if applicable.)

I did not engage muchin such activities during our marriage.

He knew very little about such activities of mine.

Wediscussed my work frequently.

Hecontributed directly to my activities.

In manyof these activities we were full collaborators.

 

i

—2—  
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18. Women’s work may take more varied forms than that of men, and may change with presence of children, moves to new
locations and other reasons. The question below is designed to show how you experienced this during your adult years. Place a
check mark in each columnto indicate which of the seven alternative statements best applies to your work during that age
period ofyourlife. Iftwo alternatives applied during a particular period, check both. Ifyour status changed during anyofthe
five-year periods, check the most representative one(s).

Age Age Age Age Age Age Age Age Age Age
21-25 26-30 «31-35 36-40 «41-45 46-50

=

51-55 56-60 61-65 66-70

Mywork was primarily homemaking, 2 eseae
I had steadyfull-time

workfor income. eee eee ee eee
I had demanding volunteer work,

__ half-time or more. eeeee
I had steady part-time work for

income(abouthalf-time). meee ee eee
I had volunteer work 1 or 2

days a week. meee eee ee eee

My work wasthat of a student. eeeee

I had retired. a _ _ re eee

Other(explain and date)
          

a. Which ofthe following aspects of your work have given you greatestsatisfaction in recent years? (check once those you
regard as important, double-check those most important):

A helpingor teaching relationship with people in work.
Friendly relationship with people in work.
Financial gain.

Administrative, organizational, pride in getting the work done.
Creativity, learning, stimulation, personal growth.
Recognition, competition.

Other(please specify)

 

 

 

 

 

   
    

 

 
b. If you have had income-producing work during most of your marriage, how hasthis affected yourlife together?

 
 

    
     

    
 

 

 
   

  

 
 
      
   

If you have not had income-producing work since age 50, please skip to question 27.

19. Amountof your work in 1977.

   

 

 

 

 

Income-Producing Work Unpaid Professional or Vocational Activities
None

None
——_-.. Work muchless than half-time Work muchless than half-time
—___— Work abouthalf-time —___— Work abouthalf-time
—___—~ Work somewhatless than full-time ——___ Work somewhatless than full-time

Workessentially full-time 

 Workessentially full-time

 

20. If you are notfully retired, give title of job or principal position and nature of work

                      

21. If you are not fully retired, on the whole how do you feel about your work nowadays?
It is exciting and rewarding.

-____ It is rewarding most of the time.
-_._ There is not muchsatisfaction in it, but neitheris it unpleasant.
-—_—.. Although the unpleasantaspects are tolerable, I shall be glad to escapeit.
———— I dislike it, and continue ory out of necessity.

 

—3—   
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22.

23.

25.

26.

At any timesince early adulthood, have you hada significant change in your occupation other than changesofduties with
promotion? Please explain and give date. 

 

In your main occupation, is/was retirement mandatory at somespecific age?

No(if you check here, skip to question 25)
Yes. At what age?
Officially yes, but exceptions are made. Official age? ___

_____.. Officially no, but it is customary. Customary age? ____

 

. In general, are there opportunities to continue the same occupation after mandatory retirement?

  _ No Yes (if yes, check any of the following that apply.)
In other companiesorinstitutions, with pay.
Underless advantageous employment circumstances.

___ As aconsultant, free lance, etc.
_____ Withoutinstitutional affiliation.
__.__. On a voluntary basis with my institution or company.

__ Other(please specify)  

Which of the following arrangements would you personally prefer?
__.___- Retire even earlier at age
____.. Retire at regular time.
______. Continue to work full-time until about age

Begin decreasing work or responsibility at age _______ and retire fully at about age

 

 
  

Belowis a timeline in years since you were age 50. At whatage did you drop downtoless thanfull-time work (100%)? Enter an
approximate percent underthat year of age to show about how much time you worked. Continue giving percents for each
subsequentyearto your present age. Work may have been income-producing(e.g., law practice, business), or a continuation

ofprevious work but withoutpay(e.g., research, writing), or volunteer service (e.g., politics, community organization work).
You have to be the judge of whatfull-time meant to you, and also what work means! If in doubt, add a comment.
 

AGE 50[51|52]53] 54] 55 156] 57 158 59 60 61| 62 [63 64 [65 66 167 68 69| 70| 71 [72 [73 74| 75
%

 

 

                         
 

Comment:
 

. For the year 1976, please enter approximate amountofannual incomefor each category which applies to you. Enter an “X”if
the category does not apply, as, for example, if you had no husband in 1976. You don’t needto belaborthis to the last dollar.

Your earned income $

Your husband's earned income

Your social security payment

Your husband's social security payment

Other pension, yourself

Other pension, your husband

Your investment income

Your husband’s investment income

Jointly owned investment income

Other (describe) _ C
P

P
F

F
P
F

F
P

F
P

FP
F

F
f

H
F

 

If the abovefigures do notreflect your approximatetotal family income, please describe the exceptions and givea total, orif
your incomefor this one year wassignificantly unusual, please explain. 
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28. Please check to indicate your general health recently.
Very good Fair
Good —____. Poor

Major changes in your physical or mental well-being since 1972, with date if applicable.

   Very poor

 
 

 

 

29. Compared to other people of about your age, would you say that your health at presentis:

Better e same
______ Worse _____.. Don’t know

  

30. Your energy andvitality at this period of life (check one):
Vigorous; have considerable endurance. Haveto limit myself somewhat.
Adequatefor a full program ofactivities. _____ Lack of energy very muchlimits myactivities.

  
 

31.Taking things altogether, how would you describe yourself these days:

_____. Very happy Pretty happy

32. List below any organizations or institutions to which you have committed a substantial amountof time or interest.

 Not too happy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 
  

Compared with 5 years ago, my
interest and participation has:

Remained
Name of organization orinstitution Increased the same Decreased

4 La

33. How regularly do you vote? (check for each kind of.election).

National election; .____ Always _____ Usually ______ Occasionally _____Rarely Never
State election: ____ Always Usually §___. Occasionally ____Rarely Never
Local election: ___— Always Usually ____—. Oceasionally _____Rarely ____ Never 

34. On national issues which political party most represents your leanings?
 

35. Rate yourself on the following scale as regards your political and economic viewpoint (Indicate by cross (X) on the line)

wb ee ee ee1 | j lL re ’+ aaep ’ ~
Radical Very Tend tobe —- Middle- Tend to be Quite Strongly

Liberal Liberal of-the-road Conservative Conservative Conservative

Comments
 

36. With respect to religion, since your middle years has there been any change in your:

  

 

Interest Formal Association

Increased Increased
_.____. No change No‘change
__s EXxcereased- ___... Decreased

Comments
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37. Belowis a list of activities. Please put a check in one ofthe first 4 columns which best describes yourlevel ofparticipation in
each activity; then place a check in column 5 or column6 if applicable.

At I do this: (5) (6)

) 2 @ a |‘ disinmy. Toe tak1 ( 4 this in I've taken
re- Occa- middle years, this

Seldom Never dont now

books

books

avocational

TV: cultural

TV: events

TV: entertainment

movies

in

events

to recorded music

or with a musical

a musical instrument

Creative dramatics

card or board

Solitary: or

with

Trav

to

Working on hobbies, (collections,

Home and maintenance

\ and with relatives

Informal with friends and

education ;

or skill

service: friends or

service: with a

service: work done at home

U or technical work

Otheractivities: please specify 
Ifvou have begunretirement, please review the items you have checked underthefirst column(“frequently”), including any
you may have addedto the list. Has any one item replaced your main occupation as a principal focus for your efforts and
energy? If so, double check that item.

—6—  
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. For eachofthe followingareas inlife, indicate the overalllevelofsatisfaction you have experienced. Ifyou have had more than
one marriage, and different experiences, check a column for each marriage, and circle the response that applies to your
present or most recent spouse.

- Does not
Highly Generally Somewhat | Not very | Notatall apply to

Satisfying Satisfying | satisfying Satisfying Satisfying my life
 

39.

40.

Income-producing work
 

Your avocational activities or hobbies
 

Your marriage
 

Your children
  

Friendships, social contacts
 

Community service activities

Participation in cultural activities

Recreation

Religion

Other

 

 

 

       
 

As compared to yourfriendsor colleagues ofthe same sex and ofabout your age, how ambitiousor aspiring do you consider
yourself in regard to: (indicate by X on theline):

4 4 4 4
 

 

 

 

¥ v qv 7

Excellence in your work Much Somewhat Average Somewhat Much
more more less less

| t t t
Proficiency in avocational pursuits and hobbies Much Somewhat Average Somewhat Much

more more less less

t | t t
Recognition by others of your accomplishments Much Somewhat Average Somewhat Much

more more less less

t t t $
Maintaining an excellent standard ofliving Much Somewhat Average Somewhat Much

more more less less

During the last 10-15 years have you noticed any changein your ambitionoraspiration to achieve the following:(indicate by X
on line):

j 4 I
F ¥

Excellence in your work Increased Increased Little Decreased Decreased
Substantially Somewhat Change Somewhat Substantially

>

| j
J 1 q

Proficiency in avocational pursuits and hobbies Increased Increased Little Decreased Decreased

Substantially Somewhat Change Somewhat Substantially

—
_
_

i } ] |
v ' ' T

Recognition by others of your accomplishments Increased Increased Little Decreased Decreased
Substantially Somewhat Change Somewhat Substantially

i
T ¥ t

Maintaining an excellent standard ofliving Increased Increased Little Decreased Decreased
Substantially Somewhat Change Somewhat Substantially

—
_ = 1

—7—
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41. As you look back over the course ofyourlife, certain events may stand outas highly significant or turning points. List below
five such events. Briefly explain why these particular events stand out.

Event Comment

 

 

 

  
 

42. Give anyothersignificant information about yourselfor your family that has not been coveredin this questionnaire; e.g., any

special good fortune, accomplishments, or changeofstatus since 1972; any misfortunesor disappointments that haveseriously
affected yourlife. Also, list here any publications, patents, or other creative work since 1972. If more space is needed,attach

an additional sheet.

 

 

 

 

 

43. Nameand address of someone through whom you could be reached if your address should change

 

Ralat Li:
rrcial

*

Both Federal and University regulations require that we receive your formal consentto serve as a subject in such

a research project as this. While we hope you havefilled out most of the relevant items in the questionnaire,
obviously you can answeror not as you choose. As always, the questionnaires will be kept in locked files and
available only to our researchstaffmembers. Forall research projects involving human subjects, the University

requests that the following statement be signed:

I understand that if I am dissatisfied with any aspect of this program at

any time, I may report grievances anonymously to the Sponsored Pro-

jects Office at Stanford (415) 497-2883.

Signature 

—s—  
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Terman Study of the Gifted

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stanford University, 1981-82 Date of filling out this blank

1. Full name Age at 1981 birthday

2. Address

Telephone ( )
Zz1p_ A.C.

3. Marital status at present (Circle one): Single Married Separated

Divorced Widowed

4. Changes in your marital status, 1977-1981 (Divorce, Death of Spouse, Remarriaqge,etc. )
Give year of each change. Give name of new spouse, if any

5. List below the members of the household in which you are now livina, qiving their
relation to you (e.g., spouse, brother, daughter, friend, roomer, etc.)

[] Check here if living alone.

6. Have you made any changes in your living arrangements since 1977?
Describe the changes, indicating reasons

7. How satisfied are you with your present living arrangements? (Indicate by an X)

ot I | l iHighly Generally Somewhat Not very Not at all
8. Are there likely to be any changes in your living arrangements in the next

few years? . If yes, what might these changes be?

9a. To what extent do you interact with others on a close personal basis?

I I | i |Much of the Several hours Rarely
time in most weeks

9b. How satisfied are you with this amount?

L i | ! {Would like Fully Would like
much more satisfied much less

10a. Do you provide the personal care or assistance that some friend or relative needs?
Explain

10b. To what extent do you need personal care or assistance?

{ { | ! i
Must have Have some Needlittle

considerable help recurrent needs or no help
Explain
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1.

12.

13.

14..

2.

Compared with five years ago, how much time do you devote to homemaking, house-
care and other private living activities?

 
t j ij i |

Muchless A little About the A tittle Much more

time Tess same more time

Below is a time line in years. Enter an approximate percent under each year to
show about how much time you worked. Work may have been income-producing (e.g.,
law practice, business), or a continuation of previous work but without pay
(e.g., research, writing), or volunteer service (e.g., politics, community or-
ganization work). You have to be the judge of what full-time meant to you, and
also what work means: If in doubt, add a comment.

 

Year 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981
 

         &
 

Comment

Do you anticipate any changes in the amount or kind of your work activities
during the next three years? No Yes » as follows:

Expect responsibilities to increase

Considering a change in type of work

Expect to reduce amount and/or responsibility

In the following list, check to indicate categories of activities that occupy you
occasionally during the year, and double check those that occupy you frequently.

____Reading books: Fiction

Reading: Non-fiction or professional or avocational publications

____Watching TV: Entertainment

____Watching TV: Educational, cultura]

Working on hobbies (collections, gardening, handicrafts, .............00-. )

Going to concerts, plays, lectures, MUSEUMS, ........ cece cece ee eeee )

Serious practice on arts (music, art, writing, dramatics, .............66. )

______ Meetings of social groups, clubs

______ Managing personal property and finance

Informal visiting with friends, neighbors, children

_____ Physical self improvement (exercise, diet)

____Continuing education, increasing knowledge or skills

____Community service with organizations

_____ Helping others (friends, neighbors, children)

___Competitive activities (bridge, golf, ..............seeeeee )

____ Other:
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20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

 

3.

To what extent does this pattern of activities represent your own choice?

i i 1 i J

Entirely Moderately Hardly
at all

Check any of the following factors that make your pattern different from what
you would prefer.

Limited health and energy.
Lack of opportunities for older persons.
Sense of responsibility for an activity or organization.
Wishes and needs of spouse or children.
Limited financial resources.
Other. What?

Have any disappointments, failures, deaths of friends or family, uncongenial
relationships with others, etc., exerted an influence upon you? Describe

HT
T

 

 

 

 

What factors do you think have contributed most to your happiness in recent years?

 

 

Your general health since 1976: (circle) Very good; Good; Fair; Poor; Very poor.

Major changes in your physical or mental well-being since 1977, with date if
applicable.
 

 

Are there any aspects of your health that give you cause to worry about your
well-being over the next few years? Please explain 

 

Has there been any tendency toward nervousness, worry, special anxieties or
nervous breakdown in recent years? Nature of such difficulties

 

Your energy and vitality at this period of life (check one):

Vigorous, have considerable endurance.
Adequate for a full program of activities.
Have to limit myself somewhat.
Lack of energy very much limits my activities.

Make two X-marks on the line below to show the range within which your mood has
fluctuated during the last month or two.

oo

 
t | I ! |

Very Fairly Matter Fairly Very
cheerful; cheerful of-fact depressed depressed;
elated gloomy

Make two X-marks on the line below to show the range of your feelings during the
last month or two.

l i l ! }
Very Fairly Half-way Fairly Very

relaxed relaxed between tense; worried; tense;
calm extremes anxious anxious
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25.

26.

27.

28.

Taking things altogether, how would you describe yourself these days:

_____ Very happy _____ Pretty happy Not too hapoy

Which of the following describe goals or purposes you have for your life.
Check twice the three that are most important.

To remain as independent as I am at present.
To be financially secure.
To remain healthy.
To take each day as it comes.
To die peacefully.
To continue to make a contribution to society.
To continue to make a cuntribution to children.
To continue to make a contribution to spouse.
To continue to work.
To have many pleasant personal relationships.
To enjoy intimacy with others.

To enjoy hobbies and other activities.
To continue to grow personally, be creative and productive.

To produce social change.
To have opportunities for achievement or competition.
Other:

If, since 1976, you have had honors, noteworthy assignments or appointments,
or special accomplishments, note them here.

A
E
E

  

 

 

 

 

Name and address of someone through whom you could be reached if your address
should change.
 

 

Relationship  

kkk

Both Federal and University regulations require that we receive your formal

consent to serve as a subject in such a research project as this. While we
hope you have filled out most of the relevant items in the questionnaire, ob-

viously you can answer or not as you choose. As alwavs, the questionnaires
will be kept in locked files and available only to our research staff members.

For all research projects involving human subjects, the University requests
that the following statement be signed:

I understand that if I am dissatisfied with any aspect
of this program at any time, I may report grievances
anonymously to the Sponsored Projects Office at

Stanford (415) 497-2883.

Signature   
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TERMAN STUDY OF THE GIFTED STANFORD UNIVERSITY, 1986

Both Federal and University regulations require your formal consentto serve as a subject in such a

research project as this. While we hope youfill out most of the relevant items in the questionnaire,

obviously you can answeror not as you choose. As always the questionnaires will be kept in locked

files and available only to accredited research workers. For all research projects involving human

subjects, the University requests that the following statement be signed:

| understand that if | am dissatisfied with any aspect of this program at anytime,|

may report grievances anonymously to the Sponsored Projects Office at Stanford.
Phone (415) 497-2883.

 

 

 

Signature

Dateoffilling out this blank ,198__ Ageat 1985 birthday

1 Fullname

2 Address

Telephone( )
  

zip AC.
3 Marital status at present: (circle one)

Single Married Separated Divorced Widowed Other:

4 Any changein marital status since 1981?

 

5 Whichof the following best describes your presentliving arrangements?

_____ Single family house; duplex _____ Nursing home;hospital
____ Mobile home _____ Rooming house

____ Apartment; residential hotel ___ Convent; monastery
___ Retirement complex ___ Other:
 

6 iif you are living alone, check here:

Otherwise,list below the members of the household in which you are nowliving,giving their
relation to you (e.g., spouse, daughter,friend, etc.).

NAM RELATIONSHIP TO YOU APPROXIMATE AGE
 

 

 

     
7 Consider your 10 best friends (excluding family and close relatives). How many

of them would you place in each of the following categories?

Intimate; we share most of our joys and sorrows.

Companionship; frequent interaction arising out of shared interests.
Casual; we don’t seek each otherout.   
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 17

Howsatisfied are you with this amountof intimacy and companionship?

 
| L | | __

|

Would like Fully Would like

much more satisfied much less

Among the membersof your immediate family and close relatives, with about

how many do you have eachof the following relationships?

___ Intimate; we share mostof our joys and sorrows.

_____ Companionship; frequent interaction arising out of shared interests.

_____ Casual; we don't seek each otherout.
___Indifference or hostility; we actively avoid one another, or

makeno effort to be friendly.

How satisfied are you with this amountof intimacy and companionship?

 
| [ | | |

Would like Fully Would like
much more satisfied much less

Your health since I98I: (circle) Very good Good Fair Poor Very poor

Major changesin your physical or mental well-being since 196!, with date if applicable.

 

 

Are there any aspects of your health that give you cause to worry about your well-being

over the next few years? Please explain.
 

 

How satisfied are you with the quality and availability of your health care?

l | | | {
Highly Generally Somewhat Not very Notat all

satisfied Satisfied satisfied satisfied satisfied

Your energyandvitality in this period of life: (check one)

____ Vigorous, have considerable endurance.

_____ Adequatefora full program ofactivities.

_____ Have to limit myself.
____ Lack of energy very muchlimits my activities.

To what extent do you need personalcare or assistance?

l | | { |
Must have con- Have some Need little

siderable help recurrent needs or no heip

Do you provide personal care or assistance that some friend or relative needs?

Yes No If Yes, describe
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21

22

23

In the last few years, have any disappointments,failures, deaths of friends or family,
uncongeniai relationships with others, etc., exerted an influence upon you?

Describe

 

Make two X marks on the line below to show the range within which your mood hasfluctuated
during the last month or two.

 
L ! | | |

Very cheer- Fairly Matter- Fairly Very depressed:
ful; elated cheerful of-fact depressed gloomy

 

Make two X marks on the line below to showthe rangeof your feelings

during the last month ortwo.

| | | | |
Very relaxed; Fairly Half-way Fairly Very tense,

calm relaxed between tense worried; anxious

extremes

Which statement below would best characterize your use of alcoholin recent years?
Check one.

A_____ | never take a drink, or only on rare occasions.

B_____s | am a moderate drinker. | have seldom or never been intoxicated.

C____| consider myself between ratings 8 and 0 in the use of liquor.

D____! am fairly heavy drinker; | drink to excess rather frequently but do not feel that
it has interfered seriously with my work or relationships with others.

E Alcoholis a serious problem. | am frequently drunk and attemptsto stop drinking

have been unsuccessful.

if alcohol has been a serious problem, what steps have been taken?

 

Taking things altogether, how would you describe yourself these days: (check one)

Very happy Pretty happy Not too happy

As compared to yourfriends or colleagues of the same sex and-of about your age, how

ambitious or aspiring do you consider yourself with regard to excellence in whatever projects

you now engagein?

L | | { |
Much more Somewhat more Average Somewhatless Much less

Everyonehas his/her ownlevel of financial need -- how much moneyit takes to be

quite comfortable. How are your financial resources? (check one)

More than Quite Barely adequate Really
enough adequate with care insufficient
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25 In the following list, check once any category of activities that occupies you

occasionally during the year. Check twice those that occupy you frequently.

Reading books: Fiction

Reading: Non-fiction or professional or avocational publications

Watching TV: Entertainment
Watching TV: Educational, cultural

Working on hobbies (collections, gardening, handicrafts, etc.)

Going to concerts,plays, lectures, museums, etc.

Serious practice on arts (music,art, writing, dramatics,etc.)

Meetings of social groups, clubs, playing cards

Managing personalproperty and finance

informalvisiting with friends, neighbors, children

Physicalself-improvement(exercise, diet)
Continuing education, increasing knowledge or skills

Community service with organizations
Helping others (friends, neighbors, children)

_____ Competitive activities (golf, bridge, etc.)

___ Other:

>
n
m
n
o
o
a
o

L
L
L

~
x
e
n
r

e
t
o

V
O
Q
O
2
E
z

 

26 Thinking more specifically of how you spend

a

typical week, give the percentage of

time devoted to the following. (Use an 8-hour day; should add to 100%.)

Occupational work for pay

Occupational work without pay(e.g., writing, designing, etc.)

Community volunteer work
Physical recreation (e.g., walking, gardening)

Sedentary recreation (e.g., reading, TV)
Housekeeping; errands; chores; shopping

Meeting health needs(e.g., going to doctor, dentist, etc.)

Other:

>
P
r
e
e

y
y
y

e
l
e
b
e
l
a
b
e
l
b
e

 

27 Compared with five years ago, how muchtime do you devote to homemaking, housecare,

and otherprivate living activities?

| i | | |
Muchless Alittleless Aboutthesame  Ailittle more Much more

28 Hereisa list of experiences that many elderly people find troubling. Some of them can be

real hassles. Check oncethose that have troubled you recently, but that in one way or

another you are able to handle without too muchstress. Check twice those that

you cannot handle very well and that are causing you fairly severe stress.

A Declining physicalabilities:

1____ hearing

2__svision

3___ health
4_____ muscular strength or control

B___ Care of family member

C Not seeing enough people  
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D____ Rising prices of common goods and services
E ___ Localtransportation; getting around town

F____Children’s/grandchildren’sdifficulties

G _____ Too manythingsto do -- chores,etc.
H _____ Not enough personal energy

___. Managing property and accounts

 

 

1

J____ Misplaced orlost things; poor memory
K__—s Other

L______ Another

M__ Still another
 

29 Whichof the following describe goals or purposes you havefor yourlife?
Check once, and then check twice the three that are most important.

To remain as independentas | can be
To be financially secure

To be as healthy as possible

To take each dayas it comes

To die peacefully

—__—. To makea contribution to society

G____ To makea contribution to my children
H____ To makea Contribution to my spouse

|_____ To continue to work

J_____ To have many pleasant personal relationships
K___ To enjoyintimacy with others

L_____ To enjoy a hobbyor otheractivities
M_____ To continue to grow personally, be creative and productive
N
Oo

—
B_
Ce
O___
Ee
F

To producesocial change

To have opportunities for achievementor competition

P____ Other:
 

How importantto you are the following aspects of religion and church?

VERY MODERATELY NOT AT ALL

A Worship and prayer

B Spiritual reading, or radio/TV

C Trying to understandreligious truths more deeply
D Going to churchas a social activity
E Participating in church pageants, socials and thelike
F Participating in church governance, committees
G Supporting social betterment causes
H Welfare activities
i Other:
 

Which of these have increased in importance in recent years? (circle)

A B CGC DB E F GH 4

Which of these have decreased in importancein recent years? (circle)

A B CG DB E F GH ft
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31 Note here any honors, noteworthy assignments or appointments, special accomplish-
mentsor interesting activities since 1981. Check X the one most important to you.

 

 

 

 

As you look back over yourlife, what factors would you say have contributed to yourlife
accomplishments? Check onceail of the following that have had a definitely
helpful effect. Check twicehose that have been most helpful.

A____ Superior mental ability G___ Persistence in working toward a goal
8_—~ Adequate education H___ Excellent health

Cc____ Good social adjustment |}____— Lucky “chance”factors
D Good personality J____ Help or support from other people (e.g.,
E Good mental stability spouse,children, friends, employer, etc.)

F____ Good habits of work "

On the other hand, what factors would you say have hindered yourlife accomplishments?
Check onceeachthing that has had a definitely hindering effect.

Check twice those that have hindered most.

A____ Inadequate mentalability G___ Lack of persistence in working toward a goal
B___ Inadequate education H____- Poorhealth

C____ Poor social adjustment |_____—*Unlucky “chance” factors

D____ Poor personality J____ Hindering by other people (e.g., spouse,

—____ Mentalinstability children,friends, employer, etc.)

F___ Poor work habits

Now,looking back over your wholelife, what choices would you makedifferentlyif

you had the opportunity tolive it again?

 

 

 

 

Name and address of someone through whom you can be reached if your

address should change.

 

 

Telephone( ) Relationship
 

AC.  
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36

37

41

42

44

46 

The following questions, for both men and women,are about your experiences
during World WarIl. The first 10 concern military service; it you were not
in military service, check here and go to Question 46.

Whendid you enter and leave military service?

 

A Entered: Year19___. Month____—— Rank(or pay-grade)
B Discharged: Year19____ Month____— Rank(or pay-grade)
Wereyou drafted into the Armed Forcesordid you enlist? (check one)
A___ Drafted C____ Entered from ROTC
B___ Enlisted D_____ Entered from reserve

Over how long a period did you serve under combat conditions or subject to enemy action?
A____ Neversubject to enemyaction Bsweeks; or,months
Did you enter the reserveafter you left military service?

_...No ___ Yes For how long?

Were yourmilitary training experiences helpful in your subsequent career? ____No
___Notapplicabie _Yes; if Yes, how?
 

 

Over the years, have you received any G.I. financial benefits?
A No Why not?
 

B Yes, for education

Cc Yes, for housing or other loan

Considering the best and worst periods of yourlife, where would you place “military service?”
Circle appropriate number.

Worst 123 45 67 8 9 10 Best

Uponre-entering civilian life, which of the following conditions describe yoursituation
at the time? Check the appropriate items.

A____| returned to an old job that was O___| lived with my parents for a while
waiting for me E__| lived independently with my spouse

B____ | sought employment F___ | took sometimeoff
Cc ____| went back to school G____ Other:
 

Have your personal views of military service become more negative or more positive
since your discharge?
A____ More negative. Why?
B____ No change.
C___ More positive. Why?

Considering the most influential events in yourlife, where would you place "military
service” on the scale below?

Least 123 45 67 8 9 10 Most
influential influential
If you were married at the time of your wartime experiences, were you separated from
yourfamily? For how long?
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47

49

51

Did your spouse enter military service during World WarII?

Not married No Yes Entered 19 Discharged 19
———

Whateffects did any separations have on you?
 

 

On your family?

 

As aresult of your wartime experience, did your relations with parents, spouse, and children

changein any noteworthy way? or did they remain the same? Check the appropriate

spacesin the columnsthat apply to you:

MOTHER FATHER SPOUSE CHILDREN
A Became closer
B Became mere distant

Cc Gained respect
0 More discord in relationship

E Acquired more independence
F Felt more dependent

G Showed more respect for me
H Became more accepting of me

t |-became-more understanding

J No change
K Other changes:

You may have been faced with certain majorlife decisions during World WarII. Did wartime

conditions influencethe timing of these decisions in any way? Check oncethose decisions

you had to face then. Check twice those that were highly significant to you.
In each case, say what your decision was.

A _Choosing a career

P
I
T
T
L
ET

ME
I

TL
TE

E
ET

PI
TT
I

TT
ET

PL
T

TT
T
TT
T

 

 

 

B Whento begin full-time work
 

 

Cc Whento enter or to complete higher education
 

 

D Whento leave parental home
 

 

E When to marry
 

F Whento have children
 

 

Life experiences, as in wartime, often have some mixture of the good andthe bad.
What were the most desirable and undesirable experiences of World War II in yourlife?

Desirable?

 

Undesirable?
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Attrition: Causes and Consequences

Definitions and Issues Investigated

This Appendix is provided for readers interested in the details of attrition in
the sample. Becausethis study has been carried out over such an extended period
of time, we have had the opportunity to explore thoroughly the patterns and
correlates ofattrition in the sample overthe life course. The analyses presented
here provide the bases for the conclusions concerning attrition summarized in
Chapter3.

We shall use the same three categoriesto classify attriters as those delineated
in Chapter 3: death, choice, and loss. Their definitions are repeated below.To re-
duce repetition of phrases and to compress headingsin tables, we shall some-
times abbreviate to D (death), Q (quit), and L (involuntary loss) in our discussion.

Death (D group). If a subject died after he or she last returned a questionnaire
and before we mailed the nextone,the attrition is chargedto death.If a question-
naire went unansweredprior to death— the subject answered in 1955, missed in
1960, died in 1964— this is counted as choice. Subjects who became incapaci-
tated were also placed in the D group. Because the incapacitated were so few, we
shall speak of the group simply as persons whodied.

Choice (Q group). During the 65 years of the study, 15 men and 21 women
asked that their names be removed from the mailinglist. Nonresponders make up
the rest of the “choice” category.

Loss (L group). The “loss” groupis distinguished from the “choice” group
because we doubt that these subjects received our mailings. Some of them
probably were silent withdrawals like most cases labeled attrition by choice. No
doubt, however, many in the lost group were lost merely because of movesor
namechanges.
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Attrition

Persons whoselast return was prior to 1940, or who never responded,are

omitted from theattrition analyses, except for Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The following

‘temporal subdivisions provide the framework for most of the analyses in this

chapter:

1: Last return in 1940, 1945, or 1950 (Q1 or D1 group)

2: Last return in 1955 or 1960 (Q2 or D2 group)

3: Last return in 1972 or 1977 (Q3 or D3 group)

4: Responded in 1982 (R group)

Thus a D3 case died between 1972 and 1982, and a Q2 case has not responded

since 1955 or 1960.In the tables, “all choice withdrawals,” “all deaths,” and “all
attriters” will refer to a pooling ofthe first three rubrics(unlessit is indicated that

a particular line of a table refers to a narrowertimeslice).

In some subgroups, the numbersofcases in later tables are inconsistent with

corresponding numbersin Tables 3.1 and 3.2, which represent our best present

evaluation of the status of subjects at the end of 1986. In most subcategories, the

inconsistencies between the numbersin Tables 3.1 and 3.2 andlater tables are too

small to merit discussion.

The most important difference is that a fraction of those who had notre-

sponded since 1955 or 1960 (Group Q2) “came back” in 1986. Since they had
not responded from 1972 through 1982,they acted like attriters by choice. They

are counted as attriters in the analytic tables. Many of these were persons for

whom new addresses were obtained through a painstaking search bythestaff; in

someinstances, telephone contacts were also made. Without that search, most or

all of these subjects would have remainedattriters; hence we do not think that
coding them as choice withdrawals has distorted our description ofattriters.

These persons, though counted asattriters in Table B.1 and subsequently, are

included in the later-maturity group, which includesall subjects who answered

any of the 1972 to 1986 questionnaires, whether or not they were treated here as

casesofattrition. The details of this selection were presented in Chapter2.
Those who had not responded since 1972 or 1977 (the Q3 cases) but re-

sponded in 1986 also posed a problem. Abouthalf of them arecalled attriters in

the analytic tables only because they failed to return the 1982 questionnaire.

Theyare notlike the Q2attriters who failed repeatedly to respond. We shall see

that on many variables the Q3 subgroupdiffers little from those responding in

1982, whom wecall the “remainder,” or “R” group. All Q3 cases were retained

in the later-maturity sample.

Precursors of Attrition

In the analysesof attrition that follow, we consider three questions: (1) How

did withdrawals by choice differ from 1982 respondents? (2) How did those who

died or becamedisabled differ from 1982 respondents? (3) How didthe attriters
as a group differ from those who continued through 1982? We do not compare
the relatively small group of lost subjects with nonattriters, nor do we subdivide
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TABLE B.I
Percentage ofQuestionnaires Returnedby Attriters by Choice

Before Dropout and by Remainder Group
 

Year of last response
 

 

 

 

 

1940,
No. of 1945, 1955 1972 1982

questionnaires or 1950 or 1960 or 1977 Remainder
Period distributed (group Q1) (group Q2) (group Q3) (group R)

MEN

N 25 79 55 418
Pre-1940 5 44% 52% 58% 57%
1940-50 5 734 86 92
1955-60 2 89 94

WOMEN

N 13 57 48 399
Pre-1940 5 49% 50% 61% 56%
1940-50 he) 792 85 91
1955-60 2 842 94
 

SOURCE: Questionnairesin years indicated.
NOTE:For explanation of Q1, Q2, Q3, and R, see p. 317.
“For contrast of number of questionnaires returned with group R, p < .01 byt-test.

them, except where they are countedin overall figures along with subjects in the
choice and death attrition groups.

Frequency of Returns. Withdrawal by the individual (apart from sudden
death) is a gradual process, evidenced by each subject’s rate of returning ques-
tionnaires in three time periods: 1922 to 1936, 1940 to 1950, and 1955 to 1960.
Many questionnaires and other measuring instruments were usedto collect data
between 1921 and 1960, but our analysis ofattrition is limited to twelve ques-
tionnaires,five in each ofthefirst two periods, and twoin thelast. (These cover
morethan half the variables measured directly from the subjects during that time
and provide an adequate sample for our purposes.)

To comparethe rate of return just before withdrawal with that at earlier times,
subjects were classified into four groups by date of last return, as described
above. Table B.1 shows the percentage of questionnaires returnedbyattriters by
choice and by the remainder group. The dates of questionnaires appear in the
left-hand column. Comparison of the 1972/77 column in Table B.1 with that for
1982 showsrather small differences, but those leaving the study earlier (the Q1s
and Q2s) were consistently less responsive than the 1982 respondents(the re-
mainder, R). In each of the rows giving values for two or three subgroupsof
attriters by choice, their response rates are ordered from left to right; those most
nearly ready to drop out returned, on average, somewhat fewer questionnaires.

Table B.2 summarizesrates of response from subjects prior to death. The dif-
ferences across rows are small and none approaches nominal significance. No
down-the-column trend appearsin the ratios. In short, with respect to number
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of questionnaires returned, those subjects who died while still actively partici-

pating in the research differed very little from those who lived and continued to

participate.
The responses from lost subjects (not shown in the table) were not much

below the rate of the 1982 respondents before 1940, but thereafter their rate of

response was markedly below the rate of 1982 respondents. Thefact that the lost

cases are so similar to attriters by choice in this respect reinforces the suspicion

that someofthe lost were in fact silent withdrawals. In sum, those who withdrew

by choice or were lost cases before 1972 contributed significantly fewer re-

sponses, even when responding between 1928 and 1950, than those who would

remain until 1982 or later.

Nonresponsiveness and Delay. We investigated two other possible indices

of early reluctance to respond and both support the notion that reluctance reveals

itself in subtle ways. One is the frequency of unanswered questionsin the re-

turned questionnaires. We looked at the number of missing responsesin the

1936, 1940, and 1955 questionnaires, choosing them becausethey had relatively

high rates of return. Eight comparisons of meanswere available for each sex. In

thirteen of the sixteen, those classed asattriters by choice left more questions

unanswered than 1982 respondents; eight of the differences were nominally

significant (p < .05).

The second index measured delay in responding by the number of days

intervening between the mailing of the questionnaire and its return. These data

(somewhat incomplete) were available from the 1936 and 1940 follow-ups. Data

for women whoselast response was in the decade 1940-1950 were too in-

TABLE B.2

Percentage ofQuestionnaires Returnedby Attriters by Death

Before Dropout and by Remainder Group
 

 

 

 

 

 

Year of last response

1940,
No.of 1945, 1955 1972 1982

questionnaires or 1950 or 1960 or 1977 Remainder
Period distributed (groupD1) (groupD2) (group D3) (group R)

MEN

N 25 90 76 418
Pre-1940 5 54% 56% 56% 57%

1940-50 5 89 92 92

1955-60 2 96 94

WOMEN

N 13 37 33 399

Pre-1940 5 55% 56% 61% 56%

1940-50 5 89 94 91

1955-60 2 98 94
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires in years indicated.
NOTE: For explanation of D1, D2, D3, and R,see p. 317.
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complete to be used; for each of the other choice attrition groups two com-
parisons with the remainder group could be made. With one exception, the
attriters by choice had a longerresponsetime than the subjects who responded in
1982. The differences were generally small, but two attriter subgroups lagged on
average by 50 days andthose differences were nominally significant. There was
no sex difference in delay or in missing responses.

Voluntary withdrawal is, therefore, a gradual process. Well before a subject
lapses finally into nonresponse, he or she responds to fewer requests;attrition is
already beginning. The questionnaires that are returned tend to be less com-
pletely answered andthe return tends to be slow. Such formsof noncooperation
are more subtle than the coarse ones of simply ignoring a request, or refusing a
request for information,or asking to be dropped from the mailinglist.
We shall examine further the ways in which the attriters differ from the

remainder. Butat this point we can already say that the subjects missing from the
final later-maturity group tend to be the more reluctant and less cooperative
membersofthe original sample. More important, data from theearly years of the
study were disproportionately supplied by the nonreluctantparticipants.

Correlates of Attrition

How dotheattriters differ from the remaining participants? Someattrition
subgroups are too small for separate analysis. In particular, cases of attrition
prior to 1940 were few and wehavelittle information on them.

Mostof our analyses will compare subgroupsofattriters by choice (Groups
Q1—Q3) and subgroupsofattriters by death (Groups D1—D3)with the subjects
responding in 1982, the remainder (Group R). (As noted, the choice and death
subgroupsare those wholeft the study [1] after 1940 to 1950 inclusive, [2] after
1955 or 1960, and[3] after 1972 or 1977.) Fortestingthestatistical significance
of differences on ordered variables across groups, we use one-way analysis of
variance, with t-tests when these are needed for more precise evaluation of
differences in a specific pair of groups. For a categorical variable, chi-square is
used. Someanalyses will contrast attriters by choice or death as a whole with
those responding in 1982, with analysis of variance, using a t-test, or chi-square
as the significancetest.

The choice of dependent variables poses a problem. With about 3,000 vari-
ables available from the first forty years of this study, some guiding notion as to
possible fruitfulness was required if we were not to be swamped with random
comparisons and meaningless significance values. Of course, certain obvious
psychological and demographicvariables requiredtesting, but beyond those our
guiding notion has been whetherthe subjects displayed a not-too-well-defined
blend of drive, health, competence, and success. Imprecise though it was, the
notion has proved useful, and as results are compiled, this general notion will
take on a firm character.

Ageand Intelligence. Neither age nor IQ was found to be a correlate of
attrition. On age when selected, which ranged from under six to over sixteen,
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TABLE B.3

EducationalLevels ofAttriters and Remainder Group

Men Women
Year of last response Year of last response

1940, 1940,
1945, 1955 1972 1945, 1955 1972

Educational level or 1950 =or 1960 or 1977 1982 or 1950 =or 1960 or 1977 1982

Percentage attriters by choice compared with remaindergroups
Group? Ql Q2 Q3 R Ql Q2 Q3
N 25 79 55 418 13 57 48 399

Graduate degree 28% 30% 36% 50% 0% 23% 17% 27%
Some graduate work 44 40 43 57 30 46 36
A.B. or B.S. 56 62 63 80 31 68 62

Percentageattriters by death compared with remainder groups
Group? D1 D2 D3 R D1 D2 D3
N 25 90 76 418 13 37 33 399

Graduate degree 16% 42% 37% 50% 23% 30% 46% 27%
Some graduate work 24 50 44 57 31 57 55
A.B. or B.S. 36 72 69 80 62 73 70
 

SOURCE: Cumulative education data.

NOTE: For explanation of groups Q1, Q2, Q3, D1, D2, D3, and R,see p. 317.
“For contrast with Group R, p < .01 by median test.

distributions in the choice and death attrition groups resemble that of the re-

mainder. Also, those with 1936 as last year of response did not differ from the
remainder group in 1936 age. Nor wasthere any difference in IQ, early school

achievement, or Concept Mastery score in middle age.

Socioeconomic Status ofFamily. For some children, the status of the family

of origin is an important support to self-esteem. It seemed likely that higher

levels of parental education and occupation mightbe associated with the greater

drive and intellectual interest that might induce subjects to remain participants.

However, we found no difference among our groups in quality of the parental
homeorof its neighborhood. These variables were measured years before they

came into commonuseas a measure of socioeconomicstatus. It appears that in

the Terman group the socioeconomicstatus of the family of origin was unrelated

to attrition. (Data on the incomesof the families of origin were not available.)

Subjects’ Education. Educational level was, however, related to attrition.

Those whofinished college were muchlesslikely to drop out than those whose
education stopped short of a bachelor’s degree. The numbers in the third row of
Table B.3 show a marked difference between choice and remainder columnsfor

males. (Subtraction from 100 showswhatpercentageofeach groupdid notfinish

college.) Male attrition by death shows somewhatthe same pattern. Womenin

the earliest choice and death attrition groups (Q1 and D1) attained less education

than women in the remainder, but this cannot be said of post-1950 female

attriters. Lost subjects (not shownin the table) had a similar pattern to attrition by

choice.
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This table is confined to subjects who had reached adulthood; nearly all
provided information after the age of 25. Evenso, a possible bias is present. A
person whodid notreport to us after (say) 1945 cannot be credited with educa-
tion completed after 1945. Many subjects continued in higher education after
that date; one bachelor’s degree, in fact, was completed in 1980. Impressive
though these casesare, they are not large proportionately. A check on bias was
made by determining how mucheducation each subject had completed by 1940.
It was not possible to form groupsidentical to those of Table B.3, but the reanaly-
sis establishes that any bias in the comparisonsof Table B.3 is small indeed.*

Occupational Success. Among the women, neither extent of employment
nor their retrospective 1972 rating of lifetime occupational satisfaction distin-
guished withdrawals by choice from the remainder group. Among the men,
neither the type of occupation (business or professional) nor the 1972 lifetime
satisfaction rating distinguishes withdrawals by choice or death from the re-
mainder. Attrition was, however, associated with men’s level of occupational
achievement. Those whohadhighly successful careers and those whoseachieve-
ments were more modesthad different responserates.

After the 1940 follow-up, Terman and Oden (1947) selected 150 “most” and
“least successful” men— the “A” and “C” groups. A “B”rating was assignedto
all others. (No such rating was made for women.) Thecriteria for selection were:
“(a) nature of work, importance of position, and professional output; (b) quali-
ties of leadership, influence, andinitiative; (c) recognition and honors(scientific,
civic, professional), awards, biographical listings, election to learned societies,
etc.; and (d) earned income. For most occupations, except business, income

received the least weight” (Oden, 1968, p. 53).

In 1940 perhaps a quarter of the group was too young to be well evaluated.
But two decadeslater their ages were fully suitable, and Oden and Dr. Helen
Marshall repeated the evaluation. In 1960 they selected only 100 A cases and
100 C cases, again assigning a B rating to all others. (There were not 150 who
could be called C’s.) There was considerable overlap of the two ratings (Oden,
1968), but there was enough shuffling of position to make it useful to examine
both sets of ratings with respectto attrition. .

Table B.4 makes possible several comparisons. Althoughat the time ofrat-
ings, A’s and C’s were equally numerous. C’s were more numerous than A’s
among those who would later be classified as “choice” withdrawals. Those
classified as withdrawals by death showeda small difference of the samesort, in
the 1940 ratings only. In the remainder, the pattern was reversed; A’s appreci-
ably outnumbered C’s. Death wasnotconsistently associated with A/C status,

* The figures across the bottom oftheattrition by choicesectionofTable B.3 are, in order, 56, 62,
63, 80; 31, 68, 62, 71. The corresponding figures based on education to 1940 are 62, 63, 62, 79; 33,
68, 62, 70. Only thefirst entry shows a nontrivial discrepancy, and it comesfrom tiny group.A tally
on postgraduate education showssubstantially smaller proportions in the 1940 data than the “life-
time” record of Table B.3; but the patterning across subgroupsis consistent between the two.
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TABLE B.4
StaffRatings ofOccupational Success ofMen

in Attriter and Remainder Groups (Percentages)
 

 

 

 

Base
Rating Choice? Death? Remainder rate‘

1940 N = 154 N = 188 N = 416

A 12% 19% 21% 19%

B 64 56 66 63

C 23 24 13 18

1960 N = 94 N= 142 N = 400

A 13% 16% 16% 16%

B 60 70 74 71

C 28 14 10 13
 

SOURCE: Ratingsbyresearchstaff of degree of occupational suc-
cess; “A” being highest, and “C” lowest.

@Contrast with remaindergroup: p < .01.
>Contrast with remaindergroup: p < .0S5.
“Weighted average of other columns.

whereas subsequentattrition by choice was comparatively frequent among C’s.

The men who remained for study in later maturity tended to have been more

successful in their careers than the total sample.

Health. Chronic ill-health seems a likely cause of withdrawal by choice.

This is an uncommon problem in the early years of life, but after middle age

increasing numbers of people feel — and often are — moreor less continuously

affected by physical disorders. Self-estimates of health status were collected

during the half-century from 1928 to 1977. The phrasing varied; for example,

one survey asked aboutgeneral health in the preceding six years, and one asked

about general health “recently.” All surveys after 1928 employed this 5-point

scale: “Very good,” “Good,” “Fair,” “Poor,” “Very poor.”

Our first comparison examinesself-ratings by attriters in their last year of

response. Table B.5 summarizesreports in the period 1955 to 1977, ignoring the

early years, when there were few attriters. In the columnsforattriters, each entry

comes from a new sample. The remaindergroup,on the contrary, remains essen-

tially fixed; numbers of cases fluctuate only because some personsfailed to
respond in each round of questioning. |

Those who wouldshortly leave the study consistently rated their health lower

than those who responded in 1982 (the remainder group, R). The differences

were about the same size for men and women. Among males, withdrawals by

death gave lowerself-ratings than withdrawals by choice. This was not true of

women.

The question naturally arises whetherattriters had been reporting less-than-

excellent health in surveys long before they left the study. Considering not only

last-year response as in Table B.5 but also the response in the two prior surveys
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TABLE B.5

Self-Ratings ofHealth in Year ofLast Responsein Attriter Groups

and in SameYearfor Remainder Group
 

 

 

Year of Men Women

attriters’ : ‘

last __Atuniters Remainder Attriters Remainder
response N Mean Mean Diff. N Mean Mean Diff.

Attriters by choice compared with remainder group
1955 41 3.98 4.44 — 474 20 4.05 4.36 —31¢

1960 27 4.37 4.46 —.09 26 4.15 4.36 —.21

1972 24 3.79 4.42 — .63° 16 3.38 4.25 — 887
1977 11 4.18 4.34 —.16 17 3.76 4.29 — 539

Attriters by death compared with remainder group

1955 22 3.73 4.44 — 724 4 3.00 4.36 —1.36

1960 68 4.12 4.46 — 344 32 4.06 4.36 —.30

1972 37 3.62 4.42 — .804 14 3.57 4.25 —.68
1977 37 3.89 4.34 — 45° 18 3.89 4.29 — 40
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires in years indicated.

NOTE: N’s for the remainder group were 373—434 (men) and 345-398 (women). The remainder groupentry in

each rowis from the report for the year shownatleft. Differences were computedprior to rounding.

“By f test, p<. Ol. bn < 05.

(“Lag 1,” “Lag 2”), subgroup meansdiffer from the corresponding meansin the
remainderas follows (on the average, overthe years):

 

. . Choice Death
Difference in mean —

self-ratings of health Men Women Men Women

Last-year difference —.37 —.44 —.72 —47
Lag-1 difference —.13 — 22 —.13 — 22

Lag-2 difference —.08 —.27 —.13 —.09

The Lag-1 response for a person whoselast year was 1955 came from the 1950

survey, from 1960 for a person whoselast year was 1972, and so on. The consis-

tent negative averaged lagged differences suggest some small tendencyfor pro-

spective attriters to report poorer health in surveys ten or more yearsprior to their

last response. Emphasis should, however, be placed on the difference between

the final year and prior years. Attrition associated with declining health casts its

shadow a long time before in somecases, but mostattriters reported health simi-

lar to that of the remainder groupin all surveys save that of their last response.*

The preceding findings led us to wonder about the mortality rate in the

“choice” withdrawal group. To the best of our knowledgethey werestill alive

* In the analysis just summarized for choice and death casesthelast year of response was 1955-

1977. Persons whofailed to respond in 1977 and 1982, but who did respond in 1986, are counted in

the remainder group. (They are counted in Group Q3 in other analyses for this appendix.) Full data

were notavailable,so the three means for a subgroupare basedonslightly different sets of persons.

Having formed a mean for a group such as “Q [or D] male, last year 1955,” we subtractedit from the

corresponding R mean, then weighted by the numberof Q [or D] cases to form the mean difference

reported above. Prior to averaging, the means in the various small subsets of cases fluctuated

irregularly; therefore, our overall summary seemsto say as muchasthe data warrant.
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whenthey withdrew,but if they reported deteriorated health, their lives may have

been at risk. The issue can be resolved by comparing the proportion of all

attriters by choice still alive at the end of 1982 with survival in the rest of the

sample. (A 1982 search via family and friends provided us with information on

the living-or-dead status of a substantial number of cases in the choice with-

drawal group.)

If we exclude persons of unknownvital status at the time of analysis, we get

the following percentages:

  

 

Men Women

Group Q Groups R & D Group Q Groups R & D
N Pct. N Pct. N Pct. N Pct.

Alive in 1982 87 58% 429 69% 72 66% 402 82%
Dead in 1982 62 42 192 31 37 34 88 18
p by chi-square <.05 <.01

In both sexes, withdrawals by choice had a higher mortality rate than those who

respondedthrough 1982 or until time of death. We suggest that poorer health, as

judged by the subjects themselves, wasa factor in producingattrition by choice.

Conversely, attrition by choice, appearing as a prognostic sign of impending
death, warned of a moreserious fate ahead.

Marital History. The hypothesis that persons with atypical marital histories

would be morelikely to leave the study is confirmed by Table B.6. Men who

never married are much overrepresented in both the choice and death groups.

Combining choice, death, and remainder subjects, 72 men outofa total of 804 in

the table were single (9 percent), but such menconstituted only 3 percent of the
remainder group. Among womenalso, the proportion of always-single was ap-

preciably greater in the choice and death groups than in the remainder, though

the contrast was not so marked as among men.(This analysis, confinedto attrit-

ers after 1940, does not include persons wholeft the study before they were old

enough to marry.)

TABLE B.6
Marital Status ofAttriters and Remainder Group
 

 

  

Men Women

Attriters Remainder Attriters Remainder

Marital status N Pct. N Pct. Ratio N Pct. N Pct. Ratio
 

Attriters by choice compared with remainder group
Alwayssingle 21 12.5% 11 2.6% 4.8 19 15.2% 29 7.3% 2.1
Married atsometime 147 87.5 407 97.4 0.9 106 84.8 370 92.7 0.9

Attriters by death compared with remainder group
Alwayssingle 40 18.3 11 2.6 7.0 24 823.3 29 7.3 3.2
Married atsometime 178 81.7 407 97.4 0.8 719 (76.7 370 92.7 0.8
 

SOURCE: Cumulative marriage data.
NOTE: Ratio is the percentin the attrition by choice or death group divided by the percentin the remaindergroupin each row.

Forall four contrasts, p < .01 by chi-square.
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TABLE B.7
MaritalHistories ofEver-Married Attriters and Remainder Group
 

 

 
 

 

Men Women

Attriters Remainder Attriters Remainder

Marital history N Pct. N Pct. Ratio N Pct. N Pct. Ratio

Attriters by choice compared with remainder group

Intact marriage 98 67% 266 65% 1.0 63 59% 185 50% 1.2
Divorced 40 27 83 20 1.4 27 26 67 18 1.4
Divorced and widowed 4 3 11 3 1.0 6 6 23 6 1.0
Widowedwithout divorce 5 3 47 12 0.3 10 9 95 26 0.4

Attriters by death compared with remainder group
Intact marriage 112 63 266 65 1.0 41 52 185 50 1.0

Divorced 57 32 83 20 1.6 25 32 67 18 1.8
Divorced and widowed 3 2 11 3 0.7 11 14 23 6 2.3
Widowedwithout divorce 6 3 47 12 0.3 2 3 95 26 0.1
 

SOURCE: Cumulative marital data.
NOTE: Ratio is the percentin the attrition by choice or death group divided by the percentin the remainder groupin each row.

Table B.7 contrasts persons whosefirst marriages workedout in various ways.

There is an evident tendency for those who married only once andlost that

spouse to death to remain in the study. The numberofcases distributed across the

“widowed” rowsis small, but the differences are consistent. One can readily

understand that a subject who has lost a spouse would wish to “keep up con-

tacts” as part of a searchfor stability in life; that would reduceattrition by choice

in this group. (The tiny groups whohad both death of spouse and divorcein their

histories are includedin the table for completeness, but no contrast is worthy of

mention.)

Whenpersons with an uninterrupted single marriage and those who had one

or more divorces were compared, there was a weak association betweenattrition

and divorce. It is somewhatillegitimate to make a significance test on selected

rows, but we have made sucha gesture. Pooling the sexes, the association of the

choice/remaindercontrast with divorce is not significant, whereas the death/re-

mainder contrast is nominally significant (p < .01). It would be improperto

infer, however,that in replications of the study one of these associations would

have beenstrongerthan the other.

One other aspect of marital history — relative immaturity at the time offirst

marriage— is informative. The age at which persons married— if they marriedat

all —does not differentiate the choice, death, and remainder groups; all three

groups married at an average age of 26-27 years. Nor does age at puberty as

such differentiate the groups. The time elapsed between puberty and marriage —

which wetake asan indicatorofmaturity at the time of marriage* — does show a

* We are indebted to Drs. John and Beatrice Whiting for suggesting this ingenious index of

immaturity at the time of marriage.Its value is not limitedto this contribution to the study ofattrition;

it is also used in Chapter6.
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markedassociation withattrition. The percentages of men who married within

ten years of puberty are as follows:

Choiceattriters 47% (N = 85)

Death attriters 45% (N = 109)

Remainder 30% (N = 218)

(These numbers are far below the usual sizes of these groups because data on

puberty were incomplete and because the always-single are omitted.) Unusually
early marriage by men can probably best be viewed in the samelight as not

marrying and marrying-and-divorcing. All three histories represent deviations

from the normsofthe time.

The finding applies only to men. Females reach puberty abouta year earlier

than males, on average. Early marriage was more usual for womenthan for men

whenour subjects were young. Marriage would havebeenlesslikely to interfere

with a woman’s educational plans than a man’s.
MentalDisturbance. From thefile up to 1928, Oden madea clinical evalua-

tion of each subject’s general adjustment. Few of them showedanydifficulties.

By 1940, moreindications of mild maladjustment had emerged, but information

was insufficient for rating some subjects. The ratings were repeated after the

1950 and 1960 follow-ups. This was Oden’s scale:

0: Satisfactory; minor and realistic anxieties only

1: Some difficulty; psychiatric or other help sought

2: Considerable difficulty, interference with marriage, occupation, or social

relationships, or hospitalization

Theseratings reflected apparent adjustmentin the past as well as at the time of

the latest evidence. Thus a subject once rated as “1” could become a “2” but not

a “OQ.” If therapy or other circumstances enabled him or her to adjust satisfac-

torily, the subject nonetheless would be classified as a “1” from decade to

decade.In effect, this cumulative rating evaluated how much psychopathology

the person had shownoverthe years. Those not reporting in 1940 were not given

a 1940 rating, and anyone whodied was dropped from later ratings even though

mostof the life history was known.

Of the 763 men rated in 1940, 20 percent were judged to show some or

considerable difficulty; the corresponding figure for the women was 18 percent

(of 605). Ratings of “2” increased from 1940 to 1960 by 4 percent among men

and by | percent among women.

The ratings before 1940 showed nodifference between the groups. Meansof

later ratings of attriters and the remainder appear in Table B.8. Ratings of male

withdrawals by choice were higher(less favorable) than ratings of the remainder.

Only one of the differences between attriters by choice and attriters by death

approachedsignificance, but they were all higher for choice withdrawals. The
differences among women were smaller than those among men,butthe pattern is

327
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similar. Comparing all attriters (after 1940, choice, death, and lost subjects
pooled) with the remainder group suggests that our later-maturity sample under-

represents the poorly adjusted males.It is reasonably representative, with regard
to mental health, of the original group of females.

Details of change in mental health from one decade to the next had been
recorded. These answers to specific questions in 1940, 1950, and 1960 did not
reveal any correlates ofattrition. Review of individual cases suggests that the
behaviors coveredin the specific questions tended to betransitory.

One other finding is of someinterest. In 1955, a question was asked about

tendencies toward nervousness, special anxieties, emotional difficulties, or ner-

vous breakdown.Theself-reports were coded in considerable detail — 19 cate-

gories — all representative of either anxiety or depression. Among the 1955

respondents, anxiety was more commonly reported (men, 23 percent, women, 29

percent) than depression (men, 2 percent, women, 6 percent). Those who would

later be attriters by choice reported anxiety significantly more often than did the

remainder group. Depression wasalso reported more frequently by male with-

drawals by choice than by malesin the remainder. These differencesare in line

with our previous conclusion aboutthe representatives of the remainder group in
terms of mental health. They add the suggestion that, when entering later matu-
rity, our subjects were substantially more prone to anxiety than to depression as a
form of mental distress.

Self-Esteem. It seemed possible that subjects would have lowerself-esteem

if their education, occupational status, and (if male) occupational success were

relatively limited, or if they had histories of poor health, poor social adjustment,

or nonnormative marital histories. If so, attriters would be expected to express
less self-esteem than others.

Data from childhood and young adulthood do not support this expectation. In

1922, 1928, and 1940, a parent (usually the mother) rated the subject on many

TABLE B.8

Ratings on Mental Disturbancein Attriters and Remainder Group
 

 

 

 

 

Choice Death All attriters Remainder
Year of a a a ee

rating N Mean N Mean N Mean N Mean

MEN

1940 143 0.362 180 0.282 358 0.302 405 0.19

1950 143 0.574 171 0.432 347 0.492 411 0.28

1960 105 0.652 144 0.43 273 0.51¢ 396 0.32

WOMEN

1940 109 0.33? 82 0.20 216 0.27 389 0.20

1950 114 0.52° 76 0.45 214 0.49¢ 394 0.37

1960 75 0.56 65 0.42 156 0.51 368 0.41
 

SOURCE: Ratings by researchstaff on a scale of increasing mental disturbance from 0 to 2.
“For contrast with the remainder group, by one-wayanalysisof variance, p < .01.
’For contrast with the remainder group, by one-way analysis of variance, p < .05.
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TABLE B.9

Six Indicators ofMale Attriters’ Self-Esteem Relative to Remainder Group
 

 

 

  

 

Attriters by choice

Year of last response

1940-50 1955-60 1972-77
Ql Q2 Q3 Total All attriters

Indicator of self-esteem N M2? N M2 N M? N M2 N M2

“Feeling of inferiority” (1940)° 19 88 66 109 46 £102 131 103 320 ~—=—-:103
“Self-esteem” (1950) 9 694 40 80 43 #108 92 92 254 924
“Self-satisfaction” (1950) 9 82 41 76° +43 102 93 884 259 92
“Livedupto intellectual abilities”

(1950) 9 96 42 92° 43 96 94 94° 260 95¢
“Lived upto intellectual abilities”

(1960) 27 90° 47 88° 74 89° 229 93°
“Occupational satisfaction” (1972) 50 84° 50 84° 123 92
 

SOURCE: Questionnaires by years indicated.
NOTE: “Feeling of inferiority” is a self-rating by the subject. “Self-esteem” is a self-rating on qualities such as social

adjustment, personality, and others listed in the text. “Self-satisfaction” is a self-rating on items from whichthe subject gained
life satisfaction, such as work, recognition, income, and others mentioned in the text. “Lived up to intellectual abilities” is a self-
rating of how well the subject thought he had donethis. “Occupational satisfaction” is a self-rating of occupational success,
weighted by subject’s retrospective judgment of importance of success to him in mid-life.

“Fach entry expresses the mean forthe attriters as a percentage of the mean for the remainder group. The meansfor that group
are, in order, 5.99, 5.93, 5.55, 4.64, 3.70, and 12.86.

>Ratio inverted; a number below 100 represents greater feelings of inferiority than in the remainder group.
‘For contrast with mean in the remainder group, p < .01 by one-way analysis of variance.
4p < .05 by one-wayanalysis of variance.

personality traits. Two were self-confidence and feelings of inferiority. In 1922

and 1928, their teachers and, in 1940, their spouses rated them on the same

scales. The choice and death attrition groups and the remainderdid notdiffer
significantly on these variables.

In 1940,for the first time, the subjects were asked to appraise themselves on

such scales. Self-evaluations in the attrition subgroups of womendid notdiffer

from each other, on average, nor from those in the remainder group. However,

male attriters by choice differed from the remainder, as detailed in Table B.9.

(The table does not show data for the death group because their self-evaluations

were similar to those of the remainder.) In order to measure the variable on

somewhat comparable scales, the table reports meansrelative to those of the
remainder (Group R).* In the extreme right-hand column,five of the six entries

are below 100, the mean of the attrition group being lower than that of the

remainder group. This implies less favorable self-images amongattriters by

choice than among the remainder, on average.

Patterning in Table B.9 suggests that recency of self-descriptions before attri-
tion is relevant, as it was in the self-rating of health. The lowest ratings appear
toward the left in the first three rows. The small Ns in the extreme left-hand

* Readers will recognize that such ratings would be altered by movementofthe “zero point” of a

scale. Any plausible change of this type should notaffect the conclusions drawn here. The raw-score

means can be recaptured by a simple multiplication.
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column should be noted, however. The 1940 question asked how much the
respondenthad suffered from a feeling of inferiority. There was no noteworthy
difference between groups.

Another question from 1940 asked “How well do you consider your early
mental superiority is being maintained?” Possible answers were “more marked,”
“no change,” “less marked.” The findings from this question are better sum-
marized by percentages than by meansandso donot appear in the table. Again
the early male withdrawals by choice differed from the remainder; 62.5 percent
of male early attriters by choice (Groups Q1 and Q2) chose “less marked”
compared with 32.5 percent of the remainder.

In 1950 subjects checkeda list of “Factors which have contributed to yourlife
accomplishments to date,” double-checking especially important factors. The
factors were as follows: “superior mental ability, adequate education, good so-
cial adjustment, good personality, good mental stability, persistence in working
towards a goal, good habits of work, excellent health, and lucky ‘chance’ fac-
tors.” A measure of “self-esteem” was obtained by counting checkmarks. The
Q1 and Q2 subgroupsclearly made fewer of these responsesthan otherattriters
or the remainder.

The 1950 survey also asked, “From whataspects of yourlife do you gain the
greatest satisfaction?” The subject checked or double-checked items on the
following list: “work itself, recognition for accomplishments, income, avoca-
tional activities or hobbies, marriage, children, religion, social contacts, commu-
nity service, other.” A measure of “self-satisfaction” was constructed by count-
ing checkmarks. The results show a considerable shortfall in Groups Q1 and Q2
compared with the remainder.

In 1950, subjects were also asked: “On the whole, how well do you think you
have lived up to yourintellectual abilities? (Don’t limit your answer to eco-
nomic or vocational success only.)” The six answerchoices offered ranged from
“fully” to “total failure.” The question was repeated in 1960 with a 5-point
response scale. It is interesting that the 1972/77 dropouts were much further
from the remainder in 1960 than in 1950. Withdrawal from this study seemsto be
somewhatassociated with a sense of not being worthyofit.

The last row in Table B.9 refers to an indicator of lifetime occupational
satisfaction reported in detail by Sears (1977). The measure took into account a
self-rating on amountof success, weighted by a retrospective judgment on how
important gaining such success had beento the subject in early mid-life. The
choice withdrawal group’s score was lowerthan that of the remainder. None of
the other ratings on sources of satisfaction — marriage, friendship, community
service — displayed any such difference.

The foregoing results on self-esteem refer to the men only. The self-esteem of
womenattriters differed negligibly from that of the remainder group. We can
only speculate about the reasons, butit is worth noting that manyofthe qualities
in the 1950 scales and the basic thrust of the scale on “lived up to intellectual
abilities” carried an implication of success at work. In the period ofthis study,



Attrition

work was more central to men than to most women. Questions emphasizing

values other than achievement might have shown differences in self-esteem

between women whodid and did not leave the study.

Noncorrelates ofAttrition. Notall of the variables that seemed promising, in
terms of ourinitial expectations, differentiated among groups. Alcoholism did

not show differences where we expected them,butit is difficult to assess from

our data. Subjects did report in 1940, 1950, and 1960 on their use of alcohol, and

we have combinedthese reports. None of the choice subgroupsdiffered appre-

ciably or consistently from the remainder group.

A second noncorrelate was achievement motivation. The many measures

available fall into two classes: those that reflect achieving behavior, and those

that report on motivation (Sears, 1977). It has already been seenthat the behavior

variables (education, occupational success) were related to attrition by choice.

The attitude measures were not. Self-ratings on ambition in the middle years and

seemingly relevant ratings by parents and teachersin the school years yielded no

significantdifferences between choice withdrawals and the remainder.

Summary

Despite the fact that this study has now beenin progress for over 66 years,

more than two-thirds of the subjects responded to at least one of the four ques-

tionnaires in later maturity. An analysis of the frequency of earlier returns of

those who would leave the study before 1982, our comparison year forattrition,

showed that those who withdrew by choice or were lost cases before 1972

contributed significantly fewer responses, even when responding between 1928

and 1950, than those who would remain until 1982 or later. They also had a

higher frequency of unanswered questions and a greater delay in responding.

Attriters were not different from nonattriters in IQ or socioeconomicstatus of the

family of origin. Those who remained in the study became somewhat better

educated, and the occupational success of the men who remained was also

higher, as was their self-confidence and self-esteem. Those wholeft the study

had poorerhealth than those who remained. The remaining subjects tended to

have more normative marital histories; there are relatively more individuals who

had intact marriages or who were widowedin the remainder group as compared

with the attriters, while the opposite is true for the divorced and always-single.
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